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ABSTRACT
This dissertation explores the process of class- and race-formation within the private
homes of the respectable classes and those who aspired to respectability in lateeighteenth-century London and Philadelphia. It finds that live-in wet nursing and
sentimental motherhood were not at odds, rather, the two were tools used by aspirational
classes to achieve social distinction. Initially, sentimental motherhood was wielded by
middling and aspirational classes against hereditary elites. People used new modes of
servant-hunting and place-finding that destabilized the institution of wet nursing and
established media literacy as integral to domestic labor negotiations. In Philadelphia, wet
nursing was conflated with care work by bonded laborers and occupied an important
place in quickly forming racial hierarchies. In London, wet nurses became increasingly
subject to the criteria of live-in domestics despite their unique circumstances. As the
respectable classes gained influence on both sides of the Atlantic, they used it to formulate
structural and ideological limitations on the lives of poor mothers. The systematic
devaluation of the maternal labors of the poor allowed the respectable classes to enforce
mother-infant separation of the poor in order to achieve the wet nurse arrangements they
desired. Respectable London families served as references for petitioners to the London
Foundling Hospital whereby they systematically executed mother-infant separation
among the poor. In Philadelphia, this process was executed piece-meal by the
Philadelphia Almshouse and Overseers of the Poor. This was complicated by fears of racial
mixing and the unwelcome burden of mixed race bastards on Philadelphia taxpayers. As
the wet nurse trade changed, home medical guides increasingly portrayed wet nurses’
bodies as sites whereby venereal disease, racial mixing, or hereditary disease might
disrupt the integrity of respectable families. Wet nurses were, therefore, subject to routine
bodily examinations, which gave householders the opportunity to witness and postulate
on theories of human difference.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1740, author Samuel Richardson published a manual intended to teach
readers how to compose letters for various purposes. Several of them were model letters
recommending domestic servants. To demonstrate how to recommend a woman as a
wet nurse, he provided the following as a template: “She lives just above Want, in a
pleasant, airy Place and has a very honest diligent Husband, with whom she lives very
happily… I know not a more proper Person, and I am glad I have this opportunity to
oblige you in so deserved a Recommendation.” 1 For Richardson, and presumably for
most of his readers, the perfect wet nurse was a plebeian, married woman who, with her
industrious husband, lived in a place that was clean, green, and sparsely populated.
They had nothing extra but they did not suffer from want. One hundred and fifty years
later, at a meeting of the Royal Society of Medicine, consulting physician David Forsyth
lectured on the history of breastfeeding practice from Elizabethan times through what
he called the wet nurse’s “zenith and decline” from about 1785-1815.2 He declared, “it
became the fashion to choose as nurses the mothers of illegitimate children, especially
those who had fallen for the first time. Such women were generally young and active,
and there were no troublesome husbands to come demanding their wives at
inconvenient hours.” 3 The ideal wet nurse was no longer a married woman. Moreover,
she no longer lived in her own home, boarding instead with her employers. Something
Samuel Richardson, Letters Written to and for Particular Friends (London: Printed for C. Rivington, J.
Osborn, and J. Leake at Bath, 2003), 43.
2 “Obituary: David Forsyth, M.D., D. Sc., F.R.C.P,” British Medical Journal 1 (1941): 652. Forsyth was the
Consulting Physician to Charing Cross Hospital and the Evelina Hospital for Children.
3 David Forsyth, “The History of Infant Feeding from Elizabethan Times,” Journal of the Royal Society of
Medicine 4 (1911): 124.
1
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had obviously changed. This dissertation will explore the transition from Richardson’s
world in the 1730s when wet nurses were customarily married, laboring people working
from rural farmsteads, to Forsyth’s 1810s when wet nurses were generally mothers of
illegitimate children living in their employer’s homes.
Demographic Change in the Wet Nurse Trade
The qualities of the average wet nurse were not the only thing to change; this
period witnessed a rapidly expanding market for live-in wet nurses. Most historians
agree that something changed for eighteenth-century families. It was also clear to
contemporaries that family structures, parenting approaches, and the experience of
childhood had transformed during the course of one lifetime. During the eighteenth
century, families of a vast range of means were able and willing to pay the wages, room,
and board for their wet nurses to live in. Daniel Defoe noted, in his 1724 monograph,
that employing live-in servants indicated neither impressive wealth nor genteel social
status. 4 This dissertation demonstrates that between 1750 and 1815, live-in wet nursing
became a mainstream practice among wealthy, middling, and aspirational people (a
group we will call the “respectable classes”) in urban centers. At the same time, the
outdoor nursing system was transformed from a practice of wealthy and middling
people with connections to the countryside, into a format of care reserved for poor and
abandoned infants. Using evidence from a wide range of sources, this line of inquiry
privileges the lived experiences of mothers at the time and synthesizes what historians

Daniel Defoe, The Great Law of Subordination Consider'd; Or, The Insolence and Unsufferable
Behaviour of Servants in England (London: Sold by S. Harding, 1724), 139.
4
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know about parallel changes in family life, urban economies, and attitudes toward
mothering.
These changes in the wet nurse trade mirrored changes, real and perceived,
among families more generally. Long-distance parenting had traditionally been a quality
of elite family life in Europe. The children of notables had, for centuries, been sent away
to be nursed, fostered, and schooled as wards of other notables. Their parents, though
they loved them dearly, invested little time into rearing and nurturing their progeny.
They spent their time tending to complex patron-client systems, in which their
children’s fosterage was a critical factor. 5 Keith Wrightson, Naomi Tadmore, and others
have qualified this familial model considerably. Most English householders contained
nuclear families before many other European regions. 6 Yet as Valerie Fildes has
demonstrated, the weight of tradition made outdoor nursing a persistent institution
among ladies in the ruling classes. 7 Consequently, long-distance parenting was, in the
eighteenth century, associated with wealth and influence. This was the parental model
Wollstonecraft criticized in her Vindication of the Rights of Woman: “what sympathy
does a mother exercise who sends her babe to a nurse, and only takes it from a nurse to
send it to school?” 8 According to Wollstonecraft, wealthy women had much to learn
from poor mothers, “Many poor women maintain their children by the sweat of their

Lloyd DeMause, The History of Childhood: The Evolution of Parent-Child Relationships As a Factor in
History (London: Souvenir Press, 1976).
6 Naomi Tadmore, Family and Friends in Eighteenth-Century England: Household, Kinship, and
Patronage (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007).
7 Valerie A. Fildes, Breasts, Bottles, and Babies: A History of Infant Feeding (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 1986), 102.
8 Mary Wollstonecraft, A Vindication of the Rights of Woman: With Strictures on Political and Moral
Subjects (London: Printed for J. Johnson, 1792), 347. The quote appeared in the first American edition
two years later. See Mary Wollstonecraft, A Vindication of the Rights of Woman: With Strictures on
Political and Moral Subjects (Philadelphia: Printed for Mathew Carey, 1794), 260.
5
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brow, and keep together families that the vices of the fathers would have scattered
abroad; but gentlewomen are too indolent to be actively virtuous.” 9
In the minds of most eighteenth-century people, poor and working class families
were the polar opposite of their elite counterparts. Poor families remained intact,
making use of each family member’s labor to make ends meet. Many lived in one or two
room houses, spending nearly every minute of the day together. Children were
incorporated into the family’s labor system as toddlers. It could hardly be considered a
child-centered, nurturing environment but still, most ordinary children enjoyed the
security of close proximity to their parents, nursed from their mothers’ breasts, and
spent their daily lives together. 10 This rosy characterization of poor and working class
families made women like Richardson’s fictional wet nurse, whom he dubbed “Mrs.
Newman” a model mother and nurse for much of the early modern period. The
institution of outdoor nursing was sustained by this classist understanding of
mothering. It was believed to be the arrangement that benefited infants most.
Putting out their children allowed elite families to nurture patron-client
relationships but they also believed it minimized the risks of infant mortality. Life at
court or in crowded towns and cities was believed to put infants’ health at risk. Valerie
Fildes writes, “It was rare for nurses to be employed in the child’s own home… The most
usual method was for parents living in towns to send their children out to the
surrounding villages, and for families in the country to use women from nearby
villages.” 11 Few families opted to hire a live-in nurse and those who did were most often
royals or members of the peerage. Even those privileged families regularly opted for
Wollstonecraft, Vindication of the Rights of Woman, 94.
Keith Wrightson, Earthly Necessities (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2000), 48-50.
11 Fildes, Breasts, Bottles, and Babies, 158.
9
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outdoor nursing to ensure their children were nursed in a healthy environment. Most
infants who were put out to nurse were visited by their parents at various intervals but if
infants died at nurse, they were typically buried in their wet nurse’s village. Scholars of
wet nursing have acknowledged that live-in wet nursing appears to have become more
common in the eighteenth century but the issue has remained largely unexamined.
Fildes suggests that the outdoor nursing system was eroded by urbanization, an
argument formulated in the negative. 12 This is only a partial explanation, and one that
suggests a decline in the wet nurse trade, which is unsupported by evidence. This project
addresses the positive change in live-in nursing instead of demonstrating explanations
for the negative change in outdoor nursing.
The rise of live-in wet nursing coincided with wealthy and middling mothers’
growing resistance to separation from their infants. Women were exercising what little
authority they had over their children and their homes. Mothering gave their lives
meaning but it served several social functions. In much the same way as a man’s
behavior impacted the state of his personal credit, women’s mothering had significant
social and economic consequences. The intensity and sentimentality with which a
woman mothered her children served as a measure of her gentility, her respectability,
her virtuousness. For elite women, sentimental mothering defended them against
attacks on their influence and uncertainty about their fitness to rule. Sentimental
mothering signaled to others that aristocratic and wealthy women deserved power and
influence based on merit. Sentimental mothers were often exempt from criticisms of
decadent elitism because it legitimized their focus on refinements and conspicuous

12

Fildes, Breasts, Bottles, and Babies, 158.
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consumption. For women in the middling and aspirational classes, sentimental
mothering aided their upward social mobility. Intensive mothering was an indication
that a woman was able to abstain from wage labor and that her family was able to
maintain its household on one income. For both groups, sentimental mothering
indicated their membership in the Republic of Letters. Home medical manuals and
tracts written by popular naturalists emphasized the importance of motherly affection,
nurturing, and education in early childhood. Mothers who disregarded innovative
parenting practice were suspected of either ignorance or neglect. 13
Reconciling Lived Experience with Maternal Stereotypes

Given these high stakes, outdoor wet nursing slowly became outmoded, and
eventually indefensible. The importance of this transformation is often obscured by the
increased visibility of maternal breastfeeding in this period. This project disrupts binary
classifications of historical mothers. From the dominant historical narrative, two types
of mothers emerge: (1) sentimental mothers who ascribed to the fashion for maternal
breastfeeding, and (2) cold, emotionally inaccessible women who reproduced but relied
on wet nurses and nursemaids to raise their children. As some historians have pointed
out, these maternal archetypes retained cultural cachet at the time but they do not
resemble the lived experiences of most eighteenth-century mothers. 14 Nonetheless,

Susan Dalton, Engendering the Republic of Letters: Reconnecting Public and Private Spheres in
Eighteenth-Century Europe (Montreal: McGill-Queen's Univ. Press, 2003), 13-4; Angela Vietto, Women
and Authorship in Revolutionary America (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005), 75-90.
14 Janet Golden, Social History of Wet Nursing in America (Cambridge, GBR: Cambridge University
Press, 2010), 23, 53-60; Valerie A. Fildes, Breasts, Bottles, and Babies: A History of Infant Feeding
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1986), 100-110; Valerie Fildes, Wet Nursing: A History from
Antiquity to the Present (Oxford: Blackwell, 1988); Olwen Hufton, The Prospect Before Her: A History of
Women in Western Europe, 1500-1800 (New York: Vintage Books, 1998), 195; Linda A.
13
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inclines in maternal breastfeeding are often marshaled to indicate declines in wet
nursing and vice versa. 15 Even more problematic, early scholars of the family often used
wet nursing as an indication of a deficiency in maternal affection. For example,
Lawrence Stone insisted that wet nursing was widespread among wealthy families in
England until 1750. He argued that their new dedication to sentimental mothering after
that time marked a rise in maternal breastfeeding and a decline in wet nursing. 16
The bifurcation of historical mothers glosses over the coercive forces of cultural
discourse, medical failure, and economic imperative on parenting practice. In different
ways, both householders, and wet nurses were deprived of any authentic choice.
Analysis of their children’s birth records suggest that most householders hired wet
nurses only out of necessity, such as when the infant’s mother was ill, dead, or pregnant
or in the case of multiple births. Practically all of them breastfed their other infants.
Maternal breastfeeding campaigns circulated troubling infant mortality statistics and
accused women who used wet nurses of being careless and selfish mothers. Mothers of
means endured pain, infection, invasive procedures, incompetent counsel, and cruel
Pollock, Forgotten Children: Parent-Child Relations from 1500 to 1900 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2000), 124-131.
15 George D. Sussman, Selling Mother's Milk: The Wet-Nursing Business in France, 1715-1914 (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1982). Historians of wet nursing are typically quite nuanced about this point.
Yet this diametric argument remains the dominant narrative in surveys and edited volumes, even
amongst historians of the family. See, for example, Randolph Trumbach, The Rise of the Egalitarian
Family: Aristocratic Kinship and Domestic Relations in Eighteenth-Century England (Burlington:
Elsevier Science, 2013), 198-203; Benjamin Roberts, Through the keyhole: Dutch Child-Rearing
Practices in the 17th and 18th Century: Three Urban Elite Families (Hilversum: Verloren, 1998), 97; Carlo
A. Corsini and Pier Paolo Viazzo, The Decline of Infant and Child Mortality: The European Experience,
1750-1990 (Boston, Mass: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1997); Susan C. Greenfield and Carol
Barash, Inventing Maternity: Politics, Science, and Literature, 1650-1865 (Lexington, KY: The University
Press of Kentucky, 2015); Gerald Newman and Leslie Ellen Brown, Britain in the Hanoverian Age, 17141837: An Encyclopedia (New York: Gerland Publishing, 1997).
16 See Edward Shorter, The Making of the Modern Family (London: Fontana, 1979); Lawrence Stone, The
Family, Sex and Marriage (New York: Harper and Row, 1977), 474-6; Lawrence Stone, Past & The
Present (Hoboken: Taylor and Francis, 2014); Philippe Ariès, Centuries of Childhood: A Social History of
Family Life (London: Pimlico, 1996); Alan Macfarlane, Marriage and Love in England: Modes of
Reproduction 1300-1840 (Oxford: Blackwell, 1987).
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criticisms over their struggles to breastfeed their own infants. When a wet nurse was
necessary, women overwhelmingly opted for live-in wet nurses, enduring inconvenience
and steep costs to keep their children under their own supervision. There were few
authentic choices; they were forced to choose between separation from their infants and
the infant’s prospective death, or the hassle and expense of hiring of a live-in wet nurse.
Unsurprisingly, they most often chose the latter. Live-in wet nursing allowed them to
fulfill key aspects of sentimental motherhood and to exercise careful authority over her
child’s wet nurse. It also allowed women to disguise their breastfeeding failures and to
avoid criticisms from peers and associates. Wet nursing and maternal nursing were not
mutually exclusive or diametrically opposed. For many women, the achievement of
sentimental motherhood relied on live-in wet nursing. Women who breastfed their own
children and aspired to sentimental motherhood were the same women who hired wet
nurses; the maternal breastfeeding movement was impelled by the same impulses that
altered the face of the wet nurse trade. This study affirm that contemporaneous
maternal archetypes fail to capture the lived experience of historical mothers. At the
same time, it demonstrates the way maternal archetypes, “mere” cultural constructs,
had significant social consequences as the politics of intimacy were negotiated in urban
households.
Overcoming National Frameworks for Historical Motherhood

The comparative approach of this project (considering both London and
Philadelphia) and its chronology (starting just before the Seven Years War, continuing
through the American Revolutionary War, and ending with the termination of the
Napoleonic Wars) were strategic decisions meant to emphasize continuity and change
8

that are typically obscured by national frameworks. The historical juggernaut of
Republican Motherhood has, for decades, tied new notions of maternity to revolutionary
politics in America and France. 17 Histories of American women during the Revolution
are written by estimable scholars, contain compelling arguments, and are backed by
impressive evidence. On their own, however, they perpetuate the binary interpretation
of historical mothers. Colonial American women formulated their own understandings
of motherhood in opposition to stereotypical British mothers who employed wet nurses.
Likewise, British mothers, portrayed as cold and distant parents, have been used by
historians of America as foils for their Republican Mothers who breastfed, cuddled, and
educated their own children. What colonial American women could not have known,
and what historians of America have yet to acknowledge, is that this conception of
“traditional” British motherhood was a misrepresentation of reality and that
sentimental motherhood was critical to the ways the respectable classes conceived of
themselves in Britain.
Breastfeeding and the wet nurse trade have been important elements of these
discussions. Mary Beth Norton writes, "In contrast to the English and European practice
of hiring wet nurses, American women-- and men as well-- assumed that mothers would
Linda K. Kerber, Women of the Republic Intellect and Ideology in Revolutionary America (Chapel Hill,
NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2014); Linda K. Kerber, Daughters of Columbia: Women,
Intellect, and Ideology in Revolutionary America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1980);
Ruth H. Bloch, "American Feminine Ideals in Transition: The Rise of the Moral Mother, 1785-1815,"
Feminist Studies 4 (1978): 101-126.; Susan E. Klepp, Revolutionary Conceptions: Women, Fertility, and
Family Limitation in America, 1760-1820 (Chapel Hill, NC: North Carolina University Press, 2012); Carol
Berkin, Revolutionary Mothers: Women in the Struggle for America's Independence (New York: Vintage
Books, 2006); Mary Beth Norton, Founding Mothers & Fathers: Gendered Power and the Forming of
American Society (New York: Vintage Books, 1997); Bushman, The Refinement of America; Nicki L. Hise,
Gentility and Gender Roles within the 18th-Century Merchant Class of Newport, Rhode Island (Boston:
University of Massachusetts Press, 2011). For comparisons of the two events, see Susan Dunn, Sister
Revolutions: French Lightning, American Light (New York: Faber and Faber, 2013).
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suckle their infants unless unusual circumstances intervened.” 18 Historian Carol Berkin
suggests that the American Revolution was the event that changed motherhood for
American women forever, “would... the new acceptance of women's moral and
intellectual abilities, the new emphasis on mothering rather than housewifery, the
expectation of a companionate rather than instrumental marriage-- have occurred
without the war for independence?” 19 Such formulations of American motherhood imply
that American women adopted a progressive attitude toward parenthood, education and
contraception while their British counterparts were disinterested in such affairs. At the
very least, histories of American mothers insinuate that British women suffered from
dwindling resources, few opportunities, and a lack of political agency that impeded their
mothering.
In some ways, Republican Motherhood in America draws on principles from the
early colonial period and stretches them forward into time, applying them to eighteenthcentury urban contexts. This miscalculation reinforces the teleological idea that the
American colonies and British Empire grew apart culturally and politically during the
eighteenth century, a process that culminated in the war of American Independence.
Many scholars have sought to disrupt this narrative over the course of several decades.
Mary Beth Norton, Liberty's Daughters: The Revolutionary Experience of American Women, 17501800 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1980), 90. I suspect that this understanding of British
mothers juxtaposed against American mothers is being projected forward from studies on family life in
seventeenth-century settlements in British America. See Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, Good Wives: Image and
Reality in the Lives of Women in Northern New England, 1650-1750 (New York: Vintage Books, 1991);
Roger Thompson, Women in Stuart England and America: A Comparative Study (London: Routledge,
2014).
19 Carol Berkin, Revolutionary Mothers: Women in the Struggle for America's Independence (New York:
Vintage Books, 2006), 161. See also Hallie Mast, Republican Motherhood and the Early Road to
Women's Rights: 1765 to 1848 (PhD diss., Ashland University, 2012); Lynn Hunt, "Male Virtue and
Republican Motherhood," French Revolution and the Creation of Modern Political Culture 4 (1994): 195208; Lucia McMahon, Mere Equals: The Paradox of Educated Women in the Early American Republic
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2016).
18
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Since the 1960s, John Murrin has argued that political culture in the British colonies
became increasingly Anglicized over the course of the eighteenth century. 20 David
Hancock, among others, have demonstrated how the middle Atlantic colonies were
commercially bound to Imperial Britain by way of the empire’s mercantile ambitions
and strong economic ties between families and associates in England and America. 21
Jennifer Van Horn, among many others, have demonstrated the importance of English
material and print culture to American life in the eighteenth century. 22 The notion of
Republican motherhood obscures British influence on family life.
In David Hackett Fischer’s Albion’s Seed, the English character of colonial
America is overemphasized at the expense of others. Indeed, colonial American
settlements were much more diverse than is typically assumed, especially in early
settlements and colonial ports. This dissertation, however, focuses on a time when
British Americans maintained strong political, economic, cultural, and familial ties to
Britain and a place, Philadelphia, where these ties were strongest. The city of
Philadelphia at this time was, more than any other, an Anglicized city. 23 This was, in
part, due to the prevalence of Quakerism in the city, which bonded transatlantic

John M. Murrin, “Anglicizing an American Colony: The Transformation of Provincial Massachusetts,”
(PhD diss., Yale University, 1966); John M. Murrin, Rethinking America: From Empire to Republic (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2018); John M. Murrin, “PART I: Anglicizing America,” in Anglicizing
America: Empire, Revolution, Republic, edited by Ignacio J. Gallup-Diaz, Andrew Shankman, and David
J. Silverman (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2015): 9-58.
21 David Hancock, Citizens of the World: London Merchants and the Integration of the British Atlantic
Community, 1735-1785 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005); Sheryllynne Haggerty, Merely
for Money? Business Culture in the British Atlantic, 1750-1815 (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press,
2014).
22 Jennifer Van Horn, The Power of Objects in Eighteenth-Century British America (Chapel Hill, NC:
University of North Carolina Press, 2017); Amanda Vickery and John Styles, eds., Gender, Taste, and
Material Culture in Britain and North America, 1700-1830 (New Haven, CT: Yale Center for British Art,
the Paul Mellon Center for Studies in British Art, 2007).
23 W. A. Nicholson, “Sober frugality and siren luxury: The Transformation of Elite Culture in Philadelphia,
1750-1800,” (PhD diss., UC Berkeley, 1994).
20
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communities and fortified business ties between American and English port cities. 24
With some exceptions, these close familial and economic bonds remained intact through
the Revolutionary War and into the early years of the American Republic. Ultimately,
the concept of Republican Motherhood promotes American exceptionalism; it reinforces
the myth that there was something exceptional about American families that made the
United States destined for a republican experiment and global hegemony.
Intimate Politics and the Making of Class and Race

Economic historians and literary scholars have formulated an alternative
narrative of motherhood in the eighteenth century, one that acknowledges the depth
and complexity of mothering in the early modern world. Starting in the sixteenth
century, traditional Anglo family structures had begun to dissolve in Britain, a process
that was well under way by 1750, the start of this study. Historians such as Nancy F.
Cott, 25 Leonore Davidoff, and Catherine Hall, 26 argue that early industrialization and
improving wage ratios triggered Anglo women’s withdrawal from the work force and
redirected their labor toward their households, husbands, and children. Instead of
working alongside their children in integrated family economies, women retreated to

24 For more on the influence of Quakerism on the early American family, see Barry S. Levy, Quakers and
the American Family: British Settlement in the Delaware Valley (New York: Oxford University Press,
1992).
25 Nancy F Cott, The Bonds of Womanhood: "Woman's Sphere" in New England, 1780-1835 (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1997), 57. For more on this phenomenon in America, also see Richard L. Bushman,
The Refinement of America: Persons, Houses, Cities (New York: Vintage Books, 1993), 68; Susan
Branson, “Women and the Family Economy in the Early Republic,” in Family and Society in American
History, ed. Joseph M. Hawes and Elizabeth I. Nybakken (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2001),
72-94.
26 Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall, Family Fortunes: Men and Women of the English Middle Class,
1780-1850 (London: Routledge, 1992), 115-116. See also Eric Richards, "Women in the British Economy
Since About 1700: An Interpretation," History 59 (1974): 337-357.
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domestic spaces and reverted their energies away from “piece work” and toward “care
work.” As historian Eileen Yeo put it, “women were redefined from worker-mothers to
mothers of workers.” 27 This formulation, however graceful, lacks class specificity. While
the aristocracy, gentry, or the wives of merchants, professionals, artisans and successful
tradesmen might have been able to retreat into the domestic space, just as many women
were unable to do so.
The wet nurses in this study belonged to the rank of the “lower orders,” including
everyone from working people, the situational poor, the chronically poor, as well as the
marginalized and disowned. In an ironic twist, however, Yeo’s elegant formulation
applies in a very general way to the lower orders. Their labor was also being reverted
from “piece work” to “care work” as they transitioned from collapsing rural family
economies to urban domestic service or indentured servitude. Pamela Sharpe, Tim
Meldrum, and others, describe changes in family structures as being part of British
women’s “adaptations to capitalism.” Sharpe describes the growing importance of
wealthy, urban housewifery as a by-product of urbanization and the indigent rural
family’s dependence on urban place-finding for their daughters in order to benefit from
her wages. 28 Indeed, working class and poor women primarily earned their livelihoods
as sick nurses, wet nurses, and nursemaids in the homes of the wealthy, middling, and
aspirational classes.

Eileen Janes Yeo, “Constructing and Contesting Motherhood, 1750-1950,” Hecate 31 (2005): 4.
Pamela Sharpe, Adapting to Capitalism Working Women in the English Economy, 1700-1850
(Basingstoke: MacMillan Press, 2017); Susan Cahn, Industry of Devotion: The Transformation of
Women's Work in England, 1500-1660 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1987); Robert B.
Shoemaker, Gender in English Society 1650-1850 The Emergence of Separate Spheres? (London: Taylor
& Francis, 2017).
Katrina Honeyman, Women, Gender and Industrialisation in England, 1700-1870 (Basingstoke:
Macmillan, 2000); Eric Richards, “Women in the British Economy Since about 1700: An Interpretation,”
History 59 (1974): 337-357.
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Wet nurses, however, had much more complex relationships to motherhood than
the mothers they served. For them, retreat into the home did not leave them free to
invest their attention and energies into their own children. Many domestic workers
never became mothers at all. Karin Wulf and Amy Froide have written monographs
about large numbers of women in London and Philadelphia who chose to remain
unmarried and childless for the duration of their lives. 29 Indeed, unmarried women
servants under the age of thirty were an important demographic in most eighteenthcentury Anglo-Atlantic cities. In 1750, domestic servants made up nearly 8 percent of
London’s population and four out of five of them were women. 30 By the 1770s, more
than one third of Philadelphia’s adult female population was unmarried and living with
non-relatives. Most scholars suspect that they were live-in domestics working for
wages. 31 Female domestic servants, many of them teenaged girls, were sexually
vulnerable. They lived in close proximity to men who perceived them to be sexually
available and were often unable to seek support from kin when needed. As Adrian
Wilson demonstrates, unmarried motherhood was a risk faced by all single women of
reproductive age. Women servants were doubly vulnerable, managing consensual sexual
contact with coercive sex or sexual assault perpetrated by their employers and men in
their employers’ families. These demographic realities shaped the lived experiences of
most of the wet nurses who appear in this study.

Karin A. Wulf, Not All Wives: Women of Colonial Philadelphia (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2005); Amy M. Froide, Never Married: Singlewomen in Early Modern England
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010). See also L. Moore, "Single Women and Sex in the Early Modern
Atlantic World," Early Modern Women 5 (2010): 223-227.
30 Joel Mokyr, “Urban Domestic Service,” The Oxford Encyclopedia of Economic History (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2009), 106.
31 Clare Lyons, Sex Among the Rabble: An Intimate History of Gender & Power in the Age of Revolution,
Philadelphia, 1730-1830 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1999), 32.
29
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Unlike the rural, married nurses in Richardson’s world, urban wet nurses were
largely recent arrivals to the city. They were often single and rootless women who were
seduced, made pregnant, subsequently abandoned by their lovers, and discharged by
their employers. This sequence of events was so common that urban poor relief efforts
were overburdened by bastard birth. Tanya Evans 32 and Clare Lyons, 33 among many
others, have demonstrated how mothers among the laboring poor navigated what Olwen
Hufton dubbed “economies of makeshift,” 34 living outside of the confines of normative
motherhood. Wet nurses’ lives on the margins triggered anxieties among householders
over their honesty and suitability. 35 These apprehensions were aggravated by an
increasing difficulty in determining the social status of others and the resultant inability
of individuals to respond to their audience with the appropriate speech and
comportment. 36
Despite their misgivings, wealthy, middling, and aspirational families took
advantage of this milieu of misery; they tapped into this supply of vulnerable, postpartum women who were far away from home and had no other marketable skills. In

32 Tanya Evans, Unfortunate Objects: Lone Mothers in Eighteenth-Century London (Basingstoke:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2005).
33 Clare Lyons, Sex Among the Rabble, chapter 5.
34 Olwen H. Hufton, The Poor of Eighteenth-Century France, 1750-1789 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978),
20.
35 The confusion and arbitrariness that accompanied one’s assessment of another’s social status at this
time has been tied to anxieties about forgery and impersonation in other studies. See Donna T. Andrew
and Randall McGowen, The Perreaus and Mrs. Rudd: Forgery and Betrayal in Eighteenth-Century
London (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001), 124-5.
36 The proliferation of conduct literature and didactic novels supports the argument that Anglo-Atlantic
societies were particularly preoccupied with accentuating class difference after 1750. Jacquelyn C. Miller,
"An ‘Uncommon Tranquility of Mind’: Emotional Self-Control and the Construction of a Middle-Class
Identity in Eighteenth-Century Philadelphia," Journal of Social History 30 (1996): 129-148; Bushman,
The Refinement of America, xv; David Cannadine, The Rise and Fall of Class in Britain (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1999), 25-29; Hodge, Consumerism and the Emergence of the Middle Class in
Colonial America, 4; Margot C. Finn, The Character of Credit: Personal Debt in English Culture, 17401914 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 57-59; C. Dallett Hemphill, Bowing to Necessities:
A History of Manners in America, 1620-1860 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 66-70.
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Philadelphia, these families exercised influence through the execution of poor relief
policy that redirected the maternal labors of the poor toward domestic wage labor. In
London, similar families used service ultimatums and their role as references to
facilitate the surrender of poor infants and the diversion of their mothers’ labors toward
domestic work.
Poor mothers, especially unwed mothers, had even fewer choices than mothers of
means, perhaps no authentic choice at all. Their lived experiences illustrate the limits of
middling and wealthy women’s dedication to the maternal-infant bond. The wealthy,
middling, and aspirational woman’s retreat into the home, and her maternal selfactualization was achieved, in part, by threatening and disregarding the maternal labors
of working and poor mothers. Mothers of means routinely targeted vulnerable mothers,
promising them a wet nurse’s place with room and board. They insisted, however, that
their wet nurses make arrangements for their own children. Some attempted to pay for
the nursing of their own children with a tertiary nurse or at a baby farm but their wages
were rarely higher than the cost of their own infant’s care. These women inevitably
appealed to poor relief systems, surrendering their children to the parish, foundling
hospital, or municipal workhouse so that they could work for wages.
Poor relief policy privileged wage labor over maternal labors and thus encouraged
mother-infant separation among relief recipients. The political economy of bastardy, or
the policies enacted out of concern for the economic burden of bastardy on the state,
created a hostile environment for women who bore illegitimate children. They were
encouraged to begin wage labor as soon as possible after their birth of the bastard child,
to reform themselves into productive members of society and save them from being
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labeled as one of the “race of propagators” burdening taxpayers. 37 Using their authority
as poor relief administrators or as references for petitioners of relief, householders
synchronized their domestic labor negotiations with local poor relief policies to help
facilitate their wet nurses’ surrender of their infants. This was an important part of
achieving the live-in wet nursing arrangement they desired. Indeed, domestic service
negotiations translated the ideology of sentimental motherhood into a hierarchy of class
and race that elevated white, middling and aspirational families at the expense of those
of the laboring poor and people of color. Live-in wet nursing was a tool of class
formation after all. It was not, however, a mere status symbol. 38 Rather, live-in wet
nursing suggests a domestic venue for the intimate negotiations that established and
reinforced structural inequality in Anglo-Atlantic cities.
Few historians have addressed the role of maternity in class formation. 39 Literary
scholars, on the other hand, have demonstrated how maternity was essential to the
middling sort’s simultaneous criticism and emulation of the hereditary aristocracy. 40
Joseph Addison, October 23, 1711, No. 203, The Spectator, 130.
Prophecy Coles, Shadow of the Second Mother: Nurses and Nannies in Theories of Infant
Development (New York: Routledge, 2015), 41; Valerie Fildes, Breasts, Bottles, and Babies: A History of
Infant Feeding (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1986), 23; Simon Schama, The Embarassment
of Riches: An Interpretation of Dutch Culture in the Golden Age (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1988), 504.
39 Most works discussing the familial and domestic aspects of class formation have focused on male heads
of household, single women, or family networks more generally. American scholarship in eighteenthcentury motherhood eschews the issue of class and focuses on Republican Motherhood. See Randolph
Trumbach, The Rise of the Egalitarian Family: Aristocratic Kinship and Domestic Relations in
Eighteenth-Century England (Burlington: Elsevier Science, 2013); Margaret R. Hunt, The Middling Sort:
Commerce, Gender, and the Family in England, 1680-1780 (Berkeley CA: University of California Press,
1996); Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall, Family Fortunes: Men and Women of the English Middle
Class, 1780-1850 (New York: Routledge, 2019); Harry S. Stout, American Aristocrats: A Family, a
Fortune, and the Making of American Capitalism (New York: Basic Books, 2017); C. Dallett
Hemphill, Siblings: Brothers and Sisters in American History (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011).
40 Roy Porter, London: A Social History (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1995), 282; Nancy
Armstrong, Desire and Domestic Fiction: A Political History of the Novel (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2006); Ruth Perry, Colonizing the Breast: Sexuality and Maternity in Eighteenth-Century
England (Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1991), 186; Felicity A. Nussbaum,
37
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More often, studies of motherhood treat each social rank separately, failing to
problematize the classist and racist conflicts of maternity in the eighteenth century. This
dissertation remedies this historiographical void using the wet nurse trade as a point of
entry, and class, gender, and race as the primary categories of analysis, to explore the
mechanisms of power transfer between social classes and the oblivious, incremental
constructions of inequity within urban economies. Ultimately, the respectable family’s
use of the urban wet nurse trade turned this long-distance, elite form of care work into
an urban, domestic tool of class formation. Moreover, the urban wet nurse trade affirms,
rather than contests, the centrality of sentimental motherhood to social self-fashioning
at midcentury.
Chapter Summaries

Chapter One will focus on identifying the householders (the term I will use for the
infant’s parents) in a survey of wet nurse relationships. It discovers that the vast
majority of patrons of the wet nurse trade in both cities were not wealthy elites. Rather,
they resemble a motley crew of middling sorts or aspirational classes. 41 Nonetheless,
this chapter argues that householders hiring urban wet nurses were a particular “sort” of
people. They were often upwardly mobile; they exhibited a proto-capitalist ethos,

“‘Savage’ Mothers: Narratives of Maternity in the Mid-Eighteenth Century," Cultural Critique 20 (1991):
1991-1992; Felicity A Nussbaum, Torrid Zones: Maternity, Sexuality, and Empire in Eighteenth-Century
English Narratives (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1995), 97.
41 As Christina Hodge has pointed out, translating class across the Anglo-Atlantic can be tricky The
British-American middle station was made up strictly of property-owning artisans, lesser merchants, and
entrepreneurs. Professionals such as lawyers and physicians, or wealthy merchants and planters,
constituted an American elite even before the Revolution. Middling stations in Britain expanded beyond
these demographics, included professionals, merchants, and planters because they were superseded by
landed, hereditary elites irrespective of their incomes. See Christina J. Hodge, Consumerism and the
Emergence of the Middle Class in Colonial America (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 21-2.
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concentrating their wealth in stocks and bonds rather than in land, were well-educated,
and tended toward reformist religions. 42 This work will refer to them as the “respectable
classes” in order to differentiate them from the aristocracy and the wealthy, genteel
bourgeoisie. 43 Their wet nurses, on the other hand, were primarily from the “lower sort,”
a group comprising the working classes who were situationally poor, the laboring poor,
and the chronically impoverished. Though their exact socio-economic status remains
vague, they were overwhelmingly unskilled workers new to the city, former maids or
piece-workers, and mothers of illegitimate children.
The respectable classes commanded a vibrant transatlantic print culture. 44
Chapter Two will analyze two innovative formats of print media that were largely
financed and operated by middling men: classified advertisements and satirical
sketches. These sources afford us entry into the largely undocumented world of wet
nurse arrangements. They also demonstrate the layout (pun intended) of each city’s
labor taxonomies. Classified advertisements and employment agencies arose to assist
laborers in finding work and employers in finding workers. Using a large, representative
For other studies on this demographic see Margaret R. Hunt, The Middling Sort: Commerce, Gender,
and the Family in England, 1680-1780 (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1996); Alan
Macfarlane, The Origins of English Individualism: The Family, Property, and Social Transition (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 1979); Peter Earle, The Making of the English Middle Class: Business,
Society, and Family Life in London, 1660-1730 (London: Methuen, 1991), 120-122, 152-157; Burton J.
Bledstein and Robert D. Johnston, The Middling Sorts: Explorations in the History of the American
Middle Class (Hoboken: Taylor and Francis, 2013).
43 I am using “respectable” as a way to group together working people who had modest but stable incomes
with the commercial and professional classes. These groups make up what some scholars call the
“middling sort” but this term translates poorly to the American context. Roy Porter uses “respectable” to
refer to the working classes, bringing in journeymen, artisans and tradesmen who made stable livings and
we self-sufficient. He uses the term to differentiate between the modest but stable workers, the
situationally poor, and the chronically poor. Roy Porter, London, a Social History (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1995), 181-2.
44 See, for example, James Vernon, Distant Strangers: How Britain Became Modern (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2014), 48-9; Dror Wahrman, Making of the Modern Self: Identity and
Culture in Eighteenth-Century England (Yale University Press, 2008), 208; John Money, Experience and
Identity: Birmingham and the West Midlands, 1760-1800 (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press,
2014), 14; Barker, Newspapers, Politics, and Public Opinion in Late Eighteenth-Century England, 25-6.
42
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sampling of classified advertisements, the chapter argues that live-in wet nursing was
the dominant form of wet nursing in cities and that the change over time was
statistically significant enough to be a trend in need of explanation. The advertisements,
combined with contemporary satirical prints suggest that Londoners were preoccupied
with domestic professionalism and illegitimate birth while Philadelphians were more
focused on communicating coded references to race, ethnicity, and miscegenation.
Finally, Chapter Two demonstrates how print media transformed the process of servanthunting and place-finding and suggests how these changes were experienced by wet
nurses in these cities.
Chapter Three demonstrates how the politics of motherhood are best-understood
using class, rather than nation, as the primary category of analysis. Even the wealthiest
among respectable families envisioned themselves to be “middling.” This is because the
respectable classes adopted sentimental motherhood in a campaign to differentiate
themselves from traditional, aristocratic families. English peers and gentry continued to
keep their wet nursing arrangements in the countryside during the summers and in the
city during the London Season. Most of them owned bucolic retreats near villages from
whence they hired a local, married woman to breastfeed their child if needed.
Philadelphia experienced much the same thing, with Old Philadelphians retreating to
their “country seats” during the summer months. In both cities, the middling sort, even
if they were quite wealthy, worked and lived in the city year round and, thus, were the
primary patrons of the urban wet nurse trade. In opposition to stereotypes of
aristocratic family life, the respectable classes shaped an urban care work economy that
suited their resources, their values, and their aspirations.
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While Chapter Three demonstrates the demand for live-in wet nurses, Chapters
Four and Five explore how householders drew from their city’s swelling population of
unwed, post-partum women among the laboring poor. Chapter Four discusses how
Anglo-Atlantic social critics and poor relief authorities villainized bastard-bearers on the
grounds of political economy, an ideology that privileged wage labor over maternal
labors or care work. The chapter goes on to address how Philadelphia’s poor relief policy
and practice worked to supply the city with live-in wet nurses by separating poor infants
from their mothers. This process addressed the city’s periodic labor-paucity but had
devastating cultural and social consequences for mixed raced couples.
Poor relief in London was quite a different animal. One of the world’s largest
cities, London had a robust and comparatively well-funded network of parochial, public,
and private poor relief systems. Chapter Five approaches the dispossession of poor
mothers from the perspective of poor mothers themselves. Mothers of illegitimate
infants composed petitions addressed to the London Foundling Hospital. Through these
documents, we can see that middling families took advantage of the sexual vulnerability,
economic instability, and lack of choice experienced by mothers among the laboring
poor. Middling women instituted employment parameters that acted in sympathy with
poor relief policies to secure wet nursing arrangements that conformed to the tenets of
sentimental motherhood.
Chapter Six describes the ordeal experienced by postpartum women of scarce
means when they sought places as wet nurses. In the absence of reliable references and
trusted mutual acquaintances, middling families who hired wet nurses sought
alternative sources of knowledge about the women they invited into their homes.
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Following the advice of popular medical manuals and conduct literature written in
London, householders in both cities read wet nurses’ bodies for signs of hereditary
disease, weakness, sexual promiscuity, and even personality type. The intersectionality
of race and class are more apparent in this chapter than in any other. Initially a way to
protect their investment, bodily inspection quickly became a tool of racial and
socioeconomic oppression. European medical scholarship about humoral complexion
and the generative qualities of breast milk were transformed into anxieties about
miscegenation-by-breast-milk. In the wet nurse inspection, one can see the process by
which poor, working, and black bodies became fair game for exposure. Moreover, how
each city’s wet nurse trade fit into labor taxonomies with different relationships to
bonded labor. Exposure, scrutiny, and surveillance of wet nurses’ bodies was one way
for middling families to establish standards that would differentiate them from lower
“sorts” of people.
The conclusion focuses on why this work matters. This dissertation challenges
several dominant narratives beyond the history of wet nursing such as that of the
Republican Mother, narratives of class formation, and the nineteenth-century origins of
racial hierarchies. My work reconciles and clarifies the divergent chronologies and
vocabularies that divide the work of Europeanists and Americanists who are content to
describe their own little chunk of the larger story. Most importantly, this work asserts
that the domestic space was, not only a manifestation, but rather, the place of race- and
class-making, and intimate politics, the method.
Sources and Methodology
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One of the difficulties in executing a comparative project is the fact that source
material from one context almost never has a perfect analog in the other context. For
example, there is no Philadelphia-based resource that compares to those of the London
Foundling Hospital, a rich record of wet nurses’ own words. In this case, I used records
from the Philadelphia Almshouse, which served as foundling hospital for the city, in
conjunction with advertisements, letters, and diaries to construct reasonable inferences
about their experiences. In London, I mined evidence from the London Foundling
Hospital collection, court records, tax records, voting records, insurance ledgers,
published diaries and letters, maternity hospital records, genealogical records, poor
relief records, and newspapers. My sources for Philadelphia were more difficult to
obtain but I was able to find evidence of wet nurse arrangements in newspapers,
unpublished family correspondence, manuscript journals and diaries, published
memoirs, records of the Philadelphia Almshouse, genealogical compilations, and city
directories. I cross-hatched documents from various sources to continually corroborate
materials with slippery provenance throughout the dissertation. This technique allowed
me to uncover details of past lives that most historians would deem to be unrecoverable.
In conjunction with the archival materials I collected from both cities, I used over
twenty digital resources to cross-reference and corroborate sources with uncertain
authenticity. For example, I isolated breastfeeding testimonials in London newspapers.
These sources were, at the time, used to advertise breastfeeding devices and products,
which did and should problematize their validity. I was able to remedy this issue with
corroborating sources since many of the testimonials included the names, occupations,
and addresses of the testators. I used city directories, such as those digitized by
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Eighteenth Century Collections Online and Archive.org, and tax records such as those
digitized in the London Lives project to confirm the testator’s address and occupation.
Using those records, identifying information from the testimonial, and Ancestry.com, I
reconstituted each of their families. I located two independent sources for each birth,
baptism, burial, marriage, and other life event. In one case, I discovered that the testator
had written his own diary and that the diary had been published by his descendants. I
included in the dissertation only the testimonials I was able to continually corroborate
with independent sources. Using their birth intervals, testimonial details, and any other
relevant record I could find, I was able to reconstruct the details surrounding their wet
nurse relationships.
Above all, my collection of classified advertisements has been an invaluable
resource and I used them in several different ways. My sample contains over 1,400
classified advertisements published in either London or Philadelphia between 1750 and
1810. I collected the first few hundred advertisements using full-text searchable
databases, primarily 17th-18th Century Burney Collection Newspapers and American
Historical Newspapers. 45 In order to mitigate the inherent problems in selection based
on full-text searchability alone, I mined the remainder of the advertisements by paging
through issues of select daily and weekly newspapers. I found many additional
advertisements this way. My collection initially contained over 2,000 advertisements.
Once I transcribed and analyzed them, I was able to eliminate repeat advertisements
and stock ads from the sample. Repeat advertisements might skew the statistical
regressions I performed on the advertisement data and stock ads were unhelpful
I also used Accessible Archives, Newspapers.com, Nineteenth Century US Newspapers by Gale, and
Chronicling America.
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because they were not likely to be written by the advertisement’s subject. Repeat
advertisements and stock ads were easy to identify because they appeared unchanged or
only slightly altered in the same newspaper over long periods.
In order to analyze the advertisements further, I created a database where I
tagged the advertisements with their obvious characteristics: was the advertisements
placed by a wet nurse looking for a place or by householders looking for a wet nurse?
Were they seeking a live-in arrangement or an outdoor arrangement? What did they
share about themselves or the position? Most importantly, I noted any identifying
information. Most of the advertisements I collected contained names and/or addresses
for the ad placer, or another point person. I used this identifying information to find
householders and wet nurses which I then corroborated by cross-referencing
independent sources. I also quantitatively analyzed the language in the advertisements
and was able to identify patterns in language usage over time and space. Lastly, I
retained and consulted the images of the entire newspaper page containing each
advertisement so that I might detect meaningful formatting trends. Classified
advertisements have been one of the more versatile resources that have illuminated this
study.
My use of eighteenth-century medical publications was also carefully considered.
Around mid-century, physicians began writing publications meant for domestic use.
These were not snobbish medical scientific treatises. We have evidence of ordinary
mothers using them, lending them to friends, and supplementing their clinical visits
with this D.I.Y. medical tool. In Chapter Six, I discuss householders’ inspection of wet
nurses’ bodies as informed by these medical manuals. I was careful to consult primarily
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medical publications intended for lay consumption because these are the ideas that were
most absorbed by ordinary folks. Occasionally, the contents of these popular medical
manuals require additional discussion. Only then did I turn to the medical monographs
written by contemporaneous physicians to buttress claims made in popular manuals. In
these cases, I was careful to investigate and provide insight into the readership of the
eighteenth-century publications I proffer as evidence in the following pages.
This dissertation, while it works to make its own scholarly contributions, is also a
meditation on historical practice. My work reconciles the divergent chronologies and
conflicting vocabularies that prevent Americanists and Europeanists from speaking the
same language. In some ways, the project uses the wet nurse trade to anchor the
reconciliation of discrepancies in American and British historiographies but it also
offers interpretations that uncover the origins of these discrepancies, and relies on
innovative methodologies to push our understanding of these times and places beyond
mere historiographical synthesis.
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CHAPTER 1: RECLASSING OR RECLASSIFYING WET NURSES AND THE
FAMILIES WHO EMPLOYED THEM IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY CITIES
The difficulty of assigning socio-economic statuses to individuals in the
eighteenth century is illustrated well by the stories of Sarah Gale and Joseph Walker,
two of the many lives reconstructed by the London Lives project. Gale was in and out of
the workhouse as a child, experiencing short admissions in between time with her
impoverished parents and stints with parish nurses. At the age of twelve, she was
apprenticed to her uncle, a tailor on Wych-street named Joseph Walker. Walker
generated enough income to pay rates in support of the poor and to finance the night
watch in his parish of St. Clement Danes. His home, however, was modest; it was
assessed at only £12 in 1784. By virtue of his being a ratepayer, he was entitled to vote
for Westminster’s MPs. His votes, in support of Whig Charles James Fox, appear in the
Westminster Poll Books in 1780 and 1784. 46 Walker was on the bleeding edge of
respectability. Sarah Gale was a member of the laboring poor.
In 1784, Sarah Gale was impregnated by her cousin, Walker’s son George. When
Gale revealed her pregnancy, George absconded. That same year, Joseph Walker
suffered sudden insolvency. He entered the parish workhouse at the end of 1784 and
died there in March 1785. 47 Gale gave birth to a baby girl she named Maria. She went on

46 In 1780, Walker voted for war hero Samuel Hood and Charles James Fox. In the 1784 election, he voted
for Fox only, abstaining from a second vote. One suspects Walker withheld his vote for Hood in 1784 out
of protest to Hood’s entry into the Irish peerage in 1782. See LL ref: pollbook_187-18780, Westminster
Poll Books: Votes in Westminster Elections, 1749-1820, Westminster Historical Database, LondonLives,
https://www.londonlives.org/browse.jsp?id=westPollPerson18780&div=pollbook_187-18780#highlight;
and https://www.londonlives.org/browse.jsp?id=westPollPerson27387&div=pollbook_27327387#highlight.
47 “Walker, Joseph,” February 1785, St Clement Danes Parish: List of Workhouse Inmates in 1785,
LondonLives, https://www.londonlives.org/browse.jsp?id=WCCDLW36000_n5981&div=WCCDLW36000LW360000139#highlight. The entry reads “[age] 68, Married Martha she dead
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to give birth to two more illegitimate daughters in subsequent years. Her third infant
was immediately sent to nurse in the countryside and Gale was sent out to service,
possibly as a wet nurse. She does not appear in parish registers again, suggesting she
found a way to support herself. 48 Walker’s and Gale’s stories illustrate the slippery
nature of socio-economic class in this period; categories were fluid. Financial solvency
could turn into bankruptcy quickly, especially for vulnerable populations like unmarried
mothers, the elderly, and disabled. Still, the class differentials that characterize domestic
service generally, and wet nursing specifically, allow us to identify coherent, albeit not
perfectly precise, categories for wet nurses and householders that can enrich our
understanding of their economic imperatives.
This chapter examines a survey of wet nurse relationships in both London and
Philadelphia during the period of 1750-1815. The surveys contain instances from a
variety of sources including, but not limited to, newspaper advertisements, Foundling
Hospital petitions, trial proceedings, and personal correspondence and memoirs, both
in manuscript and published forms. Analysis of the backgrounds of the individuals in
these relationships illustrates that employers of urban wet nurses were largely middling
people ranging from artisans and tradesmen to merchants and professionals. Their
levels of wealth varied dramatically, including those who lived barely beyond need but
aspired for more, those who lived on solidly middling incomes, and those who were
humble-born but retired with large fortunes. Still, they shared certain traits: ascribing to
reformist religion and politics, living in the city year-round, valuing upward social
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mobility and a capitalist ethos, concentrating their resources in stocks, debts, and
interest rather than in the amassing of land. Their wet nurses were primarily single
mothers, either widows, abandoned wives, or, most commonly, mothers of illegitimate
children. Their income depended entirely on the domestic service industry and they
were typically new to the city. These demographic findings inform the interpretations
that structure the remainder of the dissertation. Behind the transformation of the wet
nurse trade in this period lay a process of transatlantic Anglo class-formation. The
respectable classes negotiated their place in eighteenth-century urban society, molding
themselves in opposition to stereotypical aristocrats, and as consumers of wage labor.
During this process, they established and reinforced structural inequality and health
disparity from within the home.
Urban Domestic Economies in the Anglo-Atlantic
During the seventeenth century, the economic success of London capitalists,
tradesmen and professionals allowed them to afford the luxuries of a genteel household
with several domestic servants. Daniel Defoe wrote in 1724, “I believe nobody will deny
that people live more profusely, keep greater equipages and more servants than ever was
done before.” 49 People who were born in humble households and worked with their
hands were able to achieve levels of wealth and comfort that had, thenceforth been
reserved for gentlemen and their families. From at least the 1690s, virtually all middling
households employed at least one live-in servant. In his study of thirty-six families
headed by tradesmen and merchants, Peter Earle discovered only one household
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without a live-in servant, though it housed two “lodgers.” An additional three
households employed only one live-in servant, all of them female. The remainder, thirtytwo households in all, employed and housed anywhere from two to seven servants. 50 By
1750, the urban middle orders had been able to employ live-in domestics for quite some
time. A vast majority of these domestics were women serving as wet nurses,
housekeepers, nurse maids, and cooks. Women servants commanded much lower wages
than male servants. Cheap female labor was used by members of the middling sort with
finite resources but keen aspirations. 51
While greater numbers of Londoners could afford domestic servants, there were
greater numbers of domestic servants to be had. In response to economic stress and lack
of opportunity afforded by the seventeenth-century enclosure movement, rural
populations flocked into London from the surrounding countryside in search of paid
work. In 1600, for example, only 5 percent of the British population lived in London. In
1800, that number had doubled, and London became England’s dominant urban
center. 52 By 1801, one-third of the entire British population lived in urban areas,
whether they lived in London or any number of smaller emerging cities such as Bristol
or Manchester. 53 Regional migration to London kept the city’s population growing even
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though mortality rates eclipsed birth rates. Most Londoners had grown up in nearby
regions, where they maintained family contacts. As depopulation plagued rural English
villages, social services and cultural production became increasingly urban affairs. 54
Population density was comparatively low and irregular in the American colonies.
American colonial cities on the eastern seaboard, however, experienced growth in urban
population and poverty problems on a smaller scale. By 1750 Philadelphia, Boston, New
York and Charleston had developed into formidable towns, perhaps even cities,
comparable to Bristol or Norwich. 55 Philadelphia was especially urban in character,
reaching a population density of 20,000 residents per square mile in 1740. By the 1790s,
Philadelphia reached a population density of 50,000 residents per square mile, twice
that of Manhattan today. 56 The ready availability of land encouraged migration into the
countryside but urban populations grew more quickly than this steady expansion could
accommodate. Many British Americans kept close to port cities in order to ensure access
to imported goods and amenities. Historian Gary Nash argues that eighteenth century
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colonial port cities served as “urban crucibles” of political consciousness that resulted in
the American Revolution. 57 This sits in stark contrast to the population migrations in
England which were characterized by a swift depopulation of the countryside. Still, for a
brief period of time, the period covered by this study, social services and cultural
production were dominated by cities in America in much the same way as they were in
England. Port cities were in constant contact with the metropole, acting as markets for
Anglo products and culture.
Class Formation in Eighteenth-Century Urban Societies
Rapidly shifting demographics generated anxieties about social hierarchies. In
response, Anglo people developed increasingly elaborate standards of appearance and
comportment meant to distinguish elites from ordinary people. This anxiety was borne
out of uncertainty about what made someone elite. Both hiring a wet nurse and aspiring
to sentimental familyhood required resources, to be sure, but they were not activities
confined to the aristocracy or gentry. This distinction is particularly important in 1750
in a way that it would not be half a century later. To most people in London and
Philadelphia at midcentury, “elites” were the landed class whose wealth and power were
derived from their birth into a family with impressive pedigrees. Some of these families
were cash-poor but their birthright included a title, a family seat, and representation in
the upper house of Parliament. They engaged in a patron-client system of political and
social networking, and most importantly, they were gentlemen or ladies who did not
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work with their hands. 58 Their perceived political power with the King, and in
Parliament, served as one of the primary resentments expressed by American patriots
on the eve of the American Revolution. The “middle class” character of early Americans
is well established in scholarship but most of these works portray a middle class that
forms in opposition to British influence, rather than alongside it. 59
Historians of Britain have shown that they too experienced the growth of a vocal
middling sort which sat in opposition to traditional elites. Knights of the Shires and MPs
representing massive urban constituencies were not beholden to landed elites like the
rest of parliament. Wealthy tradesmen, artisans, and young professionals enjoyed
representation in the Commons through these candidates. The Whig party quickly
realized the power of these groups who privileged self-made men over the hereditary
elites in the Lords. The rise of factions and political campaigning in London after 1750
signaled the birth of a middling sort in England which, like that of America, participated
in politics. Granted, the American franchise was, in the Early Republic, larger than the
English one but the English middling sort commanded political influence in London
especially. Despite several common interests, the urban middle orders consistently pit
themselves against the aristocracy. Middling men such as William Hogarth, Thomas
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Rowlandson, and James Gillray earned celebrity for their astute critiques of the landed
elites who ran Parliament and participated in London’s High Society. 60
The middle orders in England encompassed a vast array of individuals. Most of
them had parents of humble origins but others came from recently-impoverished gentry
or were the second or third sons of landed families with few prospects because of the
custom of primogeniture. Far from a homogeneous group, the middling sort contained
several competitive sub-groups. Tradesmen and third sons of impoverished gentlefolk
had little history in common but the capitalist environs of eighteenth-century cities
brought their worlds together. 61 Middling status was not correlated with a specific range
of net worth or any particular occupation. The most distinguishing characteristic of a
middle class man in the eighteenth century was that he worked at all. Either as a
professional (lawyer or physician), or as an artisan or tradesman, a merchant, or even as
a civil servant or yeoman. Families could, in the early modern period, qualify as
middling with incomes as small as £50 per year but there were also working men who
amassed fortunes as large as £100,000. 62 Yet through fortune, middling men were often
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transformed into gentlemen of leisure. For example, a man might be born the son of a
humble cobbler who had to work for his family’s bread. But over the course of a couple
decades, he might become a successful wholesaler with assets beyond his father’s
wildest dreams. He may be able to retire at the age of forty-five and live a life of leisure,
continuing to profit off the investment of his earned fortune. Today, a master
blacksmith with a large, successful business, several employees, and a family home has
very little in common with a retired financier living off his amassed fortune but in this
period, the lines were still blurry. Eighteenth-century societies were grappling with the
question of whether wealth, reputation, or birthright afforded more status. If a humble
cobbler’s son amassed more wealth than the landed gentry in his region, did he become
“one of them” or was he still a cobbler’s son, just a very wealthy one? This uncertainty
prompted wealthy, middling, and aspirational families to cultivate standards of
respectability or gentility that differentiated them from “ordinary” people.
This process of refinement made the middling sort vulnerable to accusations of
adopting aristocratic airs or emulating their betters. In spite of this, or perhaps because
of this, the respectable classes positioned themselves in opposition to hereditary elites.
They regarded elite practices as outmoded, immoral, and corrupt. Indeed, even wealthy
capitalists with political and cultural influence regarded themselves as middling so long
as they lacked a pedigree. For Britons living in the American colonies, this sentiment
helped to fuel the political upheavals of the 1770s and 1780s. 63 Middling Londoners
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shared their disdain. In the 1760s and 1770s, for example, the Wilkeite movement
embodied the conflict between a radical and reformist middle class and the landed,
titled elites who controlled Parliament. 64 The family served as a means for the
respectable classes to protest what they perceived to be an ailing world order. Mothers
were central to this social strategy. This movement toward a new kind of family,
specifically a new kind of mother, goes by many names: Republican motherhood,
virtuous womanhood, the Rousseauian cult of motherhood, Enlightened mothers,
sentimental motherhood, and more. The terms “sentimental motherhood” or
“sentimental familyhood” will be used to designate this transatlantic movement which,
admittedly, has frustratingly fuzzy timelines and obscured limits.
As Leonore Davidoff, Catherine Hall, and Richard Bushman have shown, the
archetypical sentimental family in the second half of the eighteenth century was white,
urban, business savvy, frugal, reformist, and they increasingly ascribed to strictly
gendered spheres of experience. 65 The emerging separation of spheres put household
economies and staff firmly under the mother’s direction. Child and household care were
likely their only jobs. Maternal nursing campaigns encouraged respectable women to
nurse their own children. Many women took on this maternal duty but others were
unwilling or unable to breastfeed their infants. When they did hire wet nurses, middling
mothers were able to dominate the negotiations for terms of employment much as they
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did for other servants. Sentimental mothers’ control over the household economy
shaped the wet nurse trade over time and the lived experiences of the women who
participated in it.
Translating the Respectable Classes across Time, Space, and Nation
The difficulty of discussing class in the eighteenth century is compounded by the
complexity of the First British Empire and its dissolution in the 1770s and 1780s. In the
beginning decade of this study, Great Britain commanded vast territories in North
America. By 1783, the First British Empire was dissolved and Anglo people in Britain’s
former colonies faced the task of building their own nation. This chapter attempts to
reconcile two social groups that have, in the historiography, been treated separately
because of their national politics. By assessing the occupations, social statuses, and
annual income of the families in question, it is possible to approximate a translation of
social groups across the Atlantic, especially in urban American areas heavily influenced
by Anglo culture. This exercise is a necessary step in understanding the restructuring of
the wet nursing trades in London and Philadelphia as a transatlantic phenomenon.
After 1700, the middling sort came to include a diverse group of urban
occupations: successful tradesmen, merchants, large shopkeepers, manufacturers,
physicians, professors, lawyers and high-ranking military men. In 1700, this
demographic numbered only 170,000 but by 1801, there were an estimated 475,000
middling British families. In this same time frame, the total British population less than
doubled but the number of middling families increased threefold. 66 Joseph Massie and
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Malachy Postlethwayt estimated that 40 per cent of British families made £40 per
annum or more. 67 Beyond that 40 percent, even more may have aspired to or feigned
middling status by overspending, or accumulating social capital. Though they were a
diverse group, the respectable classes held similar values. They were preoccupied with
social mobility, financial management, pragmatism, perseverance and plain speaking. 68
Respectable men were increasingly breadwinners, and respectable women were
increasingly homemakers. They valued appearances, hygiene, whiteness, and gentility.
They invested heavily in education and achieved high rates of literacy. In London, the
respectable classes influenced politics and pop culture through print media and
partisanship. In Philadelphia, they established a vibrant printing industry, charity
network, and medical hospitals. Americanists, starting from the colonial context, are
bound to object to the classification of wealthy Philadelphia notables such as Henry and
Elizabeth Drinker or Margaret Hill Morris as part of the “middle class.” Indeed, they had
access to influence and wealth beyond most but, in their own minds, they were
respectable women, not “women of fashion” or “women of rank.” 69
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The continued importance of noble titles and land ownership is often overlooked
in studies of the Anglo-Atlantic, perhaps another instance of American exceptionalism. 70
The southern American colonies were peopled largely by the second and third sons of
the British gentry and thus became “American gentry” but as Gordon Wood has shown,
few members of the American gentry “were able to live idly off the rents of tenants as the
English landed aristocracy.” 71 They were not men of leisure as they knew English gentry
to be. New England and the Middle Colonies were initially populated by religious
radicals and separatists: Calvinists in New England, and Quakers and German
Mennonites in the Middle Colonies. These areas quickly attracted entrepreneurial
British, Dutch and Swedish families in search of commercial endeavors. Oftentimes,
these groups interacted and overlapped. 72 For Pennsylvania in general, and Philadelphia
in particular, the eighteenth century was a time of rapid urban, economic, and cultural
growth. The families who settled in Pennsylvania maintained close personal ties with
their co-religionists and kin in England. They used these ties to build lucrative
businesses in the sectors of agriculture, trade, real estate, and handicrafts. Prominent
Philadelphians, perhaps more than any colonial American demographic, had much in
common with the urban middling sort developing in English cities. They valued plain-
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speaking, personal responsibility, social mobility, frugality and capitalist enterprise.
They were overwhelmingly Protestant, well-educated, well-read, and lived urban
lifestyles. From this perspective they are nearly indistinguishable from British middling
families. 73 In the absence of a bona fide landed gentry, however, in the Northern
colonies, the upper echelons of the urban middle class in America were recast as elites.
American histories have generally tied the rise of American elites to their critical
roles in the American Revolution, an argument that represents the market revolution as
a uniquely American phenomenon in the Early Republic and antebellum periods. 74 This
interpretation disregards the fact that the middling sort were growing more powerful in
all proto-industrial and industrializing contexts and that this phenomenon began in the
seventeenth century in Northwest Europe. 75 Zooming out and including the broader
context of Anglo class formation in the Atlantic world makes for a richer narrative, a
genealogy of class across the Anglo-Atlantic.
This study will use the concept of “respectable classes” to unite the English
middling sort, middling Americans, and American elites. Though few works have treated
the English middle orders and their descendants in America as one coherent group,
there are many historiographies that suggest it is sometimes appropriate. 76 The two
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groups participated in a shared public sphere and their complex relationships before,
during, and after the Revolution resulted in a constant feedback loop which shaped
class, race, and gender relations in interesting ways. 77 For example, several historians
have stressed the importance of middle class consumerism in Britain and the
consumption of British imports such as novels, clothing, news, tea cups, cosmetics, or
medical devices, to the cultural and material lives of elites in revolutionary
Philadelphia. 78
Republican activists and proponents of tax reform in America styled themselves
as “Whigs,” aligning themselves with the British factions opposing Lord North. Loyalists
during the war were resentfully labeled “Tories.” 79 These epithets, in use for only a short
time, suggest that British Americans self-consciously expressed political solidarity with
the whiggish middling sort in England. London’s respectable classes, many of them
heavily invested in transatlantic commercial endeavors, sided with the colonists during
the increasingly tumultuous 1760s. Once the War of American Independence had been
lost, it was the respectable classes who criticized Parliament and demanded
Parliamentary reform. 80 Kathleen Brown and Clare Lyons have identified this Anglo-
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Atlantic public sphere as the site of new ideas about race, hygiene, sexuality, and
marriage. 81 This study’s intention is not to homogenize these diverse groups but, rather,
to establish that in these specific places, at these specific times, similar processes of class
formation were taking place. This broad Anglo-Atlantic context allows for meaningful
analysis of this class formation process and its relationship to race, gender, and
structural inequity.
“Classing” Philadelphia Householders
Unsurprisingly, since even Philadelphia’s wealthiest families were “middling” by
European standards, advertisements placed by householders looking for wet nurses in
Philadelphia were placed primarily by tradesmen, merchants, and young
professionals. 82 Old Philadelphians appear occasionally as householders placing wet
nurse ads but the vast majority of ads with contact addresses belong to tradesmen and
early-career professionals. Their names are conspicuously absent from the annals of
Philadelphia’s high society. For example, a Philadelphian placed an ad in 1793 which
sent respondents to 121 North Market street. This address was the home of George
Dannecker, a tailor, and his wife Eleanor Trimble whom he married in 1788. 83
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Dannecker was the second son of German immigrants. The Danneckers had their fourth
child, named James, in May of 1793 whom Eleanor probably nursed herself at first. 84 By
that October, the time of the advertisement, Eleanor Dannecker was again pregnant, so
they were likely looking for a wet nurse to feed five-month-old James during Eleanor’s
pregnancy. 85 The Danneckers were in a hard spot; their child was five months old, young
to wean, but not incredibly so. They probably decided to hire a wet nurse as a precaution
since weaning made children vulnerable and these circumstances arose precisely at the
time when the Yellow fever epidemic was at its height. Their home was not located in the
most susceptible areas of the city. Only thirty-nine people died on their street during the
1793 epidemic but more than half of the street’s residents fled to the countryside during
that time. 86 The Danneckers’ decision to use a wet nurse might have saved James’s life.
One year later, when Yellow fever again ravaged the city, the family was less fortunate.
Their youngest child, by this time, three months old, died in November 1794, followed
by two-year-old James Dannecker in January and Mrs. Dannecker in March 0f 1795.
George Dannecker himself passed away in November of that year, possibly of Yellow
fever, only one month after drafting a will. 87

See Birth of James Young Dannecker, born May 3, 1793, baptized June 3, 1793. Baptism, Birth, and
burial Register 1744-1833, 56, Second Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, accessed March
15, 2019, https://www.ancestry.com.
85 The Danneckers’ youngest child remains unnamed because his or her birth record is lost. We know they
had a child in July or August 1794 because in November 8, 1794, they buried their 3 month old son or
daughter. (James Dannecker would have been 18 months old. See Burial Record of “A Child of George
Danacher, Baptism, Birth, and burial Register 1744-1833, p. 182, Second Presbyterian Church,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, accessed March 15, 2019, https://www.ancestry.com.
86 David Carey, A Short Account of Malignant Fever (Philadelphia: Printed by the Author, 1793), 77.
87 Three month old “Child of George Danacher” was buried November 8, 1794. James Dannecker died at
21 months old on January 30, 1795 and his age at burial was listed as “2 years.” Mrs. Dannecker “Wife of
George Dannacker” died March 8, 1795. See p. 186 of Baptism, Birth, and burial Register 1744-1833,
Second Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. George Dannecker’s burial took place on
November 24, 1795 and appears on p. 187 of Baptism, Birth, and burial Register 1744-1833, Second
Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. See also “Will of George Donnecker,” Administrative
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The Danneckers might not have had the resources to flee the city for their
“country seat” like Philadelphia elites, but they had sufficient resources to hire a wet
nurse to preserve their child’s health. There might have been a social element to their
decision as well. Women often disparaged other mothers for weaning their children too
early or at dangerous times. This environment of maternal criticism was reinforced by
the heroines in popular novels. Interestingly, George Dannecker’s brother, Christian,
bore a daughter in 1792 and named her Mariane Clarissa Dannecker, almost certainly an
homage to Samuel Richardson’s heroine Clarissa Harlowe. 88 The Danneckers possessed
enough wealth to afford certain luxuries such as a live-in wet nurse and a nice property
in Market-street, but they had not accumulated en0ugh wealth to build a country seat to
which they could flee from the city. These were the middling families who hired the
majority of live-in wet nurses during this time. Yet there a signs that they still aspired to
gentility. Mrs. Dannecker apparently preferred to breastfeed her own children. Christian
Dannecker’s choice of baby name suggests that the family appreciated the fashionable
epistolary novels which praised genteel, self-sacrificing mothers. Their circumstances
required pragmatic decisions but they still maintained aspirations to respectability and
used sentimental familyhood to achieve it.
All evidence suggests that families like the Danneckers shaped the urban wet
nurse trade in Philadelphia during this time. On March 1, 1797, grocer Philip Bunting

Files No. 108-168, Book H, Page 174, City of Philadelphia, Register of Wills, Philadelphia, PA,
https://www.ancestry.com.
88 Entry for birth of Mariane Clarissa Dannecker, Saint Michael’s and Zion Church, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania and New Jersey, Church and Town Records 1669-2013,
https://www.ancestry.com. The name Mariane is ironically unrelated to Austen’s heroine Marianne
Dashwood since Austen did not begin that novel until 1795 but Clarissa did become a popular name
because of Richardson’s novel. For eighteenth-century baby names see Winthrop Ames and Florence A.
Doody, What Shall We Name the Baby? (New York: Pocket Books, 1984), 46.
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left the following classified advertisements in Claypool’s American Daily Advertiser, “A
Wet Nurse Wanted, ONE who can bring good recommendations will hear of a place.
Enquire at No. 113 Sassafras, or Race-street.” 89 Philip and Elizabeth Bunting gave birth
to a son, named Joshua Bunting on December 15, 1797, ten weeks prior to his placement
of the advertisement. 90 Philip Bunting came from a respectable family with deep roots in
Burlington, New Jersey. Philip’s grandfather, Samuel Bunting, was a respected Quaker
minister who emigrated from Derbyshire, England in 1678. The Buntings came from
humble stock but Samuel and his brother John both married daughters of the legendary
Thomas Foulke, one of William Penn’s most trusted commissioners. Samuel’s son, the
younger Samuel, also married up, to Esther Syng. Esther was the daughter of Philip
Syng who worked as commissioner to Governor John Penn, treasurer of Philadelphia,
and close personal friend to Benjamin Franklin. Despite these connections, Philip
Bunting lived an unremarkable life as a grocer and devout Quaker. The said Joshua
Bunting, whose need for a wet nurse precipitated the advertisement above, was the first
Bunting man to rise to pre-eminence and even he did so as a merchant and importer on
Philadelphia’s South Wharves. 91
There is plenty of circumstantial evidence that suggests the Buntings were
looking to employ a wet nurse for their own child. Joshua was their sixth child of at least
sixteen children. The birth intervals between the Bunting children were remarkably
consistent, ranging from eighteen to twenty-four months, except for two instances. This

Claypoole’s American Daily Advertiser (Philadelphia), March 1, 1798, 2.
“Bunting Family Births,” Haverford, Quaker Meeting Records, Haverford College, Haverford,
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Publishing Co., 1978), 862-3.
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birth interval pattern is consistent with a mother who generally breastfed her own
children. 92 The first exception to this pattern concerns their fourth child, a daughter
named Esther. When Esther was only five months old, a very vulnerable age at the
riskiest time of the year, mid-winter, Elizabeth Bunting conceived again. Infant Esther
died at only nine months old. At the time of Esther’s death, Elizabeth Bunting was four
months pregnant. Most mothers were advised by physicians to wean their children
when they became pregnant. It is unclear if the Buntings weaned Esther early due to the
new pregnancy or whether her mother continued to nurse through her pregnancy. Both
options were considered very risky to an infant’s health and it would have been a
difficult decision to make. By the time of Joshua’s birth, the Buntings would have
experienced the loss of a child whose death could easily have been attributed to breast
milk insecurity.
The second exception to the Buntings’ consistent birth intervals occurred after
Joshua’s birth where a gap of three years stands out as unusual for this couple. The most
likely explanation is that Elizabeth, again, got pregnant when Joshua was young. If this
were the case, the Buntings certainly would have wanted to make a different decision
than they had made with Esther years earlier. Weaning Joshua early or breastfeeding
him through the pregnancy would have seemed especially perilous options. This could
have encouraged the Buntings to hire a wet nurse. There is no entry for a miscarriage or
stillbirth after Joshua’s birth but we know from other Quaker birth records that
miscarriages went unrecorded. The Buntings had stillborn twins in July 1789 whose
burials were recorded but they are also excluded from Quaker birth records. 93 It is
See “Bunting Family Births,” Haverford, Quaker Meeting Records, 21.
“Still Born Child of Philip Bunting,” July 13, 1789, Swarthmore, Quaker Meeting Records. Friends
Historical Library, Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, 88-89, https://www.ancestry.com.
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entirely possible that Elizabeth Bunting suffered a late miscarriage or stillbirth after
Joshua’s birth and that her pregnancy prompted her to solicit services from a live-in wet
nurse. Alternatively, she may have been incapacitated by a lingering illness or injury
which would have accounted for both the long birth interval and her need for a wet
nurse.
Families like the Buntings and Danneckers were unable to repair to the
countryside in the summers where they could work out arrangements with respectable,
married women in villages surrounding their rural properties like Elizabeth Drinker was
able to do. In cases when the mother was deceased or indisposed, families were more
likely to put the child out in the countryside. For example, John Shields advertised
urgently for a wet nurse on June 18, 1793 in the Federal Gazette. He wrote, “One that
resides in a healthy part of the country would be preferr'd.” 94 This was nine days after
the birth of his seventh child, a daughter named Sarah. His wife, Margaret Shields must
have been gravely ill since she died less than a month later. Shields’s story suggests that
when middling families sought live-in wet nurses, it was probably mothers who made
the ultimate decision and insisted on the live-in arrangement. Putting the child out to
nurse was a preferable solution for a working man who had been recently widowed. Not
only did he ensure that the child was fed, he also ensured that she had a caretaker who
would pose as her mother during her formative years with little disruption to the rest of
the family. John Shields was also not in a position to retreat to a country home with his
newly motherless children. This might have been why he placed an advertisement for a
wet nurse in the countryside.
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“Classing” London Householders
Wet nurse advertisements placed by householders in London tell us very little
about live-in nursing, especially since they almost all sought to put their children out to
a nurse. Outdoor nursing arrangements must have been few and far between if these
householders found it necessary to place advertisements for them. The labor-rich nature
of London’s domestic industry meant that there were always pools of unemployed
domestics to choose from. There would have been no need for householders to invest in
advertisements for live-in nurses in London except in special circumstances. It would
have been difficult for householders to find wet nurses to take a child into their own
homes; most available wet nurses did not have homes of their own. London’s laboring
poor usually lived as lodgers in the homes of others. In particularly trying times, they
slept rough or made use of resident parochial and private poor relief agencies. Families
who needed a wet nurse with her own lodgings would have had a harder time finding an
acceptable candidate. This explains why the only advertisements for wet nurses placed
by householders in London were for outdoor nurses.
It is still possible to pursue leads using the advertisements placed by wet
nurses looking for places in London. Householders were known to place
advertisements on their servant’s behalf, as either an act of kindness, a reward for
good behavior, or as a form of severance pay. Mr. David Lewis, a carpenter near
Lambeth Marsh and his wife Mary had a daughter in April 1791. 95 On December 7 of
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that year, when his child would have been eight months old, Lewis placed the
following advertisement in the London World newspaper:
WANTS A PLACE, AS WET NURSE, a Young Woman, about 22 years of
age; has a good breast of milk; is free from every incumbrance; and can be
well recommended from her last place. Address to Mr. Lewis, Carpenter,
King's Arms Stairs, Lambeth Marsh. 96 [London]
Of course Lewis could have agreed to serve as a contact for the woman who
placed this advertisement but this is unlikely. Lewis does not appear in any other
advertisements as a contact for respondents. Moreover, he had a baby of weaning-age in
the house and he was a man of sufficient means to employ a live-in servant; Lewis had a
£200 fire insurance policy on his shop. 97 Given the temporary nature of a wet nurse’s
place, and how common it was for householders to aid their servants in finding future
employment, Lewis and his wife were likely advertising the services of their own wet
nurse. Of the 502 advertisements placed by wet nurses looking for a place as a live-in
wet nurse, seventy-six (15 percent) of them revealed that they were currently serving as
wet nurses but that the child had weaned or died. This was certainly the case for many
more who failed to describe the situation in their advertisement.
Wet nurses lost their milk without regular suckling. More often than not, they
conducted their search for a new place while they were still breastfeeding a nursling who
was beginning to wean. Such was the case with “E.W.,” the wet nurse employed by
George and Deborah Moxon sometime in 1782. George Moxon was a merchant and
haberdasher on Cannon-street in Eastcheap. Deborah Moxon had been delivered of a
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baby boy on July 27, 1782. She conceived again shortly after his birth. This must have
been the time when they decided to hire a wet nurse, either because her milk supply
declined or they regarded it as inappropriate for her to continue breastfeeding while
pregnant. By the following July, the Moxons’ son would have been old enough to wean,
triggering their wet nurse to seek a new place. E. W. used the Moxons’ address as the
contact address for her advertisement. Exactly one year, to the day, after the birth of
their son, the Moxons gave birth to a daughter whom Deborah Moxon presumably
breast fed herself. 98
Likewise, the Marshall family’s live-in wet nurse, A. B., used their address as a
contact for her classified advertisement. Thomas and Ann Marshall gave birth to twin
boys in May 1785. 99 Ann Marshall likely breastfed one of her children or nursed both of
them part-time and hired a wet nurse to supplement her own feeds. 100 Whatever the
arrangement, the Marshalls hired A. B. within days of the twins’ births or perhaps even
during Marshall’s lying-in. On March 8, 1786, when the twins would have been ten
months old, A. B. placed an advertisement in the Morning Herald, leaving the Marshall
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home in Charlton-street as her contact address and declaring that she had been
employed by them as a wet nurse for one year:
WANTS PLACE… AS WET NURSE, a Woman with a good breast of milk,
and can have a good character from her last place where she lived in that
capacity twelve months. Direct for A. B. No. 10, Charlton-street, Marylebone. 101 [London]
The middling origins of the urban wet nurse trade is further supported by the
labor negotiations documented in poor relief records, to be addressed further in
Chapter Five. Postpartum women who abandoned their children to the London
Foundling Hospital were required to submit a petition arguing that they were proper
objects of charity. Petitioners who explained how surrendering their child would
allow them to earn their keep were given preference by hospital authorities. It
became typical for petitioners to leave their former or future employers’ contact
information for hospital investigators to follow up on character references. Mary
Matthews, for example, left her mistress Mrs. Thompson, the wife of a surgeon, as a
reference on her petition. Mrs. Thompson gave Matthews a good reference and
assured the hospital investigator that she would assist the petitioner in finding a
place as a wet nurse. 102
Advertisements placed by wet nurses themselves support the argument that they
were aware that they could expect an artisan, tradesman, or professional to become their
eventual employers. Wet nurses were readily available. More than 600 of them
advertised their services in London papers during this time. Historians have
traditionally assumed that wet nurses aimed for positions in aristocratic families but this
101 To place the Marshalls at 10 Charlton Place, Marylebone, see Policy # 391632, Sun Fire Insurance
Records, London Lives,
102 Quoted in Evans, ‘Unfortunate Objects,’ 187.
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might not have been the case. Only 2 percent of the London advertisements placed by
unemployed wet nurses were overtly directed at nobility. This suggests that by 1750, wet
nursing was no longer an institution dominated by noble and gentry families.
Approximately 7 percent of the London ads were addressed to “gentlemen.”
Traditionally, a gentleman was a person who was fit to bear arms and heralds. Until the
late seventeenth century, this honorific had been reserved for the aristocracy and gentry.
By the eighteenth century, these categories shifted tremendously. As Nathan Bailey
noted in 1730, “In our days, all are accounted Gentlemen that have money.” 103 Wet
nurses placing these advertisements were likely using gentleman in the way that their
contemporaries had come to use it-- to denote either genteel appearance or a certain
level of wealth. Moreover, almost twice as many wet nurses (13 percent) addressed their
advertisements to “gentlewomen” or “Ladies.” Wet nurses anticipated that their hiring
would be determined by the lady of the household, rather than her husband. This
suggests an active household role among eighteenth-century wives but, once again, it
fails to help classify the social station of the families who might hire these women.
Interestingly, the percentage of ads addressed to the nobility is matched by the
percentage of advertisements (7 percent) which target the middling sort specifically
using the terms “tradesman” and “merchant.” Still, most of these indicated that these
families would be their second choice:
AS WET NURSE, a Young Woman, aged twenty-four years, with a good
breast of milk, of her first child, wishes to take a place in a Gentleman's
family, or a genteel Tradesman's family; has an undeniable character where
she lived last. Direct for M. C. No. 12, Carrington-street, near Shepherd'smarket, May-fair. 104 [London]
103 Earle, The Making of the Middle Class, 5-6; See also the entry for “Gentlemen,” in Nathaniel Bailey,
Dictionarium Britannicum (London: Printed for T. Cox, 1736).
104 LW, December 20, 1790, 4.
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A Young Woman, with a good Breast of Milk and Character would be glad of
a Wet nurse's Place, in either a Gentleman's or Merchant's Family. Please to
direct for M. J. at Mrs. Grant's, Mantua-Maker, near the Trinity, Mile-EndTurnpike. 105[London]
London wet nurses aimed high but acknowledged that traditional elites, the
nobility and gentry, were not the only householders capable of offering them the
wages and board they sought. Wet nurses also used a diverse range of adjectives to
describe the families in which they sought a place. 106 Within the advertisements
which described their preferred employer, 56 percent of them sought a “genteel
family” to employ them. Another 24 percent sought a “respectable family,” another
11 percent specified a “good family,” and the remainder (9 percent) used the terms
“creditable,” “orderly,” and reputable” to describe the families who might hire them.
These descriptors are not directly related to the family’s source of income-- a
circumstance which used to greatly inform their social status. None of them denote
any kind of reference to noble lineage, involvement in parliamentary politics, or
references to London’s high society, the leisure class. Rather, these descriptors refer
to the family’s appearance and the way they represent themselves to the world
irrespective of their occupation. Firstly, this is evidence that the determination of
social status was transforming from lineage and the possession of ancestral lands in
the countryside to the level of wealth, or at least the appearance of a certain level of
wealth. This finding corroborates the work of others in this field. 107 Secondly, it
suggests that wet nurses were being hired by families who enjoyed financial stability
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and social respectability but not necessarily the status and celebrity which
accompanied prominent lineage or membership in the peerage. There was clearly a
large number of middling households in London who employed live-in wet nurses in
this period. Our understanding of live-in wet nursing as a rare and aristocratic
practice is not supported by the evidence.
In the colonies and in France, this ethos of the respectable classes was a critical
component of revolutionary discourse, thus the convenient appellation of Republican
Motherhood. This term artificially ties sentimental motherhood to national politics. It
does this despite its persistence in populations that maintained conservative stances
during the revolutionary period: Philadelphia Quakers for example. It appears more
accurate to correlate sentimental motherhood to the politics of respectability than to
those of republican revolution. The Wilkeite movement, the British Whigs, Philadelphia
Quakers, and the American Patriots used sentimental motherhood and their shared
criticism of hereditary elites as a tool of self-fashioning. Their political aims were at odds
but their commercial and social agendas and their emphasis on sentimental familyhood
were homologous.
“Reclassing” and Reclassifying Urban Wet Nurses
As one might assume, wet nurses came from much humbler origins than their
masters. Classifying wet nurses has been difficult for historians because they enter the
historical record from several divergent contexts. The wet nurses this study is most
concerned with are not those whom Daniel Defoe called the “miserable who really pinch
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and suffer want.” 108 Some women in these desperate circumstances did indeed become
wet nurses but for poor relief organizations such as their local parish, a lying-in hospital,
a foundling hospital or an almshouse. The majority of wet nurses who will be addressed
here were the laboring poor for whom situational poverty was always a risk. The
laboring poor did not lead lives of constant deprivation, but rather ones that could, at
times, be comfortable, and, at others, require them to seek poor relief in some shape or
form. This was common for everyone who was not independently wealthy. Some studies
suggest that as many as 58 percent of ratepayers in England received some type of poor
relief over their lifetimes by 1800. 109 In a socio-economic sense then, Forsyth’s wet
nurses were not much different from Richardson’s. However, this is where their
similarities end.
Valerie Fildes and Janet Golden, whose monographs make up the majority of
scholarship on wet nursing in this period, argue that wet nurses were historically
married women. 110 This is generally true but their circumstances in Philadelphia and
London in the second half of the eighteenth century had changed. The relocation of wet
nursing relationships from the countryside to the urban home changed the relationship
of wet nurses to their employers. Wet nurses, once remote workers, controlling all
aspects of their lives and receiving their wages from afar, became live-in domestic
servants and part of respectable families. The biology of lactation created an urgent
problem for wet nurses who were not only mothers but domestic servants. Lactation
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requires pregnancy and, usually, birth. Therefore, live-in wet nursing required lactating
women who were either (1) widows, (2) married women living apart from their spouses,
or (3) women who had conceived a child outside of the bonds of marriage.
Truly widowed wet nurses appear to have been rare, much rarer than women
who claimed to be one. Widows were preferred by prospective employers because they
neutralized the conflict householders faced between their desire to have their children
nearby and the undesirable pool of wet nurses who were available to live-in. Widows
were untainted by the act of bearing a bastard child and were more likely to commit fully
to the position because they were exempt from wifely duties. They were much less
employable in general compared to single women because they were more likely to have
children to care for. This would have been the case for widowed wet nurses as well.
Though infant mortality was high, women were much less likely to abandon children
born within marriage. 111 Working-class widows would have been too poor to send their
children to tertiary nurses. The London and Philadelphia poor relief systems were filled
with widowed women with minor children. 112 The children of widows were often bound
out as apprentices. On the rare occasion when one of her children was still nursing, she
was provided with out-relief to support them briefly. As the century progressed, out-
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relief was limited and it became more common for the young infants of widows to reside
in the workhouse with their mothers followed by a period of fosterage in the
countryside. 113
The desirability of widowed wet nurses was further enhanced by their rarity. The
stories of real widows highlight how difficult it would have been for them to become wet
nurses. Sarah Pilch was widowed in March 1794. Prior to her widowhood, Sarah and her
husband Edward had lived in a nice neighborhood, St. Martin’s in the Fields, paying £16
per year for rent. The couple had four children, the last of whom was born in July 1792.
The next year, Edward’s health failed and the family became bankrupt. Sarah and her
children were admitted into the parish workhouse for the first time in January 1793.
They were admitted for several short stays until Edward’s death a little over one year
later. Sarah’s youngest child, a son named George, was five months old at the time of his
parents’ first interaction with the parish poor relief system. He disappears from the
records after his first admission and discharge, suggesting that he may have died in
infancy. Sarah and her other children rotated in and out of the workhouse for the rest of
their lives. 114
Frederick (age three) and Amelia (age six) were sent to Nurse Gildon at Hampton
in 1793. This form of nursing did not involve breastfeeding and would have been similar
to foster care. Frederick remained with the foster family until he was apprenticed out to
a cotton manufacturer Samuel Ashton at the age of twelve. Amelia was sent back to the
workhouse at age nine and lived there for five years at which time she was discharged to
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her mother who had presumably found the means to care for her. Widow Pilch could
have been a candidate for a wet nursing position but only if her husband’s death,
infant’s death, period of lactation, and arrangements for her other children had fallen
into place at the same time. Perhaps more importantly, this could only work if she had
the social connections or means of advertisement to find a vacant place. 115 The
likelihood that all of these conditions would have coincided is very small.
Widowhood itself was not rare, especially in such diverse cities with large
numbers of poor and transient people. Indeed, widows are disproportionately
represented among London’s poor. Nicholas Rogers found that in 1765, more than 36
percent of all Middlesex vagrants were widows and that one-third of these widows were
in their childbearing years. All but two of the widows in his sample had young
dependents. 116 Crude death rates for London were approximately 41 to 46 per 1,000
inhabitants from 1700-1724, 45 to 52 from 1725-1749, and 36 to 40 from 1750-1774. 117
This is high by today’s standards; eighteenth-century Londoners were at least four times
more likely to die at any point in their lives than they are today. 118 Adult mortality was
higher in London for most of the eighteenth century except for the 1750s and 1760s
when Philadelphia’s mortality rate eclipsed it briefly. 119
In Philadelphia, 10 percent of all adult women were widows. 120 Birth and death
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rates varied wildly based on race and nationality. Approximately one-quarter of all white
migrants in Philadelphia were born in North America while the rest were Europeanborn. The fastest-growing group in the city were blacks. 121 Blacks and immigrants gave
birth to 58 children for every 100 burials while native-born whites gave birth to 122
children for every 100 deaths. 122 White males had high death rates in Philadelphia due
to yellow fever and the fact that so many of them were European immigrants with no
immunity to the disease. White women had lower death rates in the city except during
their childbearing years. They were less likely to be immigrants and therefore more
likely to have built immunities to yellow fever. If they were not immune, they were less
mobile and so still less likely to catch it than their male counterparts. Plebeian women
tended to have less dangerous jobs and wealthy women were protected from epidemics
by fleeing to the countryside. 123 With high male death rates relative to female death
rates, especially for blacks and immigrants, widowhood must have been common in
Philadelphia, especially during yellow fever epidemics.
Even if widowhood was rampant, most widows would not have been candidates
for a wet nursing position. Few of them were likely to be lactating. Widows who were
immediately post-partum, with only one child, or those whose child had just died were
the only widows for whom wet nursing would have been an option. To be sure, these
circumstances would have occurred more often than they do today, especially in
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London. Infant mortality rates were considerably higher in London (33 percent) than
they were in Philadelphia (21 percent) at mid-century. Though infant mortality was
high, it was difficult for women to keep their milk after the death of a child. Without
reliable mechanical means of extracting milk, women needed to nurse babies fairly
regularly to maintain their milk supply. Hand expression would have sufficed but only
for a short while until suckling would have been needed to keep the milk flowing. The
coincidence of widowhood, lactation and freedom from the duties of caring for young
children would have been rare. 124 This combination of circumstances, however, may
have been more likely in London, where infant mortality was highest, than in
Philadelphia, except for the years when Yellow fever was plaguing the city. There were
certainly widows, or women claiming to be widows, among the ranks of wet nurses
looking for work in both cities:
ANY Lady wanting a WET NURSE, may hear of one at No. 25, Great Carterlane. Doctors Commons, that will answer all her expectations, who has
lately buried her husband, and can be well recommended. 125 [London,
1778]
AS WET NURSE, a young Woman with a good breast of milk, who has just
lost her husband. Can have an undeniable character... 126 [London, 1798]
WANTS A PLACE. AS Wet Nurse, a young woman with a good breast of
Milk, who has lately lost her husband. Enquire at the house of Mr.
William Shed, for Mary Kulm... 127 [London, 1795]
A Young Woman, Who can be well recommended, having lately lost her
husband, wants a place, as a WET NURSE... 128 [London, 1798]
Wet nurses placing ads perceived widowhood to be a desirable quality and
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boasted of it. In London, twenty-nine women (5 percent) claimed to be widows while
only five (1 percent) in Philadelphia claimed widowhood in their ads. Taking into
account the likelihood that at least some of them were lying about having previously
been married, these numbers indicate that widowed wet nurses were in short supply.
Widowhood was not the most common explanation for the absence of their husbands in
either city. Some may have been claiming widowhood rather than admit to having
children outside of marriage. It must have been tempting for wet nurses to avoid the
epithet of “bastard-bearer” by simply saying that their husbands had died. It would have
taken little effort on their part to maintain that story considering how impolite it would
have been to challenge a purportedly grieving woman. This is especially true for wet
nurses finding places through advertisements since their prospective employers were
less likely to know them personally.
Widowed women, though they were the holy grail of wet nurses, did not always
fare well in the profession. Wet nurse Alice Leder was hauled before the Old Bailey in
1730 for stealing and attempting to pawn goods she stole from her master, Jonathan
Haskins. Though she gave several different defenses for her actions, her initial
explanation was that she needed the money to pay off the debts of her dead husband. 129
In 1771, Hannah Anderson, wet nurse to Dougal and Ann Weare, sought employment as
a wet nurse when her husband died. She also took to heavy drinking and other deviant
behavior, which she blamed on her grief. Both Leder and Anderson were suspected of
fabricating their widowhoods and in Anderson’s case the suspicion appears to be
founded. Elizabeth Calloway knew Anderson before her stint as wet nurse and knew she
Trial Proceedings of Jane Liden for grand larceny, https://www.oldbaileyonline.org, reference no.
t17300704-36.
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had had a child by a man who agreed to maintain her. She mentioned nothing of
marriage vows. 130 Leder’s and Anderson’s stories demonstrate most importantly that
wet nurses often deceived householders by claiming widowhood. They also suggest that
householders taking comfort in the legal widowhood of their wet nurses were so
satisfied with her marital status that they missed signs of other deviant behavior such as
theft and alcoholism. Evading the label of bastard-bearer seems to have been more
important to Leder and Anderson than disguising their other objectionable qualities.
Anderson, in particular, struggled with alcoholism during her tenure as wet nurse and
was not relieved of her duties until her drunkenness inspired an “accidental” theft of a
cloak from a garment shop. The lives of wet nursing widows indicate that their marital
status was desirable, even more important than their personal characters, that their
circumstances were often imitated by bastard-bearers, and that they were very few in
number.
A somewhat more likely scenario was that wet nurses were married women living
apart from their spouses. It was common in both London and Philadelphia for workingclass couples to live separately for financial reasons. 131 William and Elizabeth Cooper
married in London in 1778. The couple lived separately after the birth of their son
Jemmy because Elizabeth was employed as a wet nurse to Lady Bathurst. She traveled
with Lady Bathurst to Ireland while William stayed working in London. She went on to
serve as a housekeeper for a Mr. Burrows in Kent. During that time, she gave birth to
Mr. Burrows’s child. After so many years apart, Elizabeth came to believe her husband
Trial Proceedings of Hannah Anderson for grand larceny, https://www.oldbaileyonline.org, reference
no. t17720219-50.
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(Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2006), 22-3.
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was dead and married anew, having two more children, only to discover that she was a
bigamist. William Cooper was still alive and well in the city. 132 Elizabeth Cooper’s story
was common enough for female servants in general and wet nurses in particular.
London wet nurses often mentioned spouses who were in service elsewhere in classified
advertisements:
A Nurse's Place is wanted by a married Woman, 30 Years of Age, whose Milk
is four Month old, and her Husband is in Service 30 Miles from
Town. Please to enquire at No. 152, in the Borough, her present Place, from
whence she can have a good Character for Sobriety, Honesty, and good
Temper. 133 [London, 1778]
WET NURSE. Wants a Place, as Wet Nurse, a healthy young Woman, of a
good Constitution, with a fine Breast of Milk, whose Husband is in the
Country, and who can have an excellent Character from People of
Reputation for every necessary Qualification... The Advertiser's Child is two
Months old. 134 [London, 1783]
In Philadelphia, spouses in service often lived separately but for different
reasons. Marital separation was used by servants as an “immigration strategy.” 135
Philadelphia masters were technically forbidden by Pennsylvania law from separating
married servants who took passage together, “No master or owner of any vessel could
separate husband and wife, who came as passengers, by disposing them to different
masters, except by mutual consent." 136 But most often, immigrants mitigated risks by
leaving one spouse back in the Old Country while the other traveled to the colonies
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under indenture with hopes that they would reunite after the working spouse
accumulated savings. In Philadelphia, these marriage constraints were statutory, "if any
Servant or Servants shall procure themselves to be married without Consent of his or
her Master or Mistress, such Servant or Servants, shall, for such their Offence, each of
them, serve their respective master or Mistress one whole Year, after the time of their
Servitude by Indenture or Engagement is expired.” 137 When free people married
servants, they were liable to serve one year under the servant’s Master or to pay a fine. If
a free man married a woman servant, he was required to pay her master £6 while a free
woman marrying a male servant was fined £12. 138 Archivist and historian Joan
Gundersen writes, “Married servants placed economic necessity and social norms at
odds.” 139 Though it was not by any means typical, it was something that was done.
By far the most likely possibility was that live-in wet nurses were mothers of
illegitimate children. The great majority of bastard-bearers were servants. 140 Tilly and
Scott discovered, “The women who bore illegitimate children were often those with no
ties to their family of origin." 141 In both London and Philadelphia, domestic servants fell
into this category, “Domestic service acted as the principal route of induction into the
life of the metropolis for adolescent girls and young women, and was possibly just as
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important as apprenticeship for young men.” 142 In London, 74 percent of female
servants and 84 percent of male servants were migrants. 143 Philadelphia was the biggest
market for indentured immigrants in America; northern colonies never relied
extensively on immigrant labor and southern colonies relied more heavily on black slave
labor than white indentured servitude. 144 Perhaps occasioned by large populations of
bonded laborers and redemptioners and the regulations that shaped their lives,
Philadelphian wet nurses did not feel the need to address the issue of their marital
status.
Wet nurses operated almost exclusively within these migrant-servant circles in
both cities. The story of wet nurse Sarah Preston is particularly illustrative of this.
Preston, a native of Nottinghamshire migrated to London sometime in the 1780s
looking for work. She secured several positions as servant around London but became
pregnant in 1786 after a dalliance with a young man. Her baby’s father, a soldier in the
Royal Artillery, was sent to America during her pregnancy in June 1786. Upon the birth
of her child, Preston’s former employers recommended her for a position as wet nurse.
The arrangement fell apart within weeks as she contracted a breast infection that made
her unable to breastfeed. She sought to surrender her child to the Foundling Hospital, “I
am one hundred and Twenty five Miles from home... and have not any Friend in London
that can Do the least to Assist me...” 145 London wet nurses were more likely than their
Philadelphia counterparts to offer explanations in their classified advertisements for
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their apparent singlehood. Seventy-one percent of all London wet nurses who were
reportedly married claimed that their spouses were absent for one reason or another.
Their explanations were typically vague:
WANTS a WET NURSE's place, A Young Woman, aged twenty-one, of a
sweet temperament with a fine breast of milk three months old, whose
husband is just gone to East-India... 146 [London, 1766]
A WET NURSE'S PLACE WANTED, by a Healthy YOUNG WOMAN, with a
fine BREAST OF MILK, whose Husband is gone abroad... 147 [London,
1795]
WANTS a PLACE, as WET NURSE, a healthy Young Woman, with a good
Breast of Milk, whose Husband is gone to the East Indies. Can have a
good recommendation... 148 [London, 1796]
These self-conscious declarations by London women as to the location of their
husbands suggests that they were anticipating questions about their pregnancies and
subsequent absence of a husband. Though absentee husbands were more common in
eighteenth-century London than they are today, 71 percent seems excessive. The
likelihood that wet nurses were stretching the truth is supported by the prevalence of
deception among unmarried mothers petitioning the London Foundling Hospital. On
May 17, 1774, Mary Anslay wrote of “having been Delivered of a female Child being
Deluded by a man Who Promised Marridge but is gone and left me and my poor infant
in a miserable and almost Starving Condition having Parted with Every thing but what is
on my back.” 149 Anslay’s willingness to feign marriage, a notion that is developed further
in Chapter Five, is evidence that (1) illusions of marriage afforded women special
privileges, especially during pregnancy and childbirth and that (2) when wet nurses
Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser (GNDA), October 23, 1766, 2.
Morning Post & Fashionable World, October 22, 1795, 1.
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were candid about their pasts, householders were willing to deceive outsiders to avoid
the stigma of illegitimacy.
Competing with the stigma of illegitimacy was the inconvenience of employing
married servants. It is worth considering whether householders preferred an unmarried
wet nurse just as they preferred unmarried servants in general. Married people’s family
duties were presumed to conflict with the daily work that servants might need to
perform in order to run a genteel household. 150 Philadelphia’s Elizabeth Drinker fired a
servant for nothing more than being married, “a Negro woman named Mary, who was
hear on & off, for a week or upwards, we dismist last seventh day, not for any fault, but
she could not be here but when it suited herself, being a married woman, we have hired
another who came this Afternoon, named Jane Gibbs.” 151 At the same time literary and
artistic portrayals of the wet nurse as immoral, and harsh criticisms of bastardy suggest
that prospective employers were particularly wary about hiring “fallen” women. 152
What is abundantly clear is the fact that unmarried motherhood, widowhood,
and spousal separation or abandonment motivated the vast majority of wet nurses’
decisions to seek employment. Several wet nurses used the absence of their husbands to
explain why they were using advertisements to find employment:
A WET NURSE, WANTS a nurse child, the loss of her's together with
her husband, reduces her to the necessity of seeking this
method of procuring relief for herself and a small family... 153
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[Philadelphia, 1793]
WANTS a Place, as WET NURSE, a young Woman from the country, 24
years old, who has lately lain in of her first child, has an exceding fine breast
of milk, can be well recommended, and her husband being dead, is the
reason of her advertising... 154 [London, 1781]
AS WET NURSE, a healthy young Woman, with a good breast of milk, has
lately lain in with her second child, and can be well recommended, her
reason for applying in this manner is, her husband being a
servant, and living in the country, and she having no incumbrance... 155
[London, 1788]
Wet nurses were, like many other domestic servants, women who were
unattached to an income-earning man. Though a similar study could be done among
domestic servants generally, live-in wet nurses offer unique opportunities for analysis
because they were mothers who were often diverting their maternal labors away from
their own infants for wages. They did so at the behest of middling and elite employers
who increasingly valued maternal labors. As middling families worked to define
themselves against hereditary elites and achieve social mobility, Richardson’s wet
nurses gave way to Forsyth’s. This was not a coincidence.
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CHAPTER 2: WET NURSE ADVERTISEMENTS, SATIRICAL SKETCHES,
AND TAXONOMIES OF LABOR IN PRINT
WANTED, A Wet Nurse, to take a child home, with a new breast of milk, if
in Essex, within ten miles of London, the most agreeable. Direct to A. B. at
Loyd's coffee-house, Lombard-street, and those that is approved of will
receive an answer in a few days. [London, 1767] 156
WANTS a WET NURSE's PLACE, A healthy YOUNG WOMAN, of the age of
twenty four; the first child, four months old; has a good breast of milk; can
have a good character. Any this may suit, shall be waited on by directing a
line to M. B. at John's coffee-house in the Borough. [London, 1768] 157
A Woman of good Character with a fine Breast of Milk, would be willing to
take a Child to Nurse; she lives 4 miles from town, In a healthy part of the
country. Enquire at the Robin Hood tavern on the Ridge road.
[Philadelphia, 1784] 158
Coffee houses and taverns were popular meeting places for wet nurses and the
householders who sought them. They were centers of culture and business frequented
by the middling sort, and the aspirational, commercial and artisan classes. They were
also an important venue for newspaper-reading and ad-placing. Scholar Markman Ellis
describes their relationship well, “There were many routes to enlightenment and the
rule of reason in the eighteenth century, but the English one-- moderate, civic, and
middle class-- was understood to be through the doors of a coffee-house, armed with a
newspaper.” 159 Across the British Empire, successful professionals, intellectuals,
tradesmen, and financiers mingled over beverages, conducted meetings, traded stocks,
and built important social networks. These same men held court at Lloyd’s Coffee House
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in London or the London Coffee House in Philadelphia waiting for respondents to their
published advertisements for servants and apprentices who would staff their households
and shops. The classified advertisements in historical newspapers have partially
preserved this atmosphere. They act as daily records of events but they also reveal the
transatlantic nature of Anglo print culture in the eighteenth century. Most striking is the
continuity of domestic life before, during, and after the war that dispossessed Britain of
its American colonies.
Classified advertisements are helpful in decoding subtle differences in the ways
that Britons and Anglo-Americans perceived labor, especially the labor of wet nurses.
Using linguistic and statistical analyses of classified advertisements from 1750-1810, this
chapter demonstrates that the urban wet nurse trade was undergoing a transformation
during this period. Live-in wet nurse places became more common than they had ever
been. Moreover, the arrangement of wet nurse advertisements on the pages of London
and Philadelphia papers depict how the wet nursing trades in each city occupied
contrasting places in their taxonomies of labor. Londoners perceived live-in wet nursing
as an iteration of domestic service. Their attempt to fit wet nurses into the mold of a
domestic servant was problematic in that it required the improbable: that a woman give
birth but have no family of her own to care for. The transition to live-in wet nursing
brought a wet nurse’s job in line with other domestic service positions. Unlike maids
and cooks, however, wet nurses lactated, which required a past pregnancy. At the same
time, they were expected to have few family obligations, much like other domestics. In a
vicious cycle, these changing industry practices resulted in further deterioration of the
wet nurse’s reputation. Exploring this aspect of the urban wet nursing trade is essential
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to understanding the complex issues surrounding illegitimate birth in different contexts
within the empire.
In Philadelphia, wet nurse ads appear next to ads for runaway slaves or the
transferal of German girls’ indentures. The language used to describe bonded laborers,
words like “hearty” or “cleanly,” is also used to describe wet nurses in Philadelphia. The
comparison between Philadelphia and London wet nurses is critical here because no
such language can be found among descriptions of wet nurses in London. These
contrasts suggest that Philadelphia wet nurses operated within an economy shaped by
racialized enslavement, and indentured foreigners. Some wet nurses in Philadelphia
were themselves bonded laborers. The dehumanization of laborers in a society that
perpetuated chattel slavery and indentured servitude influenced wet nurses’ labor
negotiations and the ways their bodies were perceived and treated. Ultimately, the wet
nurse trade illustrates how an economy of bonded labor influenced the process of race
formation for the Anglo-Atlantic world as a whole.
While these differences between wet nurse ads in each city are critical, it is the
resemblance between them that deserves the most comment. According to the ads,
urban families on both sides of the Anglo-Atlantic faced similar trials and handled them
in much the same ways. We know both populations encountered new modes of social
engineering, fervent maternal nursing campaigns, and the literary tropes of sentimental
motherhood that shaped their perceptions of themselves. The ads suggest that they
generally favored maternal nursing, using wet nurses only if they wanted or needed to.
The advertisements demonstrate their increasing unwillingness to live apart from their
infants. Many historians have documented these changes to elite and middling family
life and demonstrated how they were critical aspects of the rise of the middle class,
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hygienic respectability, and sentimental familyhood on both sides of the Atlantic. 160 Few
scholars have considered what this meant for the laboring poor. The advertisements
suggest that the transition to live-in arrangements might have impeded wet nurses’
ability to negotiate the circumstances of their labor. These parallel trends in both
London and Philadelphia papers suggest that class was a better indicator of parenting
attitudes than civic affiliations. This indicates more similarities in child-rearing
practices than has been allowed by historians who interpret the early American family
as a cultural construction intimately shaped by revolutionary politics.
The ad sample analyzed here consists of 1,411 distinct advertisements, 635 from
London and 776 from Philadelphia. 161 Only 265 advertisements (22 percent) were
placed by parties looking for a wet nurse. The rest, a great majority, were ads placed by
wet nurses looking for employment. These numbers suggest that the supply of wet
nurses outpaced demand. This is especially true for London. The sample contains only
fourteen ads looking for a wet nurse in London in the second half of the eighteenth
century, only 2 percent of all the London ads included here. This pattern is reinforced by
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Old Bailey records. According to trial testimony, Londoner Francis Rowley placed a
fraudulent advertisement for a wet nurse in a local paper in early 1779. At least forty
prospective wet nurses answered his ad. We have no reason to believe that this kind of
volume was abnormal in London, so it is reasonable to assume that for every opening,
there were many women who competed for it. 162
This did not appear to be the case in Philadelphia where, the ads suggest, wet
nurses were in shorter supply. Householders placed 251 advertisements looking for a
wet nurse in Philadelphia from 1750-1805. This amounts to 43 percent of all the
Philadelphia wet nurse advertisements in the sample, a much greater share than in
London. This agrees with what we know about colonial society in Philadelphia. The
overseers of the poor running the Philadelphia Almshouse sometimes noted a dearth of
wet nurses. This dearth may have been confined to the poor relief system, as they tended
to pay less than private householders. The Almshouse managers argued that their
parsimony had good reason; they believed that if they offered generous wages, poor
women might be tempted to abandon their own children to wet nurse for them. Their
comments on the difficulty of finding wet nurses suggest that the problem would be
resolved if they offered higher wages but only, they believed, to the detriment of poor
children. 163 Historians of the 1960s and 1970s may have overstated the labor-scarcity of
eighteenth-century Philadelphia. 164 In recent decades this tendency has been corrected
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by historians who have demonstrated that unemployment was more common and
poverty more dire than earlier scholars had realized. 165 Indeed, the majority of
advertisements placed in Philadelphia papers were still commissioned by wet nurses
looking for places. Many advertisements, 267 of them, were duplicated in later issues,
implying that its first run had not helped these women to find places. This does not
sound like a city where wet nurses were in short supply. Instead, it appears that wet
nurse scarcity was an occasional problem, and that only wet nurses willing to accept low
wages were in short supply. Wet nurses who sought short-term arrangements, lactating
women willing to nurse infants as favors, and professional wet nurses who expected
living wages, room and board were generally available. In any case, wet nurse places
may not have been quite as rare and competitive in Philadelphia as they were in
London.
American advertisements tend to be more formulaic but when they were freewritten, which seemed to have become more common as the century progressed, they
bore striking similarities to London ads. This study includes ads placed by wet nurses
looking for positions and those placed by householders looking for wet nurses. Both
kinds of ads are equally helpful to understanding the contours of the trade.
Householders’ ads are more obviously helpful. They are the most likely to be written by
parents themselves and contain helpful details like their contact information, the
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conditions of their offer, and a clear articulation of their expectations for a prospective
nurse. Nevertheless, ads placed by wet nurses looking for live-in positions can be equally
telling, albeit problematic. They were not necessarily composed by the wet nurse herself
(some of whom may have been illiterate) but we can safely presume that they had some
control over the ad’s content. These advertisements tell us which qualities wet nurses
anticipated were important to their prospective employers, and which labor
arrangements were preferred or expected by wet nurses.
Recent scholarship on the social functions of language has focused on coded
language and the complex ways that race, class, and gender impact literacy. 166 Due to
their subordinate position in employment negotiations, wet nurses were likely to selfcensor and use coded language in order to portray themselves as acceptable candidates.
For householders, advertisements were the first line of defense against unacceptable
candidates so the most important aspects of employment were likely to be those that
householders chose to express. Women placing ads looking for places were looking to
secure an initial interview. They used coded language to describe themselves and their
life circumstances in ways that made them appear acceptable or even desirable to
prospective employers but gave them plausible deniability if the truth of their claims
was challenged. In some cases, the advertisements are best used as evidence of cultural
ideals. In other cases, they provide clues as to the material realities of urban life for both
parties.
The Rise of the Urban Wet Nurse Trade
166 See for example Vershawn Ashanti Young, Other People's English: Code-Meshing, Code-Switching,
and African American Literacy (New York: Teachers College Press, 2014). For examples of historical
coding see Allyson Hobbs, A Chosen Exile A History of Racial Passing in American Life (Cambridge, MA:
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Historians of wet nursing have long suspected that the wet nurse trade
underwent rapid changes during this time, especially in large cities. 167 Advertisements
do indeed suggest that in urban areas, live-in wet nursing was becoming much more
common than the earlier model of outdoor nursing in the countryside. Within the
London wet nursing ads, 16 percent specified that they sought an outdoor nursing
arrangement, while 82 percent specified that they sought a live-in arrangement with a
wet nurse. Only 2 percent of the ads were ambiguous in what type of arrangement their
authors envisioned. The Philadelphia ads were similar, with 18 percent specifying an
outdoor arrangement. Only 56 percent specified that a live-in arrangement was what
they sought while 26 percent of ads were ambiguous on this point. These numbers
suggest that the urban wet nurse trades were similar, if not identical, in both cities. The
ambiguity of some of the American ads may be an artifact of a comparatively immature
newspaper industry but there is also evidence that wet nursing practices were more
flexible in Philadelphia than they were in London.
We can also get a sense of the responsibilities and life experience of wet nurses
from these advertisements. Wet nurses were responsible not only for nourishing infants,
but for cleaning and caring for their bodies, or nursing them and sometimes older
children through illnesses. They were often responsible for the laundering and mending
of their nurslings’ clothes, diapers, and bedding. Some wet nurses passed on this work to
the household’s maids and laundresses but 56 percent of English households with
servants only had one; and 96 percent of these lone servants were women. 168 Wet nurses
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almost certainly filled more roles than one. In the ads there is evidence that infantspecific body care and general housework were often part of the job description:
WANTS a Place, a young Woman, with a good Breast of Milk; has no
Objection to doing Part of the Houshold [sic] Work. Please to direct
to S. D. at Mr. Walker's, Grocer, No. 9, Eagle-Street, Red-Lion-Square.169
[London, 1783]
wet nurse. Wants a Place, as wet nurse; a healthy young Woman, with a good
Breast of Milk, has no objection to any Thing that she may be
thought capable of. Direct to enquire to M. W. at No. 3, Grocers-HallCourt, Poultry. 170 [London, 1796]
WANTS a PLACE as a WET NURSE, A YOUNG WOMAN, with a good
Breast of Milk , can be well recommended, and understands most
Kinds of Needlework. Enquire of the PRINTERS. 171 [Philadelphia, 1775]
WANTED a WET NURSE, with a good breast of milk, that can iron and
sew neatly. Such a person, being well recommended, may hear of a place
by applying to the printer. 172 [Philadelphia, 1775]
There is a possibility that in some households, the maid of all work was replaced
with a lactating maid of all work, especially in less affluent households. Most of the
positions for multi-tasking wet nurses expected them to do labor related to hygiene:
sick-nursing, laundering, mending, bathing, cleaning. Commenting on a wet nurse’s
responsibility to keep her charge clean, physician William Buchan wrote, “A nurse can
have no excuse for allowing a child to be dirty.” 173 Scottish physician William Cadogan
recommended that wet nurses be inspected for health and cleanliness as it would
directly affect the quality of their milk and the health of the infant. 174 Wet nurses had
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considerable influence over the health and cleanliness, even the respectability of the
family’s children. They also took on the informal role of nurse maid in educating elite
infants and toddlers, teaching them manners, how to speak, how to eat solid foods, and
how to use chamber pots and water closets.
These duties sit comfortably with the growing preoccupation with gentility
among the middle classes. At the same time, a wet nurse’s very presence challenged the
tenets of sentimental familyhood. The anchor of the sentimental family was a content,
nurturing mother whose maternal duties gave her life meaning. For most women, this
meant breastfeeding their own children, or at least trying to. Yet we know that the wet
nurse trade persisted, and perhaps even grew, during this time. 175 Jean-Jacques
Rousseau could envision no condition, short of maternal death, which warranted the use
of a wet nurse. 176 Contemporaries often attributed the persistence of the wet nurse trade
to maternal failures:
A Mother ought not to be deter'd from rendring this kind of Office [of giving
suck] to her Child for every little Inconvenience, or suppos'd Inability; for
Nature that gave her strength enough to bring it into the World, gave her at
the same Time what is sufficient to nurse it. 177
This was a common literary trope at the time among popular authors such as
Samuel Richardson and Daniel Defoe whose novels criticized this perceived collective
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failure of British mothers. 178 For some time, historians took them at their word. Edward
Shorter, for example, argued that mothers who did not breastfeed their own children in
the eighteenth century failed the “sacrifice test.” 179 This line of thought takes for granted
the impact of the popular ideologies at the time: Enlightenment philosophy, civic
humanism, and Scottish sentimentalism. It was only after 1700 that Europeans began to
conceive of mothering as a skill to be honed rather than an innate instinct. 180 This put
the onus on mothers to develop the necessary skills to mother adequately. Rising child
abandonment, high infant mortality, and the thriving urban wet nurse trade were used
by contemporary critics as “proof” that Anglo women were failing to meet genteel
standards of motherhood.
Their logic was, however, oversimplified. Many women, even quintessential
sentimental mothers, sometimes chose not to suckle their own children on the advice of
professionals. Even greater numbers of women tried desperately to breastfeed their
children and suffered acutely if the attempt failed. These women make up the majority
of householders in the survey of families who employed urban wet nurses. These women
were primarily looking for live-in nurses because they, ideally, did not want to have to
use one at all. As live-in wet nursing became the dominant mode in the trade, working
wet nurses were increasingly forced to conform to the professional requirements of a
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live-in domestic while householders were increasingly obliged to invite unknown
women into their homes to share their lives for months at a time.
Role of Newspaper Advertisements in Labor Systems
Advertisements were not the only avenue for procuring a wet nurse. 181 Many wet
nurses still found out about families in need of their services through personal networks,
and medical networks constructed by midwives and physicians. In centuries past, wet
nurses had primarily been married women in the countryside whose husbands had
business ties to neighboring towns. Families in need employed a vast network of
personal and business contacts to identify potential candidates for the position. This
dynamic was changing quickly due to the rise of anonymized employment streams after
1750. Intelligence Offices, Statute Halls, Register Offices, and classified advertising
served as new modes of connecting employees and employers. These new modes of
arranging labor were, in part, necessitated by a massive influx of unskilled workers into
eighteenth-century cities. In London, these workers flooded in from the British
countryside. In Philadelphia, such workers arrived from surrounding regions as well as
on ships as servants, bonded workers, or slaves. Unsurprisingly then, workers and
employers began to invest in employment strategies which promised to connect them
with each other. Post offices, coffee-houses, pubs, and newspaper offices displayed
notice boards where locals could pin announcements about place openings or people
looking for work. The descriptions were typically brief and included a means to get in
touch with the poster. Posters left either direct contact information such as an address
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where they lodged or indirect contact information such as the name and address of a
local artisan or professional who could serve as an intermediary on the poster’s
behalf. 182
Many Londoners and Philadelphians still struggled to find places because they
lived in urban markets saturated by potential labor as migrants continued to arrive.
Thus, methods of job hunting became, out of necessity, more complex. Migrants were
unlikely to have helpful contacts in their new city so anonymized forms of place- and
servant-hunting became more popular. Intelligence offices, then register offices and
statute halls arose to serve this purpose. These businesses were early iterations of
employment agencies. They made money by charging parties to list their open places
with them. Employers did so under the impression that they would be getting leads on
qualified, well-vetted candidates. Agencies sometimes printed their own intelligence
bulletin or placed advertisements in the local paper. Eventually, these agencies
instituted subscriptions. Employers subscribed to their service and workers paid a fee
for the opportunity to snag an open place. 183
These agencies played an indispensable role in the growth of proto-industrial,
urban economies and were intimately tied with the proliferation of print media. They
initially took the form of intelligence offices. Intelligence offices began cropping up in
London at the beginning of the eighteenth century. Philadelphia’s first such agency was
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established at midcentury but they were rare there until the 1780s. London agencies,
however, became so numerous that producers of popular culture took notice. There
were several competing intelligence offices operating in London which had been
advertising the labor of their clients in London newspapers since the 1730s. 184 In
attempts to edge out their competitors, they rebranded as register offices and statute
halls, all vying for different, but overlapping target markets. Competing agencies took to
attacking each other through newspaper advertisements in the 1760s. In London, this
hostile environment was fodder for satire by London engravers like John Goldar, Philip
Dawe, and Thomas Rowlandson. All three types of agencies were accused of swindling
their clients. The agency depicted in Goldar’s etching bears the name “Cheatall’s Statute
Hall”. Employment agencies were known to charge their unemployed clients an entire
day’s wages (2 shillings) at a time when the majority of working people spent half of
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their income on food and lodging. 185 The expense would have been justified if their
services guaranteed employment but this was far from the case. On July 12, 1764, a
writer for the Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser estimated that intelligence offices
drew fifty, sixty, or even seventy workers per day (and took their shillings) while very
few of them were selected by an employer on any given day. Moreover, several agencies
were criticized for manufacturing false characters for their clients who were otherwise
undesirable. They were also accused of failing to vet the employers who subscribed to
their services even though this was one of their primary functions. Workers were unable
to trust that the agency would not connect them with abusive or miserly employers. Sir
John and Henry Fielding abandoned the private employment agency business after it
became clear that market forces rendered them either unsuccessful or exploitative. After
years in the business, the Fieldings concluded that employment agencies would only

Statute Hall for
the Hiring of
Servants,
engraving by John
Goldar, made
from a painting by
Philip Dawes, c.
1770 (Courtesy of
Museum of
London).
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work if they were government-owned agencies with strict regulation. 186 Criticisms
toward employment agencies do not appear to have hindered the industry. Some
workers, such as those who required falsified character references for one reason or
another, were dependent on intelligence offices and their sister agencies. The possibility
of undesirable workers masquerading as qualified domestics struck fear in the hearts of
respectable families who valued not only frugality but, also, respectability. These new
systems of servant-hunting threatened these values. The monetary and social costs of an
unfortunate hire could be greater than a mere nuisance.
Classified advertisements stood as an alternative to what people were beginning
to perceive as ineffective and exploitative employment agencies. Wet nurses and
householders used them in greater numbers as the century progressed. By the 1790s,
some dailies were publishing at least one wet nurse advertisement per day. Buying
advertisement space was a considerable investment but it circumvented agencies with
bad reputations and connected poor and working-class people with affluent employers
they may not have otherwise reached. Just as anonymized employment networks
continued to function next to old personal networks, register offices and statute halls
continued to function alongside classified ads placed by servants themselves.
Nonetheless, the exponential growth of employment agencies and job classifieds
between 1750 and 1815 suggests that personal networks were not sufficient on their own
for the respectable classes to conduct business and for the working classes to secure
employment.
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The late eighteenth century was a historical moment when newspaper readership
was high and advertising literacy was developing rapidly. Classified ads served a massive
portion of the population, literate and illiterate, in cities like London and Philadelphia.
Advertisement is, in a sense, a secondary function of a newspaper, the first being to
spread news. 187 The eighteenth century was an important time for newspaper
advertisements. During this time, advertisements increased in quantity and importance
at the expense of political essays. 188 The General Advertiser, one of London’s most
successful papers, dedicated three folios to advertisements and only one to news. 189 The
importance of advertisements to newspaper revenue continued into the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Modern British politicians, though they tried, often failed to set up
arrangements in which they could bankroll newspapers in exchange for political support
and propaganda. This is mostly because newspapers were well-funded by advertising
revenue which did not require them to be beholden to any one special interest. 190
Earlier English newspapers, those with which we are concerned, tended to be on shakier
financial ground. They were more likely to be bribed or bankrolled by political groups.
Thus, advertisements played a critical role in the growth and success of the free press.
Starting around 1700 in London and 1750 in the colonies, advertising became
an important source of revenue to the British Crown. In 1741, the London Daily Post
and Daily Advertiser printed 12,254 advertisements on which they paid £1,838 in
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duties to the Crown, but also netting them a hefty profit of £753 10s. The 654,946
advertisements placed in British newspapers in 1798 alone translated into almost £1
million of revenue for the Crown. Despite heavy taxation (3s per ad), advertisements
continued to turn profits for most papers. In 1771, the Public Advertiser carried
24,613 advertisements and netted £2,303 17s. 191 These profits were presumably
reinvested into their printing operations which grew rapidly over the century. In the
first quarter of the century, newspapers were produced by anywhere from one to four
people and most distribution was performed by the Post Office. By 1800, the typical
newspaper staff had grown to at least ten people and came to include a number of
specialists. 192 By 1782, the Post Office in London was distributing 60,000 newspapers
which compelled them to open a separate but affiliated office, staffed by eighteen
men, which was dedicated to newspaper distribution. 193
Operations remained comparatively smaller in Philadelphia but still the pattern
of growth was quite similar. Like those in London, Philadelphia newspapers grew out
of the Post Offices and book printers. They numbered at fewer than a handful in 1700
but by 1790, there were one hundred newspapers in the new American Republic. The
content of American newspapers transformed in interesting ways. One can observe
the emergence of an American identity over the course of the century, leading up to
the Revolution. American newspapers even introduced innovative layouts designed to
make classified advertisements more attractive and effective than those in London
papers. Classified advertisements, unlike other newspaper content, exhibited
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remarkable continuity before, during, and after the political turmoil of the war. This
continuity suggests that despite high politics and the logistical practicalities of
warfare, the intimate politics of the home remained comparatively constant. 194
In London, newspaper sales saw significant declines after 1712 because (1) the
Stamp Act of 1712 (10 Ann. c. 18) motivated printers to conserve their use of paper,
and (2) more people were sharing newspapers in public spaces like coffee houses and
pubs. 195 Newspaper sales spiked in the American colonies during the war as the
home-grown printing industry matured but sales declined again after 1790. 196 Thus,
over the course of the century, ad revenue became necessary to fund the daily
operations of the eighteenth-century newspaper. London newspapers even hired
intelligencers to solicit advertisements from public spaces throughout the day. After
1750, the Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser employed a “Proper Person” to
frequent coffee houses, taverns, and booksellers in search of advertisements to be
placed. By the 1770s, most papers employed dozens of agents to solicit advertisements
in public houses and on the streets. 197 It is likely that classified advertisements played
much more central roles in labor arrangements at this time than any other time in
history. Moreover, they were produced by the respectable classes for their peers and
for the working class people who transacted with them.
It is no coincidence that the wet nurse trade underwent a critical
transformation at the same time as the newspaper industry. Both were occurring in a
time when the middling sort was becoming increasingly important to Anglo culture,
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and to state tax revenue. Even if the arrangements in these advertisements do not
necessarily represent a numerical majority of all wet nurse relationships from 17501815, they likely represent a significant minority. Moreover, the ads indicate the
involvement of two groups who less often appear in histories of wet nursing yet
appear to have dominated the trade in this context: families from the respectable
classes and women among the laboring poor.
The vast majority of records concerning wet nurses belonged to parochial or
corporate poor relief agencies, or from annals of the rich and famous. These wet
nursing arrangements were qualitatively different from the ones described here.
Women who wet nursed for poor relief authorities were generally recipients of poor
relief themselves. 198 Their charges were usually orphans or abandoned children and
they dealt only with the agency who placed the child, not its parents. Royalty and
members of the peerage in Britain publicized their wet nursing arrangements in the
local papers and chose women from other elite families. Note that middling families
and the labor poor are conspicuously absent from these contexts. The subjects of
these advertisements and for this dissertation are respectable families: tradesmen,
professionals, and proprietors who valued upward social mobility and
entrepreneurial endeavors but whose family origins were modest.
Royals and elites used well-vetted personal networks to procure wet nurses and
working families in need of a nurse tended to use inexpensive tertiary nurses, the
predecessor to the “baby farms” which received harsh criticism in the nineteenth
century. Tertiary nurses typically took several children at a time at very low rates.
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Their ability to provide quality care was limited and many women exploited parents’
trust by secretly dosing, hand-feeding, or underfeeding their charges. 199 The ads
expose an entirely different trade, one wherein the wet nurses appear strikingly
entrepreneurial. It required a certain savvy to leverage singlehood, poverty, and
lactation as assets. Yet, finding work as a wet nurse was risky, complicated, and often
required painful self-sacrifice. Women were unlikely to take those risks unless they
reached a certain level of desperation. These advertisements illustrate a wet nurse
trade with a different face than those we have encountered before. They tell a story,
largely untold, of a wet nurse trade which grew parallel to the politics of
respectability in proto-industrial Anglo-Atlantic cities. In this particular story,
London and Philadelphia appear to be two parts of the same whole.
The “Layout” of Classed and Raced Taxonomies of Labor
In reference to class formation and the formation of their urban wet nurse
trades, London and Philadelphia appear quite similar but much can be learned by
zooming out from specific advertisements and considering newspaper pages as a
whole. When we do so, a striking difference emerges between Philadelphia ads and
London ads. Among the Philadelphia ads is a reminder that these wet nurses were
living in a society for which slavery was exceedingly important:
To be SOLD, TWO likely healthy Negroe Women, one 20, the other 15 Years
of Age, and have both had the Smallpox and Measles, well acquainted with
Housework, and are very fit for Town or Country Business. For further
Particulars, enquire of John Hall, at the Wheat Sheaf, or of Richard Morris,
near the Court House, Philadelphia. N.B. A Woman with a good Breast of
Shurlee Swain, "Toward a Social Geography of Baby Farming," The History of the Family 10 (2005):
151-159.
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Milk, can be well recommended, wants a Wet Nurse Place. Enquire of said
Morris. 200 [Philadelphia, 1762]
Though it was not common in Philadelphia, enslaved women were routinely
hired out as wet nurses in the southern colonies. None of the Philadelphia
advertisements appear to have been for enslaved wet nurses, but there are many such
ads in newspapers of southern cities:
To be Hired by the Month or Quarter, A Young, healthy Negro
Wench with a good breast of milk.—For particulars, apply to the
Printers. 201 [Charleston, 1786]
To HIRE as a wet nurse, A NEGRO Wench, young and healthy, with
a good breast of milk. She is sober and honest, and has nursed two white
children with a former child. Enquire of the Printer. 202 [Charleston, 1784]
To be Hired, A Young WENCH with a good Breast of Milk, and no
child. Enquire of the printers. 203 [Savannah, 1808]
Philadelphia’s geographic proximity to slave societies is mirrored by the
proximity of wet nurse advertisements to ads for slaves on the pages of Philadelphia
newspapers. Some of them are particularly striking. [See images below]
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ABOVE: Freeman’s Journal, May 12, 1784,
p. 1, A wet nurse’s ad appears next to an ad
selling a “Negro Wench” and a chaise coach.
LEFT: Dunlap’s Daily Advertiser, March
18, 1791, p. 1, A wet nurse’s ad appears
above one for a “Negro Girl” to be sold. “She
is a good drudge.”

In addition to the context of race-based enslavement, wet nurses often operated
under indentures in the colonies. Indentured servants, sometimes called redemptioners,
willingly sold themselves into servitude in exchange for passage to the New World.
Philadelphia, being a port city, was a primary destination for European servants under
indentures. 204 The following ads from my sample indicate that in Philadelphia, some
wet nurses were bought and sold under contracts of indenture:
TO BE SOLD, THE Indentures of a SERVANT WOMAN, with a
good Breast of Milk , who has near Five Years to serve. Enquire at Mr.
BELLS'S, in Lombard street. 205 [Philadelphia, 1773]
TO BE SOLD, THE Time of a SERVANT WOMAN, who is a good
wet Nurse, and likewise a good work Woman. For further Particulars,
enquire of the PRINTERS. 206 [Philadelphia, 1775]
This environment undoubtedly cultivated ideas about the ownership of bodies
that would have been foreign to Londoners at this time. Philadelphia wet nurse ads
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appear on pages in close proximity to ads describing the bodies and working habits of
slaves and indentured servants. In contrast, wet nurse ads in London appeared among
those placed by any other domestics, of which there were many. The physical proximity
of Philadelphia wet nurse ads to those for the sale of human property contrasts sharply
with the absence of such ads in London. This variation in arrangement is not incidental.
Indeed, it demonstrates a fundamental difference in the mental organization of
Philadelphians and Londoners regarding the wet nurse’s place in society. It is not
surprising then that the advertisements in Philadelphia tended to use language that
would have been used to describe slaves. One example of this is the use of the word
“hearty.” This descriptor appears within ads place in Philadelphia but does not appear
even once in the London ads:
A Hearty young Woman, with a good Breast of Milk , would willingly go
into a good Family, as a Wet Nurse ; she can be well recommended. Enquire
at the New Printing Office. 207 [Philadelphia, 1762]
A HEARTY, healthy Woman, can be well recommended, about 22 Years
of Age, with a good Breast of Milk , about a Month old, would willingly go
into a creditable Family as a WET NURSE . Enquire at the New Printing
Office. 208 [Philadelphia, 1762]
A YOUNG hearty Woman, with a good Breast of Milk , wants a Place as
a Nurse in a good Family. Enquire at the New Printing Office. 209
[Philadelphia, 1766]
A YOUNG hearty Woman, with a good Breast of Milk , and can be well
recommended, is desirous of taking a CHILD to NURSE in the Country, in
a genteel Family. Enquire at the Wheat Sheaf, on Bristol Road. 210
[Philadelphia, 1773]
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Containing subtle echoes of the inspection of livestock, this language parallels the
vocabulary used to describe the bodies of slaves and otherwise unfree servants in
runaway ads. 211 The fact that wet nurses described themselves this way suggests that the
language used to describe bodies for sale had subconsciously shaped the way that wet
nurses thought about their own bodies and labors. Indeed, advertisements written by
wet nurses themselves resemble ads written by masters and owners describing the
bodies of slaves and indentured servants:
TO BE SOLD, A Hearty strong young NEGROE WENCH, with her
Child, very fit for Country Business. Enquire of the Printer hereof. 212
[Philadelphia, 1766]
A Hearty English servant girls time, that has upwards of three years to
serve, and understands country business. Enquire of David Hall. 213
[Philadelphia, 1751]
Though eighteenth century Philadelphia is often touted as the birthplace of
abolition, this language suggests that Philadelphia was still deeply entrenched in the
institutions of slavery and indentured servitude. Philadelphians operated within a
discourse shaped by unfree labor, a discourse peculiar to the colonies. This discourse
focuses on the valuation of bodies as commodities. Note how the four American wet
nurse ads above all employ the subject “Woman,” whereas the advertisement for a slave
employs the subject “wench” and that for the indentured servant uses the subject
“girl.” 214 In the Philadelphia ads, “Woman” was code for white and free. This coded

Graham Russell Hodges and Alan Edward Brown, "Pretends to Be Free": Runaway Slave
Advertisements from Colonial and Revolutionary New York and New Jersey (New York: Fordham
University Press, 2019), xv; Lathan A. Windley, Runaway Slave Advertisements: A Documentary History
from the 1730s to 1790 (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1983).
212 PG, April 24, 1766.
213 PG, August 1, 1751.
214 Kathleen M Brown, Good Wives, Nasty Wenches, and Anxious Patriarchs: Gender, Race, and Power
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language differentiated white, professional wet nurses for hire from enslaved or
indentured wet nurses for sale or hire. In London, where wet nurses’ race and legal
status could be more confidently assumed, their descriptions of themselves contrast
starkly with the self-descriptions of Philadelphia wet nurses. For example, they most
often used the words “person” or “wet nurse” as the ad’s subject:
WANTS a wet nurse's Place, in a genteel Family, one that is very
healthy, 25 Years of Age, just come from the Country, with an undeniable
Character; she had one Child. Please to direct for Mr. Shaw, at No. 16,
Barlow-Street, Marylbone. 215 [London, 1783]
WANTS a Child to wet or dry nurse, a healthful Person, in an airy Part of
the Town. Please to direct or enquire for A. E. at No. 17, Eyre-Street,
Coldbath-Fields. 216 [London, 1783]
The commodification of bodies is certainly present but muted in the London ads,
subordinated to language that values professionalism and bodily comportment. As one
might suspect, there is a meaningful absence of racially coded language in the London
sample. Not only is “hardy” or “hearty” absent from London wet nurse advertisements
but it is absent from nearly all London advertisements. Among thousands of
appearances made by the adjective in British newspapers, not one is used to describe a
person. There are many “hearty welcomes” and “hearty thanks” but no hearty servants.
There are several instances of “hearty health” which appear in some London papers, but
exclusively in advertisements for quack doctors whose elixirs and tonics were meant to
restore health. It appears as if this American usage of the word was peculiar to the
colonies, a result of the dehumanizing regime of chattel slavery which instituted a mode
of assessing bodies based on their utility and labor endurance. The colonies’ reliance on
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race-based slavery programmed American minds to conceive of laboring bodies in
entirely different and dehumanizing ways that appears more closely tied to class
hierarchies than racial ones. This may have impacted the lived experiences of American
wet nurses, even white ones, and as far north as Philadelphia. When labor regimes are
organized around the exploitation and dehumanization of any people, so too are the
minds of the people who perpetuate those systems, and those who labor within them.
This is not to say that eighteenth-century white women can or should stake a
claim on the historical oppression of black enslaved people. There is some evidence of a
sense of solidarity among all bonded laborers, whether slaves, indentured servants or
convicts sentenced to transportation but these arguments are strictly confined to the
seventeenth and early-eighteenth century. Scholars agree that chattel slavery was an
entirely different beast, a peculiar outlier within the long, global history of bonded
labor. 217 Most scholars agree that racial slavery reached its maturity in the antebellum
period and that reproductivity of enslaved women was critical to its establishment. 218
This racially coded language for wet nurses, a purportedly British institution, suggests
that this lexicon developed because of British rule rather than in spite of it. More
importantly, this finding demonstrates that the female labor of care work was critical to
the development of a distinctly racialized lexicon of labor in America.
If Philadelphia newspaper pages are shaped by its reliance on bonded labor,
London’s are organized around a system of domestic professionalism. Most London wet

217 James Sidbury, Becoming African in America: Race and Nation in the Early Black Atlantic (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2009); Simon P. Newman, A New World of Labor: The Development of
Plantation Slavery in the British Atlantic (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2016), 3.
218 Jennifer L. Morgan, Laboring Women Reproduction and Gender in New World Slavery (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2011), 9.
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nurse ads appear sporadically within neat columns of ads placed by domestic
professionals in need of places. 219 This attempt to fit wet nursing into a generic domestic
position was problematic. Illegitimacy rates were on the rise on both sides of the
Atlantic. Edward Shorter was the first to prove a statistically significant increase in
illegitimacy rates in the eighteenth century. He and Lawrence Stone cited relaxed sexual
norms as the cause for this demographic uptick. It is now widely accepted that economic
hardship and social dislocation triggered a sudden rise in illegitimacy rates. Men and
women had engaged in premarital sex prior to marriage with the understanding that
they were soon to be married. Economic imperatives imposed on young adults by the
Industrial Revolution resulted in fewer of these marriages taking place. Thus, rising
illegitimacy rates represent a decreased likelihood that betrothals would end in
marriage. 220 This bastardy crisis was addressed by both authorities and the public.
Illegitimate birth became more common but was still highly stigmatized due to its
resultant economic and social burdens. Authorities suspected that increased rates of
illegitimate birth were fueling poverty, child abandonment, and high infant mortality, all
problems that eighteenth-century cities were struggling to address. Both cities dedicated
precious resources to policing, investigating, and punishing bastardy between 1750 and
1815.
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Only in London, however, were wet nurses careful to address the problem of
illegitimacy in their advertisements. Fifteen percent of London ads were placed by wet
nurses who revealed their marital status. One admitted to having no husband but the
rest, ninety-four of them, claimed to be married. Only 6 per cent of Philadelphia wet
nurses revealed their marital status. One admitted to being single while the rest
(numbering thirty-one) claimed to be married. Interestingly, none of the Philadelphia
wet nurses claimed to have an absent husband, while many of the London wet nurses
did:
WANTED a WET NURSE's Place, for a healthy young Woman, with a good
Breast of Milk, just come out of the Country, whose Husband is gone
Abroad. Please to enquire at Mrs. Green's, Butcher, in Whitecross-Street,
near Old-Street Church. 221 [London, 1764]
WANTS a WET NURSE's place, A Young Woman, aged twenty-one, of a
sweet temperament with a fine breast of milk three months old, whose
husband is just gone to East-India. For further particulars enquire for
E. H. at Capt. Troup's, in Virginia-street, Wapping. 222 [London, 1766]
WANTS a Place, a young Woman, 24 Years of Age, with a good Breast of
Milk; she has a fine Child of her own, and her Husband-abroad.
Please to direct for M. L. at Mrs. Adam's, No. 3, Paul's Chain, St. Paul's
Church-Yard. 223 [London, 1776]
WANTS a Place, as wet nurse, a cleanly, healthy, cheerful young Woman,
about 23, whose Husband is not-in England; she has a good Breast of
Milk, two fine Children about ten Weeks old, and can have a good
Recommendation. Direct to Mr. Hill's Pattern-Warehouse, Grafton-Street,
Newport-Market.224 [London, 1776]
The nurses who placed these advertisements seemed to anticipate questions
about the existence and whereabouts of their husbands. It is hard to tell if the
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purposeful mention of a husband was an innocent interjection or a deliberate
misrepresentation of the situation to gain employment. It is impossible to know on a
case-to-case basis but London wet nurses addressed this possibility at a high frequency.
Claiming widowhood, whether actual or invented, was another way for London wet
nurses to avoid the label of bastard-bearer:
wet nurse. A healthy young Woman, just come from the Country, 24 Years
old, with an exceeding good Breast of Milk, would be glad to be engaged as
wet nurse in a genteel Family; she can have an undeniable
Recommendation, and has no Encumbrance, being lately left a Widow.
Direct to A. K. at No. 146, Holborn-Barn. 225 [London, 1775]
WANTS a Place, as wet nurse, a healthy young Woman, with a good Breast
of Milk, whose Husband and Child are both dead; she can be well
recommended from the Family whose Child she now suckles, and will be
disengaged from thence in about a Fortnight's Time. Please to direct or
enquire for J. B. at No. 15, Chandos-street, Covent-Garden. 226 [London,
1777]
These ads demonstrate London wet nurses’ concerted efforts to elide the stain of
illegitimate birth. Extraordinarily, the Philadelphia ads suggest little effort by the
Philadelphia nurses to address this suspicion. It is possible that Philadelphia wet nurses’
failures to dispel suspicions of illegitimacy in their ads was a result of its unimportance
relative to London. A less glamorous explanation is that the less-established newspaper
culture in the colonies resulted in ad-writing that was less sophisticated, or less likely to
anticipate readers’ desires. The London ads contain an average of 217 characters while
the Philadelphia ads consist of an average of 141 characters. Thus, the Philadelphia ads
are significantly simpler and shorter. For example, the Philadelphia ads fail to mention
the absence of husbands due to the city’s thriving sea-trade even though the Almshouse
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Daily Occurrence Docket is filled with stories of pregnant or post-partum women
abandoned by their seafaring husbands. 227 The London ads are rife with mentions of
seafaring husbands. For a short, expensive newspaper ad, marital status and personal
woes may have seemed irrelevant to Philadelphians, especially if they associated wet
nurses with body workers and bonded laborers whose legal status was ambiguous and
whose singlehood was to be expected.
In London, where wet nurses occupied the same place in the hierarchy of labor as
other domestic servants, the problem of illegitimacy was grave. Every day, dozens of
domestics competed on the pages of London newspapers for open places with short
terms. Domestic service was, by 1750, a highly regulated trade. Domestics comprised 8
percent of London’s population in 1750. They lived in the families they served and were
expected to have no obligations outside of their occupations-- no husband, no children,
commitments to elderly parents or the like. For working class women, domestic service
was an indispensable stage in her expected life cycle, one that either preceded marriage
and childbirth or replaced them altogether. London wet nurses thus faced an established
institution of domestic service which discouraged partnership and reproduction. Yet
their primary duty-- lactation-- was predicated on sexual activity and birth. These
contradictory expectations help to explain the preoccupation with illegitimate birth
illustrated by the London ads. Wet nurses in London were trying, harder than
Philadelphia wet nurses, to conform to the qualifications of an increasingly competitive
and professional institution of domestic service.
Wet Nurses in Popular Print and the Intimate Politics of Satire
DA, March 6, 1777, 2. To name a few: Rhodah Coombes, p. 46; Mary Hyland, p. 48; Mary Wright, p.
49; and the mother of Frederick Robertson, p. 54, DOD.
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Country nurses, such as Richardson’s Mrs. Newman, were traditionally regarded
with either approval or indifference. This changed in the eighteenth century as is
documented in the vibrant transatlantic culture of popular print. The rise of an urban
wet nursing trade described above made wet nurses more visible and thus, vulnerable to
criticism. This new, semi-organized trade centered in urban areas and made postpartum
women an economic entity in early industrial cities. Some scholars have suggested that
women-centered trades were perceived as especially threatening in eighteenth-century

BELOW: Marguerite Gérard, The Wet Nurse,
c. 1800 (Courtesy of WikiMedia Commons,
Public Domain)

ABOVE: Pietro Longhi, The Wet Nurse, c. 1780
(Courtesy of WikiArt, Public Domain)
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LEFT: Fragonard, The Visit to
the Nursery, c. 1775 (Courtesy
of the National Gallery of art)

BELOW: Étienne Aubry, Visit
to the Wet Nurse, c. 1777
(Courtesy of Wikimedia
Commons, Public Domain)

urban societies wherein men
increasingly ruled the
occupational sphere and
women, the domestic
sphere. Female labor was
increasingly unpaid and
unrecognized. In this highly
gendered environment, wet
nurses became marginalized, similar to the marginalization of midwives by manmidwives and male obstetricians in the same decades. 228 Man-midwives defamed their
female counterparts, portraying them as ignorant, diseased and unskilled. Wet nursing
was, however, more complicated. Men simply could not supplant women in this
industry because it required pregnancy and lactation. Thus, the trade continued, but wet

228 Most of this work has been done regarding trade guilds and midwifery. See Bridget Hill, Women
Alone: Spinsters in England, 1660-1850 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001), 36; Adrian Wilson,
The Making of Man-Midwifery: Childbirth in England, 1660-1770 (New York: Routledge, 2019), 112-4;
189; Robert Woods and Chris Galley, Mrs. Stone and Dr. Smellie: Eighteenth-Century Midwives and
their Patients (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 2016), 289-292.
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nurses faced suspicion and
criticism, levied primarily by men
whose objections can be attributed
to either sentimental ideals, public
health, or anxieties over female
labor. In England, depictions of
wet nurses were dominated by
urban caricaturists.
In continental Europe,
specifically France, Italy and the
William Hogarth, Gin Lane, c. 1751 (Courtesy of
WikiMedia Commons, Public Domain)

Netherlands, Rococo and
Neoclassical artists often made

nursing women their subjects. These paintings typically show fresh-faced young country
women who enjoy strong bonds with their nurslings. In England, maternal
breastfeeding portraiture existed to an extent but wet nurses were conspicuously absent
from the finest art of the time: the portraiture of Joshua Reynolds, Thomas
Gainsborough, and John Constable among others. Rather, it was the lively culture of
popular print which influenced Londoners’ perceptions of nursing women in general,
and of wet nurses’ in particular. Likewise, Philadelphia presses swiftly reprinted the
Parliamentary reports, news stories, serial fiction, and cartoons/etchings which London
presses churned out daily. 229 As the largest city in British North America, Philadelphia

Lyons, Sex Among the Rabble, 127-8; James N. Green, “The Book Trade in the Middle Colonies,” in
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was home to several revered artists in this period such as Benjamin West, Charles
Wilson Peale, Rembrandt Peale and Thomas Sully. None of them portrayed a wet nurse.
This silence on the character of the wet nurse among the most well-regarded Anglo
artists of the period means that eighteenth-century Londoners and Anglo
Philadelphians encountered the trope of the wet nurse first in satirical print. 230
Satirists like William Hogarth, Thomas Rowlandson, and James Gillray
portrayed wet nurses as grotesque figures haunting the filthy London streets. William
Hogarth’s print Gin Lane portrays the destructive impact of alcoholism to English urban
society. The central figure in the image is a drunken nurse, with dirty, ragged clothes,
her lactating breasts
exposed. She sits on steps,
in a drunken stupor, as
her nursling falls out of
her arms and over the
railing, presumably about
to endure grave injury or
even death. The Gin Lane
nurse has dirty, raggedy
hair, hastily patched
clothing, and an old,

William Hogarth, Enraged Musician, c. 1741 (Courtesy of
WikiMedia Commons, Public Domain)
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sunken face. In another Hogarth print, called The Enraged Musician, an ugly wet nurse
with sagging breasts stands in the street holding a tightly-swaddled baby, her shift
open. 231 The Enraged Musician nurse has breasts so saggy that her nipples are hidden
by the bundled baby. Beneath her shepherdess hat, she wears a tight peasant kerchief
tied under her chin (called a marmotte) which mimics the old fashioned swaddle on the
baby. Her garb would have immediately signaled to viewers that she was poor,
uneducated and unsophisticated. This imagery is reinforced by her posture which is
dowdy and her toothless, gaping mouth. The baby screams with discomfort at his
restrictive swaddle and cap. She holds a copy of “The Ladies Fall,” a popular broadside
ballad which, in 1740s London, warned maidens of the dangers of having illicit sex. 232
Hogarth implies, in a way that is subtle to us but would have been much more obvious
to his original audience, that wet nurses were promiscuous, poor, uneducated,
incompetent and unhygienic. Since the Enlightenment, medical professionals warned
against restrictive swaddling for infants. Medieval parents swaddled their children
tightly out of necessity to keep them away from open fires and farm animals. The postEnlightenment medical field saw swaddling as unnatural, old-fashioned and damaging

Experts disagree on this woman’s character. Some call her a fallen mother, some refer to her as a ballad
singer, nothing the ballad in her hand. She is undoubtedly representative of a poor, single, breastfeeding
woman. I argue that the baby’s swaddled state signaled that she was one of the many “ignorant nurses”
who were accused of ascribing to such old practices and her open shift suggests she is a wet nurse rather
than a nurse maid. For references to the ignorance of nurses, see Dr. Stephen Hales, An Account of a
Useful Discovery to Distill Double the Usual Quantity of Sea-Water By Blowing Showers of Air Up
Through the Distilling Liquor (London: Printed for Richard Manby, 1756); Cadogan, An Essay upon
Nursing and the Management of Children, 7.
232 Sarah F. Williams, “Witches, Lamenting Women and Cautionary Tales: Tracing "The ladies Fall" in
Early Modern English Broadside Balladry and Popular Song,” in Leslie C. Dunn and Katherine Rebecca
Larson, eds., Gender and Song in Early Modern England (London: Routledge, 2016), 31-46.
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to children's health. This nurse would have been judged to be either ignorant or
careless. 233
The figure of the uneducated, incompetent wet nurse appears time and again.
Indeed, some families did seem to have trouble finding a wet nurse who was careful and
competent. In an autobiography preceding his published journal, John Gabriel Stedman
recounts the several wet nurses his family hired and fired before deciding to wean him
early:
The first of these bitches was turn’d off for having nearly suffocated me in
bed; she having slept upon me till I was smothered, and with skill and
difficulty restored to life. The second had let me fall from her arms on the
stones till my head was almost fractured, and I lay several hours in
convulsions. The third carried me under a moulder'd old brick wall, which
fell in a heap of rubbish just the moment we had passed by it, while the
fourth proved to be a thief, and deprived me even of my very baby clothes. 234
This quote is often used to portray
the precariousness of eighteenth-century
childhood but it also illustrates the
classism and misogyny which framed
Stedman’s resentful recounting of that
experience. This was certainly transferred
from his parents who would have been the
ones to tell him these stories of his
childhood. The Stedmans blamed John’s
Thomas Rowlandson, Love and Poverty, or,
Wet Nurse Interrupted, 18th century
(Courtesy of Royal Collection Trust)

wet nurses for every injury or illness the
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Thomas
Rowlandson,
The Dance of
Death: The
Nursery, c.
1802
(Courtesy of
WikiMedia
Commons,
Public
Domain)

baby experienced and John himself carried those prejudices with him for the rest of his
life.
The wet nurse in Thomas Rowlandson’s Love and Poverty, also known as Wet
Nurse Interrupted, bears striking resemblance to Hogarth’s wet nurse from Enraged
Musician. Her shift is open exposing her pendulous breasts which rest on her
restrictively swaddled (and screaming) nursling. Her cheeks are ruddy, her nose is large
and her marmotte and other apparel are filthy and wrinkled. Her mouth gapes open
grotesquely as she is in the midst of a street cry. Her body appears old and sinewy,
lumpy and bumpy in all the wrong places. She holds a manuscript in her hand, just as
Hogarth’s wet nurse did but it contains only gibberish. An interracial couple (the black
man appearing monstrous) glares at her menacingly from a window casement, evidence
that even in London a miscegenous union signaled vice and villainy. This is a fallen
woman, an ignorant woman, an unhappy woman, and a woman who keeps questionable
company. Rowlandson’s In the Nursery, one of the sketches he created for the English
Dance of Death, shows a drunken wet nurse presiding over the nursery while death
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visits the infant in its cradle. James Gillray’s Matrimonial Harmonics portrays a scene
of familial discord. The mother plays and sings loudly on the piano while her husband
grumpily covers his ears. A wet nurse enters the room, frazzled by her unhappy charge,
frantically shaking a rattle above her head. Her face is flushed with frustration and her
nostrils flair grotesquely. In this image, her role is secondary; she merely contributes to
the household’s chaos. Nonetheless her character draws on stereotypical nurses,
implying that they are incompetent, abusive of their authority in the family, and
generally rough around the edges.
Of course these are caricatures, stereotyped and stocked figures meant to satirize
London society. They were never meant to be realistic portrayals. But satire is only
effective because it immediately signals recognition in the audience. For this reason,
satirists drew their sketches from observations of London street life. These images of
old, grotesque, fallen, impoverished wet nurses resonated with Londoners because they
knew exactly what “type” of people Hogarth and Rowlandson were aiming to represent.

James Gillray,
Matrimonial
Harmonics, c.
1805
(Courtesy of
WikiMedia
Commons,
Public
Domain)
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Like the satirists themselves, most Londoners had encountered women in the streets or
in the households of friends who shared several traits with these stock characters. These
moments of recognition suggest that popular perceptions of wet nurses were shaped by
prejudices toward women, toward the poor, and toward women who engaged in illicit
sex.
This is supported by the number of authoritative texts which take these
characterizations of wet nurses seriously. Contemporaries hyperbolically lamented the
difficulty of finding a decent wet nurse. Italian poet Tansillo evoked a common
stereotype about wet nurses, that they were “…soothed by no kindness, by no threats
subdued, Perverse, lascivious, insolent and rude.” Tansillo’s poems were translated into
English in 1798 and his portrayal of the bothersome, lowly, self-inflated wet nurse was
validated by English readers, implying they were familiar with “that sort.” Medical
professionals like George Armstrong echoed the lowly popular opinion of the wet nurse,
perpetuating the stereotype of a drunken, loose city woman:
Farther, a good wet nurse is not always readily to be had, especially in or
near great cities, where so many of them are given to drinking, and other
vices; and the worst of them will fall upon means of procuring a good
character from some hand or other. 235
Armstrong accused urban wet nurses of deceiving their prospective employers
with false character witnesses or forged recommendations. Opportunities for deception
abound for the wet nurses in this study as they are able to bypass personal networks to
reach prospective employers who are unfamiliar with them. Eighteenth-century
householders put little stock in the mechanisms designed to protect them from

Armstrong, An Account of the Diseases most Incident to Children (London: T. Cadell, in the Strand,
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unsuitable servants. Armstrong’s perception of most wet nurses as drunks was informed
in part by popular print. What is more is that he was willing to code these perceptions as
fact in his widely-published medical guide. Householders looking for wet nurses for
their children read this medical manual, written by an authority, encouraging them to
be suspicious toward their wet nurse. In the domestic space, home medical guides
translated biomedical theory and popular media culture into practice.
The devaluation of lactating women in popular print influenced the lived
experiences of wet nurses in eighteenth-century cities. Their poverty was recognized but
they were portrayed with little empathy. Their situation-- their lactation, their
unmarried state, their poverty, their discontent, all was (either directly or indirectly)
attributed to their own sexual misconduct and personal failings. Wet nurses, and their
bodies, were particularly vulnerable because their failings were suspected to be
communicable. Grounded in Galen’s humoral theory, eighteenth-century people feared
that nurses could transmit qualities to their nurslings through their breast milk. 236 If a
mentally disordered, bodily unclean or morally corrupt woman nursed an elite child,
parents ran the risk that her undesirable qualities would be transmitted to the baby. Wet
nurses were, to many, vectors of immorality, disease and poverty preying on the bodies
of young, elite and middling nurslings.
This sits uncomfortably with the historiography of breastfeeding in the
eighteenth century, which uses Enlightenment-inspired maternal nursing campaigns,
breastfeeding portraiture, and a distinct turn toward family life as evidence that the
maternal body was more acceptable, even revered, than it had been for some time. Many
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romantic images exist of middle and upper class women lovingly breastfeeding their
children, glowing with sentiment and surrounded by diaphanous clothing in the latest
styles. But breastfeeding portraiture is more a portrayal of genteel home life and the
classist agendas which supported it, than of a recognition of the maternal body as
legitimate and beautiful. And it was only for the eyes of the family who commissioned it.
Prejudicial images of wet nurses in popular print were ubiquitous and reinforced
by authors of conduct literature and family medical manuals. Several hundred social
and medical guide books were printed in London and then promptly re-printed in
Philadelphia the next year, urging women to avoid wet nurses at all costs despite the
high mortality associated with feeding by hand. At the London Foundling Hospital, an
estimated 90 percent of
foundlings who were drynursed died in the first two
weeks. As Physician
Samuel Merriman revised
a posthumous edition of
Michael Underwood’s
Diseases of Children, he
praised Underwood’s
reference to dry nursing as
dangerous, adding a
statistic that was not
Friedrich Tischbein, Family Portrait, c. 1795 (Courtesy of
Wikimedia Commons, Public Domain)

available to Underwood in
the 1780s but was available
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to Merriman by the 1820s: that seven out of eight infants who were hand-fed would not
survive the process. 237
Even though contemporaries may not have had reliable statistics about handfeeding, they were aware that it often resulted in death. Still, some experts
recommended avoiding wet nurses. Physician Hugh Smith wrote of the choice between
wet nursing and hand feeding: “They are both in my opinion wretched necessities. Was
it an infant of my own, I believe I should prefer the latter (hand-feeding); for much is to
be apprehended from a child’s
sucking a strange woman.” 238 The
prevalence of hand-feeding as a
desirable alternative to wet nursing
illustrates just how far families were
willing to go to avoid the unknown
risks of employing a wet nurse. This
further supports the argument for
the devaluation of “body work” as
Kathleen Brown has called it, or
“care work” as it has been
conceptualized in scholarship

Jean Laurent Mosnier, The Young Mother, c. 1775
(Courtesy of WikiArt, Public Domain)
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focusing on more modern contexts. 239
Paradoxically, the same culture of print which devalued their bodies and their
work, also gave urban wet nurses advantages that they had never before enjoyed.
Advertising allowed for a degree of autonomy that wet nurses using traditional methods
of job-searching were less likely to attain. Wet nurses using personal networks to obtain
employment had to contend with the knowledge their neighbors and kin harbored about
their bodies, their previous actions and their character. The process of self-description
required for writing ads allowed these wet nurses to control the representation of their
bodies, their pasts and their skills. They had the tools to reinvent themselves in the
image most suitable to prospective employers. Their descriptions of themselves tell us
less about their true selves than they do about how they wanted to be seen by
prospective employers, and perhaps by society in general. While wet nurses fashioned
self-images conducive to employment, their prospective mistresses were likely
struggling to breastfeed a newborn or suffering some calamitous illness or injury that
imperiled their infants’ lives. Faced with a threat to their maternal aspirations, the
middling sort used live-in wet nursing to secure their images as sentimental mothers
and respectable families.

See Brown, Foul Bodies, 5-7; Madonna Harrington Meyer, Care Work: Gender, Labor and the Welfare
State (New York: Routledge, 2000); Mignon Duffy, Making Care Count A Century of Gender, Race, and
Paid Care Work (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2011). Interestingly, this coincides with
the professionalization and masculinization of obstetrics and child care at the expense of midwives. After
1700, male academic physicians began privileging experiential learning in ways they never had before. An
increased emphasis on popular print and clinical practice improved male visibility in the medical field at
the expense of women healers. Though women healers and midwives continued to practice in much the
same way as they had before. The decreased visibility and possible devaluation of care workers is an
interesting line of inquiry that requires more research. This is especially true since we know that daily
practice changed very little despite what appears to have been a masculinization of maternal medicine in
the records. See for example Mary Lindemann, Medicine and Society in Early Modern Europe
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 126.
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CHAPTER 3: “HER PARENTAL AFFECTION, INDEED, SCARCELY DE-SERVED
THE NAME”: LIVE-IN WET NURSING AS A MIDDLE CLASS RESPONSE TO
ELITE MOTHERHOOD
“From Lady Maria Modish to Lady Belinda Artless:
British mothers by wearing her Plumes she infects;
Thus each Fair One her Husband and Children neglects.
Tho’, believe me, I think not they add to my Beauty,
Yet to follow the Fashion is wholly my Duty.” 240
The Woman of Fashion, A Poem
By Anonymous, 1778

Sarah Every and her husband, excise officer John Every, were transplants from
Somerset who lived in London for several years around 1790. 241 In June 1791, they had
their fourth child, a boy named John and the only Every child to be baptized in Surrey.
With her first three children Sarah Every “labored under inexpressible affliction,
occasioned by sore nipples, and has never before been able to suckle but with one
breast.” 242 It was no different with this infant. The Everys had consulted physicians in
Somerset after the birth of their earlier children; after John’s birth, they consulted the
prominent “London faculty.” None of them were able to resolve the issue. Every
continued to suffer until someone suggested that she try a new device invented by a man
known only as Mr. Edwards. Desperate for relief, Mr. Every procured a pair of his
Globular Nipple Cases. She was pleasantly surprised when the devices made it possible
for her to “suckle with both breasts without the least pain or uneasiness.” 243 So thrilled

The Woman of Fashion, A Poem: In a Letter from Lady Maria Modish to Lady Belinda Artless
(London: Printed for J. Bew, in Pater-Noster-Row, 1778), 12.
241 Alternatively, their name is spelled Evers in genealogical records. See Edwards Testimonials Chart in
Appendix for the genealogical and public tax records that confirm and support Sarah Every’s testimonial.
I have only included the testimonials of women whose stories I have verified with independent records.
242 Public Ledger, September 24, 1791, 4.
243 Public Ledger, September 24, 1791, 4.
240
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was she with these results, that she insisted on writing a letter of thanks to Mr. Edwards
so that her words might “earnestly recommend them to her sex, as being a perfect
cure.” 244 All too aware of the instances of quackery and deceit in advertising, Every
traveled down to Guildhall on August 9, 1791, to swear an affidavit in from of the mayor
John Boydell. Though she omitted these details from her affidavit, Every’s struggle to
breastfeed might have been a factor in their misfortune. According to baptism and
burial records, two of her first three children died in infancy. 245
British mothers like Every stand in stark contrast to the cold, withdrawn, and
snooty foil used by historians of America who have asserted that American mothers
cared more about breastfeeding their children than their British counterparts. 246 Every’s
story, one of many, suggests that British women valued their maternal labor and
desperately tried to suckle their own children. Even middling and wealthy British
women who had the resources to command consultations from London’s most preeminent doctors, like Every, found suckling their children to be impossible. In these
cases, more common than they are today, women like Every hired wet nurses. Every’s
plight illustrates how the wet nurse trade continued despite post-Enlightenment
maternal nursing campaigns.

Public Ledger, September 24, 1791, 4.
The Every marriage produced three children, Sarah #1, John #1, and Jenny, between 1786 and 1789.
The infant John Every mentioned here was John #2, born in 1791. I was unable to find confirmation of
their burial dates but Sarah #1 must have died before the birth of her younger sister who bore the same
name (1792) and John #1 must have died before the birth of his younger sibling who also bore the name
John (1791).
246 See, for example, Mary Beth Norton, Liberty's Daughters: The Revolutionary Experience of American
Women, 1750-1800 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1980), 90. Though this foil may be used
convincingly in the seventeenth-century context, it does not work in the eighteenth century. This might
suggest that historians of early America focusing on the eighteenth century are too often drawing from the
seventeenth-century colonial past rather than the eighteenth-century Anglo-Atlantic context.
244
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WET NURSING ARRANGEMENTS SPECIFIED IN ADVERTISEMENTS OVER
TIME
ARRANGEMENT
SOUGHT
LONDON
(621)

PHILA.
(586)

1749-1785
(288)

17861810
(919)

%
Change

Put-Out

25% (37)

13% (64)

↓ 14%

Live-in

75% (104)

85%
(416)

↑ 10%

Unspecified

0% (0)

2%

Put-Out

23% (34)

16%
(104)

↓ 7%

Live-in

70% (101)

81%
(334)

↑ 11%

Unspecified

7%

3%

Most importantly, the story of Sarah Every helps to explain why live-in wet
nursing became increasingly popular and why the system of putting a baby out to nurse
went into decline in the second half of the eighteenth century. A large survey of wet
nurse advertisements demonstrates that between 1750 and 1815, live-in wet nursing
became increasingly desirable and common. Advertisements specifying outdoor
arrangements decreased over time (by 14 percent in London and by 7 percent in
Philadelphia); advertisements specifying live-in arrangements increased over time (by
10 percent in London and 11 percent in Philadelphia). 247 These results confirm the
impressionistic arguments of scholars like Valerie Fildes and Janet Golden who have

In the first half of the period, Philadelphians were much more likely than Londoners to not specify any
arrangement. This difference disappeared after 1785.
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argued that live-in arrangements became increasingly common as the eighteenth
century progressed. 248 There is little difference between ads placed by householders and
ads places by wet nurses. There is also no significant difference between advertisements
placed in Philadelphia and those placed in London. Householders and wet nurses,
whether in London or Philadelphia, were both driving change and adapting to it.
In the third quarter of the eighteenth century, middling families, whose resources
were growing, used sentimental motherhood to delegitimize elite women specifically,
and hereditary elites more generally. Middle class women strategically co-opted
sentimental motherhood for themselves to demonstrate their moral superiority to
purportedly debauched hereditary elites. Key to this undertaking was the widespread
assumption that certain kinds of women (elites disinterested in motherhood) used wet
nurses, and that sentimental mothers did not. This discourse, and its obvious lack of
nuance, was one factor in the transformation of the wet nursing trade from a longdistance practice to one that occurred inside of the respectable, urban home. Middle
class mothers, keen to avoid the moral pitfalls of the aristocracy, typically nursed their
own children, sometimes at great personal expense. When they faced insurmountable
obstacles, however, middling women refused to send their children out to nurse in the
countryside, instead hiring live-in wet nurses and enduring considerable expense and
inconvenience to keep their children nearby. 249 This new urban, live-in wet nurse trade
allowed women from the respectable classes to resolve breastfeeding problems or
discretely evade breastfeeding for any reason while remaining, or appearing to remain,
faithful to all other aspects of sentimental motherhood and virtuous womanhood. This
248 See Golden, Social History of Wet Nursing in America, 69; Fildes, Wet Nursing; Fildes, Breasts,
Bottles, and Babies, 152-9; Fildes, Wet Nursing, 190.
249 Fildes, Wet Nursing, 119–122.
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challenges the dominant narratives of family history which insist that elite women had
the luxury of choice and that middling and working class women did what they could to
mimic their betters, but that their efforts were impeded by their comparatively modest
resources. 250 Instead, it is middling women who wielded the power in this story.
This change, both an economic and a social one, is well-documented among
American women in the Revolutionary and Early Republic periods. Key women
historians such as Mary Beth Norton, Linda Kerber, Susan Klepp, and Carol Berkin have
asserted that these changes mark a distinctively American approach to mothering,
Republican Motherhood, that serves as a female contribution to the revolutionary effort
and republican project. 251 Likewise, historians of revolutionary France have
See, for example, Olwen Hufton, The Prospect Before Her: A History of Women in Western Europe
(London: HarperCollins, 1995); Merry E. Wiesner, Women and Gender in Early Modern Europe
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016), 100-101. For discussions of British motherhood at this
time, see Joanne Bailey, Parenting in England 1760-1830 Emotion, Identity, and Generation (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2012); Tanya Evans, 'Unfortunate Objects.’
251 On American motherhood in the eighteenth century see Nora Doyle, Maternal Bodies: Redefining
Motherhood in Early America (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2018); Linda Kerber,
250
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demonstrated a similar phenomenon. 252 The earliest historians of the family, largely
Europeanists, described genteel, affective parenthood as a broader European-American
phenomenon but the linkage of sentimental motherhood to republican politics has
challenged the transnational nature of this development. 253 Republican motherhood’s
association with revolution has largely obscured what appears to be similar approaches
to mothering among British women. Every’s desperate desire to suckle her children, her
frustrating failures, and the grief she suffered after the death of two of her young infants
have thus far been minimized by historians of motherhood in the Atlantic world.
The fraught nature of American and British diplomacy before, during, and after
the American Revolution has cemented a conflation between Britishness and hereditary
elites. Republican motherhood in America was not so much a protest against Britain as
it was a protest against hereditary classes. Class, rather than nation, dominated the
priorities of sentimental mothers in the Anglo-Atlantic. Using class as a category of
analysis offers the following advantages (1) exposes the inaccuracy of anti-elite
propaganda, (2) more accurately represents the motherly ambitions of middling British
women, (3) demonstrates the combined medical, social and cultural factors that

"The Republican Mother: Women and the Enlightenment - an American Perspective," American
Quarterly (1796): 187-205; Norton, Liberty's Daughters; Klepp, Revolutionary Conceptions; Linda
Kerber, Women of the Republic: Intellect and Ideology in Revolutionary America (Chapel Hill: The
University of North Carolina Press, 2014).
252 On French motherhood in the eighteenth century see Jennifer J. Popiel, Rousseau’s Daughters:
Domesticity, Education, and Autonomy in Modern France (Durham, NH: University of New Hampshire
Press, 2008); Lesley H. Walker, A Mother’s Love: Crafting Feminine Virtue in Enlightenment France
(Lewisburg, PA:Bucknell University Press, 2008). On Enlightenment European motherhood generally,
see Andrea O'Reilly, Encyclopedia of Motherhood (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 2011), 426;
Kathleen Brown, “The Life Cycle: Motherhood during the Enlightenment,” in A Cultural History of
Women in the Age of Enlightenment, ed. Ellen Pollak (London: Bloomsbury, 2013).
253 Philippe Aries, Centuries of Childhood (New York: Vintage Books, 1962); Stone, The Family, Sex and
Marriage in England 1500-1800 (London: Penguin Books, 1990), 124, 388; Anja Müller, Framing
Childhood in Eighteenth-Century English Periodicals and Prints (Farnham, UK: Ashgate, 2009).
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determined the shape of the wet nurse trade, and (4) allows us to perceive the role of
motherhood in the earliest iterations of class-consciousness.
Anti-Elitism and Motherhood in Britain
Public opinion is powerful. After 1750, public opinion had decidedly swung in
favor of maternal nursing. Authorities suspected that it might decrease infant mortality
and lengthen birth intervals for families burdened by many children. Physicians argued
that if mothers breastfed, their children would be healthier and they themselves would
be less likely to develop breast infections and even breast cancer. Scientists insisted that
breastfeeding was a mother’s biological imperative. Some mothers regarded suckling as
their moral duty. while others saw, in mothering, fulfillment of their life’s purpose.
Enlightenment philosophes argued that breastfeeding was critical to the good nurturing
that molded successful humans. Statesmen agreed, adding that mothers must fulfill this
patriotic duty if they hoped to raise good citizens. Very few contemporaries expressed
sympathy for women who failed to breastfeed their own children. The following passage
by feminist Mary Wollstonecraft is typical of this genre of disapproval, which was aimed
squarely at hereditary elites, specifically “ladies” and “women of fashion”:
Her parental affection, indeed, scarcely de-served the name, when it does not
lead her to suckle her children, because the discharge of this duty is equally
calculated to inspire maternal and filial affection… Natural affection, as it is
termed, I believe to be a very faint tie, affections must grow out of the
habitual exercise of a mutual sympathy; and what sympathy does a mother
exercise who sends her babe to a nurse, and only takes it from a nurse to send
it to school? 254
Mary Wollstonecraft, London, 1792
(re-published in Philadelphia in 1794)

254

Wollstonecraft, A Vindication of the Rights of Women, 347.
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Wollstonecraft was one of many influential figures speaking out against an old
order when families of means sent their children away to nurses and then to fosterage or
boarding school. Wet nursing was an aristocratic problem, another example of the
unnatural modes of modern living. Thus, the middling origins of the urban wet nurse
trade at first presents paradox; this is because middling families are also regarded as the
staunchest advocates for maternal nursing as the bedrock of a genteel or respectable
family. This is partly the fault of historians. Taking our cue from maternal nursing
advocates, we have pitted wet nursing against maternal breastfeeding, suggesting that
the decline of one signals a rise in the other and vice versa. The result is a binary
wherein conventional mothers used wet nurses and sentimental mothers breastfed their
own children. In practice, this is not how infant feeding worked, at least not in the
second half of the eighteenth century.
Elite women were especially vulnerable to the criticisms of people in the middling
station after mid-century. As Hannah Barker has demonstrated, critics from the
middling station used the English press to viciously attack the aristocracy. 255 In the
1730s and 1740s, when London satire was dominated by engraver William Hogarth,
elites were targets of moralizing sketches such as “Marriage a la Mode” and “A Rake’s
Progress” but his criticisms were not particularly gendered and elite women were drawn
looking fashionable and attractive. By the 1760s, “women of fashion” appeared daily in
cartoons and gossip columns, portrayed as sexually promiscuous, grotesque,
pretentious, vapid, insincere, and as inveterate gamblers. 256 This coincided with the rise
of the radical Wilkeite movement, the growing importance of partisan political
255
256

Barker, Newspapers, Politics and English Society, 59-63.
See Mark Bills, The Art of Satire: London in Caricature (London: Philip Wilson Pub, 2006), 153.
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campaigns in London and, ultimately, the visibility of aristocratic women on the
political landscape. 257 These developments culminated in the canvassing and political
influence of Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire in the 1780s on behalf of the Whig
party. 258
The celebrity enjoyed by Georgiana and her peers was motivated as much by hate
and disapproval as it was by admiration. With most aristocratic women, however, public
opinion was decidedly negative. Coverage of Seymour Dorothy Fleming, Lady Worsley,
energized the gendered and sexualized aspects of these reproofs. She was a serial
adulteress and inveterate gambler in perpetual debt. She birthed an illegitimate child,
purportedly contracted venereal disease, and engaged in numerous illicit love affairs.
The press loved to hate her. 259 In 1782, James Gillray drew a sketch of Lady Worsley
having sex in bed with an unknown man while nine impatient men waited in line for
their turn to ravish her. That same year, he drew another that portrayed her husband
outside her bedroom window with a friend perched on his shoulders to get a glimpse of
a nude Lady Worsley performing her “toilette.” 260 Gillray also relentlessly taunted
Albinia Hobart, Lady Buckinghamshire, for being overweight. He, and fellow satirist
Isaac Cruikshank, drew her as a greedy, vain glutton with a massive belly and naked
breasts. 261 Thomas Rowlandson drew Sarah Archer, Lady Amherst, applying her

Elaine Chalus, Elite Women in English Political Life C.1754-1790 (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 2008),
30-37; Gillian Russell, Women, Sociability and Theatre in Georgian London (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2010), 194.
258 See Bob Harris, Politics and the Rise of the Press: Britain and France 1620-1800 (London: Routledge,
1996); Stephen Botein, Jack R. Censer, and Harriet Ritvo, "The Periodical Press in Eighteenth-Century
English and French Society: A Cross-Cultural Approach," Comparative Studies in Society and History 23
(1981): 464.
259 See Hallie Rubenhold, The Scandalous Lady W (London: Vintage Books, 2015).
260 See James Gillray’s prints titled “A Peep into Lady W!!!!!y's Seraglio,” and “Sir Richard Worse-thansly, exposing his wife’s bottom; – o fye!”
261 See James Gillray’s print title “Enter Cowslip with a bowl of cream”; Isaac Cruikshank’s print
“Symptoms of lewdness, or, A peep into the boxes”; or Cruikshank’s “Cocking the Greeks.”
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James Gillray, Fashionable Mamma, c. 1796
(courtesy of the British Museum, public domain)

cosmetics in his 1792 cartoon “Six
Stages of Mending a Face.” She starts as
a bald, ugly, toothless hag and after
performing a painful and lengthy beauty
routine, she emerges as the be-rouged
faro lady Londoners recognize from the
press.
Satirists mostly ignored the
maternity of aristocratic London
women. The Duchess of Devonshire,
Lady Worsley, Lady Archer, and Lady
Buckinghamshire were all mothers but
their motherhood was conspicuously
absent from the images and stories that
supported their public personas.
Indeed, many elite women did rely on

care workers to perform the daily tasks of mothering. At the same time, many
aristocratic British women found meaning in their maternal roles. Wealthy mothers in
continental Europe commissioned breastfeeding portraits that rendered them nursing
their infants in the new pastoral fashion. Few breastfeeding portraits depicting British
peers and gentry exist today, suggesting the practice was less popular on the British
Isles. 262 Still, engravers seized on the trope of the breastfeeding portrait to satirize the
Lady Mary Boyle’s breastfeeding portrait is one exception. No comprehensive study have been
conducted on British breastfeeding portraiture but most scholars suggest that the practice was most
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British aristocracy. Gillray’s “Fashionable Mamma,” for example, shows a fashionable
lady wearing an evening gown that allows her to suckle her infant without getting
undressed prior to going out for the night. There is a breastfeeding portrait inscribed
with “Maternal Love” hanging on the wall behind her depicting a plain-dressed,
provincial woman nursing her child. Gillray is conveying that she wishes to be perceived
as a quintessential sentimental mother, a mother who suckled, nurtured, and educated
her children as nature intended. Her sentimental motherhood is, however, cast into
doubt by her facial expression, one of bored disinterest. Her careless body language
belies an obvious desire to embark on the journey to her evening’s festivities. Her child’s
wide eyes suggest an infant who is accustomed to suckling quickly so her mother can
return to polite society. Lastly, her falsity is depicted by the presence of a nurse maid
who, though she does not breastfeed the child, presumably performs all of the other
tasks of motherhood. 263 Satirists’ failure to acknowledge the maternity of London
Society women combined with Gillray’s skepticism toward the “Fashionable Mamma”
suggests that the middling sort perceived elites as either entirely absent from the lives of
their children or only superficially interested in living the lives of sentimental mothers.

popular among Continental elites. Meredith S. Martin, Dairy Queens: The Politics of Pastoral
Architecture from Catherine De' Medici to Marie-Antoinette (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
2011), 246-253.
263 The idea that aristocratic women in the eighteenth century were disinterested in mothering and only
breastfed to appear fashionable has persisted. For example, anthropologist James Boon wrote in his 1974
study of British child care that “in pre-eighteenth century aristocratic Britain gentrices did the rest and
wet nurses suckled… in post eighteenth-century upper class Britain, gentrices briefly suckles, Nannies did
the rest.” James Boon, “Anthropology and Nannies,” Man 9 (March 1974): 138. See also Ingrid H. Tague,
Women of Quality: Accepting and Contesting Ideals of Femininity in England, 1690-1760 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2012; Amanda Vickery, The Gentleman's Daughter: Women's Lives in
Georgian England 9London: The Folio Society, 2006).
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Popular literature reinforced the idea that elite women’s desires to breastfeed
were insincere. Maria Edgeworth portrayed aristocratic women as ambivalent toward
breastfeeding. Take Lady Delacour’s words in Belinda as an example:
It was fashion in that time for fine mothers to suckle their own children…
There was a prodigious point made about the matter; a vast deal of
sentiment and sympathy, and compliments and enquiries. But after the
novelty was over, I became heartily sick of the business…. 264
Passages throwing suspicion on the maternal sentiment of elite women are
complemented by stories that describe plebian or middling women as dedicated
mothers. Samuel Richardson’s Pamela, or Virtue Rewarded, serves as the ultimate
example. The protagonist, Pamela, starts life as a maidservant and suffers sexual abuse
at the hands of her wealthy master. She eventually realizes she also has feelings for him
and convinces him to legitimize their sexual relationship with marriage. During her
marriage, Pamela revels in her children, breastfeeding them, fussing over them, and
spending endless time with them in their nursery. Her husband objects to her divided
attention and eventually demands that she retreat from the nursery and spend her time
with him and with guests instead. She obeys his command but with sorrow. 265
Richardson portrays the plebian Pamela as naturally suited to motherhood and
dedicated to the intensive mothering of her children. This stands in stark contrast to her
husband, a landed gentleman, whose commitment to their progeny is eclipsed by his
commitment to his wife and polite society. To British satirists and novelists alike, elite
women could breastfeed their own children but their sentimental motherhood would
never be real.
Maria Edgeworth, Belinda (London: Printed for J. Johnson, St. Paul's Churchyard, 1801), 85.
Samuel Richardson, Pamela: or, Virtue Rewarded (London: Printed for C. Rivington, in St. Paul's
churchyards; and J. Osborn, in Pater-noster Row, 1740).
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Anti-Elitism and Reading British Media in America
Anti-elite discourses shaped the informal maternal nursing campaigns that were
ignited by Jean-Jacques Rousseau in the 1760s and carried throughout the rest of the
century by physicians, activists, and reformers in England, the American colonies, and
the Early American Republic. By 1790 an estimated 75 percent of Americans had been
born in the colonies and many had never been to England. Still, half of all foreign-born
Americans had been born in Britain and 66 percent of all Americans were of British
extraction. 266 Many of them had served alongside British troops in the Seven Years War
(French and Indian War), an act that strengthened their ties to Britain. They were sorely
disappointed when British Prime Minister Lord Grenville instituted fiscal reforms in the
1760s, a move that accelerated their estrangement from the metropole. Scholars of the
American Revolution have documented a litany of perceived insults which slowly
evolved from insecurity and unrest into combat, economic protest, and the eventual
dismantling of the British empire in North America. 267 Though this is an accurate
description of the process of American independence, it somehow suggests that ordinary
people were estranged from British culture, had pulled up their British roots, and
divested themselves of British identities. We know this not to be the case. 268 As political
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turmoil broiled in the background, most ordinary people continued to consume British
media, correspond with British kin, and represent themselves to the rest of the world as
Britons.
This is especially true in Philadelphia, a city dominated by Quakers, merchants
and mariners. Quakers maintained close relationships with their co-religionists in
England and there was more transatlantic mobility in Quaker circles than one might
suspect. Quaker Ann Head, for example, was born in Ipswich, England in 1758 and
married Philadelphia-born coreligionist John Head in 1779. The couple lived in England
for ten years and had four children but traveled between England and Philadelphia
several times during that decade. In 1788, the Warders moved permanently to
Philadelphia where Ann spent the last forty-one years of her life. John continued to
travel to England for business and Ann wrote to her parents and siblings regularly.
Ann’s sister and confidante Elizabeth married Richard Cadbury, a Quaker draper from
Exeter whose draper-turned-chocolatier sons founded the Cadbury company. Ann and
Elizabeth shared their lives across the Atlantic, corresponding constantly and eventually
arranging for Ann’s daughter and Elizabeth’s son to marry and settle in Philadelphia. 269
In addition to personal and religious ties, Philadelphians continued to read
imported or reprinted British books, and to read British news reprinted in American
papers. For example, Quaker Elizabeth Drinker owned, consulted, and loaned out her

Univ. Press, 1989); John M. Murrin, “Anglicizing an American Colony: The Transformation of Provincial
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269 See Historical Society of Pennsylvania, “Ann Head Warder, 1758-1829,” (Finding Aid),
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copy of William Buchan’s Domestic Medicine. 270 This medical manual was first
published in London in 1769 as a guide for use inside the home. It’s first American
edition was released in 1771 and went through at least fifteen editions in as many
years. 271 The consequences of this shared medical print culture are further discussed in
Chapter Six but here it is more important to understand that Americans’ readership of
influential British authors signifies their exposure to the anti-aristocratic satire and the
harsh moralizing of the middling sort in London. Historian of the Early American
Republic, Mary Kelley, has demonstrated that British Americans preserved the
Enlightenment-era British educational model in America. She also argues that women
such as Drinker had access to a vast array of British publications and were, as a result,
impressively cosmopolitan. Some, such as Polly Warner, built their own libraries filled
with British texts. 272 Kelley’s work is supported by the history of transatlantic book
piracy which saw that unauthorized versions of most British publications were reprinted
in Philadelphia shortly after they hit British markets. 273
Passages and excerpts were routinely plucked from popular works and reprinted
in newspapers and monthly magazines. During her lifetime, Mary Wollstonecraft’s
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writings were subject to this practice. Wollstonecraft’s Vindications of the Rights of
Woman was popular in Britain, France, and America for most of the 1790s. 274 Elizabeth
Drinker, for example, read Vindication in 1796 and recorded her thoughts in her diary,
“in very many of her sentiments, she, as some of our friends say, speaks my mind, in
some others, I do not, altogether coincide with her-- I am not for quite so much
independence." 275 Though Wollstonecraft’s celebrity was tarnished somewhat by the
1798 publication of her memoirs, her writings were widely read in both England and
America. Her commitment to sentimental motherhood was not controversial. Rousseau
was one of her primary opponents yet she was the first woman to articulate Rousseauian
principles in ways that were palatable to women. 276 Moreover, her ideas were consumed
and performed by French and American women as they sought to establish a place for
themselves in their respective republics.
Wollstonecraft was born into a family marred by financial insecurity and physical
abuse at the hands of her father. Though she was well-educated and rose to prominence
through her intellectual engagement with leading scholars, she was not from a
particularly respectable, or even marginally solvent, family. Her first partner, the
American Gilbert Imlay, was a writer and entrepreneurial land speculator in the
American West. Her second partner, William Godwin, was from a middling family and
had made a name for himself as a critic of hereditary elites. 277 Wollstonecraft, Imlay,
Robert Lawson-Peebles, American Literature Before 1880 (London: Routledge, 2014), 158.
Crane, ed., The Diary of Elizabeth Drinker, 163. Two years later, in 1798, Drinker read her Letters
Written during a Short Residence in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark and wrote, "a well informed I was
going to say, but rather an highly informed woman-- I don't like her, or her principles, 'tho amused by her
writings..." The Diary of Elizabeth Drinker: The Life Cycle of an Eighteenth-Century Woman, 204.
276 Eileen Hunt Botting, Family Feuds: Wollstonecraft, Burke, and Rousseau on the Transformation of
the Family (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2006), 15, 191-192.
277 W.M. Verhoeven, Gilbert Imlay: Citizen of the World (London: Pickering & Chatto, 2008); “William
Godwin,” in Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, revised February 16, 2017,
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/godwin/.
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and Godwin are good examples of the transatlantic middling sort of people this
dissertation discussed in Chapter One. Wollstonecraft enhanced her persona as a
woman of the people when she lambasted the aristocracy in her philosophical and
political tracts. She attributed many social ills, including the continuation of the wet
nurse trade, to the failures of elite mothers:
Instead of gaming they might nourish a virtuous ambition, and love might
take place of the gallantry which you, with knightly fealty, venerate. Women
would probably then act like mothers, and the fine lady, become a rational
woman, might think it necessary to superintend her family and suckle her
children, in order to fulfill her part of the social compact. But vain is the
hope, whilst great masses of property are hedged round by hereditary
honors… the respect paid to rank and fortune damps every generous
purpose of the soul, and stifles the natural affections on which human
contentment ought to be built. 278
Her allusions to “gaming” and “gallantry” and “knightly fealty” are coded
indicators that she was referring to elite women from the peerage and the gentry. Like
Rousseau, Wollstonecraft tied a lack of maternal effort to social breakdown and accused
hereditary elites of being particularly inept at mothering. Indeed, many authors
acknowledged the maternal aptitude of middling women and were surprised when
women of fashion exhibited maternal instinct. One anonymous author exhibited
surprise that a woman of fortune would experience joy at the birth of her children and
choose to breastfeed them herself:
The Lady, though of a Fortune above the middle Rank of Life, was so much
overjoyed at being a Mother, she was not ashamed, nor thought it beneath
her Birth or Quality to become a Nurse, and give suck to the eldest Twin. 279
278 Wollstonecraft, Vindication of the Rights of Women, 40-41. Originally published in 1792 in London
and pirated in Dublin and America the following year. An authorized edition was printed in Philadelphia
in 1794.
279 Anonymous, An Earnest Appeal to Passionate People (London: Printed for W. Owen, 1748), 10-11: this
work is a moralizing tract focused on the “fashionable vices” with illustrative characters such as the
“Peevish Man” and the “Passionate Man.” In this particular scene, the author’s target is the fashionable
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Even when women expressed a willingness to breastfeed, they were accused of
being disingenuous. Unwilling to legitimize any failure to breastfeed beyond maternal
death, popular writers criticized elite women for their inability or lack of desire to
conform to what was considered to be their “natural duty.” Rousseau’s Emile, a work
that undoubtedly shaped Wollstonecraft’s parenting philosophy, contains an example of
the slippage between maternal nursing advocacy and malignant misogyny, “I have
frequently observed the little artifices of some newly-married women who affect to be
desirous of nursing their own children. They know very well how to get themselves
urged to give up the point.” 280 Rousseau accused new mothers of pretending to want to
nurse their own children and manipulating physicians and husbands into “making”
them stop so that they could avoid the effort, commitment, and hassle. Many others,
including women, had been expressing these suspicions for decades. American Sophia
Hume, in 1747, published a moralizing plea to women who failed to breastfeed their
children:
It has often been the subject of Reflection to me, when I have observed that
Women pretend they are so universally disabled that they are incapable of
taking upon them this tender Office, and discharging the natural Obligation
of Suckling their Children. The general Plea is, want of Milk, or Tenderness
of Constitution, which renders them unfit to take upon them so troublesome
an Office; But as often as I have observed, examin’d, and traced such
Pretences and Excuses for this Cruelty, I have found (except in some few
instances) they absolutely center in Pride and Self-love. 281

lady’s wet nurse who had been hired by her doting husband who feared for her health if she breastfed both
twins. The wet nurse is described as a “Welchwoman… her Temper... the most violent and passionate that
ever Welchwoman was possessed of.”
280 Jean-Jacques Rousseau and (trans.) Barbara Foxley, Emile, or, Education (London: J.M. Dent & Sons,
2010), 72.
281 Sophia Hume, An Exhortation to the Inhabitants of the Province of South-Carolina, to bring their
Deeds to the Light of Christ in their own Conscience (Philadelphia, 1748). This work was first published in
Bristol in 1750 and in London in 1752. Hume eventually moved to London where she died in her 70s.
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Most medical professionals publishing at mid-century recommended
breastfeeding but had little vitriol for wet nurses or the mothers who used them. The
maternal breastfeeding campaign coincided well with the Enlightenment’s
preoccupation with nature and reason. Patrick Cockburn, one of the founders of the
Westminster Hospital in London wrote in 1750, “Suckling their children… is a duty
arising from the law of nature." In a footnote, Cockburn relates a story about mothers on
the Indonesian islands who were “obliged to have an authentic attestation of the true
reasons of the nonperformance of duty…” 282 A strategy often used by prescriptive
writers, Cockburn commends the Indonesian islanders in their enforcement of the laws
of nature.
As historian Nora Doyle demonstrates, maternal nursing campaigns in the 1750s
emphasized divine duty, public health, and the power of nature. By the 1810s, they had
changed tack, focusing instead on maternal pleasure and affective bonds. In the 1770s, it
was clear that physicians were exasperated at what seemed like an unresponsive public.
Surgeon Samuel Ferris struggled to hide his frustration:
If neither maternal fondness, nor the dread of entailing disease on posterity
can so influence the conduct of a woman, as to restrain her from the neglect
of her own infant; it is a circumstance of wonder, that apprehension with
regard to her own safety should not induce her, however involuntarily, to
perform in some measure a mother's duty. 283
Physicians presented breastfeeding as essential to the natural order. Physicians
increasingly perceived the persistence of the wet nurse trade and women’s failures to
breastfeed as symptoms of the vanity and materialism of the modern world. As a class of
282 Patrick Cockburn, An Enquiry into the Truth and Certainty of the Mosaic Deluge (London: Printed for
C. Hitch and M. Bryson, 1750), 82.
283 Samuel Ferris, A Dissertation on Milk: In Which an Attempt Is Made to Ascertain Its Natural Use
(London: Printed by J. Abraham, 1785), 7.
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people with the connections and resources to afford modern luxuries, elites were easy
targets for these superficial criticisms. Physician and moralist John Gregory wrote in
1777, “When a Mother does not nurse her own Infant, she does an open violence to
Nature; a violence unknown among all the inferior Animals, whom Nature intended to
suckle their young.” 284 French physician Jacques-André Millot went even further,
writing in his treatise Perfective Medicine or Code of Good Mothers, that “women who
refuse to breast-feed are ungrateful to the government and criminal in the eyes of
Nature." 285 Middling people themselves, British physicians increasingly expressed their
advice against wet nursing as a condemnation of the hereditary classes. 286
Wet nursing and the alternatives, dry nursing or hand feeding, were regarded by
medical scientists and clinicians as an ignominious convenience of modern living that
moved humanity further from its “natural” state. They overwhelmingly charged elites
with falling prey to this vanity. Medical experts published anonymized accounts wherein
wealthy parents prioritized their social lives over the health of their infant and suffered
the consequences. One such story appeared in The Ladies Physical Directory, a manual
popular in London in the 1740s. The author claimed to know a couple who gave birth to
their first child. The child’s mother was eager to breastfeed but her husband convinced
her that it would be too inconvenient when they removed to London for the winter
season. Untrained midwives (the real targets of the morality tale) convinced the couple
that they could successfully raise their child by hand. The infant died within months.

284 John Gregory, A Comparative View of the State and Faculties of Man with Those of the Animal World
(London: Printed for J. Dodsley in Pall-Mall, 1777), 33-34.
285 Jacques-André Millot, Médecine Perfective; ou, Code des Bonnes Mères (Paris: Collin, 1809), 281.
286 Teresa Barnard, British Women and the Intellectual World in the Long Eighteenth Century (London:
Routledge, 2016), 66.
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The author happily reported that the couple had learned their lesson and this lady
breastfed her subsequent children who enjoyed vigorous health. 287
In 1767, Hugh Smith lamented, "I am heartily sorry that present matters of
bringing up children puts me, in some measure, under the necessity of proving milk to
be the best food that can be given them.” Subtle digs at wealthy elites, such as Smith’s,
evolved into more vicious and pointed criticisms such as those levied by Scottish
Physician Samuel Ferris in the 1780s. Ferris argued that poor children were healthier
than wealthy children because the poor had no choice but to breastfeed their children
and care for them personally. 288 In a time when medical scientists were increasingly
interested in heredity, Ferris argued that wet nursing and hand feeding could have
serious consequences for several generations, “... a woman who can and does not suckle
her own child, frequently becomes not only the author of well-deserved misery to
herself; but, which should not concern her less, of innumerable ill to her own
progeny…” 289
Mothers themselves were also at risk. During the 1760s, surgeon John Hunter
developed the theory that a woman’s refusal to breastfeed correlated with higher
incidence of breast cancer. British physicians shared case details whenever they could of
women who refused to nurse their own children and faced horrific medical
consequences such as pain, fever, and abscesses which brought them to the “lowest ebb

The Ladies Physical Directory (London: Printed and sold at the gentlewoman's at the Two Blue Posts
in Haydon-Yard in the Minories, 1739), 96-97.
288 Ferris, A Dissertation on Milk, 6.
289 Ferris, A Dissertation on Milk, 5. Ferris is not only referring to irresponsible parenting. He asserts that
breast paint, infection, and fever plagued mothers who did not breastfeed and that children who were wet
nursed or hand fed would lead to infant death of lifelong weakness.
287
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of weakness.” 290 The grim consequences of not suckling one’s infant were juxtaposed
against highly publicized success stories. One common passage describes an experiment
on women in the British Lying-In Hospital, where women were required to suckle their
infants. Out of the 4,400 women in the hospital, only four women suffered breastrelated ailments, and of these, all “had no nipples or [had] former sore breasts.” 291 The
subliminal messaging was clear: if women would not breastfeed their own children, they
were going to be punished with pain, illness, or death, karmic consequences of their
selfishness.
Though these authors were British, their works were consumed eagerly by British
Americans. 292 By the 1760s, Anglo-Americans of all classes were able to access British
content via cheap American reprints. Susan Klepp and Clare Lyons argue that British
print culture heavily influenced American sexual behaviors and family life. Elaine
Foreman Crane also makes this point in her analysis of Elizabeth Drinker’s diary.
Drinker’s reading list was almost entirely British and her domestic practices were
directly shaped by British advice literature and novels. 293 Philadelphia was likely

290 Hunter’s work was published posthumously but Scottish surgeons often quotes his lectures in their
medical manuals. See, for example, Ferris, A Dissertation on Milk, 10-12. We known now that
breastfeeding does reduce breast cancer risks but Hunter’s hypothesis was not supported by the level of
evidence we have today.
291 This statistic first appears in John Gregory, A Comparative View of the State and Faculties of Man
with Those of the Animal World (London: Printed for J. Dodsley in Pall-Mall, 1777), 34. This passage
appears in virtually all subsequent medical treatises on the topic. These women with “no nipples” or sore
breasts were likely the more extreme cases of mastitis, as mentioned above.
292 There is no authorized edition of Ferris’s Dissertation on Milk that was printed in America but it is
suspected to have been pirated and was imported into America in both its British and German editions,
see John Hruschka, How Books Came to America: The Rise of the American Book Trade (University
Park: Penn State Univ Press, 2014); John Hunter’s work on breast cancer was cited and reproduced by
several authors writing medical manuals for popular use; early editions of Hugh Smith’s Letters were
imported and it’s first American edition appeared in 1792 in Philadelphia.
293 Crane, ed., The Diary of Elizabeth Drinker (Unabridged). On the American response to ideas about
motherhood emerging out of the European Enlightenment, see Linda Kerber, "The Republican Mother:
Women and the Enlightenment - an American Perspective," American Quarterly 28 (1976), 187-205.
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influenced even more directly by British medical scientists because of its burgeoning
medical industry and the transatlantic careers of its most eminent physicians. 294 As a
result, American mothers’ commitment to maternal breastfeeding was heavily visible
and has featured heavily in histories of early American women. 295 Indeed, most
Philadelphia women featured in this dissertation breastfed their own children whenever
possible and only resorted to hiring a wet nurse if it appeared unavoidable. Sometimes
mothers accepted this solution easily. For other women, it was a source of great shame
and sorrow. Betsy Rhoads Fisher encountered breast problems which prevented her
from breastfeeding her children. Her husband called this “incapacity” a “Source of
trouble to her delicate Mind…” He went on to compare the emotional pain from this
maternal failure to her damaged breast, saying that it “seemed a greater trial of her
fortitude than her own bodily pains.” 296
Quaker Elizabeth Sandwith Drinker is often used by historians as an example of a
typical eighteenth-century mother. She generally breastfed her own children but used
wet nurses for various periods when advised to by her doctor or friends and family. Her
decisions are usually interpreted as pragmatic ones. These interpretations are based on
the words in her published diary, which she wrote with a large audience in mind. Her
unpublished letters to her immediate family tell a somewhat different story:
My dear Sister,
Bristol, July 13, 1771
…I am quite bravely today after coming out of the water, but full of
thought about my dear little crowing Henry. Doct. D. came here last
Kerber convincingly argues that Enlightenment thinkers left an intellectual void in terms of female
political participation and that American women in the early Republic sought to fill this void.
294 Whitefield J. Bell Jr., “Philadelphia Medical Students in Europe, 1750-1800,” The Pennsylvania
Magazine of History and Biography 67 (January 1943): 1-29.
295 Golden, Social History of Wet Nursing in America, 38-39; Klepp, Revolutionary Conceptions, 210.
296 Samuel W. Fisher, Memoir of Elizabeth Rhoads Fisher, Samuel W. Fisher Papers, Historical Society of
Pennsylvania.
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evening, and after the usual Salutation, said he had come to have some
serious talk with me; I smiled; nay said he I am in ernest; about what
Doctor?—weaning your little Son; Such a hearty growing boy, who seems
to live upon you is enough to draw a pain in a weakly person where there
had never been one before, besides he keeps you waking at night and
prevents your using means that might restore you; it if was not on his
account you might now go with Mr. Drinker to the sea shore, and so forth.
There are several women here who I believe have put it into the
Doctor’s head that I ought not to suckle the Child. My Henry
Seconded him ... Doct. D. says as Doct. Evans knows my
constitution, he would have him spoken to. I wish thee would
see the Doctor and talk with him. … I had a room full of visitors
yesterday afternoon; two Chariotts full besides others… We all went in the
evening to Bath. I go but little a visiting and they all think that my
little dear keeps me at home, and every ones cry is wean him,
wean him, thee would be charmed to see the dear little fellow, how he
daily impresses in cunning antick tricks….
E. Drinker 297
In this 1771 letter to her sister Mary Sandwith, Drinker describes herself as
pressured by her doctor, friends, and husband, to send Henry to a wet nurse (which she
eventually did). She asked Doctor D, who prescribed this course of action, to consult
Doctor Evans, her primary physician. Drinker suspected that Dr. D had been unduly
influenced by her friends’ emphatic cries to “wean him, wean him.” She also asked her
sister Mary to speak to her preferred doctor on her behalf, presumably so she could
convince him to agree to an alternate course of action that would allow Drinker to
continue breastfeeding.
Sentimental mothering in America, however, went far beyond the practice of
suckling. Fanny Gratz Etting, from a wealthy Jewish Philadelphia family, was entirely
uninterested in breastfeeding her own children. She hired a local woman to suckle her
first son Benjamin immediately after his birth in April 1798 while she sought a more

Elizabeth Drinker to Mary Sandwith, July 13, 1771, Drinker Family Papers (Vol.2, Folder 80),
Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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permanent arrangement. The woman she eventually hired lived in the Etting family
home for over a year. 298 Yet in all other ways, Fanny conformed to the tenets of
sentimental motherhood. In May 1799 Fanny’s sister Rebecca Gratz begged her to go
into town with her so they could spend time with their Philadelphia friends, including
Gertrude Meredith, with whom they were close. Fanny refused, saying she could not
bear to be away from her toddler and would not risk bringing him into the city in the
summer months. 299 Fanny Gratz Etting opted out of maternal nursing yet aspired to a
sentimental maternal archetype in other ways. This suggests that this archetype was
attractive to women in more ways than one. It is worth noting that of all the women
mentioned in this chapter, she is the only Philadelphian whose family supported the
patriot cause and also, the only Philadelphian mother who declined to breastfeed. Etting
was, however, an exception to the rule. Most mothers in Etting’s generation, women
bearing children in the 1790s and later, were much more likely to express deep
attachments to suckling their own children.
Generational conflict erupted over attitudes toward mothering, appearing after
mid-century and climaxing in the 1790s. 300 Women giving birth in the first half of the
century were comparatively ambivalent toward breastfeeding their own children. The
Hill family, a prominent Quaker family in colonial America, are helpful in illustrating
this change. The Hills recorded the family’s breastfeeding arrangements over the course

Rebecca Gratz to Miriam Gratz, April 28, 1798, Gratz Family Papers, American Philosophical Society.
Rebecca Gratz to Miriam Gratz, March 10, 1799, Gratz Family Papers, American Philosophical Society.
300 For more on generational differences in maternal breastfeeding see Nora Doyle, “‘The Highest
Pleasure of Which Woman's Nature Is Capable’: Breast-Feeding and the Sentimental Maternal Ideal in
America, 1750-1860," The Journal of American History 97 (2011): 958-973; and Nora Doyle, Maternal
Bodies: Redefining Motherhood in Early America (Chapel Hill, NC: North Carolina University Press,
2018).
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of five decades. In 1760, Richard Hill wrote to daughter Margaret (Peggy) Morris after
receiving news that she was safely delivered of twin sons:
It gave me such pleasure to hear of thy late recovery, and having two such
fine boys, in whom I wish thee all the happiness that such uncertain
comforts can yield to anxious, tender parents. I am pleased that thou did
not attempt to suckle either of them, which, I am sure, would have been very
prejudicial to thee, and I have desired thy sister Moore to advise thee not to
part with them, but keep them at home, for reasons which she will acquaint
thee with. 301
Though he did not expect Morris to breastfeed her twins, he urged her to employ
a live-in nurse instead of putting them out. Hill’s advice to his daughter is surprising
because two decades earlier, he and his wife had escaped crippling debt by leaving their
Baltimore home for Madeira. They left six of their nine children behind who were raised
by the eldest Hill daughter, Hannah, who was only fifteen. Margaret was two years old
when her parents left for Madeira. Even before their move, the Hills were apparently not
committed to maternal breastfeeding. Matriarch Deborah Hill opted to hire live-in wet
nurses but expressed no longing to nurse her own children or regret that she did not do
so. Moreover, the inconvenience of having the nurse live in prompted her to cut at least
one of the arrangements short, weaning her infant at a dangerously young age. In 1741,
Hill wrote to her son Richard about his infant sister Milcah (Patsy), “Thy little sister is a
fine child; but our cramped circumstances obliged me to discharge her nurse at six
months, which is very young to wean the poor babe; but necessity hath no law.” 302

Richard Hill (in Madeira) to Margaret Hill Morris (in Philadelphia), Jan 26, 1760 in Richard Hill,
Letters of Doctor Richard Hill and His Children; or the History of a Family, As Told by Themselves
Collected and Arranged by John Jay Smith (Philadelphia: Privately printed for the descendants, 1854),
169.
302 Deborah Hill (in Madeira) to son Richard Hill, April 25, 1741 in Richard Hill, Letters of Doctor
Richard Hill and His Children; or the History of a Family, As Told by Themselves Collected and
Arranged by John Jay Smith (Philadelphia: Privately printed for the descendants, 1854), 27.
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It is unclear whether Peggy Morris breastfed her twins part-time or whether she
did not suckle them at all. She most likely attempted to breastfeed somewhat, hiring a
wet nurse to supplement her own feedings. Her eldest sister and legal guardian Hannah
Moore breastfed her children, a choice that Peggy admired. Eighteen months after the
birth of her twin boys, Peggy gave birth to a daughter, Debby, and suckled the infant
herself. According to her husband, Peggy was “much pleased at being able to nurse her
little Debby, who has thriven finely…” 303 Hill’s response betrayed his disapproval and
the relative unimportance of maternal nursing to his generation:
I am afraid Peggy's suckling her dear Debby may do herself some prejudice,
but if she finds herself disordered by it, I advise her to decline it in time,
before it takes too much hold of her, and either put her to Betty Shutes's
youngest daughter, some other wholesome body, or bring her up by hand,
though this last method may be attended with some hazard to the child... I
must desire she will not persist in suckling it if she finds it to hurt her. 304
Quite the opposite, breastfeeding her daughter suited her. Suckling Debby was
almost a spiritual experience for Peggy. She wrote of a dream wherein an old woman
blessed her children. Peggy told the woman, “It is enough — I ask no more — for, if the
Lord will guide her steps, she must, she will be happy." The woman responded, "There is
yet a greater blessing in store for this child." Peggy replied, "I can ask no more — I am
satisfied." She then “awoke in a kind of ecstasy, and found [her] sweet infant in [her]
bosom, and [her] heart humbly affected, believing it was more than a common dream,

William Morris Jr. (in Philadelphia) to Richard Hill (in Madeira) on April 17, 1761 in Richard Hill,
Letters of Doctor Richard Hill and His Children; or the History of a Family, As Told by Themselves
Collected and Arranged by John Jay Smith (Philadelphia: Privately printed for the descendants, 1854),
183.
304 Richard Hill to his daughters, February 10, 1761, in Richard Hill, Letters of Doctor Richard Hill and
His Children; or the History of a Family, As Told by Themselves Collected and Arranged by John Jay
Smith (Philadelphia: Privately printed for the descendants, 1854), 178.
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and that there might be good things in store for [her] dear little ones.” 305 For Peggy,
breastfeeding became a central component of her maternity. Her story illustrates a shift
in ideologies about parenting, from one that used wet nursing, fostering, and networks
of distant relations to raise their children, to one that made long-distance wet nursing
arrangements untenable. Her story also suggests that the respectable class’s buy-in to
the philosophy of sentimental motherhood was pervasive, impacting women who did
not, or could not, breastfeed their own children, and even their parents, a generation
that ascribed to significantly different practices.
This shift in attitude and practice accelerated after Peggy Morris’s generation but
continued to head in a similar direction. Women who gave birth in the 1760s and 1770s,
such as Peggy Morris and her siblings, were perplexed by 1790s mothers’
uncompromising dedication to maternal breastfeeding and their tendency to perceive
mothering as their life’s purpose. Born in 1777, and having birthed her first child in 1797,
Gertrude Meredith was typical of this younger generation of American mothers.
Meredith often wrote about how her mothering philosophy conflicted with her mother’s,
especially when it came to the importance of breastfeeding. She wrote a passionate
missive to her husband when her mother suggested she wean her daughter Gertrude
because she was becoming too thin. According to Gertrude, “...this I cannot think of
doing, and I am confident if I did, I should sacrifice her health which is infinitely dearer
than my own, therefore I shall disregard every persuasion...” 306 Meredith’s sense of

Margaret Morris and John W. Jackson, Margaret Morris: Her Journal (Philadelphia: George S.
McManus Co, 1949), 337.
306 Gertrude Gouveneur Ogden Meredith to husband William Meredith, June 28, 1798, Meredith Family
Papers (Box 5), Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
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motherhood was intimately linked with her ability to breastfeed her children. Yet her
own mother could not understand her emotional defense of continued breastfeeding.
Gertrude’s mother-in-law, Elizabeth Meredith, was similarly miffed by Gertrude’s
intense maternal enthusiasm. Elizabeth had worked hard at bookkeeping and tending to
customers as a critical worker in her husband’s tanning business. As Susan Branson has
shown, Elizabeth Meredith’s hard work led her to, ironically, provide a life for her
daughters that revolved exclusively around hearth and children. Her daughters, like her
son’s wife Gertrude, had been educated in manners and literature rather than the
practical education in book-keeping and customer service that she had herself received.
Branson attributes this generational culture clash to the growth of wealth and influence
enjoyed by middling people between Elizabeth’s childhood in the 1750s to Gertrude’s in
the 1780s. Elizabeth was critical of Gertrude’s sense of maternity which appeared to
eclipse all other priorities. Not only did Gertrude breastfeed her children into
toddlerhood, but she also lovingly mended her children’s clothes, attended quilting
parties and high tea, and spent afternoons reading her children sonnets and cultivating
their young minds. 307 A talented writer, family and friends urged Gertrude to pursue
publishing opportunities. In response, she wrote, "an attentive wife, and a good mother- herein consists my ambition-- I feel no other-- it is the only pursuit I delight to labor
in." 308 Gertrude’s intensive approach to mothering was supported by considerable
wealth, a bevy of servants, and hours of tranquil living at their country seat. According

307 Susan Branson, "Women and the Family Economy in the Early Republic: The Case of Elizabeth
Meredith,” in Joseph M. Hawes and Elizabeth I. Nybakken (ed.s), Family and Society in American
History (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2001), 79-81; Tamara Plakins Thornton, Handwriting in
America: A Cultural History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 41-61.
308 Branson, "Women and the Family Economy in the Early Republic, 86-87.
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to Meredith’s own words, her maternity was apolitical. In 1824, when her son William
visited Bunker Hill, Meredith requested that he excuse her lack of enthusiasm writing:
But after all-what have women to do with liberty? Dependents by nature
and too often slaves by contract, it is absurd enough to suppose we could
under any circumstance feel the enthusiasms that you do-Accustomed to
passive obedience and non-resistance, it can make no change in our system,
nor little difference in our feeling whether we bend to the yoke of free born
Americans, or are subjects of a legal throne. 309
For Meredith, and presumably for many other aspiring sentimental mothers, her
mothering, her life’s purpose, was inconsequential to the revolution’s outcome. Though
perceived consequences and actual ones can be different things, it appears unlikely that
all American Republican mothers would have, themselves, adopted the epithet. Rather
than a concerted effort to contribute to the American republican project, their adoption
of the ideology and practice of the “sentimental mother” is more accurately interpreted
as an early indication of class-consciousness among middling families, their transition
from artisanship and trades to professions and enterprises, and their strategies to define
themselves against hereditary elites. Divorcing sentimental motherhood from
republican politics allows us to understand what factors shaped the urban wet nurse
trade and why the changes in London’s trade were mirrored in Philadelphia’s.
Rehabilitating British Mothers
Despite the trope of the neglectful, debauched fashionable lady and her careless
abandonment of her children to the care of wet nurses, many women in the British
aristocracy and gentry breastfed their children for some period of time if not for their

See Historical Society of Pennsylvania, “Ann Head Warder, 1758-1829,” (Finding Aid),
https://hsp.org/sites/default/files/legacy_files/migrated/findingaid2175annwarder.pdf
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entire infancy. Welsh noble Hester Lynch Thrale, a Bluestocking and famed diarist, gave
birth to twelve children. She generally suckled them herself but her body often failed her
due to this perpetual cycle of pregnancy and lactation. After the birth of her first child,
she wrote that she spent her days “daddling after her, carrying the Child with me as I
had the honour of suckling it, til I became a perfect shadow; & they were forced for very
Shame to let me off that duty, & get me an ass to Suck myself.” 310
Even elite women who did not breastfeed their infants bore little resemblance to
the image of the debauched aristocratic mother. Lady Elizabeth Montagu hired a
farmer’s wife named Mrs. Kennet to nurse her son in 1743 but she paid Kennet
handsomely, about £1 per week plus several cotton and silk gowns, to live in the
family. 311 Montagu was resistant to leaving her infant for the few weeks it would take to
get inoculated in London and to subsequently recover from the inoculation, writing, “no
one can take the place of a mother; the tenderness that lives in her, must die with
her." 312 She arranged for a friend to take her child while she was sick but left her child
with great difficulty. She often wrote of how much she enjoyed being with her infant, "I
had a very violent cold, or a moderate fever... a few days set me at ease, and a few more
brought me to the happiness a mother finds in the company of her child..." 313 At one
point, she jests that she spent so much time with her infant son that she was beginning
to behave like an infant herself:

This story is used by Valerie Fildes as evidence that Piozzi went to great lengths to avoid breastfeeding
her own child. Hester Lynch Thrale Piozzi and Katharine Canby Balderston (ed.), Thraliana: The Diary of
Mrs. Hester Lynch Thrale, Later Mrs. Piozzi, 1776-1809 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1942), 308.
311 Elizabeth Montagu and Matthew Montagu (ed.), The Letters of Mrs Elizabeth Montagu: With Some of
the Letters of Her Correspondents (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 148, 183.
312 Montagu, The Letters of Mrs Elizabeth Montagu, 70.
313 Montagu, The Letters of Mrs Elizabeth Montagu, 298.
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I have learned to lisp, and cannot walk securely without a leading-string; I
keep company with my child till I fancy I shall grow like one. However I
cannot help giving myself up to the joys of the heart, and, immersed in
parental felicity, I envy neither the refined pleasures of the modern
Dilettanti, not the ancient Epicureans. 314
One month after she wrote the above letter, her son died. His death was
attributed to teething. In response to the inquiries of concerned friends, Montagu wrote,
"I am well enough as to health of my body, but God knows, the sickness of the soul is far
worse." 315 Montagu’s wet nurse arrangement and motherly behaviors were typical of
elite British mothers in the second half of the eighteenth century. Elite families
occasionally sought wet nurses in London but only in exigent circumstances. It was
much more typical for landed elites to retreat to the countryside and hire a married
woman from the local village to nurse their child when they did not breastfeed their
children themselves.
It is also unclear what Thrale’s and Montagu’s breastfeeding preferences actually
were. Thrale’s tone is somewhat sardonic in the passage above, suggesting that she may
have disliked breastfeeding but did it as a duty. Alternatively, she might have genuinely
enjoyed breastfeeding and harbored resentment toward those who insisted she stop. A
third interpretation, one that is best supported by the diary in its entirety, is that Thrale
resented her spouse’s and mother’s control over her life and body. In Montagu’s case, we
have no evidence that she wanted to breastfeed but we also have no evidence that she
never did or that she was disinterested. Aristocratic women sometimes attempted to
breastfeed and encountered obstacles that they could not overcome, even with their
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wealth and connections. For example, in 1796 an anonymous woman who gave her
address as “No. 18, Hertford-street, Fitzroy-square” wrote to The Star to praise a nipple
ointment she had seen advertised in the paper. She wrote:
My nipples were very much excoriated, so much so that I was compelled to
give up suckling my infant, with the right and although the pain that I
suffered from applying it to the left breast is not to be described, yet I was
urged to persevere, considering it to be a duty incumbent on me to do so.
The pains, ulceration, and bleeding increased daily.... 316
The author declined to publish her name but during the decade her letter was
written, her affluent Mayfair address belonged to both the Hon. Miss Katherine Walpole
(eldest daughter of Rt. Hon. Horatio Walpole, 1st Earl Orford), 317and Scottish peers
John Dalrymple, the sixth Earl of Stair and John Elphinstone, twelfth Earl
Elphinstone. 318 George Pitt, second Baron Rivers, an English peer, lived next door and
owned the No. 18 Hertford-street property in 1800. 319 It is fair to presume that the
anonymous woman writing this testimonial was part of a wealthy and powerful family.
She is one of two writers of testimonials who withheld her name. Another lady who says
she withheld her name “from motives of delicacy” wrote a letter to the inventor of a
nipple liniment from the town of Rochester in Kent:
My breasts were much excoriated, and as bad as possible; the extreme
anguish I suffered, when the child was put to them, is inexpressible. I should
have been under the necessity of giving up nursing my child, had I not found
relief... I found benefit in the course of three or four days and… I now
continue nursing without the smallest inconvenience and have
recommended the Linament to several of my acquaintances.... 320
The London Star, December 12, 1796, 1.
Patrick Boyle, P. Boyle's New Fashionable Court and Country Guide and Town Visiting Directory:
For the Year 1796 (London: Printed and sold by Eliza Boyle and Son, 1796), 135.
318 The Senator, or, Clarendon's Parliamentary Chronicle (London: Printed for the Editor by C. Cooke,
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Ireland and America for the Year 1797 (London: Printed for J. Debrett, 1797), 24.
319 John Watson Stewart, The Gentleman's and Citizen's Almanack (Dublin: Printed by Thomas Stewart,
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Indeed, only these women, from prominent addresses, withheld their names
from print. The rest were careful to leave their names, addresses, and the names of
references who could confirm their claims. This demonstrates how the traditional class
hierarchy in England influenced embodied experience and the expression of such
experiences. It also suggests that aristocratic modesty may have impeded elite women’s
desire or ability to perform motherhood in the public sphere. Perhaps accustomed to
being lambasted by the press, the wives of British peers and gentry seldom advertised
their breastfeeding struggles and maternal distress. Aristocratic women’s careful reserve
and lack of control over their image in the press has been interpreted (then and now) as
evidence that maternal nursing was unimportant to British elites. The few glimpses we
have into aristocratic maternity suggest that they were often enthusiastic about
breastfeeding and prone to breastfeeding difficulty like any other women of the time.
Anti-aristocratic stereotypes failed to consider the physiological, psychological,
and logistical issues that prevented women from breastfeeding regardless of class.
Mothers who typically nursed their own children encountered situations which made
breast feeding unwise: pregnancy, illness, breast infections or pain. Weaning an infant
younger than eight months old was considered especially dangerous. Infants between
eight and twelve months were also vulnerable during winter even when they were still at
the breast. Women whose milk supply was impeded by subsequent pregnancies or
illness often chose to hire wet nurses rather than wean their child from the breast
entirely. All lactating women, whether elite, middling, or working class, encountered
obstructions to maternal breastfeeding that made the hiring of a wet nurse their best
option. It is important to rehabilitate historical wet nursing from an institution that is
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symptomatic of maternal indifference to one that demonstrates breastfeeding failure
rates independent of maternal effort or desire. Women from all walks of life were
genuinely dedicated to breastfeeding their children and still found themselves in
situations where a wet nurse was required.
There were so many such women that physicians and inventors took notice and,
after 1750, tapped into this market of women who wished to breastfeed but struggled
with sore, infected breasts or inverted nipples. Salves, creams and devices invented to
help mothers breastfeed flooded the market in the eighteenth century. In Philadelphia,
nipple and breast care items were typically imported from London, such as the “nipple
shells and pipes” sold by druggist Nathaniel Tweedy in the 1760s. This remained the
norm until the 1780s but there were a few domestic nipple care products available
starting in the 1760s. 321 Sarah Brown, author of a 1777 breastfeeding advice book and
inventor of a “machine called the Nursemaid’s relief,” was a birth worker and
entrepreneur who cleverly hawked her books and breastfeeding devices in London.
Unlike the male physicians above who blamed untrained midwives for the rise in handfeeding, Brown blamed men-midwives operating in London for failing women with their
ineffective breastfeeding advice. 322 The Monthly Review reacted by criticizing her
entrepreneurship and calling her “somewhat of a quack.” 323 Brown regarded
breastfeeding as a goal that was, sadly, not achievable for all women. In another

See Appendix C.
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pamphlet, she expressed her sympathy for women who were unable to breastfeed, and
wrote a manual so that they "may be instructed how to treat herself so as to avoid these
misfortunes; by which means she will be enabled to suckle her infant: a satisfaction
some are too frequently deprived of...” 324 Pregnant women of all stations regarded
suckling with nervous anticipation, suggesting they knew that a desire to breastfeed was
not sufficient for breastfeeding success. Likewise, many women felt immense shame and
guilt when they were unable to breastfeed their infants. This is evident in their
continued efforts to breastfeed subsequent children against all odds.
The fact that breastfeeding aids and advice manuals were lucrative investments
for entrepreneurs suggests that there was a market for them. There were many women,
of all stations, whose genuine desire to breastfeed was not sufficient for breastfeeding
success. Sarah Cox, wife of a Southwark paper manufacturer Joseph Cox, 325 wrote “I
have had ten children, and never been able to suckle either of them without the most
excruciating pain… it was ever my desire to enjoy that pleasing satisfaction, but finding
it impossible, I was obliged to engage a Wet nurse with two of them…” 326 Cox was aided
by Mr. Edwards’s Globular Herbal Nipple Cases which hit the market around the birth
of her tenth child. These were probably similar to today’s breast shells and for Cox, they
successfully healed her nipples. Cox even credited the nipple cases for the return of milk
to her damaged breasts.

Sarah Brown, A Letter to a Lady on the Management of the Infant (London: printed by Baker and
Galabin, 1777), iv. Brown apparently cross-nursed a friend’s child when she was lactating and the mother
was too ill to nurse.
325 See Edwards Testimonials Chart in Appendix for the genealogical and public tax records that confirm
and support Sarah Cox’s testimonial.
326 Courier & Evening Gazette, April 5, 1793, 1.
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Several testimonials described the pain and personal sacrifices that ordinary
women endured in order to breastfeed their own children. Ann Williams, a resident of
the newly built middle class neighborhood of Blackheath, endured extreme pain while
nursing her five children, claiming, “oftentimes I have been obliged to be held by two
women in a chair while the child was put to the breast… I firmly assure you I never
enjoyed a day’s comfort in suckling my children before.” 327 Phebe Reynolds, wife of
goldsmith Charles Reynolds, testified to similar struggles, “For many months I have
been afflicted with inflamed, sore nipples, and at the time of suckling, obliged to be held
in a bed, or chair, in such a low state that my friends despaired of life, which reduced me
and my child to the very bone…” 328 Williams and Reynolds were able to avoid hiring wet
nurses, or if they did, they omitted this from their testimonials.
Other women were devastated by physicians who told them that they would never
be able to breastfeed their own children. A saddler named Joseph Spence wrote the
London Telegraph to tell his wife’s breastfeeding story:
My wife has had eight children; with the first she caught a violent cold,
through which she lost the nipples of her breasts, and could not suckle either
of her children; advertised salves, and plaisters and every invention that was
possible to be purchased throughout London, or the different towns near it,
have been applied without success; also the most eminent of the faculty have
been consulted, who concluded that it was impossible for her ever to give
suck again. About four months ago a hand-bill of your invention was left in
my shop; she still having an ardent desire to suckle, flattered with hopes,
ordered a pair to be purchased; and, to conclude in a few words, she now
enjoys that wished for comfort with ease and pleasure... 329

“August 27, 1791 affidavit by Ann Williams,” LW, October 6, 1791, 1. See Edwards Testimonials Chart in
Appendix for the genealogical and public tax records that confirm and support Ann Williams’s
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Spence describes his frantic search all over London for any “salves, and plaisters,
and every invention” that could help his wife. The Spences too consulted the London
faculty and left the consultation convinced that Mrs. Spence would never be able to
suckle her children. Yet he describes her “ardent desire to suckle, flattered with hopes”
at the time when someone left a hand-bill describing Edward’s Globular Nipple Cases in
his saddle shop. Joseph Spence’s letter illustrates how middling people in the
professions and trades actively engaged in the breastfeeding marketplace yet were still
unable to make breastfeeding work. Moreover, the harrowing breastfeeding stories of
Williams, Every, Cox, Reynolds, and Spencer suggest that many women in London
genuinely desired to breastfeed their own children. At least four women, Ann Bennett,
Barbara Francis, Sarah Cox and Elizabeth Spence were so unlucky in their attempts that
they were compelled to hire wet nurses. For them, wet nursing was an unfortunate
consequence of this painful and distressing process. The majority of householders in my
survey of wet nursing relationships resembled these families more than the stereotypical
debauched elites who appear in critical rhetoric.
Theodosia Jones, wife to Methodist vicar William Jones of Broxbourne,
Hertfordshire, was forced to hire wet nurses for two of her children after successfully
breastfeeding eight children. 330 Her husband wrote a letter to Mr. Edwards in August
1794 that read, “Mrs. Jones suffered the greatest pain in attempting to suckle two of her
last children, and was under the necessity of desisting from the attempt…” 331 Birth
records describe the anguish that lay behind those reserved words. The Jones’s ninth
child, Ann Mary, was born in September 1791. Possibly as a result of Theodosia’s
In the testimonial, the vicarage was mistakenly transcribed and typeset as “Broxholme” but the correct
appellation is Broxbourne.
331 The Star (London), August 25, 1794, 1.
330
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abortive attempts to breastfeed Ann, she became fertile quickly after her birth and
conceived only a few months later. One suspects that Ann was the first child for whom
Mrs. Jones needed to either hand feed or hire a wet nurse.
When Ann was one year old, Theodosia gave birth to a daughter who bore her
name. Most eighteenth-century people believed that breastfeeding through pregnancy
was gravely dangerous to the mother’s and infants’ health. Mrs. Jones presumably
breastfed Theodosia the younger herself for a short time but, again, became pregnant
when she was only a few months post-partum. One year after baby Theodosia’s birth,
Mrs. Jones gave birth to another daughter whom she named Eliza. The year of Eliza’s
birth, Ann died from “teething.” Eliza died the following year. One month after the death
of their second child in as many years, William Jones wrote that his wife had resolved
her breastfeeding difficulties and was able to suckle comfortably. Since Ann and Eliza
were both deceased, Mrs. Jones must have continued, or at least resumed, suckling baby
Theodosia. One presumes that Mrs. Jones’s breastfeeding struggles could have
contributed to increased fertility and three births in quick succession. They may also
have contributed to deaths of two of the three daughters she bore in these years. She
went on to bear five more children and breastfed them all.
The Joneses were dedicated and affectionate parents for whom maternal
breastfeeding was the highest priority. In his diary, William Jones sharply criticizes one
Mrs. Abercombie 332 for not only failing to breastfeed her own children but for having
“denied them the breast, even of a hireling,” and sent them to be hand fed by a dry

Second husband was William Barkley, Esq of Middle Temple and she was Mrs. Abercrombie of Gowerstreet. See Sylvanus Urban (pseud.), The Gentleman’s Magazine (London: [publisher not identified],
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nurse. He was unsurprised by the grim outcome, “they had no choice but to perish.
Indeed the very best out doors nursing is little better than like sending horses to a strawyard, to starve.” 333 After the death of Abercrombie’s first infant, Mr. Jones discussed his
concerns with her. His intervention went unheeded, and her second child was
committed “to the clutches of an old woman, a great distance off, [who] was in a very
few weeks nursed to heaven.” 334 Mr. Jones suspected that Mrs. Abercrombie “fears that
her daily performing the endearing offices of a Mother would be a tax & restraint on the
pleasure she takes in gadding about with her worthy partner.” 335 Mrs. Jones had similar
thoughts on the matter. When Mr. Jones received a letter from a friend who disclosed
that he and his wife had sent their twins out to nurse, he fretted, “I well know how
much it will grieve my poor wife, and therefore have not yet felt resolution enough to
communicate it to her…” 336 He went on to record that “with the greatest sang froid [Mr.
Ryland] fixed T.W. with a nurse, at Miss Plantier’s in mare Street, Hackney and his
brother at Mr. Palmer’s just by him…. A pair of more insolent, haughty savages than
Ryland & his wife I think I never have seen.” 337
Their story illustrates some of this chapter’s most salient themes. The Joneses
were a middling family with useful social connections thanks to his vicarage in
Broxbourne. Both parents were dedicated to maternal breastfeeding and to keeping
their children close by in their infancies. Yet still, they thought it necessary to hire a wet
nurse on more than one occasion. We have no record of this arrangement but based on
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their judgmental reproaches of friends, they almost certainly hired live-in wet nurses
when Mrs. Jones struggled to breastfeed babies Ann and Eliza. Revisiting his assertion
that “the best out doors nursing is little better than like sending horses to a straw-yard,
to starve” shows that he perceived that the putting out system was, at its best, a death
sentence for any infant. Moreover, Jones described his friends who sent their children
out to nurse as pleasure-loving, haughty, cold-blooded gad-abouts. These classed
criticisms suggest that the Joneses understood maternal breastfeeding as a critical
component of sentimental motherhood and sentimental motherhood as a critical
component of middle class respectability.
Though historians have acknowledged the complexity and mutability of
eighteenth-century approaches to parenting, they have had little to say about the
breastfeeding goals and mothering desires of middling and working-class British
women. This void has prompted historians of early America to conflate anti-aristocratic
sentiment with anti-British republican politics and patriotic fervor. Though many early
American mothers did see their sentimental motherhood as a civic duty, the American
women above remained loyalists throughout the war. As demonstrated in Chapter One,
it was middling women, wives of tradesmen, artisans, merchants, and lawyers, and not
debauched elites, who were the primary employers of wet nurses in London. Like their
counterparts in Philadelphia, mothers in southeast England in the second half of the
eighteenth century exhibited comparable interests in maternal breastfeeding and
dedication to the tenets of sentimental motherhood.
Their own words, and those of their spouses, suggest that middling women’s
identities in both London and Philadelphia were increasingly defined by maternal
breastfeeding and the pursuit of sentimental motherhood. This approach to parenting
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was a moral, scientifically supported, frugal, yet affectionate middle class response to
the purported parenting practices of debauched elites. As the breastfeeding testimonials
of several women have demonstrated, aspiring to sentimental motherhood did not
guarantee breastfeeding success. It did, however, make putting babies out to nurse an
intolerable thought. Historians have demonstrated how sentimental motherhood
popularized maternal breastfeeding but they have been slower to credit the new
maternal discourses with the power to transform the entire wet nurse trade from a longdistance rural one to a labor of live-in domestics. Though this transformation is
predicated on the rapid urbanization and proto-capitalist economies of the time, this
study suggests there was a cultural, and ultimately personal, stimulus to the
reorganization of female labor that has largely been ignored. A purely demographic
explanation of this cultural shift risks dismissing the ardent desires of many women to
resemble the model of the sentimental mother.
Families who used wet nurses and the families who aspired to sentimental
familyhood were overlapping, rather than mutually exclusive groups. Mothers who did
not breastfeed their own children were not necessarily elites; the fact that they did not
breastfeed in certain instances did not suddenly change their approaches to mothering.
Women who hired wet nurses bought into the archetype of the sentimental mother.
Women who did not breastfeed encountered the same overt and discursive pressures to
conform to the Enlightened maternal archetype as mothers who did breastfeed. Thus,
the failure to breastfeed could have grave personal and social consequences for
eighteenth-century mothers. The stakes were especially high for middling families for
whom sentimental motherhood was a dominant ideology. Live-in wet nursing allowed
them to disguise their breastfeeding failures, exercise complete control over the care and
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routines of their infants, and to influence the diet and behavior of the woman
breastfeeding their child. In short, it allowed them to avoid criticism and fulfill many of
the tenets of Enlightened motherhood to the best of their abilities. The impulse that
popularized maternal nursing was the same impulse that fueled the growth of the live-in
wet nursing trade, and the decline of long-distance wet nursing. With this change, the
pool of available wet nurses changed dramatically from married country women to
bastard-bearers, victims of high infant mortality, and women who had abandoned their
children. This was a risk parents were apparently willing to take. As one surgeon wrote
under the pseudonym Lemuel Gulliver in 1745, “Bad nursing at Home, is better than
good nursing abroad." 338 The following two chapters will address the pools of
prospective wet nurses in Philadelphia and London as the trade transformed. Chapters
Four and Five demonstrate how poor relief authorities redirected the maternal labors of
the poor toward wage labor and how the maternal aspirations of respectable families
facilitated the separation of poor mothers and infants.

Lemuel Gulliver, The Pleasures and Felicity of Marriage, Display'd in Ten Books: (London: printed:
and sold by J. Robinson, 1745), 54.
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CHAPTER 4: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF BASTARDY AND
RACIALIZED POOR RELIEF IN PHILADELPHIA
It was scarcely one week after Christmas 1790 when Frances Martin was ejected
from the Philadelphia Almshouse and sent into the cold streets holding her toddler
James. She entered the almshouse in August 1789, pregnant and with three young boys.
She was homeless, her children illegitimate, and she likely had few friends to approach
for help. Her two elder boys were apprenticed out to local tradesmen. She gave birth to a
boy on November 27 and the Philadelphia Almshouse provided a midwife and nurse for
her lying-in. For weeks after the birth, she recuperated, cared for her toddler, and
suckled her newborn infant. Her infant, however, died before it was one month old. The
almshouse managers responded by sending her toddler to the almshouse nursery and
putting Martin to work in the newly minted “House of Employ” so her labor there could
reimburse the almshouse for the expenses they had incurred during her lying-in.
Without an infant to suckle, she had no excuse not to be useful. Secretly, she arranged to
do some of her own spinning using the workhouse equipment. She was presumably
attempting to amass a small nest egg that she could use to get back on her feet. Before
long, the Almshouse Managers discovered her spinning on the side. As they saw it, she
was scheming to earn an income while simultaneously taking advantage of their charity.
The personal spinning had redirected her labor from the House of Employ, a strict
violation of the rules. The incensed managers responded by ejecting her from the
warmth of the almshouse. In their words, Martin was “turn’d out as unworthy & hath
taken with her James, her child, aged about two years.” 339
For Frances Martin’s entry, see DOD August 25, 1789; See DOD Nov 4, 1789 for the record of when
Martin’s son John was bound out to Mr. Oart. The child was legally bound weeks before but was not
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Martin’s story is somewhat unusual because most women who left the almshouse
did not bring their children with them; whether they were discharged to start a term of
service or elopers who had abandoned their children. At the same time, her story
illustrates the typical treatment of poor and working class mothers by poor relief
authorities in Philadelphia. Maternal labors were minimized and devalued by poor relief
authorities unless women were able to leverage their maternal labors for wages.
Measuring and Interpreting Illegitimacy in the British Atlantic
In Britain at the start of the eighteenth century, fewer than 2 percent of all
recorded births were illegitimate births. By 1800, this number had risen to somewhere
between 5 and 7 percent. 340 Thus, illegitimacy ratios tripled over the course of the
century. These numbers may seem low compared to present standards but that can be
misleading. These calculations include all births, pulling in subsequent children of
married couples, many of whom might have had one illegitimate child before marrying
and having several children during their marriages. Nearly 80 percent of bastard births
were first births. 341 This means that even though many people engaged in premarital
sex, and conceived children outside the bonds of marriage, most of them legitimized
their offspring by marrying later on. Subsequent children were much less likely to be
illegitimate. Among first births in Britain, anywhere from 16 to 50 percent were of

delivered to Oart until this day; for the birth of her fourth child, a boy, see DOD November 27, 1789; for
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illegitimate children. 342 Some studies asked the question differently and got vastly
different answers. A family reconstitution of rural Kent in the nineteenth century
showed that one-third of all households contained family members who experienced
illegitimate birth directly. 343 London experienced low levels of illegitimacy for most of
the early modern period, much lower than rural parts of England. Its bastardy ratio
increased dramatically in the eighteenth century as people flooded in from the
countryside for work. 344
Illegitimacy rates (different from illegitimacy ratios) measure the number of
bastard births divided by the number of unmarried women. This statistic measures how
common it was for an unmarried woman to fall pregnant and birth an illegitimate child,
while the illegitimacy ratio measures how many births were illegitimate compared to all
births. Accurate illegitimacy rates in London are nearly impossible to ascertain.
However, based on statistics from smaller cities illegitimacy rates tend to be slightly
lower than illegitimacy ratios for the period, but they always rise and fall together.
Illegitimacy rates are skewed by marriage rates, which varied wildly in Atlantic cities in
this period. Rates are also biased by high levels of miscarriage and infertility due to poor
nutrition and illness. It also does not take into account the number of women who
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engaged in pre-marital sex using contraceptives or conceived and used abortifacients to
terminate pregnancy. Illegitimacy rates are therefore not accurate in measuring
premarital sex but it does illustrate how likely it was that an unmarried woman would
experience the deeply traumatic experience of bearing a bastard.
In the colonies and fledgling United States, illegitimacy ratios tended to be
slightly lower but followed a similar pattern, increasing at least three-fold after 1750. 345
The American colonies had a lower threshold for what was considered a legitimate
union. If informal marriages legitimized some births that would have been bastard
births in England, practices may have been more similar than is portrayed by the
ratios. 346 Rates of bastardy in the colonies varied widely depending on geography and
demographics. Urban areas, especially those with a large itinerant population, were
likely to have much higher ratios than other communities. Philadelphia was home to
many immigrants, vagrants, indentured servants and apprentices. Extant records
suggest that illegitimate birth occurred more often in Philadelphia than elsewhere or
that it was at least more likely to be recorded. 347 We do not have accurate ratios of
illegitimate birth in Philadelphia from 1750-1800 but Clare Lyons found that the
number of recorded bastardy cases increased ten-fold between the 1770s and the first
decade of the nineteenth century while the population increased by less than five-fold
during the same period. 348 Susan Klepp found that 2 to 3 percent of all married couples
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had their first child outside of wedlock but this figure completely excludes children
whose parents did not eventually legitimize their unions with vows. 349 Keeping in mind
the fact that our numbers for both cities are spotty, current evidence suggests that their
illegitimacy ratios were comparable.
Despite comparable illegitimacy ratios, historians on both sides of the pond have
interpreted their meaning in entirely different ways. Peter Laslett and the rest of the
Cambridge Group first calculated English illegitimacy ratios in the late 1960s and early
1970s, producing an illegitimacy curve based on ninety-eight case parishes. Historians
still use this curve today. Laslett et al. hypothesized that Lord Hardwicke’s Marriage Act
(26 Geo. II. c. 33) was partly to blame for rising illegitimacy rates in the eighteenth
century. The 1753 act was aimed at preventing clandestine marriages but its regulations
invalidated common law marriage and put several impediments between courtship and
legal marriage. 350 In line with their arguments about affective individualism, Edward
Shorter and Lawrence Stone argued that rising illegitimacy ratios in England were the
result of relaxed sexual mores, which made premarital sex more acceptable and
therefore more common. 351 Shorter’s and Stone’s arguments have been revised greatly
by scholars such as Louise Tilly and Joan Scott, who found that economic and social
dislocation more than relaxed sexual norms were to blame for increased illegitimacy
rates in England. Tilly argued that premarital sex rates remained steady. Unmarried sex
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was generally unacceptable unless marriage was imminent, like when a couple was
betrothed. The social dislocation common to this era of industrialization resulted in
more broken betrothals, and thus higher illegitimacy rates without any accompanying
relaxation in sexual mores. 352
Indeed, broken betrothals feature heavily in the stories of bastard-bearers
petitioning to have their children accepted at the London Foundling Hospital. Mary
Bennet, for example, lived in the English countryside. She began having sex with her
sweetheart when he promised marriage to her. His parents were disappointed in his
choice of a bride, so before the marriage could be solemnized, they arranged for him to
travel to the East Indies purportedly against his will. Bennet was left pregnant and
alone, a bastard-bearer whose only prospect was to go into service in London but only if
she could surrender her child. 353 Stories like Bennet’s were common in London and the
surrounding areas at the time. Both partners planned to marry and were perhaps even
legally betrothed. A combination of family intervention and the vagaries of a mobile,
industrialized society ruined their plans and prevented them from legitimizing their
children with vows before the birth. Lord Hardwicke’s Marriage Act added an additional
layer of complexity to these difficulties. It required the publishing of banns for three
weeks in a row or, alternatively, a license and the recording of the marriage in official
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marriage registers. It also required parental permission for minors and that the
ceremony be performed by an authorized clergyman. 354
Only in the past decade have scholars reconsidered Tilly’s and Scott’s dominant
narrative. After studying London Foundling Hospital records, Tanya Evans argued that
eighteenth-century attitudes toward single mothers and illicit sex were more
sympathetic than previous scholars have allowed. 355 Others have synthesized the sexual
and economic arguments. Eve Bannet argues that the Hardwicke Act was more than a
trigger for broken betrothals but, rather, a regulation that revolutionized courtship
rituals and introduced new norms for female sexuality. 356 Several scholars have noted
that contemporaries worried the act would make female virtue vulnerable to seduction
and male deceit. At the same time, the act strengthened primogeniture and patriarchal
control over women and the poor. Erica Harth argues that this paradox embedded into
the Hardwicke Act created an ideology of virtuous love and a subsequent moral
imperative for Britons to marry for love in order to preserve sexual and social order. 357
Unlike English scholars, colonial historians have concentrated more on bastardy
as evidence of relaxed sexual norms. According to Richard Godbeer, Philadelphians
were accepting of extramarital sex and illegitimate parenthood. He argues that, despite
official rhetoric to the contrary, popular attitudes toward illicit sex and illegitimacy were
relaxed in the American colonies. This outlook was a pragmatic one since sex ratios were
unbalanced, marriage was discouraged for servants, and clerics were in short supply.
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Philadelphia, as a port and capital, combined these colonial peculiarities with the
anonymity and lasciviousness of urban life. 358 Clare Lyons also argues that sexual mores
were unusually loose in revolutionary Philadelphia, which led to a spike in illegitimacy
rates and widespread acceptance of single motherhood. 359 As Susan Klepp argues,
though, the prevalence of bastardy should not be equated with permissive attitudes
towards sexuality. She writes, "Most bastard-bearers neither planned nor welcomed
their pregnancies. Bastardy was not uncommon, but the social consequences were
grave.” 360 Sex outside of marriage, something that many eighteenth-century people did,
was entirely different from the experience of bearing a bastard child, especially for the
laboring poor. The stories of wet nurses in London and Philadelphia make this
difference clear; both societies were “tolerant” of illegitimacy in the strictest sense. They
accepted the existence of bastardy, but complained about its burden on society and
supported coercive policies against bastard-bearers.
The Political Economy of Bastardy
The fiscal burdens of bastardy roused public debate in Britain during the earliest
phases of industrialization. Reducing the fiscal burdens of illegitimate birth, called here
the political economy of bastardy, dominated British poor relief policy. The American
colonies inherited foundational aspects of British poor law and structure but its system
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remained small and decentralized in comparison to the vast network of poor relief that
had developed in London over the course of centuries. A concern for the political
economy of bastardy was manifest during the revolutionary era and in the Early
Republican period but the stakes of bastardy were highly racialized in comparison. The
struggle to finance the birth and care of illegitimate children became intimately
entwined with racial slavery, miscegenation law, and the diminishing rights of freedmen
and women.
Dotting the London cityscape were dozens of charitable institutions aimed at
reforming fallen women and putting their bastard children to work. In Philadelphia,
with its relatively modest population, the Philadelphia Almshouse served as the
poorhouse, workhouse, foundling hospital and sick ward for the entire city. The
charitable missions of these institutions are often used to argue for authorities’
sympathetic attitudes toward bastardy, prostitution, and poverty. 361 As Foucault has
argued, institutions dedicated to philanthropy and public health serve a dual purpose.
In exchange for charity, the poor relinquish control over their lives, and often they are
loaded with the responsibility to repay this debt with their own labor. 362 When
interpreted as structures of social control, almshouses, Magdalen societies, foundling
hospitals, and maternity hospitals demonstrate the strict limits to the tolerance of
bastardy. Moreover, it becomes clear how middling families capitalized on the
vulnerability of bastard-bearers to serve their own agendas.
Philadelphians and Londoners energetically protested bastardy, but they did it by
using the vocabulary of population politics. Indeed, public condemnation of illegitimate
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birth no longer focused on the sin of fornication. Instead, social critics emphasized how
bastardy stemmed from the carelessness and ignorance of the poor and how their
dependency burdened responsible taxpayers. 363 The displacement of moral objections to
bastardy by financial ones is perhaps why many historians perceive illegitimate birth as
evidence of mainstream moral laxity. Moralizing criticisms of illicit sexuality were in
decline. Rather than disappear, they merely changed in form, becoming inextricably
linked with political economy. This reconfiguration of bastardy relied on the rising
salience of republican politics, civic humanism, and political economy in England and
early America. Enlightenment thinkers published these ideas in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries and they became popular organizing principles in Anglo-Atlantic
societies. The Great Awakening in England and America also contributed to a growing
appreciation for personal responsibility. 364
The objection to bastardy on economic terms peaked after 1798 with the
publication of Thomas Malthus’s groundbreaking pamphlet on population hygiene.
Malthus wrote, “there have been some irregular connexions with women which have
added to the happiness of both parties, and have injured no one... But they are still
evidently vicious... no person can doubt the general tendency of an illicit intercourse
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between the sexes to injure the happiness of society.” 365 Malthus’s objection to bastardy
was a strictly economic one. He urged the abolition of the relief for bastards outlined by
the poor law on the grounds that it encouraged fiscal irresponsibility. 366 These
ideologies were quickly adopted by British political elites, merchants, professionals,
American Patriots, and the artisans and tradesmen who rounded out the Anglo middling
stations.
Benjamin Franklin’s attitudes toward labor and poverty were incredibly
influential in Philadelphia during this time. In his various capacities and under various
pseudonyms, Franklin proclaimed that “God gives all things to Industry,” and that “if we
are Industrious, we shall never starve.” He portrayed the same attitude in the negative
when he wrote, “Laziness travels so slowly, the Poverty soon overtakes him.” 367 As his
moralizing snippets were collected, published and revered, the story of Franklin’s
humble origins and subsequent success were elaborated, fetishized, and codified into a
doctrine of opportunity. This doctrine has, historically, been perceived to be uniquely
American, but Franklin’s ideology of industry was undoubtedly influenced by English
poor law and its long-standing practice of differentiating between the deserving and
undeserving poor. 368 Such a distinction would have been a familiar one to Franklin’s
English father and other relatives. As an American diplomat in France, Franklin would
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have also been familiar with the French strategy of differentiating between the deserving
and undeserving poor, which dates to the seventeenth century. 369
Historians like Billy G. Smith and Clare Lyons have written extensively about the
similarities between London’s and Philadelphia’s laboring poor. 370 Much as Londoners
had in Defoe’s time, Philadelphians documented their distinctions between various
socio-economic groups. They used British social structures as a guide. For example, by
the 1760s, the Philadelphia Almshouse staff had begun referring to the Philadelphia
poor in terms reminiscent of Defoe. His chronic poor or the “miserable who really pinch
and suffer want” were described somewhat less sympathetically by the almshouse clerk
as “our autumnal customers… who like many others make a Practice of Comeing in at
this Season, in very Distressed and necessitous circumstances, and when fed up, cured
and clothed by spring become insolent...and return again next fall naked, etc.” 371 The
laboring poor were portrayed more sympathetically by the almshouse clerk who praised
their deserving poor by calling them “industrious” and “willing.” 372
In London, mothers of illegitimate children were suspected of belonging to a
“race of Propagators.” 373 There were few, if any, references to the burdens of
“propagators” specifically on the pages of Philadelphia Almshouse records. As Lyons
and Billy G. Smith have shown, the relatively mild approach of Philadelphia authorities
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is important evidence of higher levels of tolerance for bastardy in Philadelphia than in
the metropole. Managers did not so readily bemoan the burden of bastardy as did their
British counterparts. There are some clues, however, that Philadelphians recognized
bastard-bearers as a certain type of woman, one that was lazy and incessantly pregnant.
For example, the steward often directed critical comments toward bastard-bearers in
the intake ledger, “Catherine McAnelle and 3 children, a Tarte indeed, spins.” 374
Sometimes his comments were more subtle such as, “Mary Williams & child- and she
Again pregnant” 375 or “Sarah Smith: pregnant again & again, belongs to Baltimore.” 376
Their particular frustration with women who bore bastard children with no settlement
in their district suggests that their displeasure with bastardy was coming from a sense of
fiscal conservatism as much as it was from judgements of sexual morality.
In 1741, Benjamin Franklin wrote a farcical piece using the pseudonym of Polly
Baker of Boston. The piece was disguised as a speech which was supposed to have been
delivered by Polly Baker after being indicted for bastardy for the fifth time. She claims
that her bastard-bearing was a “praise-worthy, rather than a punishable Action,” after
all she claims, “I have maintain’d them well by my own Industry, without burthening the
Township….” 377 The Polly Baker speech was picked up by papers in Annapolis, Boston
and New York within weeks and was reprinted in London within the month. It appeared
in all the major British monthly magazines and for the next decade appeared
sporadically in continental publications. Few had any idea the piece was a hoax.
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Europeans used the speech as evidence of New England’s backward and draconian legal
policies. Although scholars still disagree about Franklin’s original intent, most people
interpret the speech as another example of Franklin’s practical, deist approach to
governance. 378 They suspect that he did indeed think magistrates had higher priorities
than illegitimate birth. He was, however, poking fun at the absurdity of a plebian serial
bastard-bearer using the rational conventions, innuendo, and wit made famous by
Enlightenment philosophes. Most compelling is Franklin/Polly’s claim that she
supported herself and children with her own labor and took no handouts. This suggests
that the fiscal objections to bastardy had the same cultural currency in America as it did
in England.
Malthusian theories of overpopulation inspired anxiety over the ability of the
economy to support people who could not maintain themselves by their own labor. The
disabled, the elderly, the chronically ill, and the very young-- were regarded as liabilities.
English Poor Law, and its colonial permutations, were designed to offset the burden of
these human liabilities on individual families. 379 Poor taxes, charitable donations, and in
some cases, municipal income, were directed to charities which were designed to cater
to these vulnerable people. Both British and American poor relief systems were designed
based on distinctions between deserving and undeserving poor. The deserving poor
were those whose minds or bodies prevented them from engaging in labor: the elderly,
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infants, veterans suffering from unemployment after discharge, widows saddled with
several children, the chronically ill, or developmentally disabled. The undeserving poor
were people who purportedly declined to labor without justification or chose vice over
honest work: able-bodied men and women who begged for alms, sex workers, criminals
or debtors reduced to poverty because of dishonest practices, women who perpetually
birthed children out of wedlock, and many other “unsavory” characters who sought poor
relief. 380
The imported English approach to charity resonated with Franklin’s narrative of
industriousness and opportunity to shape poor relief policy in Philadelphia. Indeed, the
availability of land and natural resources in the American colonies made Franklin’s
rhetoric all the more powerful. Franklin’s Poor Richard’s Almanack was published in
London in 1760. Its messages of thrift delivered with a cynical humor was received well
by the English middling sort. The privileging of the poor who exhibited the qualities of
productivity and the criticisms of those who were thought to be undeserving were deeply
embedded into Anglo culture on both sides of the Atlantic. While British Americans
were less likely than their British counterparts to waste precious time and energy
decrying bastardy in the public sphere, there is plenty of evidence that the Philadelphia
Almshouse managers ascribed to English notions of deserving poor. Moreover, they
were resentful of the expenses they incurred by what has come to be known as the
“bastardy-prone minority.”
In early December 1793, the steward recorded the admission of Catherine
Delaney and referred to her as “our noted worthless Red-Kate often here venereal, now
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return’d pregnant & to complete very expencive round.” 381 Delaney went into labor the
next day, at which time the almshouse workers managed to extract from her the name of
the child’s father. They pressured her to reveal his name so that they could pursue
reimbursement for their expenses. They were sorely disappointed when she declared
that the father was one Mr. Cassell, a man who had died of yellow fever at Bush Hill. 382
Always the cynic, the almshouse steward often recorded his suspicion of women he
suspected were unmarried yet sexually active: “Mary Vandike, neither maid, widow, nor
wife, But “single woman” as to her character as it may hereafter appear.” 383 Still, the
almshouse authorities’ encounters with illegitimate birth reveal a comparatively
practical, unruffled attitude toward bastardy than in London.
The relatively mild criticisms of bastard-bearers by Philadelphians have, for
many historians, suggested a distinctly American approach to population politics. The
material and social realities of life in revolutionary Philadelphia forced pragmatic,
common sense attitudes toward marriage and illegitimate birth. 384 All sense of levelheadedness disappears, however, when the almshouse employees are faced with
bastardy in the context of mixed-raced couples. Jack D. Marietta and G. S. Rowe have
shown that over the course of the eighteenth century, rates of criminal prosecution,
conviction, and sentencing were dependent on the race of the offenders. They also noted
a sharp increase in prosecutions of blacks after 1793 and its coincidence with an increase
in bastardy convictions. These legal inequities reinforced associations between
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criminality and blackness that had been established earlier in the century. 385 From
1700-1730 in Massachusetts, one-third of all fornication cases and one-eighth of all
bastardy cases were brought against interracial couples even though they formed a tiny
minority of couples in those counties. 386
One can perceive these changes in Pennsylvania society in real time while
working through the Daily Occurrence Dockets and Managers’ Minutes for the
almshouse from the 1760s into the early 1800s. In Philadelphia, authorities’ leniency
toward the bastardy of white couplings can be interpreted less as evidence of unusual
sexual permissiveness and more as evidence of the privileges of whiteness in a rapidly
racializing society and, ultimately, the intersectional oppressions of class and race.
Blacks, especially those with white partners, were initially more vulnerable to legal
action for their bastard-bearing. After mid-century, bastardy was kept out of the courts
unless the child’s father refused to support it. 387 Since black fathers were often poor,
bondsmen or under indentures, the issue of the support of mixed-raced children was a
problem that needed to be resolved. The Philadelphia Almshouse felt this problem
acutely. As the colony descended into chaos in protest of the Townshend Acts and failed
negotiations with the metropole, the almshouse managers issued a “Letter of
Remonstrance” wherein they criticized the Overseers of the Poor and other municipal
authorities for their deficient funding. Appealing to rising fears of miscegenation, the
managers added that local reformers, called “memorialists,” identified that the city
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lacked a policy to deal with the “great Expences [that] have arisen to the Public, without
redress,” in the house’s caring for “children born of white women, begotten by Negroes
or mulattoes who are slaves.” 388 The managers wanted the General Assembly to pass
legislation that would make the bonded person’s master liable for the expense. This
would enrage slaveholders at a time when the Assembly was unwilling to alienate
neighboring colonies, so the issue was continually tabled throughout the revolutionary
years.
In the earliest years of the American Republic, the nation struggled to reconcile
its republican politics with its reliance on slave labor. Marriage and reproduction served
as flashpoints for these heated debates. The legitimacy of black marriages had been
contested for some time. Of the sixty-four black marriages performed in Anglican
churches in Philadelphia during the century, fewer than half the couples lived together,
usually owing to one being free and one being a bonded laborer or both being enslaved
by different masters. 389 Pennsylvania, which outlawed miscegenation in 1725, was the
first state to repeal its anti-miscegenation laws after independence, doing so in 1780. 390
The 1788 Amendment to Pennsylvania’s poor law gave free blacks the legal right to be
declared as paupers so they might seek relief at the Philadelphia Almshouse at no
charge. 391 The almshouse saw a sharp increase in the admission of black paupers over
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the next year. Upon the admission of black pauper Cato Freeman, the almshouse
steward jotted resentfully, “every worthless Black who hath been here before is now sent
in as a pauper.” 392 It was not until 1821 that the full consequences of the 1780 and 1788
amendments took effect, requiring masters to finance the bastardy and pauperism that
occurred among their enslaved and freedmen. 393
As a consequence of this legislation, between 1780 and 1821, poor relief
authorities in Philadelphia were saddled with providing for illegitimate, biracial children
with a bonded or formerly bonded parent. Resentful at this turn of events, the
almshouse managers typically only condemned bastardy in the context of miscegenous
unions. Indeed, they treated the charge of fornication in much the same way. For
example, on May 26, 1800, a white pauper named Rachel Ward was caught having
“criminal contact” with a black pauper named Thomas Marborough. Marborough eloped
to elude punishment but Ward was indicted for fornication and spent thirty days in
jail. 394 Sexual liaisons appear to have happened often within the almshouse despite their
segregated wards. For example, in 1789, Elizabeth McClinch gave birth to a son in
November 1789 that she conceived in the house with another customer, named Isaac
Milnor. 395 Such liaisons rarely resulted in fornication charges, suggesting that in Ward’s
case, her real crime was racial mixing. Fortunately for her, Ward had not become
pregnant as a result of her sexual contact with Marborough which would have made her
indictable on charges of bastardy as well. For women, the crime of fornication was
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assumed if they bore an illegitimate child. Men’s acts of criminal fornication typically
went undetected until they admitted to fathering an illegitimate child. Even then,
especially after 1790, they were only charged with bastardy, and not the fornication that
had precipitated it. 396
It was perhaps a wise choice for Marborough to elope because six months later, a
white pauper named Sarah Lackey gave birth to a “Mulatto Child” despite the fact she
had two months earlier sworn the child to a white man named Isaac Hanson who the
Overseers then pursued for child support. It is worth noting that Hanson and Lackey
had allegedly conceived the child in the House of Employ, a violation similar to Ward
and Marborough’s but it went unreported to authorities. On the day of the swearing in
front of a judge, Lackey was granted a day pass and told to stay sober and return straight
to the house, “neither of which did she do,” in the words of the steward. Though she
attended the swearing as promised, a heavily pregnant and drunken Lackey was brought
back to the almshouse at the end of the day by a constable. 397 When her child was born
and was judged to be dark-skinned, the almshouse employees interrogated her until she
named Marborough, the fugitive fornicator from the previous May, as the baby’s natural
father. It is unclear if the managers suggested Marborough because he was known to
have sex with white women or if Lackey named him as her child’s father. Lackey’s
daughter was thus named Charlotte Marborough. Either way, the appearance of this
biracial child meant the almshouse was not getting reimbursed for the relief they
extended to Lackey. They bitterly resented the inconvenience.
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Lackey’s case also illustrates how authorities’ association of illegitimacy with
racial mixing was reinforced by their unscientific assessments of the appearances of
children born in the house. When women bore children with skin colors different from
their own, they were sometimes caught in lies regarding their child’s paternity. Women
probably deceived authorities often but miscegenous unions were disproportionately
discovered, or suspected, and prosecuted. Likewise, women in interracial relationships
who gave birth to children who were light-skinned were disproportionately suspected of
having cuckolded their black husbands. These circumstances fostered suspicion of the
credibility of mixed-race relationships and thus, the legitimacy of the children they
produced. On November 14, 1793 a “supposed mullatto child” named John Boyer (alias
Spry) died in the almshouse. Boyer’s light skin was incongruous with what the
almshouse managers knew about his parents, a white woman named Mary Spry, and “a
Black man as a nominal or traveling husband” who we later learn is called Jacob Spry.
The managers declared he “proved white as the mother” and might have even given him
an alternate last name. The boy’s parents had been discharged the month before,
presumably so they could work while their son was nursed at the almshouse. Upon
hearing the news of their child’s death, the Sprys returned to the almshouse. Mrs. Spry
was admitted, “Mary Spry, a dirty white Hussey, Trul to a negro man Jacob Spry, she
laid in here of a white child so must have cuckolded poor blackey” 398 Infant John’s light
skin had the power to invalidate his parents’ marriage and render his mother a “Trul”
and a “dirty white hussey.”

“Trul” or “trull” meant, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, “female prostitute” in the long
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The residents in the almshouse seem to have taken cues from the managers in
their ostracism of women suspected of miscegenous sex. One steward angrily recorded
the admission of a woman named Mary McCulloch. McCulloch was suspected of having
sexual relationships with blacks in the city. He wrote that she was “a particular noted
body among us here... was of very bad Character haveing lived among some very
ordinary free Blacks and such places of ill Fame as made her so reputed.” Almshouse
employees and customers harassed her so heinously at her first admission that she
eloped from the almshouse and bound herself out to Thomas Espey. Some time into her
indenture, it was discovered that she was pregnant. Her account was that she was
impregnated by the senior apothecary of the almshouse during her stay there. The
almshouse managers suspected this to be a lie and suggested that she may have
conceived a mixed-race child. The rest of the entry laments that she would probably end
up being chargeable to the City because the apothecary was no longer employed there
and her master was imprisoned for bankruptcy. Ten days later, presumably suffering the
same harassment, McCulloch eloped from the almshouse. 399 McCulloch’s experience
suggests that authorities’ preoccupation with bastardy among interracial couples caused
ill treatment of women in such relationships and corresponded with the association of
illegitimate birth with blackness and miscegeny among other Philadelphians.
In Philadelphia, poor relief authorities’ association of illegitimacy with
miscegenation was reflected in labor negotiations within the households of the
respectable classes. The Drinkers’ treatment of Sally Brant in 1794 is often cited by
historians as an example of compassion and generosity between eighteenth-century
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householders and their domestics. 400 However, Sally Brant was under indentures; the
Drinkers were contractually obligated to keep her on for a predetermined duration
unless they pursued legal permission to discharge her. The situation was further
complicated by their discovery that the baby’s father was Joe Gibbs, their black servant.
The Drinkers fired him for his transgression and he went “towards New-England, he has
left, if we mistake not, a Memorial behind him.” 401 The Drinkers provided for Sally
during her lying-in but in many ways, their charity can be read as an attempt to exert
control over the miscegenous union that had occurred under their own roof. Elizabeth
Drinker made clothes for the baby but referred to her unsentimentally as “la noir au
jaun illigetemate,” 402 that is, “the black or yellow illegitimate,” and treated the child with
disdain during its short life. Drinker used French whenever she described the child as
she did whenever her subject matter was too humiliating for plain English.
Brant’s daughter was born at the Drinkers’ country home, Clearfield, on
December 2, 1794, about four months after they discovered her pregnancy. When
Drinker’s sister Mary went to Clearfield to visit, Brant wept with shame and “cover’d her
head with the bed-cloaths.” 403 When Drinker visited her for the first time a few weeks
later, she wrote, “S.B. is very well, and in rather too good spirits, everything considered,
she had nam’d the Jaune pettet, Hannah G—bs, I disaprovd it, and chang’d it to
Catharine Clearfield, with which she appear’d displeas’d.” 404 Drinker felt Brant should
See, for example, Merril D. Smith, Women's Roles in Eighteenth-Century America (Santa Barbara, CA:
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have curbed her happiness over the birth of her child because of the circumstances of its
birth. By mid-January, the Drinkers had sent for Brant to be brought back to
Philadelphia to finish the terms of her service. So that nothing would disrupt Brant’s
work, the Drinkers prevented her from having any contact with Joe Gibbs and sent her
baby away to nurse. 405
The Drinkers paid for the child’s wet nursing. They initially engaged a woman
named Mary Courtney. Then the child went to Betsy Fry. Lastly, she was nursed by a
black women named Sally Morris. Their motivation for having the child wet nursed was
at least partly self-serving. Drinker worried that if Sally Brant had kept the child with
her, that its father, Joe Gibbs, would continue to make contact with them and perhaps
produce another child: “but a fear of bringing the parrents together, or reviveing the
former likeing to the rise, as the mother is still in our house.” 406 Preventing subsequent
pregnancies took priority over Brant’s bond with her child. The Drinkers were willing to
pay for the child’s nursing instead of risk the possibility that Brant and Gibbs would
renew their relationship while Brant was still under her indentures. The Drinkers’
motivations for aiding Sally Brant were ultimately self-serving. Had they turned her out,
they would have been in breach of contract and they would have lost part of their initial
investment in her indentures.
After weeks of swallowing her resentment over the expense and inconvenience of
Brant’s pregnancy, Drinker asked Sally Brant’s mother to take “her and Child off our
hands,” even though Brant still had time on her indenture. Drinker wrote, “she had a
year to serve from this month, which would have been of more worth to us, had she been
405
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a virtuous girl….” 407 Brant’s mother was angered at the suggestion responding that, “she
should not care if the child’s brains were beat out &c....” 408 One month later, the wet
nurse Betsy Fry “parted with the poor little yallow one, to a Negro woman in the
Neighborhood ‘till we can otherwise dispose of it.” 409 Catharine was not nursed by Sally
Morris for long. At the tender age of seven months, she died at the house of a black wet
nurse who had taken her in. Only after the baby’s death did Drinker express some
empathy for the unfortunate baby, “many are the number of poor little Infants that go
out of the world, for want of perticular care... I should have taken it home, it suited, and
brought it up, or had it brought up in our family...” 410 Drinker’s regrets did not last long.
Her entry ended with, “tis gone, and no doubt but all's for the best.” 411
Drinker did extend charity to Brant but it came at a price, “she is, I expect,
sensible, that we might, if inclined so to do, oblidge her to serve us near a year longer for
the expences we have been at on her and Childs account, instead of giving her freedom
Cloaths &c.” 412 The Drinkers had attempted to fulfill their part of the indenture contract,
even if Brant had not fulfilled hers but they regretted this decision immediately. They
had no contractual obligation to the child, but they still paid for her to be wet nursed by
several women. She also, evidently, did what she could to prevent Brant from continuing
a relationship with the baby’s father Joe Gibbs after the child’s birth, by intercepting his
letters. 413 Drinker’s attitude toward Brant’s illegitimate child demonstrates the limits to
elites’ tolerance for bastardy among the poor. Their resentment was embedded with
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disgust over miscegenation and resentment over the fiscal responsibility foisted upon
them by the bastard births of their bonded laborers.
Drinker’s racialized conceptions of bastardy were revealed again in her journal
when she wrote about a visit with Sarah Turner, the wife of one of Drinker’s black
servants. Turner visited one day with her child whom Drinker referred to as “her little
black bantling, properly so called, I believe.” 414 Here Drinker uses the word “bantling”
to refer to what she considers to be a bastard child. Based on the timing of Turner’s
marriage and the baby’s birth, she suspects that Sarah was pregnant at the time of her
wedding. As many as one-third of all colonial brides were pregnant on their wedding day
but most people considered the child to be legitimated and the parents’ reputations to
be restored if they married before the birth. 415 However, as Drinker’s words suggest, that
consideration was not so readily granted to blacks.
Lived experience as a bastard-bearer in London and Philadelphia was difficult
but for different reasons. On both sides of the Atlantic, illegitimacy had become a
secular crime against the fiscal-military state, rather than a sinful crime that violated
Christian codes of morality; bastard-bearers were now careless and lazy citizens rather
than wicked sinners. With the extinction of the fire-and-brimstone approach, however,
the character of women with illegitimate children came to depend on their ability to
insulate taxpayers from incurring the financial repercussions of her mistakes.
Londoners cast bastard-bearers as criminally dependent, lazy, and fiscally irresponsible.
From this discourse emerged the “bastardy-prone” archetype among laboring poor
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women. 416 This archetype was familiar to British-Americans, who read British
publications and corresponded with British relations, but their preoccupation with the
financial strain of bastard births was eclipsed by their anxieties about miscegenous
unions.
Pennsylvania poor relief regulation made miscegenous unions and bastardy
among blacks of mixed legal status particularly expensive for poor relief authorities.
This coincided with a growing perception that bastardy was a crime perpetrated
primarily by blacks and couples in miscegenous unions. For the British, arguments that
illegitimate birth was something that non-whites were responsible for were just
unsustainable. As London’s population reached the one million mark, there were only
an estimated 2,000 t0 5,000 blacks living in the city. 417 Bastardy was clearly unrelated
to blackness in this context even though miscegenous unions were stigmatized just like
they were in America. 418 In London, bastardy rates were higher and the population itself
was much larger so illegitimate birth was likely much more visible in a majority white
London society. Working-class white women in London were thus more vulnerable to
criticism than their Philadelphian counterparts might have been. While white
Philadelphians enjoyed a more relaxed attitude toward illegitimate birth, bastardy was
increasingly associated with black families and miscegenous sexual relationships.
Women in these relationships would not have enjoyed the same permissive attitudes. In
both cities, the formulation of bastardy as fiscally irresponsible gave poor relief
authorities the justification and cultural consent to dispossess the laboring poor of their
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illegitimate children. Far from absolving women of responsibility for their licentious
sexuality or chronic poverty, bastardy’s new meaning merely rearranged the form of
their sacrifice.
Philadelphia Poor Relief and Putting Bastard-Bearers to Work
Historians arguing for a tolerant environment for bastard-bearers cite postEnlightenment reform movements as evidence for a permissive environment. Indeed,
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries marked a watershed in the formation
of charitable institutions aimed at helping fallen women. Philadelphia was home to
several charitable institutions geared toward the mothers of illegitimate children. The
Philadelphia Almshouse (opened in 1732 and moved to a new and impressive building in
1767) served as a foundling hospital for abandoned infants and a lying-in hospital for
destitute women. The Pennsylvania Hospital opened in 1751 and The Magdalen Society
of Philadelphia opened in 1800. 419 The new commitment to political economy
structured parochial and corporate poor relief organizations in Britain and British
America. Most women who gave birth in parish almshouses or charitable lying-in
hospitals were given a few weeks to heal before being sent off to earn a living, usually as
a care worker. They served as laundresses, maids, sick nurses, wet nurses or nurse
maids. Their infants, under the care of parish poor relief authorities, were sent out into
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the countryside to nurse at an inexpensive rate paid by poor tax revenue. Poor relief
authorities did not prioritize family integrity among the poor. 420
Keeping poor families together often conflicted with money-saving policies. Poor
relief was almost always in crisis during this time. The Seven Years War, known as the
French and Indian War in America, triggered crises of poverty within the British empire.
Demobilized soldiers flooded London at the end of the war, leading to skyrocketing
unemployment. Waves of regional migrants who came to the city in search of
opportunity aggravated the crisis. About 160,000 Britons died in the war, leaving
behind grieving families, gutted businesses, and left wives who were unable to produce
enough income to support their families. Food riots and machine breaking erupted into
London streets in the 1760s. International trade went into decline and several of
London’s banks failed in 1772. 421 Remedying this dire situation was the primary goal of
the taxes Britain levied its colonies that eventually led to the American Revolution.
In Philadelphia, the winter of 1760 was severely cold and authorities knew they
had to take action to prevent mass casualties. The city instituted a wood stamp program,
distributing stamps to needy residents that entitled them to free wood from local
vendors. The next year, Philadelphia’s economy was destroyed by the disembarking of
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the British navy. Philadelphia had been used as a staging ground, providing the laboring
poor with employment throughout the course of the war. After the war, unemployment
haunted the city, a reminder that relative labor paucity was punctuated by periods of
labor richness. Disabled soldiers and constant waves of immigrants contributed to the
city’s laboring poor. Proponents of a new linen manufactory in 1764 described the
benefits that Philadelphians might incur if this business was brought to the city, “For
want of Employment, many of the laboring poor, especially in Winter, are reduced to
great Straits and rendered burthensome to their Neighbours.” 422 The growing numbers
of poor inspired resentment among the middling sort. The workhouse, or Bettering
House, was constructed in 1766 in an attempt to leverage the labor of the unemployed
but able-bodied poor. 423
The Overseers of the Poor and Boards of Trustees and Managers of the
Philadelphia Almshouse administered the varied layers of Philadelphia’s poor relief
system. London’s poor relief system was a much more complex network of parochial,
corporate and associational institutions but both systems operated in the same
intellectual world which privileged manual labor and social mobility and differentiated
between the deserving and undeserving poor. The able-bodied but unemployed poor
were regarded with disgust. Taxpayers, magistrates, and trustees (in the case of
corporate agencies) put pressure on poor relief authorities to ensure that only the
deserving poor were receiving services. 424 The middling sort believed their contributions
were being misused, showered on lazy and immoral people who were poor by choice.
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William Meredith, future U.S. Secretary of the Treasury and second child of Gertrude
Gouveurneur Ogden Meredith, was a staunch proponent of this line of thought. In 1825
he published a study of the Philadelphia poor relief system that convinced taxpayers
they were being hoodwinked by lazy paupers. In 1828, Pennsylvania restructured its
poor relief system and reduced the poor tax levied on Pennsylvania residents. 425
Meredith’s report merely formalized a conversation that had been taking place
among Philadelphia’s middling and elite residents for decades. Indeed, this concern had
plagued middling and wealthy Londoners for over a century and as a result, authorities
developed increasingly complex systems to determine who was and was not deserving of
charity. London parishes expended considerable resources examining and expelling
people who sought poor relief without a legal settlement in the parish. The interparochial tension this caused was documented at the time and is well-studied by
historians. 426 The Overseers of the Poor in Philadelphia were also able to withhold
charity from people without a legal settlement.
Pennsylvania Poor Law roughly followed the English system which administered
poor relief from Anglican parishes that, over time, evolved into municipal units. Since
there was greater religious diversity, colonists earned settlements in their town rather
than their parish. The settlement system illustrates well the unwillingness of
parishioners (or residents in the case of Philadelphia) to pay for the relief of foreigners
and the undeserving poor in general. The stewards at the Philadelphia Almshouse often
bemoaned that the public should have to support people who they perceived to be
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undeserving. 427 For example, in the Daily Occurrences Docket, one steward wrote,
“Elizabeth Ellis: One of those worn out unhappy strollers, whose whole life hath been
spent in a course of Debauchery & intemperance, beating almost a perpetual round
between the jail, workhouse, hospital & this place, and therefore always a nusance &
burden to the publick.” 428
Parishes and corporate poor relief agencies argued incessantly over jurisdiction
on both sides of the Atlantic. Corporate agencies sought to shift the burdens of bastardy
onto private citizens or the parishes, while parishes sought to shift said burdens onto
neighboring parishes. Contemporaries suspected the poor relief system of prioritizing
fiscal concerns over the well-being of the poor. For example, William Hay remarked,
"every parish is in a state of expensive war with the rest of the nation; regards the poor
of all other places as aliens; and cares not what becomes of them if it can but banish
them from its own society." 429
While London parishes litigated over legal settlement for its paupers, the publicly
financed Philadelphia Almshouse pursued similar plans. Colonial Philadelphia was
outside of the British parochial system, but the middle colonies established a system of
legal settlement using secular districts. In Philadelphia, the almshouse managers were
constantly at odds with the public authorities governing poor relief at the administrative
level, the Overseers of the Poor. The Overseers of the Poor negotiated with the
almshouse, the mayor, and the numerous private institutions, such as the Philadelphia
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Hospital, that were established in the city during this time. In the 1760s, the almshouse
assumed a corporate structure. The corporation’s goal was not to turn a profit but,
rather, to mitigate the burden of poor relief on tax-payers. They used private
contributions and fines for swearing and adultery collected that were passed on by the
Mayor in addition to income from a levied poor tax. 430
Parochial and municipal poor relief authorities also pursued bastardy bonds to
indemnify the parish, or the city, against the costs of caring for bastard children.
American authorities also pursued suits against masters of enslaved or indentured
paupers. German traveler Gottlieb Mittelberger was nonplussed by this system, "If a
man gets a woman with child and is willing to marry her, either before or after
confinement, then he has atoned for his sin and is not punished by the authorities. But if
he is unwilling and she sues him, he must either marry her or give some money.
Fornication... is not punished." 431 As was demonstrated in the previous section,
fornication was more often punished when it involved mixed-race couples. Still,
Mittelberger perceived that disapproval of bastardy had become a matter of sound
finances rather than one of religious morality. Paternity suits are sometimes cited as
evidence that eighteenth-century Philadelphia was sympathetic toward single mothers
and committed to improving their lives. Quite the opposite, poor relief authorities
pursued paternity suits and bastardy bonds in order to ensure that they were
reimbursed for the charity they extended to indigent bastard-bearers. As the previous
section has made clear, poor relief authorities cared more about protecting their
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investment than the culpability or wellbeing of the parties involved. Philadelphia poor
relief authorities pursued policies that, although fiscally responsible, devalued maternal
labor and encouraged the separation of poor mothers from their suckling infants. They
reasoned that supporting the infant would be cheaper than supporting the mother and
infant both.
In the winter of 1793, Sarah Summers and her newborn son William were
admitted into the Philadelphia Almshouse “much distress’d.” 432 Summers had lately
arrived from England. It is unclear whether she gave birth to her son during her journey
or shortly after her arrival. With nowhere to turn, Summers sought an order of
admission into the almshouse. Baby William died at the almshouse two weeks later. A
few days after her child’s death, Summers was “discharged to go a nurseing.” 433 With no
contacts in what was, for Summers, a foreign city, it is almost certain that the
Almshouse Managers or Overseers of the Poor were responsible for making these
arrangements. Summers’s story illustrates the mechanism by which laboring poor
mothers became live-in wet nurses in the city of Philadelphia. Some lost their children,
while others sent their children to tertiary nurses or baby farms. Still more abandoned
or surrendered them to poor relief agencies. Poor relief authorities played an important
part in preserving their lives and rehabilitating them into productive members of
society. Their vulnerability as impoverished bastard-bearers, however, gave poor relief
authorities immense control over their lives, even the ability to dispossess them of their
children against their will.
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The Philadelphia Almshouse functioned as the parish workhouse, almshouse,
parish nurse house, and Foundling Hospital all in one. It served residents with legal
settlements in the City proper, the Northern Liberties (northern suburbs), and
Southwark (southern suburbs). For most of its existence, the Philadelphia Almshouse
was a corporate entity funded by a combination of Trustees, public poor rates, and fines
paid to the Mayor for public lewdness and swearing. Still, they generally followed the
English model of parochial poor relief administration. Financial strains of the Seven
Years War on English parishes stimulated the decline of out-relief payments and the rise
of workhouses that could capitalize off the labor of the able-bodied poor. 434
Philadelphia’s poor relief system, also feeling the strain of the war and resentful of the
metropole’s new taxation, made the same transition from out-relief to workhouses.
On June 15, 1769, the Managers of the Philadelphia Almshouse notified the
Overseers of the Poor of their intention to cancel out-pensions. The Managers reasoned
that the change would save ratepayers money because able-bodied residents would be
forced to enter the workhouse and earn their keep. The Overseers of the Poor objected
strenuously. They argued that out-pensioners, mostly the elderly, the ill, and single
women with children, would be unhelpful additions to the workhouse. They were not
likely to be terribly productive and may cost taxpayers more money. The Overseers also
objected on the grounds that canceling out-relief would separate families who were
almost able to support themselves and make it impossible for them to do so in the
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future. It would also separate husband and wife because there were no apartments for
couples. The Overseers admitted that some private families might aid them instead to
save them from the workhouse but that would undo the goal of saving ratepayers
money. The Managers were still adamant about this change.
The Managers further stipulated that Overseers must visit current pensioners to
make sure they were proper objects of charity because they would only be admitted to
the house if they were. The Overseers asked the Managers to accompany them on such
visits, perhaps in a last-ditch effort to inspire compassion within them, but the
Managers refused and got their way. 435 The Almshouse Managers constantly
brainstormed ways to privilege the deserving over the undeserving poor. In October
1772, they enacted a new policy that would save the house money and punish
misbehavior in one fell swoop. Any transgressors who swore, eloped, fought or failed to
complete allotments of labor, would be moved to the washhouse. Their physical labor
would be increased, and their food decreased. 436 The pressure to remain financially
solvent was enormous. Any efforts to unburden ratepayers were lauded by middling and
wealthy Philadelphians and when the Managers or the Overseers of the Poor appealed
for increased revenue to serve the poor, they were accused of being spendthrifts who
were deceived by undeserving poor.
The Almshouse Managers, beholden to powerful trustees, made the bottom line
their top priority. The Overseers, on the other hand, who were primarily beholden to the
city’s poor, saw poor relief differently. In their arguments contesting the cancelation of
out-relief, the Overseers had anticipated a problem that would come to plague both
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British and American cities in the nineteenth centuries. Indeed, many economic
historians have argued that this eighteenth-century movement in poor relief policy sits
at the root of nineteenth-century wage exploitation and child labor. Keith Snell writes,
“the refusal of out-relief to the able-bodied, couple with... widespread fear of the
workhouse, created conditions of dependence which precarious employment at low
wages had to be accepted.” 437
In this environment, the managers expressed constant frustration with women
who did not labor in the House of Employ because they had children to care for:
“Elizabeth Burton & Child, she laid in here, is a Non-Resident and does nothing,” “Eave
Smith & 2 Children, does nothing but nurse them,” “Sarah Sherry & Child, she is a poor,
pudling, do-little thing, a constant autumnal visitor,” “Eleanor Brady & her Young Child,
She is an idle, former Customer,” 438 The city lacked a foundling hospital or orphanage
until 1814, so the almshouse was increasingly used as a lying-in hospital and foundling
hospital for abandoned infants. In 1776, the Managers of the Almshouse complained
that the almshouse was fulfilling the duties of several institutions at once including “a
laying in hospital where upwards of 30 poor destitute women in a year are carefully
delivered,” as well as a “foundling hospital and charity school, in here more than 50
poor helpful infants… are taken due care of… till suitable good place can be had to bond
them to.” 439 At this same meeting, the managers proposed and approved a new policy
that would minimize the expenses they incurred related to illegitimate birth among the
poor:
K. D. M. Snell, Annals of the Labouring Poor: Social Change and Agrarian England, 1660-1900
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 124.
438 Nov 27, 1790, DOD, Philadelphia Almshouse Records, PCA
439 February 20, 1776, Minutes of the Almshouse Managers, Philadelphia Almshouse Records, PCA.
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That the Managers have the power to seel or bind out such women who are
delivered of bastard child or children in said house, by which a charge is
brought on the city etc. for as much as will defray the expences to such
persons as may be willing to take them. 440
Women who gave birth to illegitimate children would be separated from their
newborns, and bound out into service, their wages payable to the almshouse so that the
Managers could recoup the money they spent on her lying-in. Illegitimate infants were
to be sent to nurse in the countryside so that nothing got in the way of its mother paying
back the charity that had been extended to her. This policy does not appear to have been
enforced uniformly but in the 1780s, 1790s and early 1800s, it was policy for the house
to make arrangements for unwed mothers to give birth in the almshouse only to be
discharged without their children so they could be gainfully employed in service. In
January 1772, the Overseers of the Poor gave a woman named Ann Francis a relief
payment and covered the costs of her daughter’s nursing so she could work in service.
After paying for the child’s private nursing for two months, the Overseers insisted on
transferring the infant to the almshouse, a less expensive option. 441
As the granting of out-relief became increasingly rare, mothers were forced to
obtain orders of admission into the almshouse for their lying-in. After recovering from
childbirth, they sometimes worked with authorities to care for their infant while they
worked in domestic service. A black woman named Lenah arranged for her toddlers
Rebecca and Elizabeth to be admitted into the house temporarily so she could go into
service as a cook in the household where her children’s father was enslaved. 442 Some

February 20, 1776, Minutes of the Almshouse Managers, Philadelphia Almshouse Records, PCA.
January 13, February 10, February 24, 1772, Minutes of the Overseers of the Poor Meetings,
Philadelphia Almshouse Records, PCA.
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women accused of abandonment were likely using the almshouse as temporary
childcare so they could work for wages. In January 1788, the almshouse steward wrote,
“Susannah Jones- pregnant by a William Thompson, shipwright, this young hussey laid
in and ran off 20th january 88.” 443 The stewards recorded their disgust toward women
who abandoned their children. When an infant named Charles Hacket died in the
almshouse in 1794, the steward wrote that he was “abandond & neglected by an
unnatural mother of a natural child…” 444 Sometimes it is clear that the stewards had
rushed to judgment, “Eloped, Eleanor Manning who with two Children were admitted
12th ultimo since when one of the Children died and the other is now left here by its
drunken, worthless, & unnatural mother.” 445 Less than one month later, Manning
returned with a discharge order from the mayor, suggesting she absconded for
legitimate reasons and was now in a position to care for her child. 446
Their infants were typically nursed in the almshouse for a short time by another
mother who had recently given birth before being sent out to be cared for by women in
the city and immediate countryside. Records suggest that these women were former
recipients of out-relief or the situationally poor who were able to keep lodgings but still
had strong ties with the poor relief system. Occasionally these women were admitted to
the house: “Sarah Ferry, one of the out door Nurses, her son Samuel Ferry, two years
old, and Richard Hickey, the nurse child. Said Sarah is very sick, poor and friendless,
and not able to contribute towards her and Childs support.” 447 Some mothers who gave

December 17, 1787, DOD, Philadelphia Almshouse Records, PCA
December 12, 1793, DOD, Philadelphia Almshouse Records, PCA. The steward used “natural child” as a
euphemism for bastard child.
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birth in the almshouse made alternative arrangements when discharged from the
almshouse but this happened rarely and there were usually factors that made the typical
arrangement unfeasible. Elizabeth Brannagan was discharged with her child in March
1790. Brannagan was a resident of New York, however, so even though the docket
records that she found a place in service, it also suggests that it is in New York.
Brannagan had hoped to return to her place of residence despite giving birth in
Philadelphia so if she had left her infant in the Philadelphia Almshouse and returned to
New York, she may have never seen the infant again. 448 Another woman, Catherine
Perkins, laid in at the almshouse but was under indentures. Caring for her child was
entirely out of the question since it would violate her contract of indenture. As a bonded
laborer, Perkins’s lying-in was financed by her master, Mrs. Gadd. The baby’s father is
not identified but rather than being sent out to nurse, Perkins’s infant was discharged
into its paternal grandmother’s care. 449
Sometimes the infants died during birth or shortly after. In this case, the
almshouse typically arranged for the mothers to go into service in the city so they could
be discharged as soon as possible. In November 1789, Esther Means gave birth to a son
in the Philadelphia Almshouse. He died five weeks later. She remained in the
almshouse, breastfeeding abandoned infants for six weeks and then left in February
1790 to go into service. Upon discharge, she was required to sign a promissory note
making her wages payable to the almshouse until they paid her debt of six pounds, ten
shillings. 450 Likewise, on May 1796, a heavily pregnant Mary Perkins was admitted to
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the almshouse. She gave birth that month but her child tragically died the same day.
Eleven days later she left the almshouse because she had found work as wet nurse to a
wealthy family in the city. 451
Women such as Frances Martin, mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, were
in a similar position to Perkins but had one or more other children to care for. In this
case, the almshouse typically arranged for children beyond infancy to be bound out as
apprentices or indentured laborers to local tradesmen and households. Most bound
children were four or older but there were several instances when children were bound
out even younger. For example, in 1793 the almshouse steward wrote “James Lewis,
aged One Year, Eleven Months… hath been bound to Edward Sweeny of the North
Liberties.” 452
The almshouse records indicate that most women were praised when they left
their children to the almshouse in order to work for wages but only if they did so on
authorities’ terms. When women failed to negotiate the terms of their children’s
surrender and those of their service, the almshouse managers branded them “unnatural
mothers” who had “abandond and neglected” their children. For example, unmarried
housemaid Mary Kelley attempted to leave her five-day-old infant at a doorstep in the
city. She was apprehended and committed to the almshouse jail. She was subsequently
interrogated by the authorities during which time she revealed that the child’s father
was a mariner name John Hall who absconded when she notified him of her pregnancy.

Admission of Mary Perkins, May 1796, DOD, Philadelphia Almshouse Records, PCA. Perkins appears
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venereal disease. Perkins is one example of a wet nurse with venereal disease.
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Mothers like Mary Kelley benefited from illegally abandoning their children rather than
surrendering them to the almshouse. If the authorities knew nothing about the child’s
parents or where they went into service, they were unable to garnish their wages to
defray the costs of caring the child. The child’s fate was the same whether mothers
negotiated a plan with poor relief officials or whether they executed their own plan. If
Kelley had not been apprehended before she abandoned her child, the baby would have
been sent out to nurse. Similarly, the infant of Mary Smith, a woman who gave birth at
the almshouse in 1769, was sent out to nurse, presumably so Smith could return to
earning wages. Smith’s actions, however, allowed for the Overseers to pursue the child’s
father, Abraham Shelly, who was liable for reimbursing the almshouse for the cost of
Smith’s lying-in and the child’s nursing. 453
Similarly, older children were bound out whether their parents went through
official channels or not. Frances Martin’s two eldest children were bound out by
authorities so that she could direct her labor toward the House of Employ after the
death of her infant. Martin’s children fared much the same as Elizabeth Dabuck, who
was purportedly abandoned at the house and was subsequently bound out in June
1788. 454 Dabuck was bound out just like any other child whose parent was not able to
care for them but since Dabuck’s parents failed to negotiate her surrender through the
authorities, the almshouse was not able to stake claim on a portion of her parent’s
wages. Her parents were still legally entitled to get an order from the mayor discharging
her from the system. It is likely that many instances of child abandonment were
initiated by women who sought free care for their children while they worked for wages.
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Indeed, strategic child abandonment may have been one of the few aspects of their lives
that poor mothers could control. Ann Campbell’s mother (who remains unnamed) was
reportedly beaten and threatened by her baby’s father until she agreed to hire herself
out as a housemaid to Lawyer Erwin. When she began her new job, the baby’s father
absconded, forcing Campbell’s mother to obtain an order of admission for baby Ann into
the almshouse so she could continue to earn wages. The steward noted how Ann’s
mother had obviously been abused and that surrendering her child was not her choice.
The almshouse agreed to pursue Ann’s father for compensation. 455
While child abandonment may have been a strategy for some women, for others,
separation from their children was a heartbreaking consequence of their need for relief.
Lydia Landram and her four-year old daughter Mary Ann were admitted into the
almshouse in December 1800. It soon became clear that Mary Ann would be bound out
into service like most of the other children who entered the house. Lydia’s teenage son
visited one day and, according to the steward, “he must have seized a favorable
opportunity in escaping the vigilance of the Gate-Keeper, and thus bore away his
sister.” 456 Lydia had arranged for her elder child to sneak her youngest out of the
almshouse to avoid having the girl bound out. The Landrams’ actions suggest that
children were often sent out to nurse or bound out without their mothers’ consent. The
only reason for almshouse authorities to pursue indentures against the will of the child’s
mother would have been to free up the labor of mothers whose time and energy were
directed toward caring for their children in the almshouse. All single mothers among the
laboring poor were likely to encounter periods of separation from their children.
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Mothers of illegitimate children were, however, uniquely vulnerable to sociallysanctioned and publically-funded mother-child separation at the hands of poor relief
authorities who were anxious to rehabilitate bastard-bearers into productive members
of society. As a result of Pennsylvania poor relief policies, there was a pool of lactating,
post-partum women in Philadelphia with no children to care for and debts to pay.
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CHAPTER 5: ABSENCE OF AUTHENTIC CHOICE: BASTARD BIRTH, POOR RELIEF
AND CHILD SURRENDER IN LONDON
Mary Riddle was, in February 1804, becoming desperate. For several months she
had been serving as wet nurse in the home of Yeeling Underwood, a cutler, and his wife
in No. 8 Great Turnstile, Holborn. 457 Her infant son, born out of wedlock after an
unexpected pregnancy, was in the care of a tertiary nurse. 458 Riddle was paying 5s per
week for the care of her child, a sum that exceeded her own wages. As the bills for her
child’s care eclipsed her own wages, she knew she would “be Reduced to distress and
lose her place.” 459 The child’s father had been a fellow servant in the household where
Riddle had served for years before he purportedly seduced her with promises of
marriage. He absconded when he discovered the pregnancy and that was the last Riddle
had heard from him. Riddle’s petition was denied. 460
Despite the good wages commanded by a healthy wet nurse few, if any, became
wet nurses by choice. Mary Riddle’s story is typical of the vast majority of London wet
nurses. The transition from outdoor nursing to live-in nursing made women like Riddle
the primary candidates for wet nurse places. Country wet nurses usually chose to take in
nurse children, as a way for them to reduce fertility and supplement their husbands’
incomes. This phenomenon occurred in both England and America, as demographic

Yeeling and Mary Underwood, No. 8 Great Turnstile, Holborn. See Kent's Directory: for 1805 Being an
Alphabetical List of the Names and Places of Abode of the Merchants and Traders of London, and Parts
Adjacent [Etc.]. Kent's London Directory (London: R. & H. Causton, 1804). Yeeling and Mary Underwood
had a son, Yeeling Jr., on October 10, 1803. See “Baptisms November 1803,” Church of England Parish
Registers, 1538-1812. London, England: London Metropolitan Archives (LMA).
458 A tertiary nurse is an inexpensive wet nurse who nurses the child of another wet nurse who is typically
working for premium wages. The most popular alternative to a tertiary nurse would have been
surrendering the child to parochial or private poor relief who would subsequently put the child out to
nurse at their own expense.
459 Petition of Mary Riddle, 1803, Foundling Hospital Collection, LMA.
460 Petition of Mary Riddle, 1803, Foundling Hospital Collection, LMA.
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historians have shown. 461 Live-in wet nurses, tethered to the city, were not wet nurses by
choice. For them, wet nursing was one of many strategies they employed in an “economy
of makeshift.” 462 Of the hundreds of wet nurses who appear on these pages, there is
arguably not one who had the freedom of choice. Indeed, some women took advantage
of their lactation, acting as wet nurse for dozens of infants and for many years at a time
but their entry into the trade was never done with intention. It was a matter of survival.
It appears ironic now that Riddle’s own maternity was dismantled so that she
could provide maternal labors to another infant for wages. This irony did not escape the
notice of contemporaries. Rousseau was the first to put it so plainly, writing, "The
woman who nurses another's child in place of her own is a bad mother; how can she be a
good nurse?" 463 But, like Rousseau, most Londoners placed the blame with the wet
nurse, calling her “mercenary” 464 or a “hireling” or an “unnatural mother.” 465 These
epithets do not, however, resemble the lived experience of wet nurses at the time. Unlike
the previous chapter which described how poor relief administration devalued and
dispossessed poor mothers, this chapter will explore the economic imperatives of poor
mothers from the perspective of poor mothers themselves. Bastard-bearers, at odds with
ratepayers everywhere, experienced sexual vulnerability, economic instability, and

For wet nursing as a contraceptive in England see Dorothy McLaren, "Fertility, Infant Mortality, and
Breast Feeding in the Seventeenth Century," Medical History 22 (1978): 378-396; Dorothy McLaren,
"Nature's Contraceptive: Wet nursing and Prolonged Lactation: the Case of Chesham, Buckinghamshire,
1578-1601," Medical History 23 (1979): 426-441; Valerie A. Fildes, ed., Women As Mothers in PreIndustrial England: Essays in Memory of Dorothy McLaren (London: Routledge, 2013). For wet nursing
as a contraceptive in early America, see Klepp, Revolutionary Conceptions.
462 Hufton, The Poor of Eighteenth-Century, 69.
463 Rousseau, Emile, 26.
464 The European Magazine And London Review, April 1805, 273.
465 “The Unnatural Mothers: A Vision,” The Lady's Magazine, or, Entertaining Companion for the Fair
Sex, Appropriated Solely to Their Use and Amusement (London: Printed for G.G.J. and J. Robinson,
1792), 575. The author envisions a world wherein “manly sons and beautifully blooming daughters, who
had all been nursed by their own excellent mothers and not committed to ignorant and perhaps diseases
hireling nurses!”
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targeted coercion at the hands of middling and elite householders. Householders
instituted employment parameters that acted synergistically with poor relief solutions to
secure wet nursing arrangements that conformed to the tenets of sentimental
motherhood. Supported by fiscal objections to bastardy, middling families coerced poor
women into surrendering their bastard children and conspired with Foundling Hospital
stewards to conceal the bastard-bearing of their wet nurses.
Poor Relief in London and the Respectable Classes
London had a robust and comparatively well-funded network of parochial,
public, and private poor relief systems. These systems, unlike those in Philadelphia,
were supported by two centuries of poor law and administered by a wider range of
individuals: Baronesses, clergy, Lords, wealthy gentry, influential capitalists. and a
range of ordinary folks. 466 Still, the middle stations appear frequently in poor relief
records, less often as administrators and more often as character references and
householders. Their daily interaction with the laboring poor revolved around the
household and they most often negotiated with poor relief authorities as masters and
mistresses to wayward domestics and former paupers. Householders deftly navigated
Anglo-Atlantic poor relief systems, prioritizing their own family integrity and the
pursuit of gentility at the direct expense of laboring poor mothers. In Philadelphia,
householders did so by establishing and managing poor relief institutions and policy. In
London, middling men (wealthy tradesmen and the merchant-professional class) sat on
the boards of charitable institutions and medical establishments in the city but their
466 David R. Green, Pauper Capital: London and the Poor Law, 1790-1870 (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2009),
94. Green describes the transferal of poor relief authority in the from the aristocracy to local tradesmen or
“petit bourgeoisie” starting in the 1790s.
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command of this vast network was limited. Rather, they operated alongside poor relief
authorities, exerting their authority as masters, mistresses, and character references, to
shape the wet nurse trade to suit their needs.
During this period, London saw the establishment of several charitable
institutions: The Lock Hospital for Venereal Disease (f.1747), the Magdalen Hospital for
Penitent Prostitutes (f.1758), and the Westminster New Lying-In Hospital (f.1767). The
London Foundling Hospital, designed to care for children in danger of abandonment,
was one of these institutions. It began caring for children in 1741. 467 The city’s various
charity hospitals housed poor women during their lying-in, and paid for nurses and
midwives to attend them in labor. Most charity hospitals, for example the British LyingIn Hospital for Married Women or the City of London Lying-In Hospital, admitted
married women only. 468 The General Lying-In Hospital accepted unmarried mothers
and endured scrutiny as a result. In the Evening Post, hospital administrators struck
down rumors about their institutions, “all absolutely false, malevolent, and utterly
groundless, founded in the deepest Malice, and wickedly calculated and set on foot by
some evil-minded Persons, to . . . totally annihilate this most useful Charity.” 469 In 1774,
the Westminster Lying-in Hospital opened up a separate ward for unmarried mothers.
Married women were attended by male physicians only, while unmarried mothers were
treated by both male physicians and female midwives; Westminster only allowed one

467 “Associational Charities,” London Lives,
https://www.londonlives.org/static/AssociationalCharities.jsp
468 For the affidavit process, see An Account of the City of London Lying-In Hospital (London, 1794), 5-8.
See also British Lying-In Hospital for Married Women, in Brownlow-street, Long-Acre (London:
Printed by C. Say, 1771).
469 London Evening Post, March 15, 1766, 4.
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admission per woman. 470 The hospital was committed to differentiating between
married and unmarried motherhood and to discouraging serial bastardy. Though the
stigma of illicit sex certainly undergirded these policies, there were high financial stakes.
London parishes containing maternity hospitals in their jurisdictions were
strained by having to support so many bastard children who, by virtue of the current
Poor Law, were entitled to care in their parish of birth. Parliament did what it could to
relieve this strain. The 1773 Lying-In Hospital Act declared that all bastard children
born in maternity hospitals were not eligible for a legal settlement in the home parish of
the hospital. Rather, the child’s legal settlement (or lack thereof) followed the mother’s.
At times, this rule compelled mothers to petition to surrender their children rather than
endure the removal process with the hopes of receiving services. In the winter of 1781,
for example, Margaret Wilson petitioned the Foundling Hospital to receive her twin
infant sons. The pregnant Wilson had come a long way from North Yorkshire to London
with her partner to find work. The man was purportedly impressed against his will into
the Royal Navy when she was in the late stages of her pregnancy. The boys were two
weeks old and Wilson was unable to seek parish care because she had not worked in the
city long enough to earn a settlement. She worried that the removal process (parishes
typically arranged for non-residents to be transported back to their home parish) could
be fatal to her newborn sons. 471 Indeed, traveling the distance of 230 miles with young
infants in the bleak winter would have been a harrowing experience.
This new statute became problematic when mothers of bastard children died in

470 Lisa Forman Cody, "Living and Dying in Georgian London's Lying-in Hospitals," Bulletin of the
History of Medicine 78 (2004): 309-348.
471 Petition of Margaret Wilson, December 1781, AFHA08001001013, Foundling Hospital Records,
London Metropolitan Archives.
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childbirth. In 1774, the City of London Lying-in Hospital submitted a petition to the
Foundling Hospital on behalf of an orphan who had just been born in the hospital. A
woman named Mary Clark had signed an affidavit swearing she was a married
woman. 472 Before dying in childbirth, Clark spontaneously admitted that her child was
illegitimate and that she had deceived the hospital by signing the affidavit. The infant
was ineligible for parish relief because of the 1773 Act and the hospital had not
researched Clark’s settlement before her admission since she had submitted an affidavit
stating her child was not a bastard. Now she was dead and the hospital had no way to
care for the infant. 473 Clark likely admitted her crime when it became clear that she
would not survive the birth and she felt compelled to give hospital staff direction on the
fate of her child.
Unwed mothers with legal settlements in one of the local parishes theoretically
enjoyed a more comprehensive menu of services; parishes had established networks of
resources to help their poor. In practice, their options were severely limited by parochial
policies which favored the separation of mother and child. Mothers of illegitimate
children were attended during their lying-in but then immediately engaged in service.
Their babies stayed in the parish nurse house or were sent to freelance wet nurses in the
adjacent countryside. Their focus was reforming bastard-bearers into industrious
members of society, not nourishing mother-infant bonds. This system resulted in
abominably high death rates for parish nurslings.
One powerful example, that of wet nurse Hannah Poole, was used by

Women were required to either swear before a justice that they were married women or submit a
sworn affidavit upon admission. See George Crabb, A Digest and Index with Chronological Tables of All
the Statutes: From Magna Charta to the End of This Last (London: A. Maxwell & Son, 1841), 818.
473 Petition submitted by Governors of the City of London Lying-In Hospital on behalf of the orphan child
of Mary Clark, May 4, 1774, Foundling Hospital Records, LMA.
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philanthropist Jonas Hanway in his petitioning of Parliament which resulted in the Act
for the Better Regulation of the Parish Poor Children (1767). Poole was paid by the
parish of St. Clement Danes to host pauper women during their lying in and then to wet
nurse their illegitimate children after the birth. Of the twenty-three children entrusted
to Nurse Poole, eighteen died in her care, two were discharged, and three survived
infancy. Hanway wrote, “She is certainly not qualifyed for a nurse, to keep children
alive, though she seems to understand the art of lulling infants to their everlasting rest.
... This woman began to prepare shrowds on the 19th of March 1765, and her last burial
was on the 25th of Jan. 1766.” 474 Hanway’s activism prompted the redirection of
resources toward the Foundling Hospital which worked with the numerous London
parishes to build a network of wet nurses (later called Baby Farms) living three to five
miles from the city center. This resulted in a marked improvement in infant mortality
rates among parish infants but it did not increase the number of children who remained
with their mothers. 475
Though parishes had engaged in this practice for decades, it became clear at midcentury that many mothers and children were suffering because they fell outside of the
parameters that made them eligible for parochial poor relief. The Lying-In Hospitals Act
gave hospitals discretion to transfer mothers with legal settlements in a parish less than
twenty miles away to the parish workhouse after birth. Mothers with legal settlements
beyond twenty miles from the city, which was the case for a vast majority of single
mothers, were discharged with their infants with nowhere to live and few resources to
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rebuild their lives. Ann Tuckey, for example, lay in at the Westminster Lying-In Hospital
and was discharged “in a very bad state of health” and “distressed” and “destitute of
friends.” 476 The Foundling Hospital often inquired about petitioners’ legal settlements
so that they could discover any parish relief the petitioner had received. In the majority
of cases, petitioners were ineligible for parish assistance because they had not been born
in London and had not married or worked long enough in the city to earn a settlement
there. So ingrained was this political economy of bastardy that single mothers regarded
their avoidance of parish assistance as a point of pride. Isabella Fairchild, for example,
enhanced the effectiveness of her petition by declaring that she and her child “have not
been troublesome to aney parish.” 477
The insufficiency of the parochial system became blatantly obvious when the
Foundling Hospital hosted a General Reception from 1756 to 1760. During this time the
hospital opened its doors to any and all infants in need of care using public funds. In
four years, it accepted 15,000 infants. Adrian Wilson has calculated that this accounted
for 10 percent of all London births during those years. 478 In 1760, the hospital was
forced to close its open admission policy and institute a system whereby they could
receive petitions for admission and assess their worthiness. Worthy petitioners were
then placed on a ballot. At the monthly drawing, picking a white ball entitled the
petitioner to surrender their child to the hospital. Drawing a black ball meant their child
could not be admitted. The Foundling Hospital relieved some of the constant interparochial litigation triggered by the support of illegitimate children in the city. The
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hospital only provided for the infants, however, a clear indicator that postpartum
women were expected to work to limit the economic impact of her bastard-bearing on
the poor relief system. Petitioners confirmed this indication; the vast majority
referenced live-in positions that were contingent on the hospital accepting their
children. For many, it was a heart wrenching but economically strategic decision. Their
stories bear resemblance to those of poor mothers in Philadelphia Almshouse records.
Their maternal labors were diverted away from their own children and channeled into
wage labor, though on a much larger scale. The petitioning process, however, allows us
special insight into the feelings, circumstances, and priorities of mothers compelled to
surrender their children. 479 Foundling Hospital petitions also confirm that many of the
women who surrendered their children to the poor relief system went into service as wet
nurses.
Mary Ruff was engaged in early 1806 as a live-in wet nurse to the Lawson family
of No. 16 Thornhaugh-street near Bedford Square. 480 Ruff had become pregnant in 1804
when she was working as a servant in the Jephson household in Camberwell, Surrey.
The family was aware of her courtship by an usher at the grammar school they
administered. Ruff’s pregnancy was discovered early and the Jephsons decided she
needed to leave the home immediately. She had “been in their family since She was four
years old.” 481 They helped her to secure a place to live during the later parts of her

The Philadelphia Almshouse records contain no documents written by the laboring poor themselves.
Seth Rockman used nineteenth-century petitions written by the laboring poor but none of them were
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pregnancy. She lay in at Westminster Lying-In Hospital in July 1805. 482 Shortly after
she gave birth, Ruff obtained a place as wet nurse in the Lawson household with the
Jephsons’ help. The Lawsons, extraordinarily, allowed Ruff to keep her child with her
and she nursed both infants without incident. Once the Lawsons’ child was ready to
wean, they notified Mary that she could not stay on unless she surrendered her child.
With few options, Ruff petitioned the Foundling Hospital to receive her infant. The
Lawsons and Jephsons endorsed Ruff’s petition and the Lawsons agreed to keep her on
as a dry nurse after their baby weaned. 483 Ruff eventually moved back to Camberwell
and married the father of her illegitimate daughter, David Felix, in 1811. 484
Ruff’s story illustrates several salient themes. First, it illustrates the limits of
tolerance for bastardy. The Foundling Hospital investigator founds that, “the Father
regularly Courted the petitioner and the Courtship was sanctioned by Mr. Jephson.”
Still, they felt that her indiscretion had given them no choice. According to the Jephsons,
they would “gladly receive her into their family again but her misfortune being known in
the house renders it highly improper.” 485 They assured the hospital that the Lawsons
would be happy to employ Ruff but only if her child was provided for elsewhere. The
Lawsons, unlike the Jephsons, had not known Ruff all her life but they were willing to
overlook her bastard-bearing. This was because Ruff’s past conduct was unknown in
Bedford Square. The Lawsons’ friends and family knew nothing about Ruff’s past. It was
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not the act of premarital sex that was problematic, or even the birth of a bastard, rather
it was the fact that people knew about it. A character reference for another petitioner put
it nicely, “her misfortune has been kept a secret and if her child is received her character
will be saved, and she will be enabled to get her living with credit again.” 486 This helps to
explain why bastardy was so stigmatized in London despite the prevalence of premarital
sex. Bastardy was living, breathing proof of illicit sex. Ruff and her lover were able to
conceal their sexual contact until the “fruit of the illicit act” outed them. 487 The
Jephsons, Lawsons, and Foundling Hospital authorities conspired to uphold Ruff’s
illusion of legitimacy, a charitable act that allowed Ruff to redeem herself after this
mistake.
Secondly, the Lawsons understood that participating in this illusion was the price
they needed to pay if they wanted a live-in wet nurse. The Lawsons knew the details of
Ruff’s past indiscretions but they allowed her to suckle their infant and live in their
home anyway. They even let her infant share their child’s hired milk for eight months.
As this chapter will demonstrate below, this flexibility was rare in the wet nurse trade.
One suspects that the Jephsons, at Ruff’s insistence, had a hand in negotiating these
terms. If this was the case, it may have made the Jephsons feel like they had done right
by her despite their termination of her service. Ultimately, Ruff paid a much higher price
than the Lawsons, a reminder that labor negotiations leave latent sets of obligations in
their wake. Once the infants were weaned and Ruff’s child began to require resources
beyond her mother’s milk the Lawsons presented Ruff with an ultimatum. They resolved
to either let Mary go and hire a new nurse maid for their growing child, or help Ruff find
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a place for her child at the Foundling Hospital and guarantee her a sustained place. This
would have been a very difficult decision. Ruff likely knew she was lucky that the
Lawsons allowed her to keep her daughter with her in the first place. It would have been
unwise for Ruff to decline a guaranteed place. Domestic service in London was
characterized by high turnover, especially among female servants. 488 Rejecting the
Lawsons’ offer would not have guaranteed that she would be able to keep her child. If
she did find a way to do so, she would have been jobless, homeless in addition to being
her infant’s only caretaker. Mary Ruff was coerced into surrendering her child as a result
of this ultimatum.
Lastly, the story of Mary Ruff exposes a serious contradiction in the ideology
behind sentimental parenthood, one that demonstrates its classist utility. Both the
Jephsons and the Lawsons had the financial means to employ Mary and provide for her
child at the same time. 489 Keeping their own child near was so important to them that
they agreed to take in a bastard-bearer, conceal her past indiscretions, and pay higher
wages, room, and board. This is not to mention the inconvenience of inviting a
problematic figure into their home, to take up space and live among them in intimate
quarters. 490 Inviting Ruff’s illegitimate child into the family was, however, not an
inconvenience or expense they were willing to endure. From their perspective, they had
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already extended themselves beyond what was typical for householders by allowing Ruff
to keep her infant for eight months. In supporting Ruff’s child indefinitely, the Lawsons
would have faced repeated challenges to the illusion of legitimacy they had built for her.
Moreover, they would have been enablers frittering away their hard-earned money and
if their acquaintances discovered Mary’s past, they could be cast as accomplices in Ruff’s
illicit sexuality and worse, her fiscal irresponsibility. The Lawsons likely believed that
Ruff’s dilemma was one of her own making.
Foundling Hospital petitions support this interpretation of Mary Ruff’s
experience. Though the lottery system introduced an element of chance that was out of
the petitioners’ control, women who asked the hospital to take their children did their
best to convince hospital stewards that they were appropriate objects of charity
deserving of a spot on the ballot. Their petitions demonstrate how important it was for
women, especially poor women, to have children within the bonds of marriage. Bastardy
was living proof not only of premarital sex but of the irresponsibility and naivety of the
unwed mother that had turned her from a responsible wage-earner to a burden on
ratepayers. Women, like Mary Ruff, who were able to conceal their conception and
pregnancy, secrete themselves during their lying-in, and surrender their newborn
infants to the Foundling Hospital, and re-engage themselves in domestic service
escaped the stigma of bastardy. Like Ruff, however, the maternity of bastard-bearers
was particularly vulnerable to economic imperatives. Poor relief authorities, masters,
and mistresses were often complicit in this process of concealment but each had their
own reasons for participating in illusions of legitimacy.
Petitioners sought to avoid harmful labels that Britons associated with mothers of
illegitimate children. Lisa Cody notes that there were indeed serial bastard-bearers
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circulating around the London poor relief system but “even the most respectable, firsttime single mothers were nonetheless viewed as a separate class.” 491 Women who gave
birth outside of marriage were typecast as a certain “sort” of woman, one that bore
bastards incessantly with several men, her lascivious activities bankrolled by hardworking ratepayers. This attitude informed the spatial organization of several
institutions such as the Westminster Lying-In Hospital, which insisted on segregated
wards for married and unmarried mothers. 492 Many Londoners identified serial
bastard-bearers as a malignant contingent of women whose negligence could bring
down the nation-state:
This country has been very handsomely burthened with the offspring of
lewdness... It is of little consequence to the public whether their mothers
were Oyster-women, Gipsies, or Prostitutes of Quality... this race of people
are generally marked with a succession of vices, which characterise them for
ages... in general, they are profligates, vicious, cowardly, proud and
ungrateful. 493
Britons suggested several solutions to address this burdensome “race of people”
who Peter Laslett later termed a “bastardy-prone subsociety.” 494 Some Londoners even
suggested that serial bastard-bearers be sent to the colonies, where their fertility could
be regarded as an asset to the empire:
Were I to propose a Punishment for this infamous Race of Propagators, it
should be to send them, after the second or third Offence, into our American
Colonies, in order to People those Parts of her Majesty's Dominions where
there is a want of Inhabitants... Some Counties punish this Crime with
Death; but I think such a Banishment would be sufficient, and might turn
this generative Faculty to the Advantage of the Publick. 495
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Petitioners did all they could to disabuse authorities of the notion that they might
be a serial bastard-bearer, a member of the notorious “race of Propagators” who
menaced the British economy. Cleverly addressing these sentiments before they even
arose in the breast of the Foundling Hospital governors, most petitions assured them
that their families were “industrious people,” 496 or that they were “descended of very
poor but honest parents,” 497 or “born… of very creditable parents.” 498 Dozens of
petitioners assured the hospital governors that they had not made a habit of living on
the charity of others. Many women insisted their current circumstances fell far outside
their views of themselves. Most declared that they had been informally betrothed,
victims of the “flattery of a false man,” 499 or “seduced under promise of marriage.” 500
This language became increasingly common over time. Throughout the 1760s and 1770s,
petitioners placed greater emphasis on the urgency of their need rather than the merits
of their character. Of the extant petitions from 1775, 34 percent of them wrote that they
had been seduced, deceived, or betrayed by their baby’s father. 501 This changed
gradually throughout the 1780s and 1790s. By 1800, 64 percent of the extant petitions
from that year explained their extramarital pregnancies as the result of seduction or
deception. 502
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Petitioners often use words such as “imprudent,” 503 or “unguarded,” 504 to
characterize their behavior and a “misfortune,” 505 or “unhappy conection” 506 to describe
the events that led them to that moment. Few, if any, petitioners described their conduct
as sinful or wicked. Rather, they lamented that they had allowed themselves to be
conned and regret that their irresponsibility destroyed their ability to “earn an honest
livelihood,” thereby rendering them a burden to family, friends, and ultimately London
ratepayers. Their shame issued from the economic consequences of this misstep. 507
Petitioners cultivated sophisticated images of industrious and respectable women who
were consumed by their inability to support themselves and children, their reliance on
the charity of others, and their inability to work for wages. The language of seduction,
deception, and betrayal appears, at first, as a convention to incite paternalistic sympathy
for the weaker vessel. Tanya Evans has demonstrated that women’s petitions exhibit
more agency than that interpretation allows. 508
In the context of political economy, however, this loaded language served an
additional function. These terms conveyed the idea that their sin was not one of sexual
promiscuity but rather one of naivety as petitioner Jane Willis described it, “implicit
confidence.” 509 This conception of seduction corresponds with contemporary seduction
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narratives which accuse the seduced party of forgetting themselves “in the act of
surrender.” 510 Wet nurse Mary Davis wrote that her seducer, “took advantage of her
innocence and inexperience” when he impregnated her. 511 These pleas appealed to a
discourse of deceit, an anxiety so prevalent that might have surpassed London society’s
preoccupation with the fiscal burden of bastardy. There was palpable anxiety about the
possibility that people were misusing credit, forging legal or financial instruments,
producing false character references, or feigning marriage or religious orthodoxy. 512
Britain was experiencing rapid economic growth but the stability of the British economy
depended in large part on personal credit. People purchased goods based on their
personal credit, their reputations. If someone’s reputation was impeached, they were
unable to make purchases. One’s social standing and credit capacity were determined by
how much personal trust one commanded. In a society whose economy relied on
personal credit, forgery was a capital crime. Several highly publicized court cases
triggered massive public response.
In 1775, twins Robert and Daniel Perreau and Daniel’s mistress Margaret Rudd
were tried in a complex forgery case that was debated bitterly on the London streets.
The Perreaus were executed for their role in the crime but Rudd was acquitted. 513 Two
years later, Reverend William Dodd forged a bond for £4200 to clear his debts. After
initially accepting the note, the banker discovered his fraud. After Dodd’s arrest, 23,000
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people signed a petition for leniency. But Reverend Dodd was hanged at Tyburn in June
1777. 514 During these famous cases, Londoners received reports of violent conflict in
what would later become known as American Revolution. These events renewed anxiety
over the economy’s stability but as the consequence of fiscal deceit and forgery. 515
Petitioners’ use of the language of seduction, deceit, and betrayal used the cultural
cachet of credit and deceit to re-gender the culpability for bastardy. Rather than the
result of female irresponsibility and laziness, petitioners framed bastardy as a
consequence of male deceit in the public sphere. London’s climate of suspicion and
distrust shaped the conduct of Foundling Hospital administrators in important ways.
Petitions either included signed statements from witnesses or the names and addresses
of character references who could confirm that the petitioner was a proper object of
charity. The hospital dispatched investigators to check character references. Their tasks
went far beyond affirmation of the petitioner’s good character; they researched the
petitioner’s legal settlement, the health of the baby, the whereabouts of the purported
father. Investigators painstakingly confirmed every detail of the petitioner’s story, no
matter how small. 516
Masters typically discharged pregnant unmarried servants living in their
household. They occasionally gave them some kind of severance, paying for their lyingin or petitioning for their admission to a charity hospital. Most often, pregnant servants
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were ejected from the home with nothing. This was relatively new. Since 1633, domestic
service regulations had prevented masters from terminating the employment of their
pregnant servants without just cause. If a householder wanted to sack his unmarried
and pregnant servant, he had to secure approval from a court justice to make it a lawful
discharge. In 1777, Chief Justice Lord Mansfield ruled that bastardy was technically a
crime and that unmarried, pregnant servants could not possibly expect their masters to
enable criminal activity. Thenceforth, masters had every right to dismiss their pregnant
servants for conceiving outside of marriage. Mansfield found that forcing masters to
keep their servants on “in a family where there are young persons [to be] both
scandalous and dangerous.” 517 Mansfield’s moralizing judgment illustrates why it was so
important for bastard-bearers to rely on the charity of strangers; those who knew of
their misfortune could not preserve their respectability if they got involved. The
Foundling Hospital acted, in a sense, as a buffer between the scandalized households
where women begot their bastard children and the new lives they built for themselves
among strangers. This process required the building and maintaining of illusions of
legitimacy.
Historian John Gillis has argued that, in the eighteenth century, premarital
pregnancy was no longer a condition cloaked in secrecy. Rather, he argues, premarital
pregnancy was used by women to facilitate marriage arrangements, to sue for child
support, or to apply for poor relief. 518 Setting aside the implication that women were the
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coercive parties in these circumstances, this interpretation is problematic because it
assumes that admission of premarital pregnancy to poor relief authorities is the same as
the circumstances being generally known. Most Foundling Hospital petitions reveal that
poor relief authorities helped women to conceal their pregnancies from their friends and
families in order to avoid ruin. Indeed, founder Thomas Coram ensured the hospital was
designed in a way that ensured anonymity to its visitants. Coram asserted that he sought
to protect unmarried mothers from ill-repute. 519 Moreover, Gillis’s interpretation is
challenged by the majority of petitioners who typically describe many failed attempts to
support their children on their own.
Mary Briglen gave birth to an illegitimate child in 1806. She conceived during an
ill-fated courtship as she served in the household of Mrs. Buckley. Buckley professed
that she adored Briglen but had to let her go once her pregnancy became known. Briglen
lived off the charity of strangers and was able to find a woman to foster her daughter.
She got a place as a servant in the household of Mr. March, an upholsterer who knew
nothing about her illegitimate child. Briglen was forced to petition the Foundling
Hospital to take her daughter because the cost of her daughter’s care quickly outpaced
her own wages. When she did so, she asked that the hospital staff not approach her
current employer because she wished to keep her past concealed. They agreed to do
so. 520 As Briglen’s story suggests, the hospital’s thorough investigations risked exposing
the illusions that petitioners or their references had worked to build around the
incident. Investigators were willing to act as accomplices when petitioners confessed
that they had feigned marriage to others or concealed their pregnancies from friends or
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family.
Petitioners typically articulated this request as one that would preserve their
reputations for the purposes of employment. For example, Elizabeth Hardy’s petition
asked the hospital governors to keep her pregnancy secret: "her misfortune is known to
very few & might still be kept a secret in her own neighborhood so that she doubts not
that she could speedily obtain a reputable servant's place.” 521 During the investigation
into Elizabeth Wright’s petition her character reference, Mrs. Phipps, asked that the
investigator refrain from tracking down the baby’s purported father, “should any
enquiry be made after him, it will be the cause of her father's hearing of her misfortune
and perhaps cause his death and she would rather beg with the Child than he should
know it.” 522 Even when their masters or mistresses were sympathetic and helpful, they
encouraged child surrender and insisted on discharging servants from households
where their secret was known. In 1773, domestic servant Sarah Rapley petitioned the
hospital to take in her two-month-old son. She left her former employer Mr. Oldfield,
cabinet-maker, as her reference. When hospital investigators followed up with Oldfield,
he and his wife gave her a good reference and committed themselves to helping her find
a “good place.” They were clear that the place would not be in their own household. 523
Petitioners often asked that investigators exercise caution when calling on
character references. Sarah Bailey, a servant to a Mr. Chevalier, had premarital sex with
a foreign servant in the same household. She hid her pregnancy for as long as possible
but the other servants informed her master eventually. He was outraged, and
terminated her employment immediately. She was lucky enough to be supported
Petition of Elizabeth Hardy, April 1799, Foundling Hospital Records, LMA.
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financially by her baby’s father during her lying-in but the expenses bankrupted him
and he was forced to return to his country of origin. The investigator made a note on the
back of the petition that Mrs. Chevalier was not to be a part of the investigation. Bailey’s
claims were not dramatized to curry favor with poor relief authorities. When the
Foundling Hospital’s investigator approached Mr. Chevalier for a character reference,
he begged them not to reveal the humiliating matter to his new wife. 524 Chevalier had
taken pains to hide the sexual contact between his servants and Bailey’s resultant
pregnancy. Even though investigators rejected any petitions with even the smallest
factual inaccuracy, they regularly withheld and deceived during the course of the
investigation.
Investigators uncovered instances of deception perpetrated by the petitioners but
were unbothered by them so long as they were truthful in their petitions. For example,
Mary Fenton applied to a wet nurse’s place in the home of Colonel Knox at 25 York
Place. She was referred by Doctor Croft, the physician and man-midwife who attended
Mrs. Knox’s latest birth. Fenton represented herself as a married woman to Mrs. Knox
during her interview, saying her husband had gone abroad. Once her tenure as wet
nurse was finished, Mrs. Knox, happy with her behavior, recommended her to another
service position. Fenton’s deception went undetected until Foundling Hospital
investigators approached the Knoxes for corroboration of her story. 525 Mrs. Knox
informed them that she had been under the impression that Fenton was a married
woman. 526 Despite her deception to the Knoxes, Fenton’s child was admitted.
The governors may has suspected that Mrs. Knox was feigning ignorance to
Petition of Sarah Bailey, 1800, Foundling Hospital Records, LMA.
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preserve her own reputation. The ubiquity of this “misfortune” does suggest that
extramarital sexual contact was common, perhaps even normative for the late-marrying
working class. Adrian Wilson argues, “bastard-bearing appears not as a deviant
behaviour of a ‘bastardy-prone’ minority... but on the contrary as a risk which all
women ran at the outset of their childbearing careers.” 527 Perhaps more contemporaries
felt this way but we unwilling to admit it. If so, householders may have preferred
unmarried wet nurses who feigned marriage over legitimately married women.
Advertisements placed by the wet nurses suggest this was the case. Fifteen percent of
London wet nurses who placed advertisements were married or claimed to be. Within
this group of purportedly married wet nurses, 71 percent of them claimed their
husbands were absent for various reasons. In contrast, only 5 percent of Philadelphia
wet nurses placing ads were married or claimed to be. Within that group, only two
women claimed their husbands were absent. Without being conclusive, these numbers
suggest that in London, the demand for married wet nurses far exceeded their supply. It
seems likely that householders sought women who claimed to be married because it was
a more respectable but they made a habit of not asking questions. There is little evidence
that householders actually expected their wet nurses to be married. Of the small number
of advertisements place in the London paper by householders looking for nurses, only
two asked that their wet nurses be married women. What is more is that both of them
sought an outdoor nurse:
WANTED, a Wet nurse, in an airy part of London; she must be a married
woman.-- Enquire at Mr. Smyth, Apothecary, No. 15, Tavistock-street,
Covent garden. [London, 1799] 528
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WET NURSE. Wanted at a Village, a few miles from town, a healthy young
Woman, that will be willing to take a Child, in about three weeks from this
time; she must live reputably, and whose character will bear the strictest
enquiry; her husband must follow some handicraft business. For
further particulars apply to Mr. Watkins, at No. 8, Hanover-street, Longacre, who will refer to the principle. 529
Families seeking live-in wet nurses probably realized that their wet nurses would
be unmarried women and perhaps even preferred it that way. In other instances of
domestic service, unmarried servants were preferred. Married people’s family duties
were presumed to conflict with the daily work that servants might need to perform in
order to run a genteel household. 530 Approximately eight percent of female London
servants were married in the first half of the eighteenth century. Women tended to leave
service once they were married because they typically had homes and children to care
for. Married men were slightly more likely to remain in service. 531 Live-in wet nursing
became endlessly complicated when the nurse was married. The Bussel family hired a
married woman named Mary Johnson Barker in Fall 1746. Baker suckled the Bussel
baby dutifully for several weeks but it quickly became clear that Barker was in service
against her will. Her husband constantly harassed her, even going so far as to frame her
for theft. The Bussels discovered after a short time that Benjamin Barker had put their
infant out to nurse against his wife’s will, withheld the child’s whereabouts, and forced
Mrs. Barker into service. As a result of Barker’s framing of his wife, Mrs. Barker was
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brought before the Old Bailey in December 1746. The Bussels sent one of their servants
to the trial to testify to Barker’s treatment of his wife. 532
London masters discouraged or even forbade their servants from marrying.
Householders often viewed married servants with suspicion. They were more likely to be
distracted by marital duties, constantly asking for afternoons off, and looking for other
posts closer to their spouses, not to mention the fear that they would get pregnant
during a conjugal visit and pressure their master to pay for their lying-in or leave service
altogether without any notice. 533 By the 1830s, unmarried wet nurses were so typical
that married women struggled to secure a place when they sought one. After Elizabeth
Pearce’s husband impoverished their family and deserted her, she struggled to support
them by going into service. Initially, “she could not go into service, having two children,”
however at some point she was able to make arrangements for them, “when the children
were put to nurse, she went out as wet nurse, but could not stay, she advertised for a
situation but could not succeed, being married.” 534
Foundling Hospital petitions, on the one hand, illustrate a matter-of-fact attitude
toward bastard-bearing wet nurses. Within the petitions, householders exhibit
willingness to employ wet nurses who gave birth to illegitimate children. On the other
hand, in their readiness to conceal the unwed motherhood of their wet nurse, they also
acknowledge the high stakes of bastardy. They portray this discretion as something they
were willing to endure for the sake of the poor petitioner. Their motivations were not
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entirely altruistic; their reputations were also preserved when they concealed the
transgressions of their wet nurse. Furthermore, householders surmised that unmarried
mothers, especially poor ones, would not only agree to live in but also more easily
surrender their children. The employment parameters that householders established for
their wet nurses helped them to achieve sentimental motherhood but they were also
synchronized with poor relief efforts to dispossess poor women of their children.
With few exceptions, householders demanded that their wet nurse suckle only the
infant she was hired to nurse. In their classified advertisements looking for wet nurses,
parents demanded that their wet nurse have “no other Child to suckle,” 535 or that she be
a woman “who has buried her child.” 536 Wet nurses advertising their services described
their childlessness as one of their most desirable qualities. One declared that she was
“without the least incumbrance,” 537 and another that she was “free from every
incumbrance.” 538 One explained that she sought a wet nurse’s place due to “having no
Child of her own,” 539 while another explains she is a woman “whose child is dead.” 540
Some advertised their plans for their own infants should they secure a place:
WANTED. A WET NURSE's Place for A YOUNG Woman, of Twenty-two
Years of Age, with a good Breast of Milk; her Child is two Months old, and
she proposes to put it out; She can have a very good Character. Please
to inquire at Mr. Dunnant's, Lapidary in King-street, St. Ann's, Soho, by the
French Change. 541
Foundling Hospital petitions offer more compelling evidence that householders
required wet nurses to surrender their children. From the 1760s toward the close of the
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century, it became increasingly common for petitioners to assert the incompatibility of
domestic service with single motherhood. In the 1770s, petitioners most often
emphasized their need but they were beginning to assert that their child’s admission
would allow for them to go into service and earn an honest living. In 1772, 30 percent of
the extant petitions cited the need to work in service as their motivation for
surrendering their children. None of them mentioned specific arrangements in their
petitions. In 1781, 40 percent of petitioners cited going into service as the reason for
their appeal to charity and six percent of the petitions asserted that they had secured a
place that was contingent on the infant’s admission. By 1797, 66 percent of extant
petitions cite their need to go into domestic service as the reason why they sought to
surrender their child. Nineteen percent indicated that they had a specific arrangement,
the success of which was predicated on the hospital’s admission of the petitioner’s child.
Three of the petitioners who indicated they had a specific place were working as wet
nurses. 542
FOUNDLING HOSPITAL PETITIONS, STATED REASONS FOR APPEAL TO CHARITY
Year

Going Into
Service
Generally

Specific Place
contingent on
admission

Unknown
Motivation/Pla
ns

Total

1772

20 (29%)

0

49 ((71%)

69

1781

34 (34%)

6 (6%)

60 (60%)

100

1797

28 (48%)

11 (18%)

20 (34%)

59

Petitions from the year of 1797, Foundling Hospital Records, LMA. A minimum of three of the women
who submitted petitions this year were employed as wet nurses: Mary Whitcombe, Sophia Atkinson, and
Elizabeth Hendrick.
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Many wet nurses tried for a short time to pay for the nursing of their children
with their own wages. Wet nursing paid better than other forms of domestic service so
they were sometimes able to make do but only for a short while. Mary Whitcombe paid
3s6 per week for her child to be nursed while she was working as a wet nurse for Thomas
Blake in early 1797. Blake must have paid her a competitive wage if Whitcombe was able
to afford to pay for her child’s nursing. Once Blake’s child was ready to be weaned,
Whitcombe petitioned the Foundling Hospital to take her child in as she sought another
place as wet nurse. Whitcombe sought admission for her child because she knew she
knew that it was unlikely she would be able to work and pay for her child’s care at the
same time. She wrote, “if illness, or any accident were to render her unable to .... go out
to Service, both herself and child would be utterly destitute of Bread..” 543 Mary Briglen
paid her child’s nurse 5s per week. Her job in domestic service paid only slightly more
than the cost to nurse the child. 544 Elizabeth Royal procured a position as a wet nurse to
Justice Ford’s child that allowed her to pay for the nursing of her own child. Once Ford’s
child was weaned, she was no longer able to procure a place that paid enough to allow
her to pay for her child’s care. She petitioned the hospital saying only they had the power
to “make a destresed mother happy in knowing that her child will be well taken care
of.” 545 Women trusted the Foundling Hospital more than parish nursing.
One wet nurse, Mary Davis, surrendered her daughter to parish care during her
term of service. The parish, St. Clement Danes, placed her child with a nurse who had a
reputation for beating her nurslings. Mary petitioned to have the child moved to a
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different nurse, without success. When the parish finally did remover her daughter from
the nurse’s home, it was because she was gravely ill. Mary’s child died in the workhouse
from whooping cough with a black eye and broken collarbone. 546 Before her daughter’s
death, Davis had been so desperate to find a source of income that could support them
that she resorted to prostitution. When women engaged in sex commerce, they were able
to keep their children with them. One former prostitute described a scene when her
child witnessed her break down after an altercation with a rough john, “I was weeping
over my child, who, frighted at my agonies, was more clamorous in his grief, hung round
my neck, and screamed, he knew not why, only he perceived the men were the cause of
my affliction.” 547 Many prostitutes who had children were victims of seduction, rape, or
abandonment who struggled to provide for their illegitimate children after the fact.
Many women in this situation started by begging until they realized that begging was not
enough:
One time, when I was reduced to the last extremity, myself almost starved,
and my child in the same condition, and piercing my heart with his cries; as
the last effort, I dressed myself neatly, and went out to try if I should have
any better success, as a higher degree of begger…I returned home to my
famished child as soon as possible…. I confess my recompence was great, in
seeing the dear babe almost at the gates of death, revive as he eat, and the
smiles of joy by degrees take place of the anguish which the pains of hunger
had imprinted on his lovely face. 548
For women in these situations, their desire to care for their children had
provoked their entry into sex commerce and surrendering their children was their only
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option if they wanted to get out of the trade. One former prostitute recalled her
vacillation between a life of sex work that allowed her to keep her child and one where
she had surrendered her child to the parish. Neither option seemed acceptable, “As soon
as my shattered brain grew a little composed, anxiety for my child made me desirous to
preserve a life which seemed to promise me nothing but misery: But what I would not
have undergone, rather than leave that dear babe friendless and defenceless in a world
which now was very low in my estimation!” 549
Some working class mothers were able to arrange to keep their children with
them but only with financial assistance from poor relief or private charity. In 1774 Sarah
Flinder, the mother of an illegitimate child, secured a spot on the ballot for the
Foundling Hospital lottery. A woman named Mrs. Wright engaged her as a wet nurse
but before the lottery was held, Flinder was able to convince Mrs. Wright to allow her to
keep her own child with her. In a letter to the board members of the Foundling Hospital,
Sir Charles Whitworth explained that Mrs. Wright agreed only because Flinder’s milk
was copious and of excellent quality. But Mrs. Wright was also demanding
compensation of 2s6 per week to offset the cost of keeping the infant in the household.
Whitworth volunteered to pay half of the cost of keeping Flinder’s child and asked the
Foundling Hospital to pay the other half since it was less expensive than admitting the
child and paying for its nursing outright. 550 Whitworth was an MP, the Foundling
Hospital treasurer, and wealthy gentry with a country home in Kent. This case is
interesting because one would think that Sarah Flinder would not have had the
connections to secure this favor from Whitworth. The Wrights may have.

549
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Mr. Wright was a milliner who lived and worked at 13 Pall Mall. In 1784, he
owned this building and its annual rental value was £45 according to the Westminster
Rate Books. 551 In 1785, he insured £800 of property in a fire insurance policy. 552 The
Wrights were people of means and in the 1780s, named Milliners to Her Majesty. Still,
the Wrights were working people, engaged in a trade. They owned no land and do not
appear in the directory of gentry and Nobility in London and Westminster. 553 Middling
families like the Wrights may have had contacts with powerful politicians like
Whitworth. We cannot be sure who suggested this arrangement, but since Mrs. Wright
imposed conditions, it was most likely Sarah Flinder who pushed to keep her child with
her. Nonetheless, Mrs. Wright likely mobilized some social capital in order to get
reimbursed for her act of “charity.” Once again, the Wrights were certainly capable of
supporting Flinder’s child but were unwilling to do so without receiving compensation.
Whitworth’s willingness to contribute to the child’s maintenance is somewhat
suspicious. Cynics might accuse Whitworth of fathering Flinder’s child, but this is
unlikely. According to several references, Flinder’s child was fathered by a journeyman
gardener and widower in the countryside who was already struggling to support his own
children. Whitworth appeared to either be doing a favor for the Wrights or financing the
arrangement out of a sense of empathy for Flinder’s predicament.

“Peter Wright,” Westminster Ratebooks: Property Values of Westminster Electors, 1749-1818, 1st
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Most women had no hope of securing a place that allowed them to bring their
child along. Likewise, most householders regarded their ultimatums as the natural order
of things, offering no explanation for their unwillingness to support their wet nurse’s
bastard child. Some householders insisted that they could not afford to provide for their
wet nurse’s child. In 1775, the Foundling Hospital admitted the seven-week-old male
child of Jane Edwards. Edwards’s reference was her mistress, Mrs. Murran, a victualler
in Wapping whose interview with the hospital’s investigator was recorded on her
petition, “Mrs. Murran… says she still retains her in her place & out of Compassion has
assisted her in supporting her child hitherto but cannot continue her kindness much
longer having a small Family of her own…” 554 Jane Edwards’s child required a wet
nurse, which tells us that his mother had been breastfeeding him until he was
surrendered. The Murrans baptized a child in 1771 and 1773 but their names disappear
from the St. George in the East, Tower Hamlets parish records. It is possible that
Edwards’s place was that of wet nurse. 555 Two years after Edwards surrendered her
child, the Murrans insured £300 of property in Wapping from fire damage. They
increased the policy to cover £400 of property the next year. In the 1780s, Mrs. Murran,
then a widow victualler and slop seller in Wapping, appears in the Fire Insurance Policy.
She retained a policy on £300 of personal property. 556 The Murran family, though they
were merchants in a working-class neighborhood, appeared to be a family of means. It’s
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unlikely that supporting one infant would threaten their solvency but the Murrans might
have used the language of fiscal responsibility to move hospital authorities to action. As
part of the respectable classes, they would have valued upward mobility, respectability,
and careful frugality. Supporting their servant’s bastard child would have undoubtedly
threatened those objectives.
In some cases, householders agreed to reinstate their women servants after they
discharged them for the period of their pregnancies and lyings-in. Still, they were
unwilling to support their children. In February 1787, Jane Jones gave birth to an
illegitimate child. Her master, Mr. Frazer, agreed to reinstate her but only if she made
arrangements for her child. Jones wrote that “her only hope of obtaining this benefit is
that the Governors may have the goodness to admit her child a foundling." 557 William
and Honoria Frazer were wealthy gentry. 558 Their refusal to care for Jones’s child was
not a financial decision. Rather, it was a matter of convenience and propriety. The
presence of Jones’s bastard child in the home would have disrupted the illusions of
legitimacy for everyone involved. Jones would not have been able to feign marriage or
abandonment to legitimize the child since the household had known her before her
pregnancy. Moreover, the Frazers could not have successfully feigned ignorance of their
wet nurse’s past with the living, breathing evidence of her seduction living in their home.
For families like the Frazers, dispossessing their women servants of their illegitimate
children was a means of protecting the illusions of respectability that they had worked to
build.
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Maternal-infant separation did not always end in painful grief or permanent
estrangement. Esther Fury became pregnant with the child of her master, Richard Lane,
giving birth in London around 1748. After the child’s birth, Lane arranged for Fury to
serve as wet nurse to another family. It is unknown where their child went during this
time but he likely went to the Foundling Hospital or a parish almshouse. Once the child
was older, he returned to the household, cast as Lane’s “nephew.” Once Fury’s tenure as
wet nurse was over, she continued to live with Richard Lane for eight or nine years.
Their relationship no longer appeared to be romantic as she married twice during that
time, neither time was it to Lane. 559 Fury and Lane were likely involved in a consensual
relationship. The two lived most of their lives together, in the same home with their
illegitimate child in disguise. Though Fury’s story illustrates the broad range of possible
outcomes, it is an exception to the rule.
Laboring women who had given birth outside the bonds of marriage would have
been well aware of this state of affairs. Their bond with their children was challenged by
the demands of a labor rich economy that systematically undervalued the labor of
women. Illegitimacy strained this delicate balance. Infants consumed resources and
required boundless time and energy but offered little in return. Londoners used the
language of fiscal responsibility to coerce servants into surrendering their dependents to
the poor relief system. Some historians have argued that householders in London, being
aware of the services offered by the Foundling Hospital, were more likely to require their
wet nurses surrender their children than householders in places that had no foundling
hospital. This seems unlikely, since so many working women sent their children to
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tertiary nurses, even when they cost more than their own wages. The assertion can be
tested further by exploring the fate of unmarried wet nurses in Philadelphia. The small
amount of evidence we have suggests that householders in the Anglo-Atlantic world
established similar terms of service irrespective of the poor relief available to their
servants. Some Philadelphia householders asked that their nurses have no other child to
suckle:
A Wet Nurse Wanted. WANTED immediately, a young woman with a fresh
breast of milk-- one who has no child of her own would be preferred,
and good recommendation. Enquire at the office of the Gazette. July 31. 560
In January 1795, a Philadelphia householder placed an advertisement in the
Philadelphia Gazette looking for a wet nurse. The advertisement was short: “WANTED
IMMEDIATELY, A wet NURSE, Enquire at No. 99 south Front street. Jan. 19.” 561 Three
weeks later, the same householders placed another advertisement in the same paper but
the text had been revised: “A WET NURSE WANTED IMMEDIATELY. A person will not
have a child with her, and can produce a good character. -- Enquire at No. 99, south
Front street. Feb. 13.” 562 Perhaps the householder struggled to find a suitable candidate
who had no child with them or perhaps they hired a woman who brought her child with
her and had a negative experience quickly after she arrived. Either way, it’s clear that
sometimes householders in Philadelphia established similar employment parameters as
householders in London. Classified advertisements are otherwise unhelpful. Ninety-six
percent of Philadelphia ads did not specify what the arrangements for the nurse’s child
would be. Though this is not evidence that Philadelphia householders were willing to
Philadelphia Gazette, July 31, 1805.
Philadelphia Gazette, January 20, 1795.
562 Philadelphia Gazette, February 13, 1795.
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care for their servants’ children, it does suggest that in Philadelphia, these arrangements
may have been more negotiable.
At the same time, only four Philadelphia ads describe arrangements where the
wet nurse’s child would remain with her. This arrangement was probably as undesirable
and rare as it was in London but it may have been for different reasons. Of the ads that
did specify that the wet nurse be child-free, 70 percent of those were for outdoor
arrangements. So this suggests that instead of worrying that they may need to support
their wet nurse’s infant, Philadelphia householders were more concerned with their
child having to share milk with another infant. Most families believed that women
would not have enough breast milk to feed both babies sufficiently. Householders’
employment parameters may also be evidence of how important it was for their children
to not have to share milk with another child. This was a consideration that London
householders would have exercised as well but no householders, in either city, framed
their refusals in this way. It is possible that Londoners were more forthcoming about
their unwillingness to support their servants’ illegitimate children because, unlike in
Philadelphia, London had several poor relief agencies that had the resources to care for
surrendered children. The presence of such organizations might have inspired the belief
that poor surrendered children would have somewhere to go and made plain language
about child surrender more acceptable to the people who used it.
Racialized Policy and Child Surrender in Philadelphia
Just as in London, the Philadelphia wet nurse trade was an essential aspect of the
makeshift economies developed by poor, unmarried mothers. With no Foundling
Hospital to care for surrendered children, however, women were forced to abandon
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their babies elsewhere. In Spring 1768, Philadelphia lodger Alice Harper arranged for
Ann Flint to nurse her illegitimate son, Matthias Graff, while she took a week-long trip
to the countryside. Harper never returned. Ann Flint approached the Philadelphia
Almshouse Managers after seven weeks of waiting for the child’s mother to collect him.
During that time, Flint had learned that Alice Harper had been lodging in a room rented
from George Plum. The Philadelphia Almshouse Managers (after consulting the Mayor)
agreed to take the child into the almshouse, arrange for the sale of Harper’s belongings
which she had abandoned at Mr. Plum’s house, and then use the proceeds to pay Ann
Flint for nursing the abandoned child. The story then takes an even sadder turn. When
the managers went to inventory Harper’s goods, they found the remains of another
infant wrapped in linen cloth and hidden in a clothes press. 563
The coroner’s inquest could not determine the manner of the infant’s death
because there was little left but bones. The coroner, and the managers, suspected that
Alice Harper had given birth some years earlier to another child. The child either died
naturally or was killed by its suspected mother. Harper’s thoughts and feelings elude the
historical record, but as a single mother to two illegitimate children living in a rented
room, she would have struggled to support them and herself. Perhaps in an attempt to
give Matthias a better chance at life than her dead child, Harper arranged a scheme to
abandon him to an unsuspecting wet nurse in the city. The managers, true to their word,
sold Harper’s goods at auction and gave Flint the proceeds to reimburse her for nursing
Matthias for seven weeks. Harper convinced Flint that her care for the child would be
temporary but in reality she surrendered her child permanently to the unknowing wet
Meeting Minutes of the Overseers of the Poor, March 16, 1769, June 30, 1768, July 18, 1768,
Philadelphia Almshouse Records, PCA.
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nurse. 564 A similar situation occurred again one year later. Overseer of the Poor Isaac
Cathrall appealed to the mayor on behalf of an abandoned infant who had been left with
a poor woman to nurse. 565 Harper’s actions suggest that unwed motherhood in
Philadelphia was equally difficult as it was in London.
The perceived flexibility of masters and mistresses in Philadelphia with their
domestic servants could be the consequence of a comparatively complex legal landscape.
Philadelphia was home to greater numbers of freedmen and women, enslaved men and
women, servants under indentures, and redemptioners working to buy their families’
passage to America. These forms of labor were regulated in different ways and varying
degrees while London’s domestic service trade was more homogenous. As discussed in
the previous chapter, Elizabeth Drinker’s dealings with her pregnant servant Sally Brant
are often proffered as evidence of flexible domestic labor arrangements in colonial
Philadelphia. Brant was, however, under indentures that prevented her termination. In
fact, pregnancy under indenture triggered an extension of the indenture contract, not its
termination. 566 If one compares Drinker’s treatment of Brant to a typical domestic
servant who was not under indentures, the importance of regulated labor forms
becomes clear. The Drinkers hired Polly Moore as a maid in November 1781. It quickly
became obvious that Polly was pregnant and had been pregnant when she was hired. 567
The Drinkers allowed Polly to stay for some weeks until the advanced stages of
pregnancy interfered with her work. Once she neared the end of her pregnancy, they
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discharged her with relief. Elizabeth Drinker wrote: “she has been near a quarter year
here, and is now near lying in, I was glad to get rid of her.” 568 Since Polly had not
become pregnant under their roof and she had no indentures binding her to the
household for a specific amount of time, the Drinkers felt not obligation toward her.
The existence of a tertiary nurse trade further supports the assertion that
Philadelphia wet nurses were not able to bring their children along with them. One
women, named Jane Ridley, put herself out as wet nurse when her mariner husband
went out to sea. She sent her child to a tertiary nurse where the infant died of an
infection within weeks. 569 Though it became rare after the decline of out-relief, the
Overseers of the Poor sometimes paid for tertiary nurses so poor women could work or
convalesce from illness. Recall from the previous chapter that Philadelphia’s Overseers
of the Poor paid a woman named Mrs. Lynch 5s per week to nurse the child of Ann
Francis. Lynch nursed the Francis child for six weeks at which time the Overseers
transferred the infant to the Almshouse. 570 In January 1783, the Overseers discussed
what to do with a child who remained unclaimed by his mother. They decided to offer
his nurse, Judy Pettit, £5 to keep the child until he was “of age.” If she refused, they
intended to return the child to the almshouse. 571 The Overseers’ dealings with Francis
and the unnamed child nursed by Judy Pettit suggest that they often expected charitable
child care to be temporary. The Almshouse admissions records support the argument
that women were using the house as intermittent child care. The mother of Eleanor
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Moffit surrendered her to the almshouse on February 10 only to pick her up again on
February 15 and obtain another order for her admission on February 25. 572 The
prevalence of child abandonment and tertiary nursing in Philadelphia suggests that the
plight of unmarried mothers was just as harrowing there as it was in London.
On both sides of the Atlantic, bastard infants were visible evidence of a succession
of failures. First, and foremost, the failure of their mothers to exercise caution and
prudence in their dealings with the opposite sex. Second, the failure of their natural
fathers to support their illicit progeny. Third, the failures of the master and mistress of
the house where the liaison took place. They had mismanaged their servants and
allowed reckless behavior inside their homes. Lastly, they were a social failure, a
breakdown of the families of the working class and laboring poor in a rapidly
industrializing, urban pleasure culture. The concept of social failure helps to explain why
condemnation for bastardy was expressed in the language of population politics, why so
many actors were complicit in building illusions of legitimacy, and why bastard-bearers
were directed into wage-work rather than care work.
Poor relief organizations served London’s and Philadelphia’s poor but they also
served as a mechanism whereby middling and elite families could exert their social
agendas on the laboring poor. The maternal labors of poor women were devalued and
reverted from their own children to the families of others. Authorities used the language
of political economy to differentiate between the deserving and undeserving poor, to
villainize bastard-bearers, and to rehabilitate them by funneling them into wage labor.
The parish vestries, London Foundling Hospital Committee, and the Philadelphia
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Almshouse Trustees, and Manager board are examples of commercial networks which
were useful to upwardly mobile men in their quest for personal credit. In London,
householders conspired with poor relief organizations to get what they wanted and set
up labor negotiations that betrayed their devaluation of maternal bonds among the
lower classes. Householders targeted vulnerable mothers and employed illusions of
respectability so that they could benefit from poor mothers’ lack of choice while, at the
same time, avoid accusations of vulgarity in their domestic spaces.
Few, if any, records exist to show the same kind of systematic coercion of
unmarried mothers in Philadelphia that appears on the pages of Foundling Hospital
petitions. At the same time, the middling men who ran the Almshouse, sat on the Board
of Trustees, and oversaw the dispersal of relief to the city’s poor were often husbands
and parents themselves. Henry Drinker and Chamless Allen, for example, employed live
in wet nurses and served as Overseers of the Poor and Almshouse managers. 573 They
shelled out precious cash so that their children could be nursed in the home and their
family unit could stay together but oversaw the devaluation of poor women’s maternity
and policies that encouraged poor mothers to surrender their children to work for
wages. These systems intimately combined poor relief administration with placefinding. Taking advantage of the vulnerability of unwed mothers, this ad-hoc system
provided respectable families with the live-in wet nurses they preferred and gave their
children exclusive access to her milk. As wet nurses were increasingly drawn from the
workhouse, the maternity hospital, and the women who surrendered their children to
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the Foundling Hospital, respectable families sought ways to minimize the risk in
employing women with questionable pasts. The next chapter demonstrates how
respectable families conducted bodily inspections of prospective wet nurses in order to
gather knowledge about her health, her past, and her moral compass.
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CHAPTER 6: EXPOSURE AND INSPECTION: WET NURSE’S BODIES AS SITES OF
CONTESTED SEXUALITY, RACE-FORMATION, AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE
Mary Davis was an ordinary child in Herefordshire, England, born around 1770.
When she was still young, her father died suddenly. Months of uncertainty and
instability came to an end when her mother married a “very honest, industrious man of
the name of Hopkins.” Still, as hard as Mr. Hopkins tried, he was unable to support his
wife and family on his low wages. It was decided that Mary would travel to London and
go into service as a maid in the home of Hugo Meynel, “a celebrated fox-hunter,” and his
wife Ann in Charles-street, Berkeley-Square. 574 The footman there, a married man,
seduced and impregnated her. The Meynels terminated her employment. The footman
financed her lying-in. After giving birth, Davis sought a place as wet nurse; she sent her
own child to nurse in the countryside. After six months, her mistress’s child was weaned
and Davis was let go. Having nowhere to live, Davis went to Tottenham where her child
was at nurse and found lodging there. She quickly lost her milk, however. 575
Her landlady was initially helpful but over time grew resentful of Davis’s lack of
income. One day she threatened to throw Davis and her baby out in the cold asking her
how it was possible that Davis had no income since “girls with worse faces” than Davis
“often pinched up a great deal.” Desperate, Davis turned to prostitution to “preserve her
immediate existence by courting infamy.” Eventually, she was able to surrender her
daughter to the care of St. James parish and return to her mother’s house in the
countryside. She soon realized that she was again pregnant, “the sad effect of the
prostitution she had been so barbarously driven to!” Ashamed, Davis left her mother’s
Sylvanus Urban (Pseud.), Gentleman's Magazine: And Historical Chronicle. from January to June,
1814 (London: Nichols, Son, and Bentley, 1814), 676.
575 Petition of Mary Davis, December 1798, Foundling Hospital Collection, London Metropolitan Archives.
574
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house again and lived off the charity of others in London. During this time, she learned
that her daughter had been placed with an infamous parish nurse who was known to
beat her nurslings. She petitioned to have the child moved to a different nurse, without
success. Before long, her child died in the workhouse from a combination of whooping
cough with a black eye and broken collarbone. Davis gave birth to her second child and
quickly sought a place as a wet nurse. Determined to do better for her second child than
she had for her first, Davis sought for it to be admitted into the Foundling Hospital. 576
In many ways, Mary Davis’s story resembles those of many other mothers who
appear on these pages. She was a seduced London servant from the countryside who
served as a wet nurse in moments of desperation, and surrendered her children to poor
relief in order to get a place as a live-in wet nurse. Glaringly though, Davis’s story is
extreme. She prostituted herself out of desperation and her child was beaten to death by
a stereotypically cruel parish nurse. Her story was confirmed by a barrister who was
familiar with her struggles with St. James parish and vetted by Foundling Hospital
investigators. Her story should not be as surprising as it is. As Tim Hitchcock and Clare
Lyons have shown, prostitution was one of many ways the poor cobbled together a living
in eighteenth-century cities. 577
Though historians have shown sex commerce to be a strategy of the poor,
contemporaries perceived prostitution as the ultimate symbol of urban debauchery. 578
Petition of Mary Davis, December 1798, Foundling Hospital Collection, London Metropolitan Archives.
Tim Hitchcock, Down and Out in Eighteenth-Century London (London: Hambledon Continuum,
2007), 90-95; Lyons, Sex Among the Rabble, 101, 104, 312-352; Smith, The "Lower Sort,” 22-23; Robert
Brink Shoemaker, The London Mob: Violence and Disorder in Eighteenth-Century England (London:
Hambledon Continuum, 2007), 56.
578 Tony Henderson, Disorderly Women in Eighteenth-Century London Prostitution and Control in the
Metropolis, 1730-1830 (London: Routledge, 2013), 179; Laura J. Rosenthal, Infamous Commerce:
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Mary Davis was the worst possible candidate for wet nursing but, as previous chapters
demonstrate, she is representative of the women who make up the pool of women
working as live-in wet nurses in eighteenth-century cities. In spite of, or perhaps
because of, this material reality, eighteenth-century Anglo-Atlantic people were
preoccupied with bodily hygiene and comportment. Kathleen Brown demonstrates that
bodily hygiene became a marker not only of respectability, but also of sexual morality,
gender identity, class, and race. 579
This chapter describes the process of bodily inspection wet nurses underwent at
the point of hire and explores how householders used popular medical manuals to make
meaning of wet nurses’ bodies. As previous chapters show, householders were
increasingly hiring women they did not know, and not only that, they were inviting them
into their homes. Therefore, as an alternative to the social knowledge they had lost,
householders sought information elsewhere. With the help of medical manuals and
conduct literature, householders read wet nurses’ bodies for signs of their health,
character, and their past behavior. Families believed they could inspect their undressed
bodies and gather clues about their character or their behavior based on how their
bodies looked. Thus, as a result of anonymized employment streams, a family’s
impression of a prospective wet nurse’s character was increasingly influenced by an
inspection of her body and the clues therein.
Print Media and the Intimate Politics of Exposure

Scholars Publishing, 2017), 108; Laura Jean Rosenthal, Nightwalkers: Prostitute Narratives from the
Eighteenth Century (Peterborough: Broadview Press, 2008), 150.
579 Brown, Foul Bodies (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2011), 184-8.
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Several historians have discussed the scrutiny of working bodies in the eighteenth
century and the role of print culture in exposing poor bodies for all to see, or at least
read about. 580 Mary Fissell argues that Europe’s economic transformations were
“imagined and represented through women’s reproductive bodies” in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. She demonstrates how economic and reproductive labors
were intimately linked in popular culture, sharing imagery and meaning as capitalist
societies took their new shapes. 581 Print culture, however, triggered bodily scrutiny in a
less direct way. In a world where public notices, employment agencies, and classified
advertisements were becoming the primary way of connecting employers with
employees, it was impossible to identify these qualities, or the lack thereof, in a woman
they did not know. Householders, then, resorted to reading wet nurses’ bodies for clues
to their past behavior, and moral character. Published descriptions of criminal bodies,
working bodies, and bodies of color informed this scrutiny. The popular portrayals of
wet nurses in the satirical press also influenced the perceptions of householders who
sought a nurse for hire and the medical professionals who advised them.
The narrative that follows is a composite of recommendations by physicians and
authors of conduct literature and evidence from primary source documents which
describe the examination process. 582 Decoding the bodily inspection process for wet

580 Gwenda Morgan and Peter Rushton, "Visible Bodies: Power, Subordination and Identity in the
Eighteenth-Century Atlantic World," Journal of Social History 39 (2005): 39-64; M.S. Dawson, "First
Impressions: Newspaper Advertisements and Early Modern English Body Imaging, 1651-1750," Journal
of British Studies 50 (2011): 277-306.
581 Mary Fissell, “Remaking of the Maternal Body in England, 1680-1730,” Journal of the History of
Sexuality 26 (2017):114-139. See also Jacquelyn C. Miller, The Body Politic: Passions, Pestilence and
Political Culture in the Age of the American Revolution (PhD diss., Rutgers, 1995).
582 The following works are in agreement about how this interview and examination should proceed. The
following narrative of a wet nurse inspection is an amalgam of their instructions. Disagreements or
contradictions between others are cited throughout: Buchan, Domestic Medicine; M. Cooper, The Nurse’s
Guide (London: M. Cooper, in Pater-Noster, 1744); London Foundling Hospital, The Report of the
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nurses, with a special emphasis on the wet nurse’s point of view, is an important step
toward understanding the discursive roles of gender, hygiene, race, and sexuality which
shaped eighteenth-century lives. The inspection process is critical to exploring the ways
that wet nurses might have experienced their bodies at this time. As Morgan and
Rushton so eloquently put it:
The key is processes of inspection, which in many historical periods
including our own often involve relationships of unequal power. In the
past, as in the present, bodies were kept from view for a variety of social
and personal reasons... In many circumstances, however, people are
deprived of the right to keep their bodies private. 583
This was certainly the case in Philadelphia for enslaved Africans who were
presented at auctions on the docks. Indentured foreigners were also deprived of such
dignities as they were herded off ships and presented to brokers and householders out
servant-hunting. These instances of bodily inspection connected to unfree labor in the
American colonies are most obvious. White Americans and Britons experienced bodily
inspections but in different contexts: as prisoners, or visitors of prisoners, as prospective
apprentices, as servants at labor fairs or in the statute hall, as defendants in infanticide
or impotency trials, as seekers of charity, or medical patients. Indeed, these contexts are
qualitatively different from that of chattel slavery, but they all share the experience of
vulnerability. 584 They bore their naked bodies to others in positions of power who
General Committee (London: Printed by John Baskett, 1740); A Family Jewel, or the Women’s
Councellor (London, 1704); Armstrong, An Account of the Diseases Most Incident to Children; Bryan
Cornwell, The Domestic Physician or Guardian of Health (London: Printed for the Author, 1787);
Thomas Dawkes, The Nurse's Guide (London: printed, and sold by M. Cooper, 1744); A. Hume, Every
Woman Her Own Physician, or, the Lady's Medical Assistant (London: Printed for Richardson and
Urquhart, 1776). Note: A Family Jewel is a combination of the anonymously compiled Aristotle’s
Masterpiece and Erra Pater but the 1704 edition contains a preface signed by physician William Salmon.
583 Morgan and Rushton, "Visible Bodies,” 40.
584 See David W. Galenson, White Servitude in Colonial America: An Economic Analysis (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1994); Elizabeth T. Hurren, Dissecting the Criminal Corpse Staging Post-
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evaluated them for their beauty, utility, hygiene, morality, identifying marks, and
defects.
Even though eighteenth-century people had been performing and enduring
bodily inspections for centuries, this had not been the case for wet nurses. In centuries
past, wet nurse’s bodies had been comparatively unimportant. Many families sent their
children to a nurse without ever having met her. Parents chose wet nurses based on
mutual acquaintances, commercial or social ties, and assurances of her good reputation
from all who knew her. The urban wet nurse trade functioned differently, and this
shaped the hiring process in important ways for wet nurses. There were several factors
that householders took into account when evaluating women for employment as a wet
nurse. Their impression of a prospective wet nurse’s character was increasingly
influenced by an inspection of her body. Householders were told to demand sobriety,
honesty, discretion, conscientiousness, patience, good humor, and friendliness in a wet
nurse. They were urged to avoid women who were unchaste, gossipy, anxious, flighty,
passionate, or melancholy. They were told to avoid unmarried women, women who
suffered from chronic want, or women married to abusive husbands. 585 These details
about a woman’s personality, lifestyle, and family situation were easy to uncover
through social networks when prospective nurses were introduced to householders by
mutual acquaintances; this model no longer worked for everyone. 586

Execution Punishment in Early Modern England (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016); Kevin Siena,
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Most wet nurses did not come to the city already planning on being a wet nurse.
They usually migrated to the city in search of a domestic service position. Somewhere
along the way, they became pregnant out of wedlock and were often abandoned by their
lovers. As demonstrated in Chapters Four and Five, their infants sometimes passed
away but just as often, wet nurses surrendered their children to poor relief agencies with
plans to leverage their primary asset, their breastmilk. These women were often new to
the city, had precarious lodging arrangements, and knew few people who could help. At
the same time, they needed to find a family who had an infant in need of breast milk
who could afford the wages, room, and board of a live-in wet nurse. Anonymized
employment strategies gave these women options. Their use of classified advertisements
was explored in Chapter Two. Wet nurses also regularly used intelligence offices,
register offices, and statute halls. This alternative strategy attracted workers who
otherwise struggled to find places.
Some of the problems with employment agencies, their lack of vetting for
example, offered wet nurses some important advantages. Many of the women eligible
for these positions were problematic candidates. Using dishonest means, employment
agencies could theoretically rehabilitate these women into “suitable” servants. They had
the resources to fabricate good references for them. These references could feign
familiarity with a wet nurse to convince her prospective employer she was a respectable
married woman with an absent husband. Wet nurses actually did this. 587 The records of
the London Foundling Hospital illustrate this practice and regard it as common. Women
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surrendering their children to the Foundling Hospital in London were required to draft
petitions where they reveal stories designed to cultivate sympathy toward their
situation. Some petitions were refuted by references. As demonstrated in Chapter Five,
there were even more references who admitted their complicity in hiding the woman’s
past transgressions so she could obtain employment elsewhere. 588 This was a common
occurrence.
The eighteenth-century public were aware of this part of the trade. Physician
George Armstrong lamented in 1783: “a good wet nurse is not always to be had,
especially in or near great cities… the worst of them will fall upon means of procuring a
good character.” 589 As Chapter Five demonstrated, householders were familiar with the
practice of concealment that often attended a transgressive woman’s re-entry into polite
society. Character references were still standard practice but, perhaps because they
themselves had given adulterated ones, many believed they could not trust them. Of
course, fibbing on behalf of a deserving woman who they knew quite well seemed like
the right thing to do. Hiring a wet nurse, on the other hand, with no mutual
acquaintances, an invented backstory, and falsified references was a risk that they
sought to mitigate.
This anxiety was aggravated by the dictates of live-in nursing and the increasingly
problematic pool of women who were available to fill these places. Families were
particularly nervous about the possibility of being deceived by their child’s wet nurse
because this woman was being hired to breastfeed their child. If she had worked as a

Tanya Evans calculated that 152 rejected petitions survive. About 7 percent of the Foundling Hospital
petitions were rejected because the petitioner lied about her circumstances and 12 percent were rejected
because the child’s father was pursued and compelled to pay for the child’s upkeep. See Evans,
‘Unfortunate Objects’, 102-5.
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prostitute or been married to a man who frequented bawdy houses, she could have
venereal disease. She could be immoral, an alcoholic, or unaccustomed to caring for
children. Even worse, she could be mentally ill. As one physician and opponent to the
wet nurse trade wrote: “When wet nurses go mad, the tiny bodies of innocent infants
pay for it.” 590 Householders continually struggled with the possibility that their wet
nurse’s character, her behavior, or her body might somehow debase their infant’s body
or damage their reputations.
Householders seeking wet nurses through classifieds often placed a buffer
between themselves and applicants. Personal networks and employment agencies
served this purpose otherwise, an initial assessment of the person’s appearance, speech,
and behavior. Householders often sent prospective wet nurses to a third party who
might screen out unacceptable candidates and provide acceptable applicants with
further instructions. Through these channels, householders were able to learn basic
information about their applicant and wet nurses were able to learn basic information
about their prospective employer. This essential information would have included the
nurse’s living situation, marital status, and whether she sought a live-in position or a
long-distance arrangement. Sometimes these items were unknown at the time the
parties met and so would be discussed in preliminary conversation. Householders would
have wanted to confirm that a prospective wet nurse was a married woman or a recent
widow. They sought to quickly identify women married to philanderers, abusers or
drunkards. Such women would have been prone to ill health due to injury or venereal
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disease. 591 Abusive or unstable husbands were also known to create disturbances in the
families who employed their wives.
Widowed or abandoned wives made live-in wet nurse arrangements simpler for
householders but as previous chapters have shown, such women were in short supply.
Moreover, householders knew it. This reality provoked concern that city women were
prone to vice. They read daily about rakes, harlots, and an urban pleasure culture
debauched by alcohol, sex, and gambling. 592 The growth of urban society, the growing
field of statistical study, and a new ideology of collective health prompted studies of
population hygiene which only escalated after the publication of Thomas Malthus’s An
Essay on the Principle of Population in 1798. 593 Medical scientists began theorizing
about hereditary vulnerabilities to illness and argued over the nature of race. These
theories were used to construct public interventions aimed at improving population
hygiene such as maternal nursing campaigns, compulsory inoculation, and public
sanitation. Still, the notion that cities were filthy dens of vice persisted. Householders
consequently sought women from the countryside when they could. Classified
advertisements often emphasized the desirability of country origins:
WANTED, As a CHILD's NURSE, A WOMAN with a good breast of milk,
and who can bring a good character; One from the country will be preferred.
Enquire of the Printer. 594
WANTS A PLACE, AS WET NURSE, a healthy young Woman, from the
Country, 25 years of age, with a respectful character, of a clean disposition,
and has a good breast of milk. Apply for A. L. at No. 78, High-street, Maryle-bone. 595
David Spence, A System of Midwifery, Theoretical and Practical (Edinburgh: Printed for William
Creech, 1784), 397. Spence urges householders to investigate a wet nurse’s husband’s because if he is well
behaved, she is less likely to have venereal disease.
592 Henderson, Disorderly Women in Eighteenth-Century London, 177-9.
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Householders worried that the vices of a lactating woman might be transmitted
to her nursling as it ingested her milk. This notion was more than an old wives’ tale. It
factored into debates concerning human generation and heredity and had deep roots in
the theory of maternal impressions. There were many learned and popular proponents
of maternal impression but the theory was highly contested. 596 Breast milk was believed
to be a purified incarnation of the same womb blood which had nourished the growing
fetus. Logic dictated that if fetuses could be influenced by disturbances in the womb
blood, then they could be altered by breastmilk which, like womb blood, carried residues
of the choices, experiences, and characteristics of the woman who produced it. 597 This
theory of transmission by breast milk was slowly dismantled by physicians over the
course of the eighteenth century but belief in the transmissive powers of breastmilk
persisted far beyond 1800 and in some cases, still exist today.
The age of a wet nurse’s milk was also important. Medical professionals
suggested that wet nurses whose milk was three months old were the ideal candidates.
Some physicians argued that once a woman’s milk was six months old, it became “rich
perhaps to a degree of rancidity” and was suited only for the stomachs of older
children. 598 Most householders followed this recommendation or, as an alternative,
tried to match up the age of their nurse’s milk with the age of her prospective nursling.
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Classified advertisements demonstrate that wet nurses were familiar with this notion.
Several proclaimed the youth of their milk. One declared that she had “a sweet
temperament with a fine breast of milk three months old,” 599 another that she had “a
good breast of milk, seven weeks old,” 600 or another with a “Breast of Milk , about a
Month old.” 601 Economic circumstances often determined a woman’s choice to become a
wet nurse but one wonders if the preference for young milk encouraged wet nurses to
wean or put out their children at younger ages than they might have otherwise.
Householders would have asked if this milk was the milk of the nurse’s first child
or any subsequent children. Some physicians instructed householders to seek women
who had several children. It assured prospective employers that their wet nurse knew
how to care for children and had breastfed before. Physician David Spence also
encouraged parents to ask prospects if they had begun menstruating while they suckled
previous children. A woman who had suckled before allowed parents some insight into
the dilemmas they might incur during their nurse’s employ. A woman with more than
one child might also convince householders that their candidate was experienced in the
care of children. This was particularly important because of wet nurses’ reputation for
being ignorant of Enlightened child rearing practices. For example, weaning brash was a
deadly disease attributed to the abrupt weaning of infants from the breast. The cause
and symptoms of this ailment were hotly debated at the time because it usually
coincided with the appearance of milk teeth (teething was also considered to be deadly
for many infants). 602
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Medical experts advised parents to hire wet nurses and nursemaids who were
familiar with common childhood diseases so they could avoid dangerous practices, alert
parents early on or administer treatments if necessary. Parents also reasoned that
experienced parents were less likely to layover and suffocate their charges or swaddle
them so tightly that their limbs were damaged. 603 (Here we see the influence of satirized
portrayals of wet nurses in the hiring process.) Most householders had few options here
so these preferences for marital status, milk age, and experience with children were not
hard and fast rules. If parents wanted their nurse to live-in, it was unlikely that she
could do so if she was a married woman or if she had young children to care for.
If a prospective wet nurse met, or skirted, the criteria above, she would have been
asked to answer a series of questions about her health history. The interviewer would
have asked them about the recent birth of their infant. Householders wanted to avoid
women who sustained birth injuries. They would have likely asked the candidate if she
gave birth to a male or female infant. The mothers of male children were preferred as
wet nurses over mothers of females. 604 It is unclear why this is the case. Medical
treatises and personal correspondence are ambiguous on this point but it likely was
related to the idea that boy infants were lustier and required more milk, so a nurse
whose child was a boy was likely to have a more robust milk supply. These questions
may have been particularly painful for the nurse to endure. Many of them witnessed the
death of their infants or were forced to surrender their children to the care of poor relief
authorities. Others sent their infants to tertiary nurses who took several children at once
and therefore charged lower rates. The high mortality rates among these infants was a
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motivating factor in the establishment of the London Foundling Hospital in the 1740s.
Regardless of where their infants were, it might have been difficult for them to speak
with someone about their birth experiences.
Householders were also likely to ask about the candidate’s sleeping habits and
whether she functioned well on little sleep or slept lightly or heavily. Wet nurses
sometimes “overlaid” their charges, that is, accidentally suffocated them in their sleep.
The 1730s saw the beginnings of a campaign to prevent overlaying deaths of infants.
Indeed, these accidents happened to parents caring for their own infants as well. 605
Physicians urged parents to use a cradle rather than sleep with infants. Since wet nurses
were often construed to being ignorant of the latest parenting recommendations, they
were unfairly accused of being particularly prone to overlaying. Many parents whose
children were wet nursed had a policy of gifting their wet nurse with a cradle for the
baby to sleep in. The increased visibility of the overlaying problem amplified parents’
anxiety over putting their children out to nurse. William Buchan stressed, “every woman
who nurses for hire ought to be carefully looked after, otherwise she will not do her duty.
For this reason, parents ought always to have their children nursed under their own
eye.” 606 Live-in wet nursing allowed for parents to closely surveil the childcare practices,
especially sleeping arrangements, of their child’s nurse. Given the publicity surrounding
overlaying, women who admitted to being heavy sleepers or having sleep disturbances
were understandably not preferred. 607
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Families also tried to avoid women who were vulnerable to the contagious
illnesses that were plaguing their cities. Londoners’ focus was on smallpox while
Philadelphians were preoccupied with smallpox, measles, and yellow fever. The
Foundling Hospital in London, for example, required that all of its wet nurses had
already contracted smallpox as a child so they could be sure she had some level of
immunity. 608 For wet nurses seeking places during times of heightened smallpox
anxiety, visible smallpox scars (typically a burden for women) would have been an asset
rather than a liability. Professional wet nurses were aware that they were vulnerable to
infectious diseases passed on by their charges. Many medical professionals believed that
wet nurses were more prone to illness than other women. Some physicians cited the
mechanic of breastfeeding as particularly hazardous to a woman’s health; constant use
of the breasts and friction against the nipple were thought to result in nicks and
contusions that weakened the nurse’s constitution and created inlets for harmful
diseases to enter and attack her system. 609 This theory was supported by widelypublicized anecdotes written by physicians. For example, Henry Clutterbuck wrote of a
woman who had excessive breast milk and so wet nursed a second child with her own.
This same woman gave birth to a “diseased” infant that Clutterbuck treated in 1779. This
infant was wet nursed for nine weeks before it died. Shortly after its death, the infant’s
wet nurse contracted the infant’s disease and then herself died. 610
608 London Foundling Hospital, A Sketch of the General Plan for Executing the General Purposes of The
Royal Charter (London: Printed by John Baskett, Printer to the King's most Excellent Majesty, 1740), 910.
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There is some evidence that wet nurses could demand hazard pay in situations
when the child’s health was unsure. The family of Philadelphian William Sterling sought
refuge in the Almshouse in September 1767 when they all came down with smallpox
during his trip abroad. The Sterling family was cared for in the infirmary except for the
youngest, a child who was still suckling. This child was sent out to an almshouse wet
nurse at the rate of 6s per week. The wet nurse agreed to take the child for this rate but
stipulated that if it came down with smallpox like the rest of its family, she would charge
7s6 per week to make up for the risk to her health. 611 Epidemic disease thus allowed
some wet nurses an opportunity to leverage their assets.
Sick nursing provided similar opportunities but for social capital rather than
money. 612 Lactating women occasionally provided breast milk to acutely and chronically
ill people. For example, Philadelphian Margaret Hill Morris wrote of the healing
properties of breast milk:
The beginning of May 1757, I was taken very ill with a nervous fever, and
languished under it for a year. All medicines proved ineffectual to remove
my complaint, and the Lord was pleased to put it in my dear sister Moore’s
heart to propose the use of breast milk… without the use of one medicine, it
restored me to so good a state of health as to prevent my keeping my room
constantly. 613
Though it may not have been the most obvious remedy to eighteenth-century
people, breast milk had long been a folk remedy in early modern Europe and medical
experts prescribed breast milk for several ailments. Robert Boyle recommended drops of
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fresh breast milk directly from the nipple into the ear to improve sudden deafness. 614
Several physicians prescribed powdered medicines to be added to breast milk before
they were ingested. For example, George Cheyne recommended the use of “testaceous
powders” dissolved in breast milk to treat convulsive disorders. 615 English medical
writer Sir Edward Barry recommended a milk diet to treat patients with consumption.
He asserted that breast milk was by far the best milk for this purpose but he
acknowledged that cow’s milk with honey or asses milk may suffice. 616 His advice was
repeated in popular manuals which advised readers on how to maintain good health into
old age. 617 Reverence for breast milk as a product did not translate into reverence for the
nurses themselves; it may have even made suckling women more vulnerable. Wet
nurses were able to extract favors in compensation for their donations, yet the medicinal
use of breast milk also contributed to a discourse which deprived wet nurses of bodily
autonomy and framed them as instruments for use by the British medical
establishment. This line of thought made wet nurses vulnerable to medical
experimentation in the nineteenth century. 618
In other contexts, wet nurses’ bodies were regarded less as dispensaries of
healing nectar and more as vectors of infectious disease. Physicians’ most immediate
concern was venereal disease. Handbooks and treatises that addressed venereal disease
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regarded wet nursing as one of two ways that venereal disease could be transmitted to
children. 619 Physicians specializing in infancy, women’s health and midwifery were
careful to warn parents of the dangers of employing a venereal wet nurse. They offered
several anecdotes describing venereal wet nurses who concealed their conditions. John
Marten declared, “they too well known before-hand with Distempers they have upon
them [but] for the lucre of a little Money, run the hazard of the Childrens Lives.” 620 They
recommended that parents scrutinize not only the appearance of their wet nurse’s skin
but also her character and past behavior to the extent that was possible. 621 This advice
was, in some ways, wise. Several venereal wet nurses appear on the pages of the
Philadelphia Almshouse records. 622 Several women petitioners to the Foundling
Hospital engaged in sex commerce, labor that put them at risk for contracting venereal
disease, in addition to wet nursing. 623 Some physicians argued that wet nurses were not
always at fault. The Scottish physician and collector of anatomical specimens, John
Hunter, attended a venereal infant who infected three wet nurses successively before its
parents realized the child had congenital syphilis. 624
Infectious disease was of primary concern in both cities but physicians and the
general public were also interested in hereditary disease. Hereditary medicine was not

The other was as a consequence of its father’s visitations to brothels. A careless husband could transmit
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new. Thirty monographs on hereditary disease were written between 1594 and 1748. The
field of heredity science, however, experienced a surge in the second half of the
eighteenth century in response to growing criticisms of hereditary elites. Royalty and
the aristocracy were suspected of having weak bodies and minds due to centuries of
inbreeding. 625 By the nineteenth century, our understanding of hereditary disease was
expanded considerably. In the eighteenth century, few diseases were considered to be
hereditary and included several ailments that fall outside of current criteria for
congenital illness.
Prospective wet nurses could expect to be asked if they or their parents suffered
from any hereditary disorders like scurvy, sciatica, or congenital syphilis. She would
most certainly have been asked if she had a history of epileptic fits or hysterical
complaints. Nervous disorders were regarded as hereditary only after 1780 but both of
these conditions were considered to be particularly injurious to the quality of a nurse’s
milk, hereditary or not. 626 Householders’ concern for hereditary disease stemmed from
their belief in the transformative powers of breast milk. Competing ideas about the
active agent in human conception gave women’s wombs and men’s semen varying
degrees of potency in shaping a child. Physicians in the classical tradition had believed
that semen held formative powers over the inert matter in a woman’s womb, thereby
granting fathers with genetic dominance over their children. But in the early modern
period this was hotly debated. Women might have their own “seed,” or they might be
able to form their children as they gestated in her womb, resulting in monstrous births.
625 Staffan Müller-Wille and Hans-Jörg Rheinberge, A Cultural History of Heredity (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 2014), 56-7.
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In the seventeenth century, anxiety mounted over the possibility that women could,
through the mechanics of their womb, determine the genetic destiny of the English
monarchy. 627
These schools of thought were based on the writings of classical physician Galen
and yielded the earliest work in hereditary medicine. Galen asserted that breast milk
was the concentrated blood of the womb while semen was the concentrated blood of the
man’s body. This theory was generally accepted by physicians at this time. Surgeon
Nicholas Culpepper wrote, “The blood that nourished the child in the womb is turned
into milk to nourish him after he is born…” 628 Just as a woman’s womb shaped (or
misshaped) her child, a woman’s breast milk, or womb-blood-turned-milk, was
endowed with the power to transmit hereditary diseases and defects. 629 Mary Toft, for
example, was believed to have given birth to rabbit parts after obsessing over the
sighting of a rabbit while gestating. This widely publicized ordeal renewed debates over
the mechanics of maternal impression. The conflation of maternal impression with
hereditary illness translated easily into literature. 630 Irish novelist Laurence Sterne
wrote that his protagonist, Tristam Shandy, was disadvantaged at birth because his
father was distracted during intercourse. This imperfect intercourse scattered his animal
spirit and left him prone to depression and lethargy. 631 As eighteenth-century experts
pondered the formative agency of the womb, heredity became conflated with older
Jamie Gianoutsos (Mount St. Mary’s University), “The Tyrannical Womb: Hereditary Monarchy and
the Maternal Imagination in Seventeenth-Century England,” presentation at Mid-Atlantic Conference on
British Studies, April 6, 2017, Baltimore, MD.
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conceptions of maternal impression. 632 This had fascinating consequences for wet
nurses in the eighteenth century. It inspired the perception of interracial nursing as a
form of miscegenation. As studies of heredity amplified anxieties over the potency of
breast milk they, in turn, amplified scrutiny of wet nurses’ bodies and behaviors. 633
Also of primary concern was what the wet nurse was ingesting. Physicians such as
Theophile de Bordeau and Albrecht von Holler achieved significant advancement in the
field of endocrinology in this period. Several of their findings were interpreted and
repeated by physicians in English-language medical manuals. 634 There was some
understanding about the metabolic processes which produced breast milk; most people
understood that nutrients and medicine ingested by the wet nurse could be excreted in
her milk. Wet nurses in consideration for a position would likely have been asked if they
took prescribed or recreational substances. This question would have been a hard one to
answer for some women. In one sense, they would want to assure their prospective
employer that they attended to their health and that they sought the advice from trained
practitioners. On the other hand, they would have known that wet nurses were often
suspected of dosing their charges or hiding their dependence on intoxicants and
pharmaceuticals. Wet nurses may not have wanted to admit to the use of intoxicants,
though many of them were used medicinally into the twentieth century. In his essay on
the care of infants, apothecary James Nelson wrote of ignorant parents and wet nurses
dosing children with gin, “There is a practice among the vulgar still more shocking …

632 Hans-Jorg Reinberger and Staffan Muller-Wille, “Heredity Before Genetics,” in Heredity Explored:
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that of giving drams to the children themselves, even while infants; they … pour the
deadly poison down the poor babe's throat even before it can speak.” 635 They also may
have avoided mention of any infirmity that they suffered from or suffered from in the
past. 636 This was a fine line to walk. Wet nurses were expected to be healthy,
knowledgeable, and proactive about healthcare but families were suspicious of nurses
who admitted to taking intoxicants or medicines.
Prospective wet nurses faced increasingly invasive questions about their bodily
functions as their interview progressed. The functioning of a wet nurse’s bowels was of
particular importance to their prospective employers. They would have certainly asked
how her bowels generally moved and what her bathroom habits tended to be. Wet
nurses with “costive” or slow bowels were preferred to women who were prone to
diarrhea. 637 The preference was a practical one, based on contemporaneous research of
human nutrition. Medical professionals reasoned that women with diarrhea absorbed
fewer nutrients from their food, so their milk was consequently less nutritious. Frank
discussion of bowel movements may have been unpleasant but at least it was relatively
free from moral judgements. Other bodily functions were complicated by questions of
libido and moral rectitude. 638
Householders were keen to know if they were currently menstruating. If one
admitted to having her monthly courses or if she appeared to be using rags in her
undergarments, she would have been excluded as a candidate. This advice was among
the most emphatic and persistent advice offered to families hiring wet nurses.
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Menstruation purportedly corrupted the quality and reduced the quantity of a nurse’s
milk. This belief resulted from the belief that womb blood and breastmilk were one in
the same. If womb blood was being diverted to the womb and expelled as menstrual
blood, then the quality and quantity of a woman’s breast milk would suffer. But there
was also a sexual component to this anxiety. The female libido had long been associated
with the process of menstruation. Women experiencing puberty (menarche) as well as
menopause (amenorrhea) were regarded as having unusually high libidos. Women with
regular periods were not only considered to be fertile, but also more likely to desire sex.
It was menstruating women’s increased likelihood of transgression which cemented the
association between menstruation and pollution well into the nineteenth century. 639
Menstruating wet nurses were even more dangerous because they were more likely to
conceive a child. Pregnancy in a wet nurse was immediate grounds for dismissal. The
only thing scarier to a physician than a menstruating wet nurse was a pregnant one.
Some professionals even suggested abrupt weaning if a charge’s wet nurse began
menstruating or fell pregnant. Given the risks associated with abrupt weaning, the
anxieties over menstruating wet nurses must have been acute. Medical professionals
were emphatic in their assertions that under no circumstances should a pregnant
woman be engaged to nurse a child. Indeed, as discussed in Chapter Three, a common
reason why women engaged a wet nurse was because she had become pregnant again
before her infant had weaned. These concerns served as the basis for long-term
surveillance of wet nurses who lived in.
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A verbal interview was almost always followed by a physical examination of the
nurse’s body. Some parts of this physical examination bear striking resemblance to the
inspection of the bodies of bondsmen in slave societies. This similarity would not have
gone unnoticed in eighteenth-century Philadelphia. Intense physical examination of
working bodies was something that Philadelphians would have been familiar with.
Philadelphians were intimately familiar with the exploitation of working bodies because
of the city’s reliance on race-based enslavement and other forms of bonded labor. They
may have witnessed the inspection of enslaved black bodies by prospective masters at
public auctions at the docks. 640 They would have read countless advertisements
describing the behaviors, faces, and bodies of runaway slaves and redemptioners in their
daily papers. Philadelphians also would have witnessed the (decidedly more dignified)
inspections of indentured servants disembarking boats from England, Holland and
Germany. 641 There were, of course, unequal power dynamics which shaped these
interactions. The bodies of hereditary elites were subject to scrutiny but only when
outspoken middling factions wished to portray them as undeserving of respect and
power. The faces, skin, mannerism, and bodies of respectable families were not suitable
fodder for print; this is further evidence that the respectable classes commanded the
print industry. There were many opportunities for Philadelphia newspapers to describe
the appearances of white respectable bodies: missing persons, obituaries, special
features, and more. The bodies of the respectable classes, however, were spared the
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violence of public description. As historians have demonstrated in other contexts, the
processes of inspection and public description had the effect of metaphorically stripping
or exposing the bodies of unfree laborers, the poor, and the criminal.
Londoners were also familiar with the idea that some bodies were fair game for
scrutiny. This is often overlooked as the institution of slavery is perceived to be outside
of their daily experience. This is simply untrue. The Runaway Slaves in Britain project
has collected hundreds of advertisements printed in English newspapers which describe
in detail the bodies of enslaved people for sale or enslaved people who had run away. 642
London newspapers had a long history of printing lurid descriptions of the faces and
bodies of criminals and convicts. Granted, these types of advertisements were less
common in England than they were in the American colonies and the American
Republic, but their presence reminds us that Londoners were not unfamiliar with the
treatment of unfree bodies. Londoners also had decades of experience with intelligence
offices, where domestics and day laborers crowded in a small room each day, lined up
for inspection by prospective employers. London’s first intelligence office opened in
1637 while Philadelphia had no such agency until the 1750s. 643 There is little evidence
about what workers’ experiences were like in these early iterations of employment
agencies, but in 1800 Thomas Rowlandson painted a scene called “Register Office for
the Hiring of Servants” where unemployed servants are being surveyed and scrutinized
by householders in search of labor. The male employers are universally bespectacled as
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Thomas Rowlandson, Register Office for the Hiring of Servants, c. 1800 (Courtesy of
Wikimedia Commons, public domain)

they squint to inspect the faces and bodies of the workers for hire. A grotesque but
obviously wealthy lady surveys a male servant appreciatively. She has just tucked her
umbrella on one arm so that she has a hand free to touch his body. The servant’s face is
exasperated as if he dreads this moment.

Londoners in the eighteenth century were overwhelmingly migrants from the
surrounding countryside. Many of them would have been familiar with the mop fairs
which rural people relied on to match laborers with farmers in need of help. This
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process of bodily inspection would likely have occurred there as well. 644 And lastly,
those who were literate in both cities were likely to have read conduct literature and
medical manuals which described what to look for in the bodies and behaviors of slaves
for sale, servants for hire, and apprentices for indenture. One author suggests that
physiognomy is more important in the assessment of a servant’s suitability than most
householders realized, “Yes, yes, the face is taken more into account in hiring a servant
than perhaps is commonly supposed.” 645 Key to the nature of these interactions is the
fact that a wet nurse, like any servant, was on unequal footing with the people who
interviewed and inspected her. She had few resources and was likely to be desperate for
employment in a labor-rich economy. Her future lay in their hands, and in some
respects, on their perception of her face, body, behavior and character. Her prospective
employers were likely in dire need of breastmilk but they were also likely to have
several, if not dozens of women enquiring about an open place. Most householders were
able to find some sort of temporary solution for suckling their children in need; the lives
of their infants rarely hung in the balance as they sought permanent arrangements.
Most parents could afford to pass on one or more wet nurses who did not meet their
standards.
Some aspects of the nurse’s body would have been immediately apparent and
noted at the beginning of the interview. Householders’ first impression of her person
would have included assessments of her neatness and cleanliness of dress and hair, the
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agreeability of her face, and the shape of her body. Most parents sought a wet nurse with
a “pleasant” or “regular” face since their child would spent much of its early life looking
at this face. 646 Medical professionals insisted that if a wet nurse had a defect or very
prominent feature of her face, the child would develop a squint as he gazed at her face
for the better part of each day. The face was also a place where birth defects might be
immediately visible. Cleft lips, then called hare lips, were thought to result from a
woman crossing paths with a hare during gestation. 647 Most ordinary people were
unsure if a cleft lip could be passed down to offspring or to nurslings.
Householders believed that external cleanliness of a nurse’s face, body, hands,
and clothes were signs of not only her personal hygiene but of her moral character as
well. Landed elites were depicted in satirical print as filthy, grotesque, unwholesome
and plagued by nervous diseases and gout. These were both diseases which were
thought be “the consequence of debauchery.” 648 Visible symptoms of gouty joints or
weak nerves: emaciation, weak eyesight, rapid heartbeat, a skittish deportment or
swollen joints, taut skin, obesity, could be easily read as evidence of a lifestyle full of
drinking, gambling, and sexual promiscuity. This process of reading behavior onto
bodies was similar when the object was a poor woman though the symptoms of poverty
were different. First, the person carrying out the inspection might have smelled her
breath and inspected the state of her teeth. Physicians argued that foul-smelling air was
infectious by nature. So a wet nurse with foul-smelling breath might easily pass disease
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into the child’s lungs by exhaling near him. Next, the nurse would have been asked to
disrobe to some extent, probably down to her shift with her breasts exposed. The
disrobing process would have included an assessment of the cleanliness of her apparel.
Examiners were sure to scrutinize her movements as she spoke and undressed, making
sure she appeared strong and sprightly. They were looking for signs of infirmity, strange
ticks or other tendencies that they found off-putting. In earlier centuries, parents
believed that wet nurses passed along their bodily habits through their breast milk like
one might pass along a drug or communicable disease. Authors of conduct literature
insisted that the wet nurse trade was bursting with infirm or disabled women passing
themselves off as healthy. In his 1768 Letters to Married Women, Physician Hugh Smith
revealed “the shocking truth” that “many women offer themselves and are daily
employed as wet nurses, who are laboring under dreadful and infectious diseases.” 649
Under the impression that wet nurses were known to feign health and able-bodiedness,
householders sought signs that the woman was disguising infirmity or unpleasantness of
any kind.
In addition to their habits of movement, prospective nurses were assessed for
their body size, shape and the firmness of their flesh. Most professionals recommended
a medium sized woman, not too fat or too lean and that her flesh be firm and plump.
Some physicians recommended leaner women over an overweight woman if no
candidate could be considered the perfect mean. Women who were overweight, by
eighteenth-century standards, were generally suspected of being either gluttons or
alcoholics. Physician Bryan Cornwell writes, “For a woman to have a habit if dram-
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drinking is always detestable, but, for one who gives suck, it is horrible beyond
expression: it is fraught with double-mischief.” 650 Wet nurses had a reputation for being
intemperate in their consumption of food and drink. Families hiring live-in nurses
worried about the expense of feeding a ravenous woman, yet physicians stressed the
importance of nutrition in the quality of a wet nurse’s milk. At the same time gluttony
was perceived as sinful-- indicative of a lack of self-control. Poor women very rarely had
the resources to be gluttons so families may have reasoned that their wet nurses would
manipulate them into providing dietary luxuries that would have been unthinkable for
other servants. This sometimes caused friction between wet nurses and other domestics
within larger households. 651
Alcoholism was also thought to be particularly common in wet nurses. Physician
George Armstrong wrote, "a good wet nurse is not always readily to be had, especially in
or near great cities, where so many of them are given to drinking and other vices…” 652
Some of this can be traced to a classist prejudice against laboring and working people
which correlated poverty with alcoholism. One physician confirms: “It is true, indeed,
that the illiterate and vulgar are the most addicted to immoderate drinking.” 653
Hogarth’s Gin Lane, one of the prints discussed in Chapter Three, depicts idle, poor and
drunk Londoners living in squalor. The suckling woman in this print resonated with its
audience for this reason. This trope became even more common in the nineteenth
century, a clue that class difference was an important element of this perception. A
popular image from the 1839 Turner’s Comic Almanack portrayed a wet nurse drinking
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from a liquor bottle as her nursling fell off her lap. The caption reads “WANTED-- A
DRY NURSE.” The jest plays on the double usage of the word dry- to be sober, and dry
in the sense of a dry nurse or nursemaid who cared for children but was not lactating. 654
Sobriety was an asset in the trade; thirty wet nurses advertised their reputations for
sobriety in their classified ads. Indeed, a primary function of character references was to
testify to the woman’s sobriety. 655
Physicians claimed that the alcohol would destroy the nurse’s ability to get
nutrients from her food and poison her milk with it. Nurslings who suckled from an
alcoholic woman would drink the “fiery particles” and “imbibe the infection” of
alcoholism. 656 Alcohol changed the baby’s constitution as it imbibed its fiery particles
and then transformed the infant into a person vulnerable to alcohol abuse as an adult.
Physicians used classical Greek examples to support their arguments. “Historians
observe that Caligula’s drunkenness and Tiberius’s Cruelty came from their Nurses.” 657
Traditionally, families were able to avoid drunk wet nurses by making inquiries among
mutual acquaintances. Since wet nurses were increasingly likely to be strangers to their
employers, this method became less effective. Householders therefore scrutinized a
nurse’s breath, body, and behavior to identify what they considered to be symptoms of
intoxication or excessive use of alcohol.
Though the trope of the alcoholic wet nurse was inevitably an exaggeration, we do
have records of wet nurses who partook of alcohol to the point of drunkenness. One case
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discussed in Chapter Two, that of Dougal and Ann Weare’s wet nurse Hannah
Anderson, confirms that alcoholic wet nurses were not entirely mythical. When a
London mercer accused Anderson of stealing a black cloak from his window display, she
bolstered her defense by claiming that she was not entirely in her right mind, having
been “in liquor at the time.” Witnesses confirmed she was indeed drunk that day. 658 It is
unclear if the lack of comment on her drunkenness is evidence that it was common or if
it is evidence that a wet nurse’s drunkenness was less upsetting than popular culture
would have us believe. Admitting to drunkenness as a wet nurse was apparently
preferable to thievery. Interestingly, the Weares gave her a good character despite her
shortcomings, though they apparently terminated her employment over the incident.
After assessing her body shape, wet nurses would have been asked to take off
their bonnets to reveal their hair color. Black or brown hair were much preferred. In
centuries past, parents were warned against letting a red-haired woman nurse their
children. Redheads were believed to have choleric complexions; they were hot and dry
when an ideal wet nurse would have had an abundance of moisture. By mid-century,
physicians were tempering this recommendation. They had likely seen many red-headed
women nursing babies without any ill effects. So instead of avoiding redheads in
general, parents were urged to avoid only redheads who had freckles. Redheads without
freckles were acceptable because they may have been only slightly choleric, rather than
very much so. 659 Freckles also would have belied a choleric complexion or even, to some,
an infectious disease of the skin.
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A wet nurse’s skin would have been the most telling part of her body. Eruptions
on the skin were often perceived as indicators of infection or disease within the body.
Sometimes this holds true today, like in the case of scurvy or syphilis. Most rashes or
eruptions on the skin were common skin diseases that had little effect on lactation:
scrofula, the itch, scabies, and ringworm for example. Yet they were considered highly
contagious by eighteenth-century physicians. Rashes were also indicators of poor
hygiene. In a time when fleas and lice infestations were common, marks and rashes on
the skin were perceived as signs of vermin or other unpleasant consequences of poor
hygiene. Physicians urged parents to be sure that their wet nurse was free from any
sores or rashes. For this, parents would have had to inspect much of a candidate’s body.
If she was deemed to be “dirty” she would have been sent away. “Dirty” was a word used
to describe many undesirable wet nurses. It could refer to a woman whose body or linen
was unwashed (evident in flea bites or skin infections). Or it could refer to a woman with
venereal disease (evident in her syphilitic sores or herpes cankers). 660 Eighteenthcentury Anglo people generally conflated bodily hygiene, sexual hygiene, and morality.
Householders, therefore, suspected a woman of bad habits, whether it be sexual
promiscuity or a lack of care and conscientiousness based on the condition of her skin.
Skin was critical to people’s evaluations of others. It bore the marks of illness (e.g.
scrofula), immorality (e.g. syphilitic sores), hygiene (e.g. flea bites), racial identity, and
even of the corporal punishment which marked people as bondsmen or criminals. 661
Philadelphia’s most eminent physician, Benjamin Rush, understood blackness to be a
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hereditary disease of the skin related to leprosy. In an oration to the American
Philosophical Society, Rush asserted that the vice of poor hygiene and eating “gross
animal food” such as bacon made the ancestors of blacks more disposed to leprosy. 662
Blemished or marked skin was so closely associated with poverty and filth that the
Philadelphia Almshouse clerk, who only wrote one phrase or sentence about each
customer, often chose to describe their skin. With disgust he recorded, “Kitty Jones: an
old Pocky Lady from Southwark, as bad as ever,” 663 and “Winney Doland: a wretched
rambling Vagrant… she is covered with rags that swarm with vermin and most foulely
diseased….” 664 Most women seeking relief were described as either venereal: “lightly
venereal,” “highly venereal.” These observations were made at intake and were likely
evaluations of the condition of the person’s visible skin. The clerk sometimes returned to
the docket to add information once the customer became working in the workhouse. He
was surprised when the “diseased” poor proved to be productive people: “William
Payne: an old Soldier, mostly full of ulcers and sores, yet he works duly in the garden &
is very orderly and willing.” 665 Behind these colorful descriptions of the skin and
clothing of the poor lay implicit beliefs about their productivity, cleanliness, and
morality. There is no reason to believe that inspections of wet nurses were exempt from
these prejudices.
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Families were particularly interested in the appearance of their prospective
nurse’s naked breasts. Much was made of this requirement by physicians and many
people believed they could draw inferences about a woman’s morality and sexuality
simply by assessing her breasts. Householders wanted wet nurses whose breasts were
large, plump, firm and with nipples that a baby could latch on well to. Some
professionals disagreed about what this nipple might look like. Some said “free” and
“high,” others recommended “prominent” nipples. Spence recommended that she have
“nipples good, slender, and prominent, free of chops, with plenty of milk.” 666 Most
agreed that a medium sized areola was also important. The inspection of a wet nurse’s
breasts was, in a sense, a practical step. But people also believed that they could
determine a woman’s sexuality simply by assessing the appearance of her breasts. One
author described the standards for a wet nurse’s breasts, switching fluidly back and
forth between physical description and assumptions about her virtuousness, “neither
limber, nor hanging down, but between hard and soft, full of azure veins and arteries
modest and continent, for if she be with child… her milk will curdle and spoil...” 667 The
implication here is that the breasts of a fertile or pregnant woman were conspicuous and
immodest.
It is true that hormonal changes in the body tend to alter the nipples, areolas, and
breasts of pregnant and nursing women but Europeans and Americans had long
believed they could decode a woman’s sexual past by reading the shape, and size of her
breasts. Women with large areolas, saggy breasts, or broad nipples were thought to be
sexually promiscuous. Their breasts were regarded as “well-used.” We see this
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sometimes in earlier accusations of witchcraft; elderly women’s drooping breasts were
regarded as evidence of their sexual activity with the devil. 668 John Cleland in Fanny
Hill for example described the breasts of retired prostitute and Madame Mrs. Brown,
“...they broke loose, and swagged down, navel low at least. A more enormous pair did
my eye never behold, nor of a worse colour, flagging soft…” 669 While the breasts of the
virginal Fanny Hill in the beginning of the novel are thus described, "the firm hard swell
of a pair of young breasts, such as may be imagined of a girl not sixteen, fresh out of the
country, and never before handled.” 670 We now know that the spectrum of human
difference is vast and that a woman’s sex drive and sexual past are entirely unrelated to
the appearance of her breasts. Some wet nurses likely suffered rejection or accusations
of sexual misconduct due to the shape of their breast, over which they had little control.
At the same time, women with breasts which resembled the virginal archetype described
above might have eluded such accusations even if such “misconduct” had actually
occurred. This aspect of inspection speaks to the immense sexual vulnerability of wet
nurses looking for places and the arbitrary nature of the prejudices which governed their
fates.
Wet Nurse Inspections as a Site of Race-Making
The wet nurse’s prospective employer would have had her express some milk in
their presence. They may have even expressed the milk themselves by massaging her
breasts. They looked for her milk to “flow with ease.” Some householders dropped the
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milk on a glass, or alternatively, on the back of their hand. Professionals claimed that
this was a good way to test the milk’s consistency. If one tilted their hand, or the glass,
the milk should run off the side, leaving a faint trail behind it. Milk that was too creamy
may not run at all or too slowly. Milk that was too watery would leave no trail behind it.
They also would have assessed the whiteness of the milk. Generally, the whiter the milk,
the better it was perceived to be. Some physicians argued that blue milk was a sign of
melancholy, and that yellowish milk was a sign of a choleric tendency. “Reddish” milk
was a sign that the milk was “not well-concocted.” 671 Spence argued that blue was better
than yellow at least. 672 Underwood disagreed with the rest and argued that the best milk
was a bluish white. 673 Lastly, her prospective employer would have smelled and tasted
her expressed milk. They were looking for the milk to have a pleasant odor or no odor at
all and to taste sweet and free of bitterness, sharpness, or heat.
The taste of a wet nurse’s milk could offer clues to her humoral complexion. The
ideal complexion for a wet nurse was sanguine- slightly flushed and warm. Preferences
in complexion had little to do with ethnicity or skin color per se. Medical professionals
still put considerable weight in the theory of humoral complexions, in the classical
Galenic tradition. Galen’s humoral theories of human biology stated that a sanguine
complexion was one that was both warm and moist. Indeed, Galen’s description of a
person with a sanguine complexion sounds very much like the physical description of
the ideal wet nurse of the eighteenth century:
of a middle Stature, strong composed Bodies, Fleshy but not Fat, great
Veins, smooth Skins, hot and moist in feeling... there is a redness
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intermingled with white in their Cheeks, their Hair is usually of a blackish
brown… their Appetite is good… their Pulse great and full... 674
Physicians trained in Britain seemed to think of complexion in purely Galenic
humoral terms. Their preference for a white face with rosy cheeks was not a preference
for whiteness as we understand it today. The formation of the modern category of “race”
was happening quickly in this period but scholars still debate when the concept reached
maturity. 675 Literary and journalism scholars such as Nicholas Hudson, Hannah
Franziska Augstein, and Roxann Wheeler showed in the 1990s and early 2000s how
Victorian conceptions of race were unhelpful in decoding eighteenth-century British
attitudes. 676 It was not until the 1770s that an ideological shift appeared in the British
Atlantic that bore resemblance to nineteenth-century fixed-race conceptions of human
difference. Their work inspired English and history scholars to struggle with the moral
implications of an empire which benefited economically and culturally from the
enslavement of Africans before the advent of modern racism.
Elizabeth Kim took up this question in a study of racialized trade cards. Her work
confirms that indeed, British conceptions of race were complex and contradictory at this
time. She argues that racialized images (whether positive or negative) accumulated
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social capital in eighteenth-century Britain because they signified associations with the
colonial enterprise and the cosmopolitan knowledge which accompanied it. At the same
time, Britain’s population included few people of color, estimated at 15,000-20,000 in
the 1760s and 1770s. Most white Britons had very little interaction with people of color
in real life. This distance and abstraction allowed for the construction of abstract race
hierarchies that were less obviously impressed upon Britain’s social structures.677 This
concept is particularly useful here because it articulates the difference between racial
epistemologies in Britain and in the British colonies. Given that the colonies were
consuming British medical manuals, it is possible that British references to complexions
were received by Americans in racialized in ways that Britons did not anticipate.
We see this complex and contradictory thought in popular medical manuals and
other genres produced by medical professionals for lay readers. Physician Hugh Smith,
for example, considers “race” in his discussion on the “doctrine of marks.”:
... let us consider the difference of complexion of different persons of this
country-- but principally the different colors of Europeans and Africans-and since we find appearances so diametrically opposite in the skins of
different persons-- why may not the same contrast in some measure take
place in the skin of one and the same person through a kind of error in
nature from her intended scope? 678
In some ways, Smith represented race as a natural but meaningless difference in
pigmentation which could theoretically inhabit the same body: perhaps a dark-skinned
person with vitiligo or a light-skinned person with discoloration or a brown birth mark.
At the same time, he identifies these marks as errors, outside of nature’s intentions and
made harmful generalizations about the skin colors of all Africans in juxtaposition to all
Elizabeth Kim, "Race Sells: Racialized Trade Cards in 18th-Century Britain," Journal of Material
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Europeans. Smith was clearly discussing skin color and its relation to human difference,
yet he used the word “complexion.” When physicians described suitable wet nurses, they
also used the word “complexion” but as a signifier of her state of health as per Galenic
principles. There is no evidence that British physicians were making any comment on
her place in the hierarchy of human difference. 679
Yet readers make their own meaning. In an article about the description of poor
bodies in Atlantic advertisements historians Gwenda Morgan and Peter Rushton study
the use of racial descriptors. They found that the English press used the phrase “of black
complexion,” or of a “dark complexion,” or “swarthy” when referring to people who were
white. Men who worked in coalmines, aboard ships, or who remained unshaven, were
often referred to in this way. The descriptor connoted poor hygiene and laboring classes.
American papers also used the adjectives “black,” “brown,” and “dark” to describe the
faces and bodies of white criminals and the laboring poor. American usage was
complicated, however, by terms which immediately informed the reader of the person’s
legal status. They used “negro,” “wench,” and “mulatto” as signifiers for blacks, but only
if they were enslaved. The English press never adopted these subtle signifiers of legal
personhood or lack thereof. Britons may use “tawny” to describe someone of mixed race,
but they also could have referred to someone with a suntan. Britons may have used
“negro” to describe someone who was black and free while Americans would have
assumed a “negro” was enslaved. 680
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This incongruous vocabulary of race influenced the reception of British medical
knowledge in the colonies. For decades, medical manuals warned against the dangers of
putting a child to the breast of women who did not have sanguine complexions-choleric women, melancholy women, or phlegmatic women. They also described the
physical traits associated with these Galenic complexions. American readers may have
failed to perceive the nuances of humoral biology. In 1784, Edinburgh physician David
Spence wrote in his manual of midwifery, “such as are very fair and delicate, or
remarkably black, are commonly accounted improper to be employed for this purpose.
This, however, seems to be a vulgar error or, at least… this maxim is not without many
exceptions.” Lay people may have been attributing fixity and value judgments to
complexions that trained experts were overlooking. Moreover, readers may have
flattened complex theories of racial science in a way that reinforced quickly hardening
socio-economic hierarchies. Labor negotiations and bodily examinations serve as spaces
wherein race and class were permanently intertwined.
The British used their American colonies and later, their relationship with the
fledgling United States as a proving ground for their abstract and exoticized racial
epistemologies. 681 In England, interracial breastfeeding was only theoretical, but it was
also rare in Philadelphia. In an environment where people of color (free and enslaved)
were more likely to live amongst them, whites were concerned with racial mixing. Wet
nursing practice differed dramatically between the American North and South, with
Philadelphia acting as a fulcrum between the two. As illustrated by Harriott Pinckney’s
experience with Princess Augustus, most people were unsure whether skin color and
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other racial signifiers (e.g. hair texture) were communicable via breast milk. In the
middle colonies, poor relief officials strove to match the races of wet nurses and their
nurslings. 682 On August 18, 1768, the Philadelphia Overseers of the Poor discovered a
biracial baby who had been abandoned at the house of an “old negroe” on 4th and
Walnut. They approached the Philadelphia Almshouse managers to get him admitted
into the house. They refused. 683 The Overseers managed to arrange for a black woman
named Ms. Richards to wet nurse the child for 6s per week. 684
Private families tried not to mix races as well when making wet nursing
arrangements. Recall how Elizabeth Drinker arranged for a black woman to nurse the
biracial baby of her servant Sally Brant. Brant’s baby remained with her nurse, Sally
Morris, until her death at seven months old in 1795. Drinker paid Morris 6s per week
and paid for the child’s shroud and burial. Drinker’s arrangements, however, suggest
that interracial nursing arrangements were not strictly prohibited. Two different white
women wet nursed Brant’s baby before she was placed with Morris. They appear to have
commanded higher wages than would Morris. One was paid 7s per week and another,
Mary Courtney, was paid almost £9 in total for nursing the infant. 685 These white
women were paid premium wages because they were asked to breastfeed a child outside
their race.
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American southerner Eliza Pinckney’s life story describes her conversation with
the English monarchs in 1753 about her wet nursed children, “Princess Augusta was
surprised at the suckling blacks; the Princess stroakd Harriott’s cheek, said it made no
alteration in the complexion and paid her the compliment of being very fair and
pretty.” 686 Interracial breastfeeding continued to solicit British commentary for decades
but as the racial hierarchy crystallized into its nineteenth-century form, these instances
took on new meaning. In 1774, Edward Long wrote of interracial nursing in Jamaica,
“they give them up to a Negroe or Mulatto wet nurse, without reflecting that her blood
may be corrupted, or considering the influence which the milk may have with respect to
the disposition, as well as health, of their little ones.” 687 Long’s reasoning was that black
women in Jamaica were so poor, they were prone to prostitution and so employing them
as wet nurses was a substantial risk. As the turn of the century approached, race
ideologies became increasingly sexualized.
Some early Americans believed that wet nurses had the ability to re-race children.
This understanding of the potency of breast milk is best illustrated by the case of Philip
Leignhorn in the Dutch-run Somerset county, New Jersey. Leignhorn was a biracial
enslaved man who was suing for his freedom based on his unique racial lineage.
Leignhorn’s mother was white and had him out of wedlock. She abandoned him to a
Welsh wet nurse named Margaret Wiser rather than nurse and raise him herself,
purportedly terrified of the social consequences of her miscegenistic union. Leignhorn
argued that the whiteness of his birth mother combined with the whiteness of his wet
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nurse meant that he was overwhelmingly white, and therefore deserving of personal
liberty. 688 If a biracial baby could be made more white by drinking the milk of a white
nurse, then, people reasoned, a wet nurse who was a woman of color might make a baby
more black.
As the Leignhorn case suggests, the establishment of the American Republic
signaled the construction of complex regulations which governed the interactions
between whites and blacks. In February 1790, a woman named Mary McCulloch was
living at the Philadelphia Almshouse when it was discovered that she “was of very bad
Character haveing lived among some very ordinary free Blacks and such places of ill
Fame.” Her fellow residents harassed her so heinously that she eloped from the
almshouse and bound herself out. 689 In November 1791, Henry Drinker wrote about an
illustrative incident in the home of a genteel lady, Molly Pleasants. Pleasants
accidentally lit her broom and skirts on fire. Her female servants tried to smother the
blaze with little success when her “negro” extinguished it by pouring a bucket of water
over her. Upon realizing that the victim was his mistress, and not one of the servant
girls, the man apologized profusely for taking the liberty to help her. Drinker marveled
at the serendipity of this “happy mistake,” which suggests that the “negro” was expected
to decline to rescue his burning mistress in order to not offend her sensibilities. 690
Sharon Block and Diane Sommerville have demonstrated how black men in early
America were disproportionately accused and convicted of rape while the rapes of black
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women were rarely ever prosecuted. These inequities generated powerful stereotypes
such as the black “Jezebel” and the “black beast,” an archetypical black male rapist in
American periodicals and literature. 691 But by 1800, racial terminology was imbued with
powerful meaning in Britain as well. Take for example, Hannah More’s Cheap
Repository Tracts released between 1795 and 1817. More used racial signifiers to build
her stock characters: “Black Giles,’ the fiscally irresponsible poacher, “Tawny Rachel,”
the extravagant fortune-teller, and the frugal and sensible protagonist, “Mrs. White.”
These figures were pictured as white in accompanying illustrations but still the message
is clear: for Britons, by 1815, blackness signified criminality and poverty, biraciality
signified exoticism and impracticality, and whiteness signified prudence and gentility. 692
There is some evidence of how the racialization of bodies in America affected the
poor and marginal of all colors and legal statuses. Morgan and Rushton discovered that
corporal punishments remained common for American servants into the nineteenth
century. Hundreds of American menials: white, black, biracial, enslaved, indentured,
and domestic, bore the scars from their masters’ corporal punishments at a time when
the corporal punishment of servants in England was considered inhumane and even
criminal. 693 The incomplete formation of racial categories and their resultant confusion
with Galen’s humoral complexions suggest that even wet nurses who we would now
consider to be white dealt with rapidly racializing preferences for a certain appearance.
For wet nurses in Philadelphia, the racialized understanding of poor people’s bodies
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may have made them vulnerable to indignities which London wet nurses were spared.
These indignities may have included verbal comparisons of their bodies to livestock,
sexual abuse, and violence. This is not to mention the (as yet poorly understood)
psychological impact of living in a society which constantly privileged bodily utility over
the emotional and psychological aspects of personhood. More work needs to be done to
discover the extent to which somatic experience in the eighteenth century was governed
by racialized classifications of labor. Nothing should distract from the horror and
peculiarity of chattel slavery, its perpetuation by whites, and its impact on black minds,
bodies, and lives. But in understanding how racialized labor impacted the minds and
bodies of subaltern populations who were not enslaved, we can form a more complete
picture of how race relations shaped eighteenth century life in a time when the racial
hierarchy was not yet fixed.
Householders approached these inspections as a safeguard meant to protect the
health, security, and safety of their infant and their households. There were, however,
hidden functions of wet nurse inspections. There was a transactional function;
householders sought good value for money and to protect their investment, treating wet
nurses’ bodies as utensils. There was also an experimental function; as householders
inspected women’s bodies, they compared the assertions in their medical manuals to
their personal experiences, treating wet nurses’ bodies as specimens. Lastly, there was
the function of power; householders discreetly imposed classed and racialized
domination over the wet nurses whose bodies they exposed and scrutinized. By
exploring these competing and intersecting function of wet nurse inspections, one can
see how the wet nurse’s body was a cultural site wherein Anglo societies negotiated
contested conceptions of labor, biomedical science, gender, race and class.
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CONCLUSION
Wet nurses experienced life in the poorhouse, and on the streets, as well as life in
modest artisan households or comfortable bourgeois homes. They were working class
and laboring poor outsiders in an increasingly polarized world. They were particularly
vulnerable to the notions of deservedness that shaped poor relief policy in this era. If
their master and mistress were particularly wealthy, wet nurses enjoyed better nutrition
and greater amenities than other women in their station. Their perceived willingness to
abandon their children was, to many, a sure sign of their lack of moral fiber and
motherly skill. Rousseau’s pronouncement bears repeating, "The woman who nurses
another's child in place of her own is a bad mother…" 694 Few contemporaries considered
that child abandonment was a last resort, an economic necessity resulting from poor
relief policy and their employers’ exacting expectations. His criticism now appears
exceedingly harsh but to eighteenth-century minds, it fitted nicely with the dominant
world view.
Around 1760, the Anglophone world ravenously consumed the story of Emily, a
prostitute who surrendered her child so she could enter the Magdalen asylum. She felt
selfish for grieving the loss of her child to the system, saying “I delivered my child where
I was ordered; which I confess cost me many tears; for the tenderness of a mother got
the better of true maternal love, which should have made me rejoice in this
separation.” 695 First published in 1759, the dramatized Histories of Some of the
Penitents in the Magdalen House attempted to recast prostitutes as victims of poverty
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and seduction and solicit support for the newly established Magdalen Hospital for the
Reception of Penitent Prostitutes. In doing so, the authors also articulated the notion
that poor women, especially those who “made shift” with sex work, were unfit to mother.
The message was clear. Prostitution allowed the unnamed woman to keep her child with
her but the “right” thing to do was to surrender her child to care so that she could
concentrate on the “priority of reformation” in the asylum. The woman was distraught at
their separation but eventually resigned herself to this fate writing, “I could have no
doubt he would be far better taken care of than I could ever expect he should be while he
depended on me.” 696 The story posited that if she possessed any “true maternal love,”
she should know that this redemption did more to make her a fit mother than her
proximity to her child and her tears over the loss of him.
Ruth Perry describes the appeal of the prostitute Emily’s story as a “spectacle of
the deracinated woman, separated from her family of origin, [and] unable to survive
alone by waged labour, is an irony of the age of individualism, a necessary corrective to
the myth of the socially mobile individual,” part of what Perry calls the “grand drama of
capitalism.” 697 This dissertation explores the “grand drama of capitalism” from several
points of view, that of the unwed mother, the sentimental mother, poor relief officials,
middling householders, and the wet nurses who moved amphibiously among them.
While this dissertation makes use of a comparative framework to highlight contextdependence and difference between two Anglo-Atlantic port cities, an equally important
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goal for this work is to overcome the strictures of national frameworks that have limited
eighteenth-century historiographies of Anglophone people. Perry, and other literary
scholars of Anglophone literature have long recognized the transatlantic culture of print
that tied early America to Northwest Europe. Historians of imperial Britain have
acknowledged this culture but primarily as it pertains to imperial economies and
capitalist ventures. This dissertation addresses both of these transatlantic phenomena
but through the lived experiences of the women who were involved in the wet nurse
trade.
The wet nurse trade provides a window into how the economic imperatives of
laboring poor mothers and middling families, both of whom functioned in a world that
was progressively dominated by a capitalist ethos. Chapters One and Two demonstrate
the ways that the market economy shaped the priorities of wet nurses and the
householders who employed them. By identifying and classifying the demographic
realities of the urban wet nurse trade, these chapters clarify what previous scholars of
wet nursing have suspected: that live in wet nursing became more common after 1750
and that systems of bonded labor complicated the trade in American cities. A major
contribution of this study, however, is that it demonstrates that the system of outdoor
nursing did not become extinct, rather, it became the option for people with fewer or no
resources, something foundling hospitals, parish workhouses, and the working poor did
as a last resort. History has thus far been written from the white, elite, or middle class
point of view with little consideration of how that point of view influenced the lived
experiences of the poor.
Chapter Three address the positive increase in live-in nursing by examining
middling women’s use of the wet nurse trade during this period. Middling and wealthy
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urban families exerted their influence to change the face of the wet nurse trade in cities
in the Anglo-Atlantic world. As respectable families gained power and influence, they
used those resources to keep their infants nearby. As the chapter demonstrated, this
impulse was initially an important aspect of anti-aristocratic sentiment. Wives of
professionals, merchants, and successful artisans juxtaposed their dedication to
maternal breastfeeding and affective parenting against the purported carelessness of
British aristocrats. They sought to minimize risk, nurture strong bonds with their
infants and elicit respect from their communities. Most importantly, Chapter Three has
shown that middling British mothers felt much the same as American mothers about
maternal duty and sentiment. They also harshly criticized hereditary aristocrats for what
they presumed to be outdated modes of parenting. The reformulation of sentimental
motherhood as a tool of class critique, rather than a patriotic activity of American
women is one of the major contributions of this study. Live-in nurses, which had
hitherto been options only for royalty and wealthy peers, became the norm for middling
and wealthy urbanites. Ironically, respectable families became more like aristocrats as
they actively criticized them. Indeed, poor women actively sought these positions which
offered connections in respectable circles and decent wages but they lacked an authentic
choice.
Chapters Four and Five describe not only the lived experiences of specific wet
nurses but the ways that poor relief policy and domestic labor negotiations worked to
deprive laboring poor mothers of authentic choice. These interlocking parts illustrate
the slow, uneven process by which long-distance country nursing was transformed from
the norm to an impoverished institution served by tertiary nurses and desperate
recipients of poor relief. In the second half of this study, this dynamic accelerated and
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outdoor nursing became increasingly associated with poor relief and the working
classes. The system of outdoor nursing or “putting out” was once the only option but,
after 1750, it became a format of care dominated by poor relief networks.
The wet nurses who appear on these pages were operating within a poor relief
system that “largely ignored emotional or collective needs.” 698 Emily’s story illustrates
the ways that poor relief policy disregarded the importance of mother-infant bonds. This
principle, that the laboring poor did not deserve to mother their children, increasingly
shaped poor relief policy and domestic service negotiation through the turn of the
century in Britain and America. Respectable householders and poor relief authorities
collaborated by moralizing bastardy, devaluing maternal labors, and separating infants
from their mothers to supply their own homes with inexpensive and convenient care
workers. Respectable women were using mother-infant bonds as markers of their
virtuosity and respectability while the fates of laboring poor mothers continued to
decline. The intimate politics of domestic service built, slowly and incrementally, an
unequal system of maternal labor. In the absence of obvious villains, a clearly
responsible party for this inequity, experts turned to criticizing the laboring poor for
their use of tertiary wet nurses, baby farms, and foundlings. What one author called “the
inevitable separation of mother and infant during working-hours, their employment of
ignorant and brutal nurses at some trifle per day; and the enormous rate of infant
mortality” were all used as evidence of their unsuitability for the task of mothering. In
1840, William Beaver Neale wrote:
The human infant, it is well known, requires more attention, and is with
greater difficulty reared than the offspring of the rest of the animal
Lynn Hollen Lees, “The Survival of the Unfit: Welfare Policies and Family Maintenance in NineteenthCentury London,” in The Uses of Charity: The Poor on Relief in the Nineteenth-Century Metropolis, ed.
Peter Mandler (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1990), 68.
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creation. But in Manchester, the infant of the poor receives less attention
from its mother than is manifested by the brutes that perish towards their
whelps.
In an 1844 report about working class infant mortality in manufacturing towns,
Dr. Lyon Playfair alluded to the public’s astonishment at “the ignorance of domestic
economy manifested by many in that class.” 699 A feature article in the Vinton Record
about infant hygiene chastised the working classes for their mismanagement of infants:
“poor, ignorant mothers say, ‘The Lord gave and the Lord hath taken away.’ No; this is
the ‘slaughter of the innocents.’” 700 Until the middle of the nineteenth century, the
respectable classes, eventually cast as the bourgeois “middle class,” conveniently
dismissed their own role in the destruction of mother-infant relationships among the
laboring poor. As the eighteenth-century laboring poor were rebranded into the
Victorian “working classes,” poverty continued to be the fault of the poor themselves.
In Britain, middling reformers such as Jonas Hanway, Hannah More and William
Wilberforce bemoaned what they perceived to be a lack of diligence and financial
management among the poor. More, for example, published several pamphlets aimed at
teaching the poor how to manage their food budgets so that they might stave off
insolvency. More’s work was rooted in her desire to build a class-based taxonomy of
food stuffs which elevated the middling sort over the laboring poor. Some foods, sheep’s
head or coarse bread, were for the poor. They were not worthy of refined items, like
expensive cuts of beef or exotic imported spices and if they consumed such items, they
were committing the sin of living above their means. 701 The 1834 Poor Law, aimed at

Dr. Lyon Playfair, “Report on the Sanatory Condition,” Report [First and Second] of the
Commissioners for Inquiring into the State of Large Towns and Populous Districts (London: H.M.S.O.,
1844), 68.
700 “The Laws of Health: Treatment of the Skin and Hair,” The Vinton Record (Ohio), March 28, 1867, 1.
701 April Fuller, unpublished Master’s Thesis, presented at MACBS, April, 2018, Baltimore, MD.
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“dispauperizing of the able-bodied” through discipline and reform in workhouses.
Pauper families were systematically separated and confined in discrete wards. The 1834
Poor Law codified the customary policies that had been destroying mother-infant bonds,
indeed entire pauper families, for a century. 702
The American poor relief system went in a similar direction. By 1834, nearly
every county in New York State operated at least one workhouse. Though the workhouse
movement petered off in antebellum America, Joan Underhill Hannon has shown that
American poor relief policies was equally as austere as that in England. 703 William
Meredith’s 1825 report on poor relief in Philadelphia prompted Pennsylvania’s
restructuring of its poor relief system and reduction of poor tax rates. The racialization
of poor relief policy in America became even more acute in the antebellum period. For
example, at Pennsylvania’s Constitutional Convention in 1838, vagrants, as well as
“blacks,” “paupers”, and “convicts” were excluded from legal citizenship, cementing the
association of blackness with poverty, criminality, and sloth. 704
Chapter Six demonstrated the ways that householders used wet nurse inspection,
informed by British medical manuals, to negotiate classed and racialized notions of the
body. Wet nurse inspections exposed anxiety about the generative and transmissive
properties of breastmilk. These anxieties, stoked by the functionality of the market
economy, triggered householders to use wet nurses’ bodies as markers of character and
behavior. Increased interest in heredity also made wet nurse’s bodies sites of race-

Lees write, “Pauper families were not units that were valued and supported by welfare officials,” Lynn
Hollen Lees, “The Survival of the Unfit,” in The Uses of Charity, Peter Mandler, ed., 68.
703 Joan Underhill Hannon, "The Generosity of Antebellum Poor Relief," The Journal of Economic
History 44 (1984): 810-821.
704 Kristin O'Brassill-Kulfan, Vagrants and Vagabonds: Poverty and Mobility in the Early American
Republic (New York: New York University Press, 2019).
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making. While British medical scientists employed the term “complexion” in the context
of humoral theory and not as an indicator of race, their association of blackness and
darkness with poverty and filth worked to shape American racial hierarchies. This state
of affairs became entrenched in American society after its independence from Britain
but, as Chapter Four has shown, the nation’s structural racism had its roots in British
poor law, British conventions of bonded labor, and the British Empire’s preoccupation
with political economy.
The scrutiny, distrust, and debasement of lactating bodies in an era before safe
artificial feeding had dark consequences. Physician William Moss described handfeeding, also called dry nursing, as an exceedingly common practice, especially in cities:
“in large towns, the difficulty that attends to getting good wet nurses, and the danger
attending bad ones, induce many to prefer bringing up a child with the spoon, which is
commonly called dry nursing, to the risque of getting a bad wet nurse.” 705 Suffering a
“bad” wet nurse was more serious than dealing with a bad scullery maid or cook. Her
nutrition, behavior, her diseases, and even her genetics, could transform her nursling.
But not only the nursling itself. The act of breastfeeding was, in part, an act of
dissemination. Physician Samuel Ferris wrote that when mothers allowed wet nurses to
suckle her children she was complicit in perpetrating “innumerable ills to her own
progeny: and these may not indeed stop with the first generation, but in all human
probability, may be handed down from generation to generation hereditarily for ever.”
Despite Ferris’s animated declarations meant to protect the bodies of middling and
wealthy babies, it was the babies of wet nurses who were the most vulnerable. Experts
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urged householders to monopolize their wet nurse’s breast milk and to ensure that she
found other arrangements for her child. This individualist approach to infant care
cemented classist and racist health disparities that only worsened during the nineteenth
century.
One would think that the same commitment to mother-infant bonds that
motivated families like the Lawsons and the Danneckers to seek live-in wet nurses
would have prompted them to preserve the mother-infant bonds of their unfortunate
servants. Indeed, in different historical contexts, the Gilded Age/Progressive Era in
America for example, middle class and wealthy mothers used their privileges to improve
the lives of poor mothers, forging maternal solidarity between themselves and the
working poor. 706 Several before them had come to blame industrialization, poor law,
and political corruption for the plights of working class women but American
Progressive reformers were the first to establish reform homes that privileged motherinfant bonds among the poor. Florence Crittenton Homes, for example, required that
their women breastfeed and mother their illegitimate infants for two years before
finding work. When they were ready to begin wage labor, the Home assisted them in
finding jobs that allowed them to keep their children with them. 707
The Progressive Era example stands in stark contrast with the poor relief policies
and domestic labor negotiations recounted in this study. A very obvious lack of maternal

Molly Ladd-Taylor, Mother-Work Women, Child Welfare, and the State, 1890-1930 (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1995).
707 Patricia Susan Hart, A Home for Every Child: The Washington Children's Home Society in the
Progressive Era (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2015), 45. Historian Elizabeth Garner-Masarik
argues that after white, middle class reformers experienced their own infants’ death, they dedicated their
lives to reducing infant mortality and nurturing mother-infant bonds among the poor. See, forthcoming,
Elizabeth Garner-Masarik, “The Politics of Motherhood: Illegitimacy, Infant Mortality, and the Welfare
State,” (PhD diss., University at Buffalo, SUNY, 2020).
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solidarity across class lines demonstrates that, for eighteenth-century women,
sentimental motherhood was for and by the respectable classes. Sentimental families
initially defined themselves in opposition to hereditary elites, using maternal sacrifice
and affective families as measures of virtue and respectability. At the same time, the
respectable classes used the political economy of bastardy, domestic labor negotiations,
and bodily surveillance to dispossess poor mothers of their children and reinforce a
classist, and often racist, topography of motherhood.
The Intimate Politics of Structural Inequity Then and Now
This project’s loftier goal was to uncover the ways that poor relief policy, popular
culture, the market economy, and interpersonal negotiations worked together to create
structural prejudices. This is something that many today still do not understand. Willful
ignorance of how intersectional oppression works on the structural level has allowed
politicians in both countries to fetishize personal responsibility, the newest rebranding
of the Eurocentric ethos of individualism, to an absurd extent. The language of personal
responsibility, whether it is mobilized against welfare recipients, to justify mass
incarceration, or to defuse gun control efforts, ignores the systematic limiting of options
and lack of authentic choice faced by disadvantaged people everywhere.
The lived experiences of wet nurses and their surrendered children serve as early
examples of the systematic construction of health disparities which became the targets
of urban reformers in the nineteenth century. Sadly, women and children of color were
often excluded from these reform efforts. Indeed, for people of color, these issues still
exist today as is illustrated by the formation of the Reproductive Justice movement in
1994. During the International Conference on Population and Development in Cairo,
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representatives from all over the world agreed that family planning was integral to
global development. The following week, in Chicago, Illinois, women of color gathered
and agreed that the women’s rights movement, “led by and representing middle class
and wealthy white women,” was failing to address the needs of women of color, trans
women, and other marginalized groups. From this meeting emerged the Reproductive
Justice movement. According to founder Loretta Ross, the movement envisions a time
“when all people have the economic, social and political power & resources to make
healthy decisions about their bodies, sexuality and reproduction for themselves, their
families and their communities in all areas of their lives.” 708
Reproductive Justice had not yet been realized in the United States where
income, health, and reproductive disparities are highly racialized. In 2017, the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention published data they had been collecting since 1986
in what they call their Pregnancy Mortality Surveillance System. The discovered that
black women, irrespective of social class or economic advantage, were three times more
likely to die in childbirth than their white counterparts. 709 Black Americans are
incarcerated at more than five times the rate of whites 710. The 2015 National Survey on
Drug Use and Health determined that blacks and whites used drugs at similar rates but
black Americans are imprisoned at six times more likely to be imprisoned for drug

Loretta Ross, “Reproductive Justice 101” Lecture, SisterSong: Women of Color Reproductive Health
Collective, Miami, June, 2008, sponsored by Women’s Fund of Miami and Mi Lola,
https://youtu.be/JRcT_NMa6aI
709 Pregnancy Mortality Surveillance System, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
https://www.cdc.gov/reproductivehealth/maternalinfanthealth/pregnancy-mortality-surveillancesystem.htm?CDC_AA_refVal=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Freproductivehealth%2Fmaternalinfant
health%2Fpmss.html; See also Renee Montagne, “Black Mothers Keep Dying After Giving Birth, Shalon
Irving's Story Explains Why,” NPR, December 7, 2017,
https://www.npr.org/2017/12/07/568948782/black-mothers-keep-dying-after-giving-birth-shalonirvings-story-explains-why
710 Criminal Justice Fact Sheet, NAACP, https://www.naacp.org/criminal-justice-fact-sheet/
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charges than whites. Once incarcerated, people of color are twice as likely to suffer
chronic unemployment as a consequence of that incarceration than incarcerated
whites. 711 In Erie County, New York blacks comprise less than 13 percent of the county’s
population yet they comprise 73 percent of the county’s gonorrhea cases. 712 The same
studies have demonstrated that the poor health outcomes for women of color are, at
least in part, a consequence of physicians’ expectation of deceit among women of color
and their disbelief in the reality of their pain. 713 Race formation continues to be
intimately connected to our experiences of embodiment and our inability to empathize
and identify with those we deem different.
The depreciation of poor women’s maternity and of care work more generally is
also at issue in this study. By devaluing the maternity of poor women, respectable
Americans and Britons were able to manipulate the wet nurse industry to suit their
needs. Underpaid and unpaid care work has recently been recognized as critical to the
economic success of Empire. 714 In the twentieth century, the United States did
something similar with migrant nurses from the Philippines. By collaborating with
exploitative imperial networks, American hospitals used Filipino exchange nurse for
cheap and convenient labor after World War II. Recruitment offices in the Philippines
Criminal Justice Fact Sheet, NAACP, https://www.naacp.org/criminal-justice-fact-sheet/
Erie County New York Community Health Assessment 2014 – 2017,
http://www2.erie.gov/health/sites/www2.erie.gov.health/files/uploads/pdfs/erie%20county%20commu
nity%20health%20assessment%20final%201.7.15.docx
713 Neuroscientists have identified racial bias in the molecular mechanisms that trigger empathy for the
pain of others. See Shihui Han, “Intergroup Relationship and Empathy for Others’ Pain: A Social
Neuroscience Approach,” in Neuroscience in Intercultural Contexts, edited by Jason E. Warnick (New
York: Springer, 2015), 31-48.
714 Ann Laura Stoler, Carnal Knowledge and Imperial Power Race and the Intimate in Colonial Rule
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2010); Anne McClintock, Imperial Leather: Race, Gender and
Sexuality in the Colonial Contest (New York, NY: Routledge, 1995); Sabrina Marchetti, Black Girls:
Migrant Domestic Workers and Colonial Legacies (Leiden: Brill, 2014); Dirk Hoerder, Elise van
Nederveen Meerkerk, and Silke Neunsinger, Towards a Global History of Domestic and Caregiving
Workers (Leiden: Brill, 2015).
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and United States tricked unsuspecting migrants into entering their nursing exchange
programs with promises of fair wages and good working conditions. In fact, they were
paid lower wages than white American nurses and were assigned the hard duties and
longest hours. 715 Care work is an industry that is prone to exploitation and
underfunding. A comprehensive history of care work and care workers should be
addressed in future studies.
The vulnerability of care workers originates from its association with femininity
and a notion that female labor is worth less than male labor. This principle operates
beside the blatant disregard for the reproductive and maternal labors of its citizens is by
Anglo societies and governments. The United Kingdom and several former British
colonies, notably the United States and Australia have the most abysmal maternity leave
policies among all the world’s wealthiest countries. 716 Their care workers, such as
nurses, nurses’ aides, home health aides, and social workers, are paid abominably low
wages, oftentimes far below the legal minimum wage. 717 Moreover, the myth of the
welfare queen, strikingly similar to the eighteenth-century’s “race of propagators,”
retains cultural cachet, especially among fiscal conservatives. In part due to the welfare
queen mythology, women of color in America are disproportionately dispossessed of

715 See Catherine Ceniza Choy, Empire of Care: Nursing and Migration in Filipino American History
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2003).
716 United Kingdom- 12 weeks paid, 53 weeks unpaid but job guaranteed, Australia, no weeks paid, 52
weeks unpaid leave guaranteed, the United States no weeks guaranteed paid leave and 12 weeks of unpaid
leave guaranteed. See The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), Family
Database, http://www.oecd.org/els/family/database.htm
717 Kalena Thomhave, “Who Cares for the Care Workers?” The American Prospect, December 21, 2018,
https://prospect.org/article/who-cares-care-workers; Matthew Pennycook, “Does it Pay to Care?”
Resolution Foundation, https://www.resolutionfoundation.org/app/uploads/2013/08/Does-it-pay-tocare.pdf; Emma Wallis, “Could post-Brexit Britain increase the risk of modern slavery in the UK?”
Infomigrants, March 20, 2019, https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/15826/could-post-brexit-britainincrease-the-risk-of-modern-slavery-in-the-uk
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their children. In New Jersey in 2013, an investigation of the foster care system
uncovered that black mothers were more likely to be declared unfit mothers than white
mothers; black children in the state were more than four times as likely to be placed in
foster care than white children. 718 This finding is confirmed by the November 2016 Issue
Brief published by the United States Children’s Bureau. Black children made up 13.8
percent of all children in the country but they accounted for 22.4 percent of children in
foster care while white children made up 52 percent of all children in the country and
only 43 percent of the children in foster care. 719
Though it was not entirely clear in the eighteenth century, Britain also had, and
continues to have, a race problem. Black Britons have always known this but it has
become remarkably clear to everyone else as the Kingdom has become home to growing
numbers of non-white immigrants. The unemployment rate for non-whites in Britain is
double that of white Britons. Black British pupils are permanently expelled from school
at three times the rate of whites. Irish and Roma travelers suffer expulsions at even
higher rates than blacks. Whites and Britons with origins in India and Pakistan are more
likely to own a home than blacks. 720 This should come as no surprise in a county that
was once responsible for the forced migration over 3 million Africans to their colonies.
Britain’s denial of its culpability in racial slavery and today’s structural racism in its
former colonies became evident during Prince Harry’s marriage to American Meghan

Sarah Gonzalez, “Black Mothers Judged Unfit at Higher Rate than White Mothers in NJ,” WNYC,
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719 Children’s Bureau, “Racial Disproportionality and Disparity in Child Welfare,” Issue Brief (2016): 3,
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Markle in 2018. Markle became the first woman of color to marry into the British royal
family. The wedding ceremony included several homages to Markle’s black American
heritage. Black Britons, such as author Afua Hirsch, exclaimed that Markle’s entry into
the British royal family was a historic event because she expected it to “change the
subconscious messaging about what it means to be British.” 721 Frank discussion of
British race relations were sparked by the royal family’s perceived discomfort during
Episcopal Rev. Michael Bruce Curry’s sermon and the Kingdom Choir’s performance of
Ben E. King’s “Stand By Me.” 722 Why did British royalty’s juxtaposition next to people
and cultures of the African diaspora create such curiosity and discomfort? It became
clear to much of the world that Britain had not acknowledged its race problems, owning
instead, its issues with class conflict and fobbing off the issue of structural racism and
racial tension onto its former colonies.
The wedding came at a time when British racial tensions reached a climax due to
immigration debates and nativist uprisings. In 2015, for example, British Foreign
Secretary Phillip Hammond called for stricter criteria for “marauding” African
immigrants attempting to enter Britain from continental Europe. 723 The next year,
Britons voted on a referendum to leave the European Union. The Leave Campaign
attempted to structure its platform on sovereignty and economic issues but supporters

721 Karla Adam and William Booth, “What Meghan Markle means to Black Brits,” The Washington Post,
May 10, 2018, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/world/wp/2018/05/10/feature/what-meghanmarkle-means-to-black-brits/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.78a648190cfd
722 Anna North, “The Fraught Gender and Racial Politics of the Royal Wedding, Explained,” Vox, May 15,
2018, https://www.vox.com/2018/5/15/17335946/meghan-markle-royal-wedding-2018-prince-harrywindsor-race-gender; Ayesha Hazarika, “A Woman of Color Joining the Royal Family is a Big Moment for
Britain,” CNN, May 17, 2018, https://edition.cnn.com/2018/05/16/opinions/meghan-markle-britainrace-relations-opinion-intl/index.html;
723 Kehinde Andrews and Lisa Amanda Palmer, eds., Blackness in Britain (London: Routledge, 2016), 13;
Afua Hirsch, Brit(ish): On Race, Identity and Belonging (London: London Vintage, 2018).
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largely identify anti-immigration stances as their reason for supporting Brexit. 724 Lisa
Amanda Palmer asserts, "It is the power of White hegemony and White privilege that
enables a virulent and aggressive racism towards migrant and 'non-white' groups who
are caricatured as victimising the Western European way of life and jeopardising its
fundamental existence.” The American Revolution, though it was a disaster for Britain
in many ways, allowed Britons to benefit from racial slavery, its accumulation of capital,
medical science’s exploitation of bondsmen and women, and the privileges of whiteness,
but without having to acknowledge its role in forced migration, bonded labor, racemaking, and the building of structural racism. The eighteenth-century context was a
very different one from today’s but still, this exploration of the wet nurse trade offers
some excellent analogies for understanding the ways that structural prejudice works.
First, that it is not perpetuated by villains. The respectable mothers in this story made
decisions that are understandable given the context of their choice. Second, that
structural inequity appears incrementally, as a natural outgrowth of our labor
negotiations and cultural assumptions, but it slowly chips away at the economic and
reproductive choices of disadvantaged people, until alas, they have no choice but the
path that is proffered to them. Like the wet nurses who appear here, they often follow
that path, exhibiting small acts of agency along the way. In the final act of the “drama of
capitalism,” they suffer criticism and condemnation for the lives they never wanted.

Adam Taylor, “The Uncomfortable Question: Was the Brexit Vote Based on Racism?” The Washington
Post, June 25, 2016, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2016/06/25/theuncomfortable-question-was-the-brexit-vote-based-on-racism/?utm_term=.55609d734c72
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APPENDIX A: PUBLICATIONS MINED FOR WET NURSE ADVERTISEMENTS

LONDON
PHILADELPHIA
Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser (GNDA) Pennsylvania Gazette
Courier & Evening Gazette
Pennsylvania Chronicle
Gazetteer and London Daily Advertiser
Pennsylvania Journal
Daily Advertiser (DA)
Pennsylvania Packet
Morning Herald and Daily Advertiser (MHDA)
Pennsylvania Evening Post
London World (LW)
Pennsylvania Ledger
Oracle and Daily Advertiser
Freemans Journal
Morning Post & Gazetteer
Pennsylvania Evening Herald
Morning Chronicle
Independent Gazetteer
General Advertiser
Pennsylvania Mercury
Porcupine
Federal Gazette
The British Press
Dunlaps
Morning Post & Fashionable World
General Advertiser
London Daily Advertiser and Literary GazetteThe Mail
Public Advertiser
Aurora General
Morning Chronicle & London Advertiser
Philadelphia Gazette
Morning Post & Daily Advertiser
Claypoole’s
General Advertiser & Morning Intelligencer Gazette of the United States
Parkers General
Porcupines
Morning Post
Aurora General 2
Morning Herald (MH)
Poulsons
Morning Advertiser
Philadelphia Repository
World & Fashionable Advertiser
U.S. Gazette
Argus
Farmer’s Register
Oracle
Oracle of Dauphin
Oracle Bells New World
Oracle and Public Advertiser
The Star
True Briton
Woodfalls Register
Times (London)
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APPENDIX B: ADVERTISEMENTS LAYOUTS
Morning Herald and Daily Advertiser, March 27, 1786
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Morning Post and Daily Advertiser, January 11, 1791
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General Advertiser, Philadelphia, December 1, 1794
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Poulson’s July 16, 1805*

* Even when there were other servants looking for work, American papers tended not to
group them together; rather they were dispersed amongst items for sale.
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APPENDIX C: BREASTFEEDING PRODUCTS IN LONDON & PHILADELPHIA
PRODUCT

EST.
SOURCE
DEBUT
ON
MARKET

Mrs. Rissoan’s Nipple Salve

1763

Gazetteer and London Daily
Advertiser (London, England), Friday,
July 15, 1763.

W. Rowley’s new invented
Machine for more commodiously
drawing the Milk from the
Breasts…”

1772

Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser
(London, England), Friday, October
16, 1772

“Never failing” Nipple Salve

1776

Daily Advertiser (London, England),
Thursday, November 7, 1776

Mrs. Hugg’s Nipple Salve

1780

Morning Post and Daily Advertiser
(London, England), Wednesday,
November 15, 1780

Osgood’s Nipple Salve

1788

Bath Chronicle (Bath, England),
Thursday, July 31, 1788

Mr. Edward’s Globular Herbal
Nipple Cases

1791

World (1787) (London, England),
Thursday, October 6, 1791

Mr. Edward’s Lac Antlia Device
for Inverted Nipples

1796

Telegraph (London, England),
Saturday, November 12, 1796

The Nipple Liniment

1795

St. James's Chronicle or the British
Evening Post (London, England),
March 5, 1795 - March 7, 1795

Mrs. Gardner’s Nipple Cases

1798

Weekly Register (1798) (London,
England), Wednesday, April 11, 1798

Mrs. Relfe’s Sucking Assistant

1799

Morning Chronicle (London,
England), Saturday, August 24, 1799

Mrs. Relfe’s Nipple Cases

1799

Morning Chronicle (London,
England), Saturday, August 24, 1799

Mrs. Relfe’s Nipple Linement

1803

The Lady's Magazine, or Entertaining
Companion for the Fair Sex, Vol. 34,
1803.
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Rayment’s Black Salve, “an
excellent remedy for chapped,
sore, or ulcerated nipples in the
worst degree…”

1802

E. Johnson's British Gazette and
Sunday Monitor (London, England),
Sunday, October 24, 1802

Nipple Shells and Pipes
(Imported from London) sold by
druggist Nathaniel Tweedy

1764

The Pennsylvania Gazette, December
27, 1764

Curved and Straight Breast pipes,
Nipple Shells (Imported from
London and sold by TOWNSEND
SPEAKMAN, APOTHECARY and
CHEMIST)

1783

The Pennsylvania Gazette, September
17, 1783

RICHARD WAGSTAFFE’s
Balsam of Health

1760

The Pennsylvania Gazette, July 24,
1760

Dr. Cook’s Tansey and Camomile
“A Cure for chapped Nipples in
sucking”

1781

The Pennsylvania Gazette. December
5, 1781.
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APPENDIX D: BREASTFEEDING TESTIMONIALS & FAMILY RECONSTITUTIONS

NAME &
ADDRESS
Sarah Every, No.
11
Glasshouseyard,
near Blackfriarsbridge,
Southwark

SPOUSE/OCCU
PATION
John Every, Excise
Officer, (traveled
for work- moved
between Somerset
and Surrey)

Ann Williams,
Blackheath (Town
of, spans Parishes
of Lewisham,
Greenwich and
Charlton)
Phebe Reynolds,
No. 218, Upper
Thames-street
Barbara Francis*,
No. 46, Blue
Anchor-alley,
Bunhill row, in
the parish of St.
Luke’s, Oldstreet, in the
County of
Middlesex

Records
Unavailable

Sarah Cox**
Paper-Hanging
Manufactory, St.
Thomas’s-street,
St. John’s,
Southwark

Joseph Cox, Paper
Hanger

Elizabeth Ann
Baguly, DockHead Southwark

Joseph Baguly,
Butcher

Charles Reynolds,
goldsmith
Job Francis,
Cooper

GENEALOGICAL CONFIRMATION
Married in Somerset in 1786.
June 4, 1786, Sarah #1 (died before 1792)
January 20, 1788, John #1 (died before
1791)
February 5, 1790, Jenny
July 31, 1791, John #2
January 1, 1792 Sarah #2
December 29, 1793, Elizabeth
June 14, 1795, Rebecca
Records Unavailable

Thomas Rammell Reynolds born Mar 2,
1790.
Ann born May 7, 1804.
Elizabeth, March 5, 1786.
Mary, born January 18, 1787.
Anne #1, born October 28, 1788 (died before
1791).
Thomas, born May 27, 1790.
Anne #2, born August 5, 1791.
Maria, born November 4, 1793.
Job, born October 1795.
Sophia, born March 13, 1797.
Susanna, April 28, 1798.
Barbara, born May 20, 1799
Joseph in 1776.
Sarah in 1779.
Charles in 1783.
Thomas in 1786.
Edward born in 1789.
Henry born 1790.
Richard born 1792.
Ann in 1787.
Elizabeth born Sep 23 1789.
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Catherine Folker,
Bird-street, near
Wapping Church

Ambrose Folker

Ann born in 1789.
Ambrose was born June 1791.
John born in 1793.

Mary Ann Grosse,
No. 1, Queenstreet, near
Oxford-street
Mrs. Elizabeth
Spence*, No. 26,
Shug-lane,

Johann Grosse aka
John Grosse,
Tallow Chandler?

John born 1789.
Charlotte born in 1792.

Joseph Spence,
Sadler. Property
had rack rental
value of £15 in
1784.

Joseph in 1782.
William in 1784.
Elizabeth in 1786.
Sarah in 1787.
Rosanna in 1788.
Abraham in 1790.
Susanna in 1792.
Harriet in 1794.
Mary in 1781.
William in 1782.
Ann in 1783.
Augustus in 1784.
Charles in 1785.
Caroline in 1787.
Henry in 1789.
George in 1790.
Ann Mary in Sep 1791 (died in 1793).
Theodosia in 1792.
Eliza in 1793 (died in 1794).
Mary in 1795.
Ellen in 1796.
Frederick and twin Lewis in 1798.
Ferdinand in 1800.
Mary Ann in 1794.
Sophia Pitt in 1795.
Henry in 1800.

Mrs. Jones*,
Broxbourne,
Herts (incorrectly
transcribed as
Broxholme,
Herts)

William Jones,
Methodist Vicar to
Broxbourne and
Hoddesdon from
1781-1801

Mrs. Sophia
Langford Pitt,
Poole,
Dorsetshire
Elizabeth Squire
Poor, No. 6,
Catherine-street,
near the Tower of
London, Borough
of Southwark
Mary Silby May,
No. 1, East-Street
Rotherhithe

Isaac Watts Pitt,
Esquire… Isaac
Pitt, Gentleman

His diary was
published in 1929

J. Poor, Ship’s
Agent and
mariner.

Elizabeth in 1782.
Elizabeth #2 in 1784.
John in 1787.
John #2 in 1791.

Charles May,
music warehouse

Mary Ann Feb 1783.
Charles #1 on Feb 2, 1785.
Charlotte Jan 11, 1787.
Twins Mary and Charles #2, March 30,
1789. St George Martyr Southwark
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ANN BENNET*
Great Surrystreet, Surry [also
called Blackfriars
Road]
Mary Godard, No.
1, opposite St.
Botolph’s Church,
Aldgate-street
ANON1,
Rochester
ANON2, No,. 18,
Hertford-street,
Fitzroy-square

Records
Unavailable

Charles #3 born Dec 1790. St George Martyr
Southwark
Thomas May 1794.
Records Unavailable

Records
Unavailable

Records Unavailable

Records
Unavailable
Records
Unavailable

Records Unavailable
Records Unavailable

Breastfeeding Testimonial Sources
Public Ledger, Sep 24, 1791.
Courier, April 5, 1793.
London Star, Dec 12, 1796.
London Star, Aug 25, 1794.
London Telegraph, Nov 12, 1796.

True Briton, April 16, 1795.
Morning Chronicle, Nov. 7, 1794.
London World, July 17, 1793.
London Sun, April 20, 1793.
London World, Nov 3, 1791.

Testimonial Transcriptions & Family Reconstitution Sources

Every Household 725

725 John Evers, Excise Officer, Baptism entry for John Every on Sunday, July 31, 1791, Saint Saviour,
Denmark Park, London, 1790-1795, Church of England Baptisms, Marriage and Burials,
http://www.ancestry.com (hereafter SSDP); Linda Taylor, “Excise Officers,” Family and Local History
Research Services, http://media.freeola.com/other/20026/exciseofficers.pdf; No. 44, Marriage of John
Every and Sarah Godfrey, May 1, 1786, Moorlinch Parish Marriage Registers, Somerset, England,
http://www.ancestry.com; Birth of Sarah Every, June 4, 1786, Churchstanton Baptism Register,
Somerset, England, p. 53, http://www.ancestry.com; Baptism of John Every, January 20, 1788, Sutton
Mallet Baptism Register, Somerset, England, http://www.ancrestry.com (hereafter SMBR); Baptism of
Jenny Every, February 5, 1790, SMBR; Baptism of John Every on Sunday, July 31, 1791, SSDP; Baptism of
Sarah Every, January 1, 1792, SMBR; Baptism of Elizabeth Every, December 29, 1793, SMBR; Baptism of
Rebecca Every, June 14, 1795, SMBR
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“Sarah Every, wife of John Every, No. 11 Glasshouseyard, near Blackfriars-bridge,
Southwark, Maketh oath, that, for six years, she has labored under inexpressible
affliction, occasioned by sore nipples, and has never before been able to suckle but with
one breast, and that with excruciating pain; also, has received the advice of many of the
faculty in London an in the West of England, without obtaining any relief, until hearing
of Mr. EDWARDS’s NIPPLE CASES, which upon applying a pair according to his
prescribed Directions, was enabled to suckle with both breasts without the least pain or
uneasiness, and earnestly recommends them to her sex, as being a perfect cure.”
Reynolds Household 726
“Dear Sir, For many months I have been afflicted with inflamed, sore nipples, and at the
time of suckling, obliged to be held in a bed, or chair, in such a low state that my friends
despaired of life, which reduced me and my child to the very bone; I applied to an
eminent physician, who could not relieve me, and my dissolution was, by all expected,
when a friend recommended the use of your nipple cases, which in twenty-four hours
gave me ease, and in a few days healed them; and it is with pleasure that I freely offer
you my name, to make my case known to the public. Phebe Reynolds. No. 218, Upper
Thames-street, Sept 1st, 1791.”
Francis Household 727
“Whereas I, BARBARA FRANCIS, No. 46, Blue Anchor-alley, Bunhill row, in the parish
of St. Luke’s, Old-street, in the County of Middlesex, have been afflicted with inflamed
sore Nipples many years, through which I have endured the most excruciating pain’
likewise my Milk drying, so that I have not been able to suckle my children. I have
several times received the advice of an eminent Gentleman of the Faculty, and have
applied advertised Salves and Plasters, but to no purpose. I do voluntary certify, that
since the application of a pair of Mr. Edward’s Nipple Cases, I have not had the least
sign of a sore whatever; also my Milk returned, and I am now capable of suckling
without the least pain of uneasiness. I desire to make this public acknowledgement, for
the benefit of those afflicted of my sex, and shall be ready at any time to satisfy any
person who may enquire of me, about my late unhappy situation. BARBARA FRANCIS.
Marriage of Charles Reynolds and Phebe Woster, December 14, 1788, St. Bride Fleet Street Marriage
Register, London, http://www.ancestry.com; Birth of Thomas Rammell Reynolds, March 2, 1790, St.
Benet Paul’s Wharf Baptism Register, London, http://www.ancestry.com; Birth of Ann Reynolds, May 7,
1804, Saint John Coventry, Warwick, England Select Births and Christenings, FHL Film Number 560718,
http://www.ancestry.com.
727 Birth of Elizabeth Francis, March 5, 1786, St. Andrew Holborn, Camden, http://www.ancestry.com;
Birth of Mary Francis, January 18, 1787, St. Giles Cripplegate, City of London, http://www.ancestry.com;
Birth of Thomas Francis May 27, 1790, St. Luke Finsbury Baptism Register, Islington,
http://www.ancestry.com (hereafter SLFI); Birth of Anne Francis #2, August 5, 1791, SLFI; Birth of .
Maria Francis, November 4, 1793, SLFI; Birth of Job Francis, October 1795, SLFI; Birth of Sophia Francis,
March 13, 1797, St. Marylebone, Westminster, http://www.ancestry.com (hereafter SMW); Birth of
Susanna Francis, April 28, 1798, SMW; Birth of Barbara Francis, May 20, 1799, SMW.
726
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Nov 2, 1791, Witnesses to the above cure: J. Forbes, MA Minister, Luke Langdon,
Churchwarden, Joseph Samson and Henry Fage, Overseers”
Cox Household 728
“March 12, 1792, Sir, I give you praise for your Invention, as I really think it a valuable
discover. I have had ten children, and never been able to suckle either of them without
the most excruciating pain, until I used your Cases; it was ever my desire to enjoy that
pleasing satisfaction, but finding it impossible, I was obliged to engage a Wet-Nurse
with two of them; but I now enjoy the long wished for comfort, through the application
of your NIPPLE CASES; I have also regained the Milk that was lost in on Breast,
occasioned by several Cores, therefore I heartily wish you success, and am, Sir, your
humble Servant, S. Cox. Paper-Hanging Manufactory, St. Thomas’s-street, St. John’s,
Southwark.”
Baguly Household 729
“March 12, 1793, Dear Sir, I think it my Duty, after to surprising a CURE, to offer you
my Name to my Case known, and shall ever sound your Praise to the last State of my
Existence.—I have suckled twelve Children with my left Breast, in the most torturing
pain, occasioned by a sore Nipple, beyond the power of tongue or pen to express, and
with my first child I have my right Breast broke in three places, the milk of which was
though by the Faculty to be totally lost, but by wearing your CASES a few weeks I have
recovered it, also cured the other, and I have not the least sign of a sore whatever;
therefore I suckle my babe in comfort. Your obliged humble servant, Eliz. Ann Baguly.
Dock-Head Southwark”
Folker Household 730
“July 30, 1792, Sir, From reading your Advertisements, and by strong recommendation
of Friends, my Wife was induced to make trial of your Nipple Cases, which without
flattery, I assure you in a few hiours relieved her from the most excruciating pain, when
the advice of the most eminent of the Faculty had failed. I am, Sir, your most obliged
humble Servant, Ambrose Folker, Bird-street, near Wapping Church.”
Will of Joseph Cox, Saint John Southwark, Proven March 2, 1805, http://www.londonlives.org; Birth
of Josephs Thomas Cox, Aug 4, 1776, St. John Horsleydown, Bermondsey, Southwark, Surrey,
http://www.ancestry.com (hereafter SJHBS); Birth of Sarah Cox, May 23, 1779, SJHBS; Birth of Charles
Cox, July 26, 1783, SJHBS; Birth of Thomas Cox, April 5, 1786, SJHBS; Birth of Edward Cox, October 25,
1789, SJHBS; Birth of Henry Cox, Nov 1, 1790, SJHBS; Birth of Richard Cox, February 26, 1792, SJHBS.
729 Criminal Proceedings of John Cropper, January 9, 1782, http://www.londonlives.org (Joseph was a
witness in these proceedings); Birth of Ann Baguly, October 26, 1787, St. John Horselydown,
Bermondsey, Southwark, Surrey, http://www.ancestry.com; Birth of Elizabeth Baguly, September 1, 1789,
SJHBS.
730 Birth of Ann Folker, December 1789, St Mary Whitechapel, Stepney, http://www.ancestry.com; Birth
of Ambrose Folker, June 12, 1791, St. George in the East, Stepney http://www.ancestry.com (hereafter
SGEP); Birth of Jno. Folker, June 24, 1793, SGEP.
728
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Grosse Household 731
“Mrs. M. Grosse, of No. 1, Queen-street, near Oxford-street, was cured in a few hours, so
that her child could suck with ease and comfort”
“Mrs. Spence, of No. 26, Shug-lane, has had eight children; with her first child she
caught cold, and lost her Nipples, so that she failed to suckled in future, the Faculty
pronounced it impossible for her ever to suckle again. About four months since she
applied a Pair of Cases. Her Nipples soon returned; and she now suckles her child with
ease and pleasure.”
Spence Household 732
“Mrs. Spence, of No. 26, Shug-lane, has had eight children; with her first child she
caught cold, and lost her Nipples, so that she failed to suckled in future, the Faculty
pronounced it impossible for her ever to suckle again. About four months since she
applied a Pair of Cases. Her Nipples soon returned; and she now suckles her child with
ease and pleasure.”
Jones Household 733
“Sir, I consider myself highly reprehensible in not taking earlier opportunity of
mentioning to you the very good effects which have attended the use of your Globular
Poll Record of John Grosse aka Johann Grosse, Tallow Chandler, Berwick Street, Westminster Poll
Books, http://www.londonlives.org; Birth of John Grosse, June 10, 1789, Westminster, London,
http://www.ancestry.com; Birth of Charlotte Grosse, February 5, 1792, Saint James, Westminster,
London, http://www.ancestry.com (hereafter SJWL).
732 Property Value for Joseph Spence at Shug Lane, 1784, Westminster Rate Books,
http://www.londonlives.org; Joseph Spence Poll Records, 1784 & 1790, Westminster Pollbooks,
http://www.londonlives.org; Coroner’s Inquest for William Wright (Joseph Spence sent his apprentice to
Bridewell in 1789 where he died so he testified at the inquest), City of Westminster Coroners,
http://www.londonlives.org; Birth of Joseph Henry Spence, December 10, 1782, SJWL; Birth of William
Spence, 1784, SJWL; Birth of Elizabeth Spence, Jan 17, 1786, SJWL; Birth of Sarah Spence, April 7, 1787,
SJWL; Birth of Rosanna Spence, Dec 1788, SJWL; Birth of Abraham Spence, September 1, 1790, SJWL;
Birth of Susanna Spence, December 7, 1792, SJWL; Birth of Harriet Spence, July 1794, SJWL.
733 William Jones and edited by O. F. Christie, The Diary of the Revd. William Jones 1777-1821 (London:
Brentano's, 1929), p. 100 (for babies’ deaths); Robert Thomas Jenkins, “Jones, Williams (1755-1821),”
Dictionary of Welsh Biography, https://biography.wales/article/s-JONE-WIL-1755; Birth of Mary Jones,
August 4, 1781, Rock, Worcester, England in Select Births and Christenings in England,
http://www.ancestry.com (hereafter RWE); Birth of William Jones, June 6, 1782, Broxbourne,
Hertfordshire, England, in Select Births and Christenings in England, http://www.ancestry.com
(hereafter BH); Birth of Ann Jones, November 9, 1783, RWE; Birth of Augustus Jones, May 6, 1784,
Wormley, Hertford, England, in Select Births and Christenings in England, http://www.ancestry.com
(hereafter WHE); Birth of Charles Jones, December 13, 1785, WHE; Birth of Caroline Jones, July 19, 1787,
BH; Birth of Henry Jones, May 4, 1789, BH; Birth of George Jones, June 20, 1790, BH; Birth of Ann Mary
Jones, September 7, 1791, BH; Birth of Theodosia Jones, September 9, 1792, BH; Birth of Eliza Jones, Aug
24, 1793, BH; Birth of Mary Jones, LDS Records, Broxbourne Parish Register, Batch C072202, Source
0991369; Birth of Ellen Jones, May 28, 1796, BH; Birth of Frederick Jones and his twin Lewis Montague
Jones, July 24, 1798, BH; Birth of Ferdinand Jones, July 14, 1800, BH.
731
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Herbal-Nipple Cases; Mrs. Jones suffered the greatest pain in attempting to suckle two
of her last children, and was under the necessity of desisting from the attempt; but after
having recourse to your Nipple Cases, was enabled to suckle her last child without the
least inconvenience—Any person whom you refer to me shall be satisfied as to the truth
of the above particulars. I am, Sir, Your very obliged humble servant, W. Jones.
[Broxbourn], Herts, Feb. 5, 1794.” Attested to in the presence of J. Wyburn and John
Tatler.
Pitt Household 734
“Poole, Nov. 20, 1793, Sir, My Wife having been deliverd of a child about twelve weeks
ago, and not having scarce any nipples to give the child suck, I was advised to try your
Globular Nipple Cases; I therefore procured a pair, and my wife has applied them to her
breasts; one of them has answered the purpose very well, by drawing out a very fine
nipple; the other instead of that fine redness, is of the color of milk, and very tender;
shall therefore be much obliged, if you would advise how we are to proceed with the sore
Nipple. As we have seen so speedy a cure in the other breast, shall rely on your advice,
and will thank you for an answer per return of post; and I remain, Sir, Your obedient
servant, J. Watts Pitt, Poole, Dorsetshire.”
Poor Household 735
“No. 6, Catherine-street, near the Tower of London, Oct 21, 1793, I have often heard by
eminent Gentlemen of the Faculty that it was impossible to obtain a cure for sore
Nipples at the time of suckling; but I no beg leave to inform them, that after enduring
the most excruciating pain with nine children, I now suckle my babe in comfort, through
the applications of your Herbal Nipple Cases. When I mentioned the circumstances to
my Midwife, she said that upwards of forty years experience had never give her one
instance of a cure, before you offered your invention, and that she never saw nor heard
of it being applied without [illegible]; and I think it my duty to recommend it to the

Marriage of Sophia Langford and Isaac Watts Pitt, December 16, 1792, FHL Film Number 1596363,
http://www.ancestry.com; Nov 8, 1798 Entry for Isaac Pitt (He served by substitute), Militia Lists for
Dorset, England, Wimborne District, Ref # L/A 3/11/8, http://www.ancestry.com; UK Land Tax
Redemption Register (Isaac Pitt is listed as an occupier of land owned by Joseph Besant), Old Orchard,
Saint James, Dorset, 1798, http://www.ancestry.com; Baptism of Mary Ann Watts Pitt, March 20, 1795
(born in 1794), Poole, Dorset Baptism Register, http://www.ancestry.com; Baptism of Henry Watts, 1800,
Poole, Dorset Baptism Register, http://www.ancestry.com; Baptism of Sophia Watts, July 16, 1795, Poole,
Dorset Baptism Register, http://www.ancestry.com.
735 Will of John Poor, Quarter Gunner now belongining to His Majesty’s Ship Saint George, June 16, 1804,
LL ref: wills_1800_1810_2531964_360792, http://www.londonlives.org; Baptism of Elizabeth Poor, Oct
18, 1782, Baptism Register for Parish of St. Alfege, Greenwich, Kent, http://www.ancestry.com (hereafter
SAGK); Baptism of Elizabeth Poor #2, May 30, 1784, SAGK; Baptism of John Poor, Par 22, 1787, SAGK;
Baptism of John Poor #2, Jan 2, 1791, St. John’s Margate, Kent, England, in Select Births and
Christenings in England, http://www.ancestry.com.
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utmost of my power. Your obliged and devoted servant, Eliz. Poor, Wife of J. Poor,
Ship’s Agent. Borough of Southwark, No. 3, 1792.”
May Household 736
“Sir, Some time ago, reading the Daily Advertiser, I observed some cures performed by
your Herbal Nipple Cases, and being also recommended by several friends, who had
received cures, I made trial of a pair, which has confirmed every idea, by performing a
Cure on two extremely Sore Nipples, which I have been afflicted with for fourteen years;
and I shall think it my duty to recommend them to the utmost of my power, for the
benefit of my sex, and your kind attendance. Your obliged humble servant, MARY MAY,
No. 1, East-Street Rotherhithe.”

Testimonials Placed by Non-Householders
“Sir, Among the many surprising cures performed by your Herbal Nipple Cases, I think
the last the most surprising and deserves the attention of the public:-- A Lady, to whom
I recommended them, has had nine children; the two first she suckled by enduring the
most excruciating pain; with seven she could not by any means undergo the torment, it
being too shocking to relate; but by wearing your Cases two or three months in the time
of pregnancy, she now suckled her last child with ease and pleasure; therefore I think
what has been said is sufficient to satisfy every female of their invaluable virtue. I am,
Sir, Your obedient humble servant, Eliz. Negus, Midwife, Snow Fields, Borough of
Southwark.”
“Sir, I think it a duty to my sex to inform them, that I earnestly recommend your Herbal
Nipple Cases, my knowing their efficacy to be surprising; and I have been eye witness to
many Cures performed by them, which were before incurable. Your humble servant, H.
Bevir, Midwife, Bear the Albion Mill, Surrey.”
“Bedworth, Sept. 6, 1794, SIR, Too long have I witnessed the excruciating pain and
imminent danger with which many women have suckled their children, and have as long
wished for some certain remedy—At length I am able to congratulate you, and the fair
sex, upon the discovery of an article so fully calculated to remove every pain and danger,
Marriage of Charles May and Mary Silby, May 28, 1780, Baptism, Marriage, and Burial Register,
Westminster, St Marylebone, England, http://www.ancestry.com (hereafter WSME); Baptism of Mary
Ann May, Feb 1783, WSME; Baptism of Charles May #1, Mar 13, 1785, WSME; Baptism of Charlotte May,
Jan 11, 1787, WSME; Baptisms of Twins Charles #2 and Mary May, born March 30, 1789, Charles
baptized on April 1 and Mary was baptized on May 20, 1789, St. George the Martyr Baptism, Marriage and
Burial Registers, Southwark, http://www.ancestry.com (hereafter SGMS); Baptism of Charles May #3,
Jan 26, 1791, SGMS; Baptism of Thomas May, June 29, 1794, St. Mary the Virgin Parish Registers,
Twickenham, Richmond Upon Thames, Kent, http://www.ancestry.com.
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as your Herbal Nipple Cases are. In my practice, which is very extensive, I met with a
poor woman, Mary Smith, whose nipples were so sore, and whose breasts were in such
an inflamed state, from their having been sore near three years, as not only to preclude
every possibility of giving either breast to the child, but even to endanger her life.
Having tried many things, but all to little purpose, I resolved to obtain from your Agent,
at No. 150 Oxford Street, through the medium of a friend, your Herbal Nipple Cases,
which, I am happy to acquaint you, have restored the poor woman’s breasts to a proper
state; for which she gratefully thanks me, and you the ingenious inventor. Should you
think the above facts worthy of publication, you are at full liberty to make it known in
any manner you may think best. I am, Sir, Your obliged servant, Thomas Norris.
Witness- A. Billings.”

Testimonials Unconfirmed by Additional Records
Williams Household
“Dear Sir, Reading last Thursday’s paper, (the Times) I observed your Nipple Cases
offered to the public;-- the surprising cure I have received, induces me to offer you my
name to recommend them to my sex. Upwards of seven years I have endured the most
excruciating pain in suckling of five children, in such a state that oftentimes I have been
obliged to be held by two women, in a chair, while the child was put to the breast. I
applied to many eminent gentlemen of the faculty but could never get relief, until
applying a pair of your cases, which immediately gave me ease, and in a short time
healed them; and I firmly assure you I never enjoyed a day’s comfort in suckling my
children before. Your obliged and humble Servant, Ann Williams. Blackheath, Aug 27,
1791.”
Anonymous 1
“Rochester, Feb 2, 1796, SIR, From motives of delicacy, and the nature of the complaint,
I am unwilling that my name should appear in print; but shall be happy in satisfying any
person of the great efficacy of the Linament, whenever referred to. My breasts were
much excoriated, and as bad as possible; the extreme anguish I suffered, when the child
was put to them, is inexpressible. I should have been under the necessity of giving up
nursing my child, had I not found relief in your most excellent application. I found
benefit in the course of three or four days and one bottle made a complete care. I now
continue nursing without the smallest inconvenience and have recommended the
Linament to sever of my acquaintance, conceiving it to be the most invaluable remedy
ever found.”
Anonymous 2
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“No,. 18, Hertford-street, Fitzroy-square, Sir, It is my wish that you should be informed
of the great relief I experienced from the use of your Nipple Liniment. – My nipples
were very much excoriated, so much so that I was compelled to give up suckling my
infant, with the right and although the pain that I suffered from applying it to the left
breast is not to be described, yet I was urged to persevere, considering it to be a duty
incumbent on me to do so. The pains, ulceration, and bleeding increased daily; at length
the linament was fortunately recommended to me, and from the first application I have
relief, by degrees the part became less tender, and the bleeding eased, and before I had
used two bottles, the ulcers were healed and I now continue to suckle my child without
the least pain and inconvenience. – I am Sir, &c. Sept 23rd, 1796”
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